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PREFACE 

ThJi  study  sets down  the results of re5earch a 0r   re5ear^ on one of the most 

1iff«rs   from other  recen,  „*,„ of   th,   .   , 
",,'  '"""""'on.1  aspects of  energy 

P°l-r and  their   .„„„t onjj« nationa,  security  -,„ .h,    ^^T 

primary a^We^*^)/"^^^' '" this «^2^ 

^^—W/'-ncovertCoWectiye^tiona,   reL.ion- 

;; tw"n '^and—d~-r«-veff.c. th. reII,bmty 

•>' «"PPly   in  the pas,  and  ,h. futüre. tt*W ««»fjL, 

-cording,   the  „ody   ,. d,ided   ^   ^ ^        ^ 

-P-,.isretrospecti.1ye.a„,„.d.     .   ,a ...d  . Chapter   ,..,   ' 

W-«9lsof.ericanh.ge.  due . the ro,e the o„  „„,.. 

;•;;;;;-■-■--..ortin9 and oi, ,_,,„,_ xM61ted 

--.c,ent,yhigh degree of dependence „nth.  trad,  inoi,  to hri„9 

-.—.   in  their  reciproca,   conditions.     , ,.,...„ of 0,, 
supplies   during   the   iq«;A-«:7  , J   i«/, 

i  ine   1356 57 and  I967 Middle East  cris«  ic ck 
.,   ,    . fti ^ fiv ^ ,Ses  rs shown  In Chapter 

'  ." -e heen^.ac,. as^nstro.ent^   in.erna, iona,   i„f,o.„c. doe 

- *« Mrt-coiar ha,anceiform of  in.erdependenc^anaiy.ed  ,„ the pr..- 

;;;;ch7er-'B*9 —•^—-^ y*.,t„M 
**.*£.<  the hack9r.nd of ^rican deCine disrupted  the ^i,. 

"  —try and caused a „ideni„g disegoi, ,bri. h.t^porters 

'     "P<,r"rS-0fO"-    ' —~ of that   i,.„a„c. for 

--—iiityoKoiisoppiy are d_stra.,d,n Chapter, as  they 
"«rufested   themselvesj during  the  197^  .        1 1   -■■iiy   me   \y/i   supp  v  cr  si«i       Tk- L.     • 

ppiy crisis.     The emphasis  taken 

B[ tm AU 
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in Chapter  V   is on  the extent   to which oil   security   is manipulable f id 

the constraints   to which   it   is subjected. 

The   second  part  of  the study   is  prospective   in   its approach.     Having 

arqued   that  market   conditions are singularly   important   to the question of 

oil   security,   the outlook of  the world  energy market   is  speculated  upon 

in Chapter  Vi   and  the  resulting patterns of   interdependence are subse- 

quently described.   ""The scope of  ihe  remedial   policies 4iiqn*4 to  re- 

structure   the energy  oystem so as   to enhance   its  security are surveyed 

in  the   last   two chapters.     In Chapter  VII,   two cooperative strategies 

are analyzed:   horizontal  multilateral ism and vertical   bilateralism.     The 

study concludes  by-po^itttrtj  that either of  two unilateral  approaches 

are more   likely  to characterize  the  future »ourse of events   in the energy 

area  than   the complex cooperative arrangements^presented   In the previous 

chapter.     Specifically,   in Chapter VIII   the drive  to escape energy   inter- 

dependency  i>y withdrawing   into autarkic or semi-autarkic postures   Is 

discussed. 

The  subject of energy and   its  various attributes   is  not  bounded by 

neat  disciplinary   lines,   nor   is  there  a   relevant   inter-disciplinary body 

of  theory   from which  to draw.     Analyses of  the energy  scene vary  there- 

fore   in  their  degree of vigor, aggregation and depth.     This study   is 

deliberately compienensi^e   In  Its  time and  space  scopes but narrow   In 

Its  focus.     This   is  so primarily because   It   is   intended as an   input   Into 

the ongoing debate on energy policy,  with  that  debate also being   Its 

frame of  reference. 

^ -••- •—<    ■     ■ tuimumf :_'-r:--— '«14,1 mi«,«»uiimi • ■ 
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Chapter   I 

THE  SYSTEM   IN  EQUILIBRIUM 

The  relationship between a  nation's   seif-suffiri-n.      • 
eir  surnciency   m  raw materials 

O"   .- o.e  hand   and   iu   5ecuri.tv „„   ^  other   has   ^^   ^    ^ ^   ^ 

-..a,   to  .h, p„nnln(! of econOTlt and nat|ona|  def^ ^^ . ^ 

...o» that  un.es,, ,ctcd   ,^rt. of  5trateg|c  ctmMdit,es „^ ^^ ^ 

f» -atiooa,   „,,„.,,  has   tti  ,„ con,Frahans,va axamir,af,ons of  the ^ 

,'00   ' CS  f0r  th- "'•tl-" "«•«"  k«— .con^U  ,fficl.ncy as 

..P.ess,.   „   „^.„^  er-,_  aM nationa|   ^^^^ ^ ^^^   ^ 

pro.«.!«. a„d M„.r.tlw,.     In Wi . „ ,   ^^^ ^^^ ^ 

*.. unrestr(cted .„   .^^ „cra mt ^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^^ ^ 

l.r. .inc. ,hey .ended ,„ disco^e *«„„. oil expioret.on and ™de 

th. U.S. e.ce^.vely dependent on fore.gn suppWe,. ,„ „55 p^ident 

Hsen^e,.   thr0ügh President,e,  Proc^Uon  ,27,.   imposed ^.^ ,„ 

«- na,,..,   scc.rUV as  stated   ,„  th. Tr.de „^^ »,, ^   ,„ pre. 

lessors."     Bu,   ft,  f.nda.en.a,   issue of  ft. .e.a.ionsh.p between o,, 

Sports and  national   security   I.  still  hotly debated. 

of  fh.b?!'   '?? •""'"P1«.  the Special  Report,  " 
of^the Council  on   Internationa I   Economic Poll 

locn.   For * ••"'''**•'••»• »urvey of U.S.   ener 
I960's,  sec H.ns  Landsberg and  Sam M.   Schorr 
latSiiaJaa and  Policy  Ks,,..   (,*, Vork    ^ 
^h. Pol  cymaUn,  proc.sl -hlcrresuited   In "a 

gi'l'^*!* m;r' «"••'«  '"an suggested  here, 
the domestic  forces at «ork see Robert  Engler 

Critical   Imported Materials/' 
cy.  Washington,  O.C,  December 

gy policies up to the late 
Energy   in   the  LJnif»H  <rrtffT 

ndom House,   19?C"Öbviously," 
st  or present  national  oi! 

for a superb analysis of 
's  Politics of OH:  A Study 
(Chicago:   University of 
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In 1970 a special Task Force of Cabinet members appointed by Presi- 

dent Nixon released a widely publicized document entitled The Oil Import 

Question--A Report on the R-Ut ionsh ips of Oil Imports to the National 

Security. Although the Task Force rejected the total abandonment of 

all import controls, its findings on th: key problem of import dependence 

and security did not reflect a dear conviction that a meaningful rela- 

tionship existed between these two issues.  The report held that a liberal- 

ization of import controls would not impair national security as long as 

Eastern Hemisphere imports did no» exceed ten percent of total U.S. 

demand.  Some four years and an oil embargo later, the same Administra- 

tion reversed itself; in announcing Project Independence. President 

Nixon asserted that, in the interests of security the U.S. should 

strive to become self-sufficient in energy as soon as practical.  There 

seems, then, to be some confusion about this question.  The ambiguity 

results to some extent from the question Itself, or more precisely. 

i ts formulation. 

It   is correct  that a nation's security   is.  to some degree, a 

function of   its  dependence on   imports.     Nevertheless,   the  security of 

worldwide  supolies depends   less upon  the degree of  dependence of  single 

nations  than  upon  the   inter-relationship between   import dependence and 

export dependence patterns on  the  international   level.    The approach 

to the  issue of  reliability of  supply,  even  for a specific country, 

should  therefore be global   rather than national.     The aggregate of 

national  dependence  patterns  forms the energy  sub-syst«m.     Within the 

system  it   is  the  interplay between the  interdependent  components which 

ultimately affects  the genera';  security of  supplies and their availablllty 

to any specific nation. 

•- ■* 
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One centra» theme of this  study is the relationship of Interdepen- 

dence which characterizes the world energy system.  From the standpoint 

of the international political econc-ny, there are two ends^to the oil 

axis; .t Is the interaction between t'iese two which determines the actual 

state of the system at any point in time.  At one end is the decree of 

dependence of the principal consomiig countries upon Imports of oil 

supplier.  At the other end, and as a countervailing force to import- 

dependence, is the degree of export-dependence; that is to say, the 

extent to which principal oil-producing countries are dependent upon the 

income accruing to them from oil production and exportation.  The con- 

sumers' need, then, is for a product; the producers', for a market.  The 

balance or imbalance between these two patterns of dependence Influences 

the political and economic character of the entire system.* Therefore, 

it affects Its economic structure, whether It Is skewed towards a sellers' 

or a buyers' marke., as well as its political spill-over effects.  The 

latter, of course, form the second central theme of this study. 

* * * 

For two decades following World War II, as was the caie during the 

inter-war period, the transnational energy system operated as a complex, 

The prol.feratlon of energy studies, with this project as the marn- 
rij example, suggests that shortages are only spot phencJia  But STll 
pub) .canons on the international aspects of the'oi l'qu'sHon'on y two ad 

SaTS . h  ^'Tc10/6'3110"5^^ a™9 these ^ciproca; dependences. 
World'^T T Ä ^ 

T- HOman in the,r ^'ddle Eastern Oil S SS£Uf 
World (New York: American Elsevier, 1971) and Hayw'ärd K Alker  r  ill 

br dngrc^?,dc::t ^,i rucri,s ^-^^^^^^ S 

per od wl   h data d^crlbing  the pre-embargo   low-cost period yie ds oltlnt- 
y  fal   acious conclusions.     All   pertinent   statistics were avLtable !tJL 

t.me of  the submission of  the study-November   ijjll aVaMab,e at   the 

■—   j 
T'* 

^.Zl'JS&U. 
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orderly, and remarkably efficient distribution system.  Comprisco of 

qove nments. oil companies, shipping concerns, international organizations, 

and other actors on the nlobai scene, the system did not exist in a poli- 

tical vacuum.  Rather, it was an integral part, perhaps even an essential 

one. In a global order that can best be characterized as that of Anglo- 

American hegemony/ Throughout that period, three principal processes 

enabled the energy system to function snoothly.  First, u overarching 

control exercised initially b> Britain, and later by the United States, 

enabled them to proted their oil interests in whichever form they appeared. 

Second, the structural pattern of foreign trade that prevailed throughout 

the hegemonial era tended to favor commercial Interests of the major con- 

suming nations.  In essence, the non-industrialized producing nations were 

more sensitive to their dependence on oil revenue than were the consuming 

nations to their dtpendenc« on oil imports.  Third, the International oil 

industry, acting as the instrument of Anglo-American hegemony, spear- 

headed the global spread of the system and maintained the system's flex- 

ibility and resilience, primarily through multilateral management of a 

surplus market characterized by high volume and low unit cost. 

In tfe postwar period, the modernized capitalist nations were soon 

integrated with the rest of the non-communist world into a worldwide 

supply and distribution energy system which experienced little interfer- 

ence by disruptive economic or political forces.  The energy system thus 

became virtually multinational--or multilateral-in structure.  It also 

acqu'red a high degree of flexibility, which insured its stability. 

■ 

See for example, Robert Gilpin's "The Politics of Transnational 
Economic Relat.ons," International Organization. Summer If^l, and David 
(tiJl- Be"Jamin M- Rowland. America and tf.^ World Political Economy 
(B oom.ngton. .ndiana University Press. B7Ü ^or .n elucidation of the Y 

rh.!* T f   ec0nom!c processes to the macro-pol tical context in which 
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Energy difficulties, to be sure, occurred from time to time.  But none 

of those troubles was sufficient to change the system more than peri- 

pherally.  The system weathered various successive storms and continued 

to operate efficiently.  Indeed, the ease with which the system rode out 

these occasional exigencies underscores its adaptability.  This was no 

small achievement, given the salience of energy resonrces as strategic 

cocmodities and the immense geographical, physical, and economic dimen- 

sions involved. 

Two fundamental reasons account for this performance.  First, des- 

pite the high levels of mutual dependence in the international oil trade, 

the net disruptive effect of this situation was minimal during the 

period of stable multilateralism.  Thus, although delicate situations of 

interdependence sometimes produce inter-penetration and mutual sensiti- 

vlties, the actual patterns of such relationships in the energy area 

seemed to balance one another, and tc cancel out the disruptive potential 

inherent in relationships of this kind.'" The patterns of energy interde- 

pendence in the pre-crisls period, therefore, can be termed as symmetrical 

That symmetry maintained the balance. 

Secondly, t*"! o'l industry was not only the dominant actor in the 

system, but also the main source of the system's flexibility.  The 

*1ie concept of interdependence and the debate over .ts «^ '^ °T 
time is surveyed by Edward L. Horse in "'^erdependence n Wor d Af a s^ 
in James Roseman. Kenneth Thompson, and Gavin Boyd (eds.), Wor d P°''t''* 
New York The F ee Press, 1975). Power interactions as derivat.ves of m- 
er^ndence relationships are described in Robert 0. ^eohane and Joseph 

S Nye Jr., "World Politics and the International Economic System  see 
Chapte; 5 i; C. Fred Bergsten (ed.). Th^Futur^of the international Eco- 
nomic Order (Lexington, Mass.: Heath and Company, I97M. 
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existence of a mature multinational oil industry translated the recip- 

rocal dependence patterns described above into a continuous and dynamic 

relationship.  The oil industry, true to its geocentric orientation, 

spread across boundaries rather than parallel to them.  Moreover, the 

industry acted as both the main protagonist in the system and the guar- 

dian of its multilateralism.  Clearly, the growth and prosperity of the 

industry depended upon the existence of a market which was politically 

constrained only to a very limited extent.  Care was therefore taken 

to cushion the system and protect it from disruptive forces of one 

kind or another.  The industry served as a buffer which absorbed many pol- 

itical blows that otherwise might have exploded nations belonging to the 

system.  But even at the high point of its existence, the multilateral 

energy system was extremely fragile.  Its continued stability depended 

upon the system working along the carefully balanced multinational pat- 

terns.  This Internal symmetry enabled the system to withstand the vicis- 

situdes of power politics that plagued It from time to time. 

However, as the I960's ended, the world energy system began to lose 

both its stability and Its multinational character.  Three types of dl$- 

equllibrating forces precipitated this breakdown.  First, the decline of 

the United States H the post-Vietnam period weakened its desire and 

ability to protect its strategic and commercial interests.  Secondly, the 

multinational oil industry could no longer count on the support of its 

The multinational enterprise, the most interesting transnational 
institution and an inseparable part of modern interdependencies has, like 
energy, been overstudied.  The institutional approach, not common In the 
United States, has produced some of the best analyses of the political 
economy of the international oil trade.  Good examples are Christopher 
Tugendhat's Oil: The Biggest Business (London:  Eyre and Spottiswoode, 1965) 
and Zdlth Penrose's The Large International Firm in developing Countries 
(London:  Allen t Unwl 

e Large 
n. 1*68) 

-^ —. 

^ ' - '- ^ 
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h«. ^nwnt.. Th, lBdy.try therefore began to |o5e ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

— ^    3„.,    by   a,lowing    ^   pr,te  „,   o,l    ^   ^    ^    ^   a   ^ 

of *.„,.,„ force5 which „recked the ^^ ^    ^^^^ ^^ 

b.—  P..«.™ of   imp„rt  ,„„ export  depeodence       ^^^^  ^^  ^^^^ 

".«.. e«. on .^..^ „ation5 Mtre ,e5sening ^^^ ^^ OT ^ 

m... a r,pid increas. ,, lmport deMndMce ^^^ ^^^ ^  ^_ 

'".r ...... «.^ ,„,„.   Thisd,sto,t.dth.ba,anceoftr.deMtterns 

— f.-H.,.   to «N. p.,M of «,.. asymwtry btt„„n ^^^^ ^^ ^^ 

w.    n, era of balanced ^rät^nce co_ted i high ^^^ ^ 

s.-ity   lo th.  fl<„ of ol,,  oo„  lh.  svstm be_ ür,bi|_di   supp|v 

disruptions and strateoins nf   ic.       i-   , 
at.,,« of  Issoa-lmkag. beca«  lawlMI..    Th, rela- 

HonsH.p „»_ the  5ysIem,s   .„^^„^ ^   ^^  ^^^^^ ^   iM 

"*WM  Pr0CeSSe5 "i"   b' ««•-- fonowln,  foo.  chaptars. 

Ik. -or.d anergy  systa™ ta.natad 6y „,,  ^  find5   „„„   ,„ ,  ltt|| 

°f  er.....     Thre. „ajor   factors   II. a,   t ,  o!  that  cr,s,s:     „  „ 

-M«, dr,ft ,„ u. „ ,„,_,„, o|, ^ naturai ^  import.daMndance; 

2)   s.gnmcant   action   In  .ha Arab _„.,  dependence on ,  iu-( ^ 

high «0,0^ of «^ft.i and „ , shift ,, ihe ^ra| ^^^ ^ ^^ 

-, r«. ,N ^„^„.^ ,xiSi which tends to aggravate ^^ ^^ 
of corractiva „achanis^s which cooid ha„ conpansatad for ,ha stata of 

i-balanca now charactarizi„, tha anargy systam. 

Inlardapandarca Patt.r». 

"" "ab0ra" ,he<>r," *  •- """*  ^.arnationa, ,r.d. ,„ 

^ "" ■ ,U- ' -- - '-—-.. ordar. d.and „ona s.r- 

t0 q'n'r"'  ™  ' <i0- '— «Changes.  Th. da.and for 
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energy is a direct function of the industrial climate, and the ultimate 

constraints on energy production are much less political than physic.l 

and geographical.  Since oil-rich regions simply do not happen to coin- 

cide with high-consumption areas, the flow of energy sources followed 

almost mechanical rules. 

The expansion of global energy interdependence, then, has been a 

direct result of the processes of industrialization and modernisation In 

a world of unevenly distributed natural resources.  In this sense, energy 

interdependence has clearly been on the rise since the beginning of the 

century. As long as the prevailing political situation permitted, trade 

I« energy sources grew In economic and strategic importance, geographical 

sco,e. and volume.  In 1925. only |* percent of the primary energy con- 

sumed crossed foreign borders; by 1968 the proportion had risen to 33 

percent (see Table U).' Because much of the trade in energy in the earlier 

Part of the period was intr.-regional (e.g.. exchanges of coal among 

proximate European countries), the long-term, petroleum-dominated expan- 

sion of inter-regional trade alone was even more rapid.  For example, 

between 1928 and 1965 total energy trade rose by |.| percent a year, 

inter-regional trade went up by over 6 percent yearly, but the average 

rate of annual growth in world energy consumption was only 3.2 percent. 

A most comprehensive collection for energy data, both historicalu 
an ge0graphicaH   is Jot, Darmstadtert Perry^i telbau^ and ^ o "^ 
PO,aC

D
h' Ener9y ln the MKÜ IttBSa (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins diver- 

sity Press. 1971).  Other useful compilations ar«> rh* iin!»^ M..I   » 
m*t  of Umm,  and Socia, Aff.ir, Sor" En ..Ts  |U '^ru '^ jr'" 

UM '"' tParls• "6" '"O  Statmio of Energy l«K6-10;il Ip.rU    "QT^  ,r- 
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About one-half of total international energy trade in 192^ took pUce 

within major world regions; by 1965 the share of intra-reglonal trade 

fell to only about one-quarter. 

World energy trade has grown not only in absolute terms; its role 

in world trade has also expanded.  Energy's share in the value of world 

trade rose from about 6 percent in 1925 to about 10 percent in 1967-  As 

a part of the process, the network of international trade in oil consti- 

tuted the dominant force and most dynamic element in the expansion of 

world energy interdependence.  In 1925 liquid fuels comprised less than 

one-third of world energy exports; by 1968 they reached 90 percent. In- 

crementally, oil accounted for virtually the entire increase in ^nergy 

trade over the four decades following World War I. and that process was 

clearly p.r.lleled by a si.arp decline of world trade in solid fuels. 

From two-thirds of the world total in 1925. solid fuels declined to 8 

percent in 1968. 

This shift of wo,Id energy trade from co*l to oil in turn radically 

transformed the geographical structure of energy trade,  to* Western 

Europe and Japan, since they are rather deficient in Indigenous crude oil. 

drifted into a condition of high dependence on imported oil. first for 

products, and then for crud*.  The West European decline is also assoc- 

iated with the area's vanishing role as a coal exporter.  In the case 

of the United States, even a moderately rapid rise in coal exports was 

insufficient to offset the country's declining o>\  exports and the tre- 

mendous expansion of oil shipments from other par.s ot the world which 

occurred after W rid War II.  During this period. |N United States 

stopped being a net exporter and became a net importer of oil.  When this 
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happened, the American-European-Japan-se triad of the future OECD came 

to share the common bond of dependence upon fuel imports.  This shift 

away from self-reliance by North America, Western Europe, and Japan, 

as well as the rise of the Middle East as the world's largest supplier, 

is demonstrated in Table 1.2. 

Table 1.2 

NET   ENERGY   IMPORTS  OR EXPORTS   (-). BY MAJOR REGIONS, 

)1  equiva 

SELECTED 1 

lent) 

rEARS 

1925 -   1967 (M iI I ion met ric  tons  cOt 

D                       a 

Re (j i on 1925 1938 1950 1955 I960 1965 1567 

North  America - k.l -17.7 66.6 67.7 133.5 171.6 161.0 
Unlted States •2M -37.8 19.9 27.9 102. 1 152.8 l%7^ 
Canada 1^7 20.0 '<6.7 39-7 31.3 18.6 13.6 

Western  Europe 10.! ^7.2 93.^ »M 318.0 591.1 .    710.5 
Oceani a 1.2 ^.2 1 5 i%.i 18.2 23.1 26.7 
U.S.S.R.   and Conm. 
t.   Europe -11.5 -17.9 -ii.;, -22.3 -59.^ -95-7 -111.8 
U.S.S.R. -  1.6 -   1.0 11.2 - 0.9 -53.1 -112.8 -131.0 
Comm.   E.   Europe - 9.9 -16.9 -22.7 -21.^ - 6.3 17.2 19.2 

Communist Asia 1.6 -  2.0 n.a. 1.0 U.U -    0.1 -    0.3 
Latin  America -10.9 -31.5 -86.A -117.1 -162.6 -200.9 -20^.5 

Cari bbean -18.9 -^o^ -10'*.9 -1W.5 -192.3 -232.1 -235-3 
Other  Lat in Amcr 8.0 8.7 18.5 30.5 29.8 31.2 30.8 

Asia - k.O - 8.8 -105.^ -186.8 -285.6 -399.9 -^2.6 
Middle  East - 5.0 -15.9 -109.6 -212.6 -3'«6.8 -560.5 -670.9 
Japan - 11.8 3.1 IM 56.2 1^2.5 200.3 
Other Asia 1.0 - ^.7 1.1 7.^ 5.0 18.1 27-9 

Africa k.O 9.0 12.6 23.6 12.2 -81.5 -m.2 
North  Africa 3.9 5.8 6.3 9.7 - 2.5 -120.7 -176.0 
Tropical   Africa 1.5 2.5 5.'. 9.7 10.2 - 1.) - 9.0 
South Africa -  1.4 0.7 0.9 t.l M 8.0 11.7 

Net imports equal total imports minus total exports Tor each Indicated region 
or subregion, irrespective of the direction of that trade.  Thus, the net exports of 
say, the Middle East (a suLregion under"Asia") refe s to the Middle East's net trade 
whether within Asia (say, shipments to Japan) or ou.side Asia. 

Source:  Darmstadter, et al , Energy in the World Economy. 

q 
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The most meaninqfu) wav of n^. Portraying the changing ^ 

P'cture .n different parts of the world is 
WOr,d 's Presented in Table I 1   ■„ 

rÄ^.    r ea oy all three industrialized 
-9.ons of the non-colonist world  The incr. . 

was fairl   H '" ,mPOrt dePe^nce 
a,r,Vm0deSt ''^ the «se of North America. ca-  from •& percent of -ergyp^^^^,^^^^ 

OVer 7 Percent energy con- 
sumpt.on being accounted for by M. | 

by net ..ports in I967.  The increase in 
''"Port dependence for Western P 

--.  -. -.. _, the of depfnd_ ; 

«-"v   ■967.    Ofa,lar„sshown   ,„TaMe,3    J 

c en*,,,.    a 7ero trä(fe ba|a . 

<o a„  \^rt/mmmtm  raI.o of 8o ^^^ 

;------st.cul„,nat,on„f^iong.termt 

of expansion:  first> the abso,ute and 
world. ^latve growth In the volume of -.".-.-;^,t.,.„ttnsmcat,onofd_ce 

Z ,;n-"brou9ht about—-— ..^^ 
o^ -•—-—*o.s aoftradeUb. 

■ j' -—.«. ^ ..rgy sme„, The Mtterns of de; 
pendence crystal Ii».^ ,»     . ^■ysiairized at certa n levoU a»^ - = 

•evels and .,en stabilized. 

Throughout the decade of the 1960's F 

hiah 4 < ^ 5UStained *" extremely 
^'^degree of dependence which gradually grew a5 show .  . 
e        „ 

r  srew' as shown in Table I /« 
from 92.1 percent In i960 to 96 lo 

>3ou to 96.3 percent n 1970  TK- 
t.rn «f - e SeoflraphJc pat- 
tern of dependence, however rK^  ^ 

e, nowever, changed considerably as th. CK 
«"•y as the share supplied 

* 
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from the Middle East decreased--from 72.9 percent in I960 to SO.I percent 

one decade later.  But no significant change occurred In Western Europe's 

general dependence on imports, for the decrease in Middle Eastern sup- 

plies was matched by an upsurge rn imports fron North Africa.  In i960 

only 8 nil I lor tons {k.k  percent of total supply) came from North Africa; 

by 1970 this figure reached 19^ million tons (31.i» percent).  It was a 

period of rapid change in sources of oil, but stabMity in dependence 

on imports.  In effect, as Table 1.4 indicates, import-dependence rose 

slightly between I960 and 1970, from 92.1 to 96.3 percent. 

Table 1 .'t 

WESTERN EUROPE CRUDE OIL SUPPLY. SELECTED _YEARS 

'960 1965 J120 
1.0     tons | of supply IQ6  tons  % of supply IQ6  tons  % of supply 

Production 
Crude OiI 
Natural  <ps 

liquid. 

Total 

IM 

i^.s 

7.3% 

7.9 

20.0 

0.7 

20.7 

5-7* 

0.2 

5.9 

21.8 

0.7 

22.5 

?.5* 

0.1 

3.6 

Imports 
Crude oiI: 

Western 
Hemisphere 

Middle  East 

North Africa 

West Africa 

0 th« r 

Total 

17.8 

133.7 

8.1 

1.0 

M 
169.0 

otal  Supplies     183.5 

9.7 

72.9 

M 

0.5 

<i.6 

92.1 

2M 

199-3 

76.2 

Id.6 

»3.2 

328.2 

7.1 

57.1 

21.8 

4.2 

3.8 

9k.\ 

7M.2 

309.0 

193-7 

42.7 

21».2 

5538 

3.9 

50.1 

3K* 

3.9 

96.3 

ITCT 616.3 —f^ 
Source:    OECDOjJ,   I973, 
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Japan's energy s.pply pictu,. .-- ^milar. but even more extreme. 

as shown in Table I.S- A degree of dependence much greater than Japan's 

is hard to imagine.  The meagerness of iu indigenous oil production 

left no alternative than to meet increases in demand by increasing oil 

imports.  Thus, the amount of crude oil imported by Japan increased 

from 26.9 million tons in I969 to 169.5 million tons in 1970--a sx-fold 

increase.  Japan's dependence was nearly total:  it rose from 98.2 per- 

cent in I960 to 99.5 percent In 1970. 

Table I.jj 

JAPAN'S CRUOX PJL SUPPLY, SELECTED YEARS 

I960 1965 1970 

• • 

,10    tons 1  of  supply 10     tons % of supply 10     tons % of supply 

Production 
Crude ol1 0.5 1.8» 0.6 0.6% 0.8 0.5t    . 

Imports  of 
Crude oil: • 

Middle East 
Far East 
Others 

21.5 
I.I 
1.3 

78.5 
15.0 
A.7 

63.5 
5.3 
3.'. 

87.2 
7-3 

IM.I 
22.5 
2.5 

8A.9 
»3.2 
1.5 

Total 26.9 98.2 72.2 99.2 169.5 99.5 

Total   Supply IM - 72.8 - 170.3 - 

Source:     OECD, Oil,   1973. 
4 

* 
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The trends of North American dependence on oil imports over the ten- 

y*ar period show a stability of an entirely different type, as Illus- 

trated in Table 1.6.  If no change in dependence patterns for Japan and 

Western Europe meant extreme levels of dependence, the converse was true 

for North America.  With roughly four-fifths of Its nil demand satisfied 

from ir.digenous sources during the sixties, the North American continent 

enjoyed a far more favorable position than Japan or Western Europe.  Al- 

though consumption rose from 512.8 miilion tons to 755.8 mlllio.i tons, 

the increase in degree of dependence was only 2.2 percent, and the gen- 

eral level of Imports remained at roughly 20 percent of total energy 

consumed. 
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Table 1.6 

NORTH AMERICAN OIL SUPPLY 

Jj)60 »965 JiTO ZO 
\0     tons    % of supply     10     tons     % of supply     10    tons    t of supp'.y    • " 

Production 
Crude oil 358.8 
Natural   gas 

and   liquids 33-7 

Total 392.5 

70.0^ m.k 68.8t 

6.6 k7.k 8.0 

76.6 '•ss.s 76.8 

imports -       A 

Crude ol1: 

Weoterr 
Hemisphere 35.1 

Middle East 22.1 

Other 3.0 

Total 61.0 

Imports of 
Pet role' .n 
Produc' s: 

Western 
hemiiphere 39-3 

Mid  le East 1.2 

Other O.k 

Total U0.S 

6.8 

0.7 

11.8 

35.8 6.0 

23.^ 3.9 

$,k 1.1 

65.6 11.0 

7.7 

0.2 

0.1 

8.0 

55.5 

0.7 

0.5 

56.7 

9.3 

C.I 

0.1 

9.5 

Tot.^l   Imports 101.9 

Tota'  Supply 5J2.8 

19.8 122.3 

59'« 0 

20.5 

517.0 68.^ 

67-3 8.3 

58'«. 3 77.3 

37.9 

16.1 

12.8 

66.8 

Exc.ude movements  between  the United States  and Canada 

Source:    ÜECD, OP.   1973- 

• 

5.0 

2.) 

8.8 

• 

89.2 11.8 

1.8 0.2 

8.7 1.2 

99.7 ?3.2 

166.5 22.0 

755.8 mt 

' j 
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The international trade in oil, then, has produced a network of 

interdependence of virtually global proportions.  It vas a true state 

of interdependence in that a mutual relationship of complementary need 

clearly existed:  Japan and Western Europe were highly dependent on 

foreign oil importation; the United States only moderately so.  In order 

to assess the balance of the energy system, it remains now to exan/ine the 

other side in the equation:  the exporters' dependence on the revenues 

accruing to them from production and exportation of oil. 

* * * 

The existence of this balancing form of dependence Is obviously 

a normal by-product of the economic reality which underlies the trade 

in oil.  As in any other Instance of com-nercial exchange, there must 

be some mutuality of advantage.  The fact that so much oil was produced 

and traded internationally implies the existence of strong interest* 

common to importers and exporters alike.  It is also clear that situa- 

tions of Interdependence involve economic inte penetrations, and the 

creation of sensitivities and vulnerabiiIties &S nat'ons grow more 

exposeo to actions taken by their trading partners.  Thus, the conspicuous 

absence of frequent political exploitation by the oil-producing countries 

of Weitern import dependence upon them is attributable to two structural 

elements.  First, throughout that period, the consuming nations did not 

fail to exercise their undeniable economic, political, and military bar- 

gaining advantage over the producing nations.  Second, in effect, the 

producing nations themselves had an equal or even greater stake In avoid- 

ing the dlsr-jptlon of peaceful trade. 
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Evidently, the world oil system had been protected since its inception 

by the colonial powers of Britain, the Netherlands, and the United States. 

But in the postwar period, as the influence of these powers subsided. 

some compensating factor other than hegemony must have cotributed to 

the maintenance of order in the system. 

The condition of relatively high Western deoendence on exports of 

oil from the countries which formed the Organization of the Petroleum 

Exporting Countries (OPEC) in 1 *>0 is a postwar phenomenon.  In reality. 

this dependence was more than offset by an even greater degree of depen- 

dence on high oil production and exportation on the part of the oil- 

producing countries.  It is this symmetry of reciprocal need which 

accounts for the stab.lity and dependability of supplies dur.ng the two 

decades following World War II. quite apart from the present or absence 

of imperial ist power. 

The dependent of the oil producers was not only a quantitative 

matter, but also a qualitative relationship which presented them with 

few alternatives or substitutes.  The oil exporting nations had no appar- 

ent alternate source of foreign exchange or revenu-s.  This capital defi- 

ciency on the part of all exporting co-.ntries balanced and mitigated the 

otherwise dangerous aspects of Western energy deficiency,  in a sense, 

the symmetry of mutual interest in the maintenance of systemic order 

derived from a fundamental asymmetry in the economic condition of the 

An analysis of the oil companies/home governments close alliance Is 
persuasively developed in Michael Tanzer's The Energy Crisis: World Strug- 
gle for Power ono Wealth (New York; Monthly Review Press. 197M. More re- 
cently  the Senate scrutinized some of the aspects of this relationship. 
See Multinational Corporations and United States Foreign Policy (Vols. I-IV). 
Hearings by the Subcommittre on Multinational Corporations (hereinafter, the' 
Church Subcommittee), 1973 and 197^. 
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partfes concerned: all the major oil-importing countries had highly de- 

veloped, modern, and diversified economies, while all the major oil 

exporting nations were developing and modernizing societies «.truggllng 

in the first stages of economic growth.  Inevitably, they relied on the 

consumers for most manufactured goods, but It was their financial depen- 

dence which figured most prominently.  As a result, the respective pat- 

terns of high dependence between importers and exporters canceled each 

other out, creating a period of relatively balanced interdependence. 

This North-South juxtapositior permitted stability in the system 

to prevail only so long as the oil exporters could pjt to constructive 

use all the earnings they could derive from their energy sources.  Thl» 

condition was satisfied without exception for all the oil-exporting 

countries until 1971.  If oil earnings did not invariably constitute 

the sole source of governmental revenues for those nations, nevertheless 

the payments received per unit of production were low enough to stimu- 

late them to increase output in order to increase their income.  Low 

oil prices (which were still well above the costs of production), and 

correspondingly low receipts from oiI were necessary to keep the system 

of interdependence in rough squllibrium.  The other side of this coin 

was that these low government takes prevented Western energy dependence 

from being transformed Into financial dependence. Quite the contrary} 

as noted, the pre-c. Isis period saw the oil-producing nations in a condi- 

tion of capital deficiency.  Moreover, most of them consumed these reve- 

nues as quickly as they were received precisely because they were engaged 

in ambitious economic development plans designed to catapult them into mot? 

advanced stages of growth. The achievement of such a goal was not 
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sinp./ a vain pursuit of "growtS'; it also appeared to bn  the only way 

that these countries could lessen their excessive reliance on oil as a 

source of revenue.  Paradoxical'y. then, the road to reduced dependence 

for oil producer, involved an interim period of intensified dependence. 

The figures in Table 1.7 show that during the sixties the share of 

petroleum in the exports of the oil-producing countries ranged from very 

high to nearly total.  Venezuela, the leading oil expo,ting country 

during most of the period, relied on oil for more than 92.^ percent of 

her exports.  For Saudi Arabia, the figure was between 97 and 99 percent 

(of the total value of visible exports). Although Iran's dependence was, 

relativaly speaking, the least of the six largest exporters, her oil ex- 

ports still were almost ninety percent of total exports. For Iraq, the 

oil sector's share in total exports hovered around 92 percent; for Kuwait 

97 percent; for Libya, dependence almost reached unity by the end of the 

I960's. 

Since oil revenues accrue directly to the government exchequers, 

their most inwnediate impact on the host country was via the government's 

own budget.  It is therefore revealing to measure the share of oil rev- 

enues In the disposable funds available to these governments.  Table 1.0 

tends to confirm the original hypothesis that the producers were heavily 

dependent on oil operations.  Not only did oil contribute the bulk—If 

r.ot all-of the foreign exchange earned by these countries, it also pro- 

vided a substantial part of the revenue of their governments, far surpas- 

sing any other domestic or foreign sources. 
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SHARE OF OIL IN 
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Tablc |,| 

TOTAL MERCHANDISE EXPORTS 

■RP, 

Se lected Count ries in Se lected Yea ■s 

(Values in Mi 11 ion $ U.S.) 

l?62 IjfA i960 1968 1970 

1 ran 

Oil share U) 
Oil exports 
Total exports 

88.0t 
870 

989 

87.2% 
992 
1137 

88.3% 
1229 
1392 

89.7% 
1686 
1879 

8?. 9% 
2358 
2623 

1 raq 

Oil share (1) 
01 1 exports 
Total exports 

90.5% 
TR 
692 

94.0% 

789 
840 

92.0% 
Uo 
934 

93.0% 
966 " 
1036 

93.7% 
1029 
1098 

Kuwa i t 

Oil share (/) 
Oil exports 
Total exports 

98.U 
ll&O 
1182 

97.5% 
1310 
1344 

97.6% 
1461 
1498 

96.0% 
1380 
1438 

95.5% 
1580 

1655 

Libya 

Oil share {%} 
Oil exports 
Total exports 

9^.3% 
133 
1*1 

98.6% 
i\\ 
620 

99.3% 
995 
1002 

99.6% 
i860 
1867 

99.6% 

2355 
2365 

Saud! Arabia 

Oil share (*) 
Oi1 exports 
Total exports 

99.f/% 
992 
957 

99.9% 
1035 
10^5 

99.9% 
15^ 
1543 

96.8% 
1882 

1945 

96.8% 

2259 
2424 

Venezuela 

Oil share (%) 
Oil exports 
Total exports 

32.7% 
177^ 
1914 

9.1.4% 
2432 
2594 

92.4^ 

2431 
2630 

95.1% 
2i»25 
2550 

92.7% 
2496 
2694 

Total 

Oil share {%) 
0(1 exports 
Total exports 

93.9% 
5555 
5915 

i 

94.6% 

7580 

94.6% 
8512 
8999 

94.2% 
1ÖJÖ8 
10840 

94.0% 
1)774 
12529 

Source:  OPEC, A nnual Statistical Bui le -tin, 1972 
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Table   ».8 

OliiEVENUES  AS  A PERCENTAGE   SHARE  OF  TQTA.   r.nw»^T  ^^ 

Source:     Schurr and Homan.   «hmiLMllcrnOi }   th.  üi    u 

n. r.,«,^.,, ,._ ,„ ,nd ot | ^ ^ ^ ^ 

; ""■o • - - -" p-.ot of c^slte 90vern. 

the sh« e being two-thirds.  The role B* mtl 
role of oil revenues in the fiscal 

--'" —ia and „it Was also essential,, constant. ._ 

— —icinitvo. 30 percent since the ear,y,96o.$. mm ^ 

others, the fiscal dependence on oi, by Libya and V.    . 
. , y L,Dya and Venezuela rose sharply 
during the sixties. 

- PlonJerX ^!^^irfV"Jrj;.!,l'^ W*   X1II^> 
The.r  findings,   however,  pert-in onN   to .K       SC?P! cl  ^P0^"pendencies. 
• re therefore complete,; ^t-of-date Per'0d  they  '^^'g-ted and 
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The Multinational Oil Industry and Prices 

As noted earlier, the industry operated both as guardian of the 

system and as its most active member.  The industry explored for. produced, 

and marketed oil; it was the industry more than anything else which en- 

dowed the system with its multinational character.  The multinational 

oil firms were an integral part of the multilateral system; the order 

and stability that characterized the system can be attributed to the 

role and position that the oil industry came to occupy. 

Oil companies were among the first to evolve into multinational 

entities.  The tendency of corporations dealing in raw materials to 

integrate "backwards" by establishing a vertically integrated structure 

led them to operate on a global seal«.  The oil industry is not. in fact, 

merely a group of multinational companies;  it is the multinational 

industry £ar excellence.  As Table 1.9 reveals, on the eve of the crisis 

of multinational ism which occurred in 1971, the seven largest oil com- 

panies, often described as the "Seven Sisters," appeared ,mong the top 

fifteen multinational firms (statistically, five of these companies oper- 

ated in more countries than the med.an for the group).  But it Is not size 

and scope alone that accounts for the importance of the industry; the key 

factor is the salience of oil as a singularly strategic commodity.  This 

reality enhanced the political awareness and activity of these companies, 

producing the symbiotic relationships between companies and their .home 

and host governments which were tyPiraI cf the energy system as it existed 

in the postwar decades.  The major oil companies controlled the market, 

determined prices, and decided the a^unts of oil to be produced and the 

"" ^ ^ " t0 be *W « governs.  Their very existence and 

"»des of operation constitute the core of the system. 
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Corp.mv 

Table   I.Q 

(ML TOP 15 MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES 

Total »O?!   Foreign 
$i».cs  sales as 

(hill Ion    perccn- 
of dolla's)  tage of 

total 

1. General Motors. . 

2. ^xxon ...••• 

3. Ford. .   

k.   Rny.il Dutch She)! 

5. General Electric. 

6. IBM. ... • 

7. MobiI Oil • 

8. Chrysler. . 

9. Texaco. . . 

10. Uniltver. . 

It, ITT . . . 

12. Gulf 0: I. 

13. Rrlt ish Petroleum 

]!*.   Phi I ips Goci a.Tipcnfabr i c ken 

15, Standard 0i1 of CJIifornia 

SOURCE 

$28.3 

18.7 

16.i« 

n.7 

f.* 
8.3 

8.2 

8.0 

7-5 

7-5 

7-3 

5-3 

52 

5-2 

5.1 

«9 

50 

26 

79 

16 

39 

If 
M 
ko 

80 

1*2 

«•5 

88 

NA 

*5 

Nunber of 
countries 
Ir wh i c h 
sus id iar ies 
are located 

21 

25 

30 

^3 

32 

80 

f>2 

2i 

30 

>l 

61 

52 

29 
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United Nations. World Economic Survey. 197?- 

The existence of stable interdependence patterns, then, bolls down 

to the existence of oowerful firms which kept the interests of their 

home governments clearly in mind.  Indeed, the entire evolution of the 

world energy system can be trared b^ck to the emergence of the ..Uer- 

national oil companies.  Edith Penrose. tN leading sludenl of the oil 

majors wrote: 
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"Were  the story of  the  r'se o»   the major  companies  to be  told   in 
detail,   it  would  show clearly  that   superior  efficiency   in produc- 
tion  and distribution,   in   invention and  technological   advance, 
could not  account   for   the dominant   position   they achieved.     Their 
record   in  finding,  producing,  and  distributing oil  and   its prod- 
ucts   is   indeed   impressive,   but  efficiency   In  this  respect would 
not   have been  enough  to ensure   their dominance.    Hence  the  story 
of   the  rise of   the great  companies deals  as  much with  financial 
power,  commercial   and  political   negotiations  and   intrigue,  with 
cartel   arrangements,  marketing  alliances,   price maintenance ar- 
rangements,   price wars and  armistices,  mergers  and combinations, 
actions  to avoid  taxes,  and  the  national   and   international   poli- 
tical   interests of government  as   it  does with  the economics of 
production and  dist ribut ion.'"'1 

The  connection  between national   governments,   particularly   Imperial 

powers,   and  international  oil   companies  cannot  be explained simply by 

reference  to  liberal   notions of efficiency or evoljtion of  the product- 

cycle,   nor are  leftist   theories of   imperialism complete.     The political 

imperatives of economic conditions   in advanced capitalist societies 

were not   responsible   for oiI   Imperallsm.     In  reality,   the process 

was quite different.     Oil   imperalism was  baslcally  the economic conse- 

quence of  political-strategic  forces.     Specifically,  although the 

uevelopment  of the   international  oil   industry virtually began with  the 

discovery of ell   in   1859, more  than half a century  passed before the 

primacy of petroleum was perceived on  the   international   level.    Only 

shortly before World War  I  did  the European powers and the United States 

realize  that petroleum and   its products were of primary military  Impor- 

tance,     in  Britain,  Admiral  Lord Fisher and Winston Churchill  established 

the first association between a home government  and an oil  company when 

Itoy persuaded the government  to break  several  well-established prece- 

dents   In order to ensure the supply of oil.    After   investing government 

'The Multinational Oil  Corporations  in  the Middle East," mimeo. ,   1 97* 

>-, 
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funds in the new international oil industry, the government acquired 

enough shares to hold a controlling interest.  Mth Royal Dutch Shell 

27 

and  the Anglo-Persian   (later  British Petroleum)   companies  securing  the 

allies'   access  to oil   fields   in  the East   Indies,   Persia,  and Venezuela, 

the British could   justifiably  boast   in   1918 that   "the allies  floated 

to victory on a sea  of oil." 

The   1920^  saw   the emergence of  two characteristic  features of  the 

modern oil world.     As  a  result of pressures by American oil   companies 

on  the U.S.  Government   to secure access to Middle  Eastern oil,   the out- 

lines of government-companies and  the modern oil   concessions system were 

consolidated.     The multinational  oil   system dominated  by Ang^o-American 

firms crystallized  during  the  Inter-war period.      In addition to creating 

symbiotic relationships with  their  respective home-governments,  these 

companies also arranged a  far-reaching  international  price-fixing and 

cartel  agreement  among  themselves. 

During the  second half of  the century  following  the discovery of 

oil,   the world market outside North America and   the  Soviet  Union came to 

be controlled by  several   large multinational   corporations.     Of  these, 

five are American   (Exxon,   Texaco,   Gulf,  Socal,   and Mobil);  one   is Anglo- 

Dutch   (Shell),  and  one British   (BP). 

The Anglo-American cartel  operating before World War   II   sought  to 

prevent oversupply,   entry   Into new markets,  and   price competition.    The 

cartel  was dissolved   following  the War,  but   its   system of  control   remained 

intact despite attempts by certain consuming governments  to establish 

An excellent source for details about the major oil firms and their 
concessionary agreements Is Benjamin Shwadran's The Middle East, Oil, and 
the Great Powers   (New York:   John Wiley & Sons,   3rd ed.,   1973). 
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This design was put Into effect through a restructuring cf the re- 

lationships between the companies and the governments of host and home 

countries; more fundamentally it was accomplished through the creation 

of new payments mechanisms.  In 1950 the U.S. National Security Council 

allowed the Saud' Arabian government's income tax to be credited against 

the U.S. incot-e tax liability of the major oil coT-panles operating in 

Arabia.  This crucial ruling was later applied to all U.S. concessionary 

companies overseas.  This step has had the following effects:  First, 

Saudi Arabia'^ demands for higher revenues from its oil concessions 

were satisfied by a decision which amounted to the direct transfer of 

millions of dollars from the U.S. Treasury to the oiI-exporting countries. 

Second, the major American companies became the conduit for these trans- 

fer- and in effect the agents of the consuming nations.  Third, American 

companies obtained a solid foothold in the Arabian Peninsula.  ARAMCO 

was established as a purely American group, and Saudi Arabia became the 

cornerstone o?  American global oil policies.  This was the policy behind 

the structure of interdependence.  So long as the U.S. Government was 

carrying out this strategy and upholding its underlying premises, the 

system survived and operated quite wel..  The loss of structural symmetry 

in the late I960's would, .n effect, be caused more than anything n.se 

by a radical chanq-.; in American policy. 

The role of the NSC In managing U.S. global oil policies has been 
unveiled only In 19'*♦ during the conduct of the Church hearings.  See the 
Church subcommlttet's Report p. 2 and pp. 85 and 8?. 
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The oil-exporting  countries  were   responsive   to   increasing Western 

demands   for oil.   then,   because  the  resulting revenues   did not  exceed 

the absorptive capacity  of  the  recipients,  a situation attributable 

lo  the  low government   takes.     These   low  receipts were   In fact  determined 

by  the oil   industry   Ftsel'. which maintained firm control  over  the mar- 

ket   throughout  the period  of m-111 laterali5m.     In any  case,   those govern- 

m*t   revenues  can be considered "low" only when compared with  the  taxes 

and   royalties which OPEC  members  are currently  levying.     Since the early 

1950's.  payments by  the concessionary companies were  supposed  to reflect 

open mrtmt  prices and  be divided on an equitable  basis  between host 

governments  and companies.     Thus,   the producing countries  received pay- 

ments  based on a  tax  formula of 50 percent of net  company profits calcu- 

lated on  MM basis of  the  posted  price of oil.     The   50/50 formula 

enhanced  the  revenues of  host governmerts.  but cost   the companies  little, 

because they could offset   these   increased payments  against   Income tax 

iabllity  to  their home  countries.     In a buyer's market, with supply 

always greater  than demand,  and  because of  the vertical   integration of 

the   industry,   the companies could  actually   Increase  net  profits aft.r 

taxes  by reducing   Its  posted price,   thereby  reducing   revenues accruing 

to the host governments.     This sei f-p.rpetuat ing process  remained  In 

effect  for  the  two postwar decades:     the surplus   in  the market  forced 

competitive discounting and posted-price reductions.   leading  to decreased 

government  revenues  for   the suppliers and at  the same   time pressure,  „n 

them to  increase production so as  to compensate by volume for  lo.ses on 

unit  sales.     These  increases   in production  in turn sustained the f.urplus. 

The  game,  of courre.  could  not go on  forever;   It could   last only so 

long as   the   Industry participated   In determining posted  prices. 
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l^uJcrted by  their heavy  dependence upon a single   rtiource,   »he oil- 

prociuciiK, cojntries had but   two alternativ» means of   increasing  their 

revenues:     either to  increase  production   (and  thereby  sales  volum»;) .  or 

to  increase prices.     For obvious   reasons,   the consuming  countr'es  pre- 

ferred   the  first alternative and   they  relie-J on the oil   companies   to 

bring  this  about.     Having  no apparent  choice   in  the matter and constrained 

by  their acute export  dependence,   the producers willy  nilly, went along. 

The;   long  period of Anglo-American  hegemony   in  the world  oil   market   thus 

sustained  low prices and excessive output--a perennial   world surplus of 

crude oil.     This  self-reinforcing   (and,   from the standpoint of  the pro- 

ducers,   self-defeating)   process  characterized  the domination by   the West 

and  the multinational  oil   companies of   the world energy   system until   as 

recently as   1970. 
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Chapter !I 

STABLE INURDEPFNDENCE ANC/ THE SECURITY OF SUPPLY 

The sources of Arab oil power are not confined merely to their 

sovereignty rights ower the world's largest oil pools but also extend 

to their control of the major transit routes and the transport system 

leading to thos. pools.  The geographic concentration of mo5L of the 

Middle East oil fUlU« around tho Kersian Gulf implies, ipso facto, 

that many of the distribution channels which radlau from the center of 

the system pass through Arab lands.* thus offering the Arab world I dual 

grip over the world's energy system:  first, through its control of the 

production facilities; second, through its control of the principal pipe- 

lines and waterways connecting those facilities with thr rest of the world. 

This handle on the system has, in turn, translated itself into two 

forms of oil power--the famed "oil weapon", both of which involve a capa- 

bility to withhold supplies from consumers. On the one hand, oil might 

be denied by the curtailment of production and the creation of a supply 

shortage; on the other hand, the flow of oil might be disrupted by inter- 

ference with transportation and the cr-ation of a transportation short- 

age.*'" The direction of the flow o' oil is such that production cuts 

ftTK» geopolitical dimension of the world'«., political economy of oil 
has often Keen considered the most appropriate background against which 
the problems ought to be studied. A typical analysis skewed toward the 
geographical end is T.T. Connors' "An Examination of the '"ternational 
Flow of Crude 0i(. with Special Reference to the Middle East" (The PAND 
Corporation. P-klOS,  October 1S69).  Peter R. Odell's Oil and World Power 
(London: Penguin Books. 1970) offers a similar approach but skewed more 

toward the political end. 

**The tanker market, although an Integral part of the world's energy 
system,lies outside the producers' reach and therefore is not presented 
here in greater detail.  In the future, however, as the producers  •""- 
grate downwards, it is unlikely that control and manipulation of the tanker 
market will still remain the consumers' greatest defensive asset. 

^KSDINO PiO* 
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redeployment and alternative sources of supply had been developed.  The 

closure of the Canal and the disruption of the Iraq Petroleum Company 

(IPC) pipelines occurred following the outbreak of hostilities between 

France and England and Egypt on November k.* 

The approaching crisis, however, was much more alarming to the Euro- 

peans than to the United States.  Eighty-nine percent of Europe's total 

imports of crude oil in 1955 came from the Middle East, nearly ill of it 

via the Suez Canal and pipelines to the Eastern Mediterranean.  The Canal 

was a transit point for 19 percent of the world's sea'jrrne oil tonnage, or 

some I.^ million barrels per day, of which 1.3 million were northbound. 

During the first six months of 1956, northbound tanker traffic rose to 

1.5 million Dcrrels dailv.  Thus, the 1.4 million barrels per day of 

crude passing through the Tanal in 1955 amounted to kS  percent of total 

exports of Middle East crude, the equivalent of 6*» percent cf Europe's 

total imports of crude. 

Numerous sr.udies of the 1956-57 and 1967 oil emergencies are avail- 
able.  The most useful official source, often relied upon In this paper, 
is the Department of Interior's "The Middle East Petroleum Emergency of 
1967" (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Gove ment Printing Office, 1969)' Other 

major sources include Harold Lubell's Middle East Oil Crisis and Western 
Europe's Energy Supplies (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1963), and 
Shoshana Klebanoff's Middle East Oil and US. Foreign Policy (New York: 
Praeger Publishers  197'»).  Only the latter work, however, attempts to 
relate the disruptions in the flow of oil to their politi.al context, a 
perspective which Is essential to the c-tudy of oil as a tool of political 
influence. 

■■' -» — " " mw 
■  - - " 
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TAÜLE 2.1 

NON-SOVIET WORLD PETROLEUM SHIPMENTS. 19S$ 

Milhom of bblt/diy f«r cenl 

Crud« 4 
Peiro-     produru 

Crude        Icum com- 
oil       prodttclf     bined 

Orifta 
Uniled Stau» 
CahbbMn* 
MiddU EMI 
Other 

TOTAL 

North \meri   i 
Carilibean A South America* 
W»»(«-n Europe 
Other 

To» Al 

0.3 
10 
2.1 
0.1 

4.4 

IS 
0.1 
1.9 
0 9 

4.4 

1.4 
1.2 
0.2 

1 » 
2 2 
JO 

0 5 0 4 

2.1 7.S 

1.6 
0 6 
0 ) 
0 6 

2.1 

).l 
0.7 
2.2 
I.S 

7.S 

Crude * 
Prlro       product! 

Crude        leum corn- 
oil       product»     bmed 

II.* 43.2 23.J 
22 7 31.7 79.4 
«3.« 6 4 40 0 
23 f.7 3.3 

100 0 100 0 100 0 

34 I V   6 41.3 
23 19.4 9.4 

43 2 9 6 29.3 
204 19.4 20 0 

100.0 100 0 IM 0 

SOURCE: Lube 11, Middle East Crises and Western Europe's Energy 
Supplies. 1963- 

By 1956, some 72 percent of Europe's oil imports (2.1 million barrels 

per day) came from the Middle East.  As the role of indigenous coal declined, 

oil came to represent 25 percent of total European energy demand.  This 

historical paradox might perhaps explain the recur-ence of the unleash- 

ing of the oil weapon at the West.  Just when Europe was withdrawing 

politically and militarily from the area, her dual dependence—on oil 

as a physical energy source and on the Middle East as a geopolitical source 

source for its oil — reached dangerous levels. 

The governments of Great Britain and France became acutely concert 

with the possible ramifications of the nationalization of the Suez Canal. 

It was estimated at the time that Britain's reserves of crude oil would 

last for only six weeks (two weeks for oil products), and that the other 

Western European countries had even smaller stocks.  More than half of 

Britain's annual imports were threatened by Nasser's control of the 

««r -^r 9'•mm 
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Canal; furthermore, this vulnerability was expected to increase, since 

addltiona. energy requirements could only be satisfied fro. the Middle 

EaSt' •    A* 
,f Arab nationalism mUd with unpredictability was not sufficiently 

menacing. Soviet penetration into the region seemed to threaten European 

access to an area which had been traditionally considered vital to its 

interests.  Since the mercantilist system had obviously depended upon 

the protection of strategic trade routes, the act of nationalisation, 

coupled with a Soviet foothold in the .f«. could not be considered as 

anything less than a challenge to the entire Western economic order of 

the past several hundred years.  When the new variant of the "Eastern 

Question." the thorniest problem of the nineteenth century, surfaced 

again, the Anglo-French reaction was typical and predictable.  Their 

determination to safeguard their vital interests, specifically the pre- 

servation of their access to Middla East oil. hm*M  the grima facie 

cause for their joint attack on Egypt.  The European response, then. MS 

a preenptive military action aimed at preventing what seemed an Inevitable 

economic challenge. 

This Anglo-French concept was not shared, however, by the United 

States.  The Suez Canal did not play the same strategic role for the 

U.',. that it did for Europe, and Arab nat ional ism was not interpreted 

as a potential challenge to American economic interests.  In fact. 

"in Washington, references to Middle East oi| evoked 
unsavory odors of antiquated colonial poi.cies. Lib- 
erals and isolationist» alike were standing by ready 
to accuse the government of economic Imperialism... 
The U.S. government itself was self-conscious of its 
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position In relation to the new nations of Asia and 
Africa....The Elsenhower Administration reourdtd the 
Bandung Conference as a blow to SEATO, am great 
energy was expended to mend fences...the s*1f-styied 
leaders of the Third World were energetically courted." 

One of these leaders, Nasser, was wooed with equal vigor by the Soviet 

Union and the United States.  In the manner of a well-rehearsed histor- 

ical process, these policies of accomnodation and appeasement served only 

to encourage further political demands.  in this case, it took the form 

of Egyptian nationalizatlor of the Canal. 

The seizure of the Canal and Its subsequent blockage on October 31, 

1956, coupled with the sabotaging of the IPC pipelines on November 3, 

affected the movement of more than 2 million barrels per day.  The Arab 

action hardly represented a comprehensive strategy; nor was the action 

managed in concert among the various Arab nations.  But the effect of 

choking the key arteries of the transport system was to involve both 

production and transport.  The hardest hit of the oil producers was 

Iraq, whose outp it dropped by 75 percent frorr. October to Novemter, 1956. 

(Almost 73 percent of Iraq's 1955 total output came ^rom the Kirkuk fields, 

whose only outlet was through the IPC pipeline. This pipe!inr was, in fact, 

the biggest single component of Middle East production apparatus that 

closed down.) The disruption of the pipeline cut off the movement of some 

599,000 barrels daily.  Persian Gulf production was reduced by about half 

by the tanker shortage which resulted from the closure of the Canal. 

! 

Klebanoff, p. 125. 
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TABLE  2.2 

OIL  MOVEMENT  TO WEST OF  SUEZ 
(EASTERN~HEMISPHERE  ONLY) 

ROUTE 
AMOUNT 

(BARRELS/DAY) 

THROUGH SUiZ CANAl 
FROM MIDDLE EAST 
FROM THE FAR EAST 

THROUGH PIPELINES 

I .'♦28,000 
50.000 

FROM WESTERN HEMI- 
SPHERE AND SOVIET BLOC 

TOTAL 

Klebanoff, Midd'e East Oil 

I.W8.000 
687.000 

2,165,000 

1,085.000 

3.250.000 

SOURCE 

The cutbacks were smallest for Iran, whose markets were primarily east 

of Suez, and for Saudi Arabia, since ARAMCO's Tapllne to the Mediterranean 

was not damaged by the Syrians.  The closure of the Canal stopped the 

normal movement of about 1,978,000 barrels daily.  The virtual interdepen- 

dence of the production and distribution system at their Middle East 

origin point spread the effects of the Egyptian-Syrian actlo. joth down- 

stream, as intended, and upstream. 

The oil weapon, In other words, became a collective Arab potential, 

triggered by a minority of Arab nations. The interdependence which endowed 

the market with a certain flexibility also brought about an overall systemic 

sensitivity.  Thus, it did not matter much that Saudi Arabia symbolically 

chose to have the disrupt:on of a total movement of more than 2 million 

barrels per day accompanied by a declaration that it was a selective embargo 

of crud« oil deliveries to France and Great Britain. That was the first 

• . — 
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example of the declaratory aspect of the oil weapon; it was almost totally 

divorced from the economic realities, causes, and consequences of the action, 

but necessarily tuned to the political end it was supposed to advance. 

Nonetheless, neither the disruption In the flow of oil nor the 

production restriction had more than an ultimately marginal impact on 

ovailability of supply.  During the period of the actual emergency, from 

November 1, 1956 through March 31, W»!,  an average of 3,007,000 barrels 

daily, or 90 percent of the normally required supplies of 3,250,000 

barrels daily, were made available to the affected areas.  This rate of 

supply continued throughout April and May 1957; by July 1957 the total 

supplies to the affected areas, as well as movements to those areas 

through the Suez Canal, returned, for all practical purposes, to normal 

proport ions. 

Thus, two serious handicaps constrained the world oil system at that 

moment a^ a result of the Arab action.  First, excot for approximately 

339,000 barrels daily available from the Eastern Mediterranean terminal 

of the Trans-Arabian Pipeline (Tapline), approximately 350,000 barrels 

daily of indigenous production in the affected areas, and Imports from 

Iron Curtain countries, the bulk of the supplies had to be transported 

on long voycqes from the Persian Gulf around the Cape of Good Hope and 

from the Western Henisphere.  Second, as of November I, 1956, the world 

tanker fleet was so completely utilized that no excess tanker tonnage 

was available to corpensate for the incremental burden of the long hauls. 

The Arab action did Indeed create a shortfall of some 7.5 percent of pre- 

-•isis consumption In Europe, and 5.6 percent on the East Coast of the 

United States. 
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The emergency brought about rationing in every major consuming 

country in Europe; but, by and large, the economic life of the affected 

areas was not dis,Lipt<»d because of a lack of petroleum supplies.  To 

the extent, then, that the original purpose of the Arab stoppages and 

boycotts had been to bring about a substantial foreign petroleum supply 

shortage, they failed. 

TABLE 2.3 

MIDDLE EAST EMERGENCY COMMITTFE ESTIMATES OF OIL MOVEMENTS 
(CRUDE AND PRODUCTS^COMBINED) TO EUROPE/A^RTCÄ""ÄND  

EAST COAST NORTH AMERICA. PRE-SUEZ CRISIS AND NOVEMBER I956-MARCH 1957 
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»7 
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$7 2 

SO 
7 

SO 
7 
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2 
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2 
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SOURCE:  Lubell. Middle East Oil Crises. 
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Four factors of major importance were Instrumental in contributing to 

the blunting of this first exercise of the Arab oil weapon.  Two are related 

to the state of the system at that time; the other two with its management 

in conditions of crisis.  First, petroleum supplies made available from 

the Western Hemisphere for shipment to the affected areas were substantially 

increased.  Normally, supplies from the Caribbean and the United States to 

the area west of Suez amounted to about 728,000 barrels daily, or roughly 

22 percent of the total supplies in the region.  For the emergency period, 

November 1 through March 31, Western Hemisphere supplies moving to Europe 

and the other affected areas were almost oubled, averaging 1,380,000 

barrels daily, and accounting for approximately '«6 percent of the total 

supplies to the area.  'n addition to this increase of 652,000 barrels 

per day shipped from the ■■'estern Hemispliere, approximately 3I7iOOO barrels 

daily of crude oil were made /»vi'icjie from Western Hemisphere sources for 

the East and West coasts of North America to replace Middle East oil 

diverted to Europe.  Thus, the total increase in supplies made available 

from the Western Hemisphere amounted to approximately 969.000 barrels 

daily during the five-month crisis period. 

Second, the effective carry'ng capacity of the existing tanker fleet 

was increased by radical deployments of tanker movements designed to 

eliminate cross-hauls and by the unusually large quantities of petroleum 

that were moved from the Persian Gulf by the long haul to Europe around 

the Cape of Good Hope.  Because of the greater distances involved, the 

same number of tankers moving around the Cape of Good Hope could haul 

only about one-half as much oil as they had previously hauled from the 

Eastern Mediterranean terminals of the IPC pipeline. 

U.S. Department of Interior, "The Middle East Petroleum Emergency of 
1967," 1969. This document compares the 1967 oil crisis with the Suez Crisis, 
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Third, the "oil lift" could not have succeeded without a major 

effort to increase supplies from the Western Hemisphere for the affected 

areas.  This increase was made possible by  I) increased production In 

the Caribbean area and in the United States, the latter necessitating 

close coordination among the oil companies and government agencies 

concerned;  2) heavy stoc'v withdrawals, both in the  United States and 

the Caribbean area, mostly during November and early December;  and 3) 

numerous rather unusual operations, particularly within the United States, 

by the t'.ilC  and the American oil companies, including the reactivation 

of noioperatinci pipelines and terminals, the reversal of pipeline flows, 

and the utilization of unusual barge and tank car movements. 

Fourth, the international management of the emergency involved close 

cooperation between the MEEC and Lhc Organization for European Economic 

Cooperation (OEEC), notably its industry advisory committee, the OEEC 

Petroleum Emergency Group.  The Group not or.ly facilitated making supplier 

available to Europe but also bore the sole responsibility for the alloca- 

tion of supplies within Europe.  This cooperation, which was initiated 

after December 3, proved essential for the duration of the emergency. 

The most dramatic <*ffect of the Arab action, in technical terms, was 

to bring about a sharp depletion of the world's stocks of crude oil; but 

such is their raison d'etre, after all. Withdrawals from stocks were 

indeed high:  in November and December, the months of sharpest decline, 

they amounted to 600,000 barrels per day, or k  percent of world (excluding 

communist countries) crude oil production.  Some 58 percent of the with- 

drawals were accounted for by the American oil lift to Europe; Europe's 

share of withdrawals was only 29 percent.  The impact of the oil emergency 
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on consumption was, how«;ver, much smaller than had originally been feared. 

The average European shortfall over the entire five-month crisis period 

was only 8 percent; in November the flow was 20 percent below normal; 

;y March it was only b  percent below normal. 

It can be concluded, then, that the 1956-57 Suez crisis represented 

a rather weak initial use of the oil weapon.  It (i\a  not involve a planned 

and carefully executed offensive, among other reasons, because the Anglo- 

French attack preempted anything of the kind.  As a hasty punitive reaction, 

the transport stoppage could not r.or did it create severe shortages In 

Europe of a type that could force, for instance, the invading troops to 

retreat. A massive production stoppage was inconceivable in any evant, 

since none of the oil-producing countries could afford to be cut off for 

long from their oil revenues. The Arab nations had no "insurance" for 

economic warfare in the form of foreign exchange reserves.  In other 

words, in 1956 the Arabs did not possess the necessary ammunition for a 

protracted barrage by the oil weapon.   Saudi Arabia's 1956 oil revenues, 

for example, fell by I*«,8 percent relative to the previous year, a decline 

which could hardly be tolerated by a nation in a tight export-dependence 

si tuation. 

To speak of the Arabs as if they form a monolithic bloc can, of  course, 
be quite misleading.  Some Arabs will always be more Inclined to bear the 
self-inflicted costs of production shutdowns; others would be less so.  !t 
is In this vein thru a Kuwaiti sheik complained about the sabotage of his 
country's oil facilities by non-Kuwaiti Arabs: 

"The saboteurs kept claiming that they were attacking British 
imperialism, but we were the sufferers—we Kuwaitis.  It was our 
oil which was being sabotaged, our revenues which were being hit, 
our city which was threatened by a shutdown." [Quoted In Leonard Mosely's 

Power Play (Mew York: Random House, 1973), p. 26*».] 
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The Western nations, on the other hand, were quite adequately pre- 

pared: with substantial idle capacity in non-Arab sources and a market 

flexible enough to undergo radical regrouping, the Western defense was 

more than capable of countering the Arab offensive.  In certain ways, 

the Arab action was self-defeating in the ftnse that it alerted the West 

to its own potential vulnerabilities.  Thus, diversification and storage 

programs were inaugurated, national oil companies were established in 

order to circumvent the majors, and the dangers of drlft'ng into greater 

import-dependence upon Arab sources were regarded with Increasing concern. 

Nevertheless, the conclusion of the Suez episode did provide an 

unexpected twist.  Despite such Inevitable side effects as increases In 

crude prices by 25 cents per barrel and similar dramatic price Increases 

in Europe, no severe economic damage was caused by the 1956-57 Arab oil 

action. The real test of the "weapon," however. Is its effectiveness in 

attaining Its political alms.  Ironically, this Initial exercise In oil 

pressure paid off politically In a most unexpected way.  Rather than the 

Arabs putting the pressure on France and Britain, it was the United States 

which did so. The Arab action could not coerce the Europeans, but an 

American threat to withold the "oil lift" from these countries played a 

crucial role In their decision to call off the Suez invasion.  It wa«; 

made clear to the Europeans that the United States would refuse to make 

up for the missing Middle Eastern oil on any other basis, -nd they orompt- 

1y complied.*  Thus, the U.S. acted to negate the effects of an oil 

*"Dependence and Dependability:  Political Prospects For Middle East 

OK." by Dankwart A. Ru^low in Oil Imports and the ^tlona' !n[ere;t. t^ 
(New York-  Petroleum industry Research Foundation. Inc., I97U.  Rustow 
quotes Shaman Adams to the effect that Dulles noted that "Europeans 
had come to believe that we were forcing Britam and France to withdrew 

from Suer by withholding oil from them," p. M. 

■ ■»»»»»^ ..» 
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-«onths in late I966 and early 1967 a, .K.  . . 
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The  representatives of  the U.A.R.,   Iraq.   Algeria,  Libya,  Kuwait,  Saudi 

Arabia,  Syria,   Lebanon,  Qatar,   Bahrain,  and  Abu Dhabi,  unanimously ap- 

proved a  resolution announcing  the  shutdown of oil  wells "In order  to 

deny petroleum  to  the   imperialist  aggressors."      This porition was 

assumed  prior   to  the outbreak of  hostilities,  while events were going 

the Arabs'   way,   and  not   in  reaction  to  it. 

Although   in   retrospect   the Arab actions appear hasty and miscalcu- 

lated,  at   the   time  they must  have had a compelling  logic.     Western 

complacency,   Israeli   hesitation,   and greatly   improved Arab capabilities 

all   converged   to bring about   the Arab action.     Israel's preemptive attack 

confused  the Arabs'   plans and  threw their   ranks   into disarray. 

In a manner  reminiscent of  the Suez crisis,   the main deterrent  to 

the progressively menacing Arab challenge v/as  a preemptive strike which 

blunted   its   full   effect:     in   1956   it was   the Anglo-French-Israeli  attack; 

in  June   1967   it  was   Israel's  strike at   Egypt.     By contrast,  no such coun- 

teraction was   taken   in advance of  the joint  Arab economic and  military 

fttack   in   1973.     This negligence may well   explain  the different outcome 

of  the  third  Arab challenge. 

Z.   Hikdashl,  The Community of  the Oil   Exporting Countries   (Oxford: 
)xford University Press,   1971).     It cannot   be denied  that  a concerted 
Arab oil   action was being coordinated  prior   to  »he   Israelis'   preemptive 
strike against   Egypt  on June 5.   1967-     Mikdäshf   gives a  full   account of 
this strategy  session.    His analysis amounts  to a  rejection of  the offi- 
cial  Arab   line   that   the ensuing embargo was a  mere  reflex  rather  than a 
premeditated action.    Arab apologists,  however, often  tend to be more 
pious  than  the  Pope.    Attempting to reconcile  the fact of the Baghdad 
conference with  the official  Arab  line,  Leonard Mosley arbitrarily pre- 
dates  the dav  the Six Dav War beaan   'Moslev.   D.   Vtl).    Thus,   for him the 
war began on  June 't  rather  than  June 5.     Such distortion,  however,  cannot 
hide the  fact  that  the Arab oil  action   in   1967,   is  in  1973.  was an  Integral 
part of an Arab strategy against   the West  and not  just a reaction to  the 
erup  Ion of   the war. 
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Finally, North America's dependence on Arab imports did not exceed 12 

percent of its total crude imports. However, these indices of direct 

exposure to Arab oil do not adequately reflect the degree of vulnera- 

bility sustained by those groups of countries at the time. Interpolat- 

ing the share of Arab oil in toial energy consumption (Tables 2.5 and 

2.6) in 1967, it is clear that Japan and Western Europe did not differ 

all that much. Western Europe's reliance on Arab oil was for 3A percen 

of her energy requirements, and Japan's share was the same--}*» percent. 

Table 2.5 

WESTERN EUROPE: CONSUMPTION OF ENERGY AND DEPENDENCE ON 
ARAB OIL, SELECTED YEARS, 1955-68 

ThouMndi of Barralt Daily of Oil Equlvalant 

IMS 1980 1966 1988 

068 
1865 

108 
2.781 

1.408 
8.377 

244 
4.393 

126 
1.802 
7929 

431 
7.607 

216 
1.933 
8.904 

921 
10.433 

CO«           
Natural tai     
o»  

Arab ell     1.688 2.611 5,198 7,361 

Othar ml  1.106 1,862 2,412 3.072 

Total  12.722 14,422 17,804 20,406 

Parcant of Tow E narjy Cor. lumption 

0 
7.6 

696 
0.9 

21.9 

n 0.7 
10.1 
44.3 

2.4 
43.6 

Hydropomar  9.8 
681 

1.7 
3014 

9.6 
318 
4.6 

61.1 

Co«      
Natural 9-      
Oil     

Arab oil      1X4 17.4 28.0 38.1 

Othar oil  8.6 110 13.6 16.0 

Tot«  1000 imn «nA* 

■~ z A« 

SOURCE: Department of the Interior, The Middle East Petroleum 
Emergency of 1967. 
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Tab!» U 

JArA«: CONSUMPTION Of CNCWY AND DCPCNOENCE ON ARAB OIL, 
SELECTED VCARS. 1955-68 

o*. 

Tat« 

TIMM «*•••■) momv*o*§m0,m»M 

MM »MO im 10« 

..rllll IN 
711 

3 

3M 
m 
it 

•»7 

43t 
m 
43 

»,771 

400 
CM)     
•tm**§m     

1.130 

o-  80 
3,030 

At«k«« It« 443 1.0(1 i,Mi 

<MMr«i  m IM 730 '.303 

TM«  UN «IMA 3.343 «.400 

NfMM tt T«W i 

73» 
•7.1 
»3 

MO 

»&» 
47.0 

0.7 
33.7 

• 1 

♦•» 

13.0 
JO« 

13 

n.i 

114 

IÜ00 

»03 
30.3 

1.1 
•3.3 

33.1 

n% 

SOUttE: toMrtwnt of th*  Interior. Tfcj HlddU Uft Ei»ierQ«ncy 
of IH7.  JC—L 

Of tho Mjor prougonittt In 19(7. only the United Stotes remained 

aloof to Middle Eatt oil. Dependent upon imports for only 10 percent 

of Itt oil. MMi 1.2 Million berrels per day, the U.S. received lets 

thee 3)4 thousand barrels per day fro» the Niddle East and North Africa, 

I.e., lets then 3 percent if Its oil requirement» and only a little 

«ore then mm  percent of its tote I energy needs. 
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Table  2.? 

DEPENOCNCE  OF   ^ELECTED COUNTRIES  ON ARAB  CRUDE OIL,   1966 
(THOUSAND BARRELS  DAILY) 

Artii/Country Toial crud« 

oil concunncd 

Impof ti «fom 

Artb countri« 

lp«rc«nt (Ottll 

MMt E urop« 

Untwd KlBfdom  1 408 

1.S84 

1,3S4 

WbO 

599 
377 
336 

1.701 
327 
14» 

227 
71 

8.316 

690 
82 7 

<V«I ■>•.-n, i,  736 
87 9 

NMataA  829 
664 

S{j«tn 81.6 

Mi 
AMI 61 S 
Auttrtl«  61 6 
• ndl« 61.1 

trtlil        489 
28.2 

UniMdStim  36 

SOURCE:     Department of  the   Interior,  The Hiddle East 
Emergency of   1967- 

The  sheer scope of European and  Japanese oil   vulnerability did not 

alone account  for  the perceived gravity of the  situation.     It «as   instead 

the  refinement of  the oil  weapon to  include a production as well  as a 

transit  dimension which raised  the Arab oil   strategy to a higher  level 

of sophistication and potential  effectiveness.       Accompanying the  loss 

of production with  the closure of  the means of   transportation marked 

the first  time that  these two aspects of Arab control of oil  had been 

used  together.     In other words, a  two-fold crisis  faced Europe:     threats 

For a discussion of the  implications of  such an exacerbation   in  the 
potential   threat,   see Odell,  pp.   U8-9. 
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of acute shortages of  both supply and transportation.     In  fact,   it was 

estimated at   the  rime  that continued Arab denial of oil  and  transit 

facilities would   totally  deplete  European  stocks within  six months,  eve.i 

though these  supplies had  grown  to a   level   of   55  to 60 days  since  1956.* 

With the outbreak of  hostilities   In June   196?.   Western Europe's oil 

requirements  were   reduced  by one   third.     The  production   loss potential, 

since from June  6  to June   U all   Arab countries  shut  down   fwith the 

exception of  Abu  Dhabi.   Qatar,  and Algeria)   could have  reached   10 million 

barrels daily.     The closure of  the Suez Canal   interrupted  the  flow of 

3.5 million barrels daily and  the pipelines   stoppage   (both TAPLINE and 

the  IPC pipeline)  effected  1.5 million barrels daily.     Only non-Arab 

Iran was still   producing at a rate of 2.3 mMI Ion barrels per day. 

There were  several  ways for making up  such huge production and 

supply  losse-..     With excess productive capacity,  probable   increments  in 

crude oil output   from the major producing areas outside the Arab bloc 

could be anticipated.    Presumably. West Africa could have speeded up 

production  immediately by 200 thousand barrels dally with 350 to 500 

over  the next   six months;   Indones ia-lOO thousand barrels dally,  and 

150-300 thousand  barrels dally  respectively;   lran--200 thousand barrels 

dally and 800  thousand barrels daily respectively.    Only with massive 

Western Hemisphere utilization of  its excess  prodiotive capacity 

could  the total   have been  brought  up to a  potential   ;.5 million barrels 

The main  source  for  the figures used   In  this discussion  is  the 
Department of   Interior's official   report a-ttltled.  "The Middle East 
Petroltum Emergency of  1967"  (Washington:    U.S.   Government  Printing 
Office,   1969). 
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per day on an inmediate scale and up to 3-8 million barrels daily to 

1» 3 rillion barrels daily within six months.  But all this potential 

assistance fell fat short of Europe's requirements.  In the face of a 

potential loss of 10 million barrels a day of Arab oil, it was grimly 

estimated that the European stocks would be depleted In six months. 

The Suez Canal closed on the af .ernoon of June 6, along wltn the 

Tapline and the IPC pipelines to the Eastern Mediterranean.  By Wednesday, 

June 7, crudv; oil production and loading had been shut down in Libya, 

Saudi Arabia, and Iraq, but Kuwait was still In production and loading. 

Kuwait shut down or June 11, msking a total of 8.1» million barrels a 

day of production shutdown In Arab countries. 

* * * 

Yet, Western fe^rs never actually materialized.  By June I*, barely 

a week after the Arab-Israeli war had erupted, producing operations had 

been restored in all of the Arab countries except Libya and Iraq.  Indeed, 

Algeria, Qatar, and Abu Dhabi cheated all along and continued to produce 

at normal levels throughout the war. With the defusing of the production 

aspect of the oil weapon and early resolution of the question of crude 

oil availability, the 1967 oil emergency quickly became a matter of over- 

coming the small supply losses and manipulating the tanker fleet to the 

best possible advantage to negate the transportation aspect of the Arab 

action. 

A pertinent question at  this juncture   Is why  the Arabs  failed so 

miserably   In   their  second and more promising oil  offensive.     Again,   the 

answer  rests   in  the nature of producer-consumer   interdependence.     In  the 

abstract,   the oil  producing countries need  consumers because the oil's 
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value lies precisely in the demand for it by industrial countries.  In 

principle, therefor», any shutdown of production should hurt the produc- 

ing country, too.  It is, of course, this community of interest which 

keeps the oil flowing.  Success in economic warfare depends upon the 

ability to absorb some of the damage resulting from the discontinuation 

of trade relationships in order to inflict greater damage upon one's 

adversary. 

Thus, if Europe and Japan were highly vulnerable to an Arab oil 

boycott, the Arabs were equally, if not more, vulnerable.  If none of 

the Arab oil producers resorted to production cutbacks in 1957 because 

of fiscal inability to forego oil revenues, 1967 d'd not offer a better 

basis for such self-denying actions. For example, in 1966, 63 percent 

of Iraq's total government revenues came from oil; Kuwait, 83 percent; 

Libya, 73 percent; and Saudi Arabia, 83 percent.  It is this extent 

of their export-dependence which handicapped the Arabs and constrained 

the oil weapon most. Seldom can poor countries afford to engage In 

economic boycotts, and the Arab oiI-exporting countries were for all 

practical purposes poor indeed.  None of the Arab oil exporting coun- 

tries, with the single exception of Kuwait, had foreign exchange reserves 

sufficient to cushion the loss of foreign currency resulting from the 

embargo without suffering adverse consequences In import levels and 

other government expenditures.  In contrast to Kuwait's 3' months of 

Import coverage, lraq had only a month and a half, Libya 5. «nd Saudi 

Arabia 8. 

/ 

*Sam Shurr and P*ul Homan. Middle Eastern Oil and the Western World 
(New York: American Elsevier Publishing Company, Inc., 1971), PP- 97-110. 
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Table 2.8 

- ou ^.•!1^Ärar*cww:,t' 

SOURCE: 
Oepart.ent  of  tntarlor. ^^^J^iLllllP^^^ 

of 1967-   
Table  2.9,   • 

(THOUSAND BARRELS DAILY) 

- s iü coo..-..    ^.^-^ c0 * M • M 2asr ^ "^ ^ 
,i.,«  Ntultti iont tod S»ud> Argot» w 

,        Middle Fast  Petroleum Emergency of 
SOURCE: iyiBBa of '"ter,or' Bana-au  
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As the limited embargo continued, it became evident that th-, Arab 

states were the chief sufferers.  The precipitous Arab action ccst Saudi 

Arabia $30,264,900 for the twenty-four days of June far, annual loss rate 

of $122,600,000*).  Kuwait stood to lose some || million per day or 

$195,000,000 annually in oil revenue/*  It !s not surprising, then. 

th.it at no time was Europe even remotely threatened by economic catas- 

trophe.  The "reinforced" ell weapon, as the Arabs soon learned, was 

a body blow to their econcmy: 

"As they all discovered within a few days, none of them 
had the financial reserves to carry on without the aid 
of revenue from the cot-anies.  Saudi Arabia was the first 
to feel the pinch acutely; one June 12. less than a week 
after the declaration of the boycott, King Faisal was In- 
formed by his finance minister that there was no more 

"Dn?V.in I*!! tm' and that for once *****  was unable 
to help."*** 

Consequently. Ahmed Z.kl Yamanl. the Saudi ON Minister, proposed 

that ARAMC0 be told to restart operations, with the proviso that all oil 

be withheld fror the ambiguously defined "aggressor states." He reasoned 

that this strategy would pay lip service to Arab antipathies while doing 

the least damage to the countn 's economy. The lifting of the gene.al 

boycott on these terms was announced on June 13. but It was not until 

the end of the month that normal shipments were resumed by ARAMC0: 

Kuwait followed suit.  Thus, the loss of revenue caused by the temporary 

imposition of the oil embargo had adverse effects on all Arab national 

budgets, and several Arab nations found It necessary either to revise 

or postpone development programs. 

A* 

*** 

Middle East cconomic Survey.  July  \kt   1967. 

HEES. August *».   I967. 

Mo«»«/, p.  399. 
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The 1967 Arab oil action had even more lasting and self-defeating 

results. The closure of the Suez Canal, for instance, deprived Egypt 

of about $250 million in hard currency fees annually.  To offset this 

financial loss. Saudi Arabia. Libya, and Kuwait agreed to make regular 

contributions to Egypt.  The flo. of Iraqi oil was resumed In late June, 

with rather restrictive limitations, and Libya on July *. also with 

restrictions.  In mid-September. Saudi Arabia authorized the reopening 

of Tapline. and. by this tlm*. substantially all of the restrictions 

on destinations and flags were removed.  Arab oil exports returned to 

normal after the decision to lift all embargoes was made at the Khartoum 

Conference early in September.  But the Suez Canal remained closed. 

The remaining transport stoppage required a search for supplies as 

close a, possible to the major consuming centers and the initiation of 

efforts to supply all markets via the shortest possible tanker hauls. 

The steps taken to Improve transportation efficiency included primarily 

the elimination of shipments from the Eastern Hemisphere to the U.S. and 

Canada, diverting these to Europe, and utilizing crude oil from the U.S. 

Gulf Coast end South America to supp.y both Europe and Nonh America. 
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Tajle  2.10 

ACTUAL AND ESTIMATED ADDITIONAL1   SHIPMENTS OF CRUDE OIL 
FROM THE U.S.   GULF COAST.   BY DESTINATION,  JUNE-DECEMBER  1967 

(BARRELS) 

Ontinanon Jun« July Aufult Octotwr Novmbm OMtmbw' 

us Ecu CoMt    .... 
Can«)i Ent COMI   . . . 
kjtovt  
Virgin l«l«ndl  

2.944.000 
519.623 

1.954.642 

5.799 000 
1.966414 
6.117,397 

7.963.000 
691.419 

■.210.253 
126.752 

6,135,000 
4k« 433 

4,257,004 
626,279 

3.863.000 

222.000 

3,300 000 3 090,000 

Tot*  5.411.465 13 887 811 17,001,424 11,512,716 4.085 000 3,300.000 3,050.000 

1 Th« ii, in «ddition to «^»l «would MM l*«n r^ßtOn M nofm«) *ipm«nw to th««« <)9*vn»tion% 
1 Eitim»t»«l. 

SOURCE      Department of   Interior,  Middle East ?etro1eum Emergency 
of  1967- 

Table 2.15 

1 ADDITIONAL' SHIPMENTS OF CRUDE OIL FROM THE 
U.S. GULF COAST JUNE-DECEMBER 1967 

Million barrdi Piictn total 

US EMI COMI  
C«nad« EMI COM«     
E uf OP*                ..*...>•. 

33 054 
3672 

20.771 
0.753 

56.7 
63 

35 7 

Virom lilanrli                     1.3 

To«»  66.250 1000 

' That i«, .r. addition to what would hava baan rafla«dad a« nor- 
mal aapoMi to thaia dattinatlont. 

SOURCE:  Department of Interior, Middle 
East Petroleum Emergency of 1967- 

These sources, however, were not sufficient to meet the transporta 

tion shortage, and matters were not helped by the outbreak of a civil 

war in Nigeria, which was not dependent on the Suez Canal and was there- 

fore looked to for additional supplies tw Europe.  The outbreak of the 

civil war had effectively denied an average of more than 500,000 barrels 

—————— 
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dally to world markets.  Consequently, steps were also taken to expand 

the tanker fleet.  The combination of low seasonal requirements for 

tankers, plus the reserve provided by tankers in specialty trades, 

facilitated this effort--so much so that within three months Free World 

tanker availability had been increased by more than 19 percent.  Although 

the severe demands inevitably placed upon the tanker fleet caused rates 

to increase rather sharply, for the most part consumers in Europe and 

Japan were not asked to bear the larger burden of these higher tanker 

rates and of the higher costs brought about by the replacement of Middle 

East oil with more expensive oil from the Western Hemisphere. 

Not unlike the 1957 feat of the "oil lift to Europe," the 1967 ell 

balance did show the recurring pattern of American supply assistance to 

Europe, as indicated in Table 2.12.  Still, the Arabs learned how much 

loyalty and solidarity they could expect from their non-Arab partners; 

at the same time it became clear that, without full Arab dominance over 

OPEC, the efficacy of the oil weapon was severely restricted. 

During the emergency no major cut«, m supplies to customers took 

place. Often the real constraint on adequate supply was the shipping 

shortage rather than a supply shortage. Also, rather than dipping Into 

compulsory crude otocks, European affiliates of the major oil companies 

drew down their inventories.  Because of the meager American impor. de- 

pendence or, Arab sources (2.3 percent of 1968 supply), the denial of 

Arab oil had virtually no Impact on domestic supply levels.  But produc- 

tion Mas rapidly increased to provide oil to offset denied Arab deliveries. 

By August, production had been raised over Nay levels by about 1 minion 

barrels dslly. Clearly, such shut-in productive capacity offered the 

best means to respond under emergency conditions. 
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Table 2.12 

ESTIMATED  IMPORTS OF CRUDE OIL ANO PfTRO.EUM r-RODUCTS 
BY WESTERN EUROPE,   1%7 

Ofi|.n 

Hf)or» Ar*t>lw»'li M«r Afttr Arab IKMII war 

Wmarn Ma"<no»>»t» 

USA 

OWitr . 

iK'Ouiarul harrfli 
rtaiiyl 

»0 
700 0 

10 0 

(i«rca<i|      (lHou«a>id barttli 
lotai i daily! 

Total   . . 

Eaatarp M»mu4ir»ara 

No'i" Africa 
MM Africa 
•.•,•< r East 
Sov.-t «IOC 
ü»<ar 

Total 

Grand total 

u 

7H0 0 

7 JtbO 
mo 

«%0 0 
;!>o.o 
05 0 

*wo 
19.362.0 

0Ü 
rs 
0.2 

83 

74 7 
b< 

530 
80 
0.8 

91.7 

100 0 

1650 
8100 

76.0 

1.0010 

IpcrcMnl 
tota> I 

I B 
eo 
0.3 

no 

Total 1967 

(thousand barrtli 
daily) 

1180 
7650 
780 

9-1 0 

' 2,470 

.   5 4.670 
900 

X 

9.122 

*9.123 

n.i 
0.7 

51 7 
9.9 
0.1 

lt9.0 

MM 

"4-.: 

2.402.0 
it» 3.0 

4,;B9 0 
H370 

.•of. 

Iparcant 

total) 

1 J 
83 
0.3 

9.9 

26.0 
28 

51 9 
90 
0.4 

'  All Arab »I 
01 tnit amount. 700.000 larran .n  ,  i Iranian oil. tha rtmamdar n Arab. 
01 t*it a^-ount. 820 000 liarmt daily n Iranian oil it« raniaii if i it Arab. 
0< thi« amount. 770 000 Mrrait da.iy il Iranian oil. tha fen,». ,iltt ,i Arab. 
01 lt<it lota*   70.7ptrcan| 16 575.000 harrtit daily) il Arab OH 

0* tt<ii total. 69.3 parcant 10.370 000 barralt daily) il Arab oil 
1 Oitttit total 69 6pafcant 16 421.000 barralid»lvl it Arab on 

• 3110 

'9,322,0 

90.1 

100.0 

SOURCE:    Department of  Interior,  Middle East Petroleum Emergency 
of 1967.  

As had occurred during the  1956 oil  emergency,  the multinational 

oil   industry manipulated   its potential   for worldwide flexibility  in oper- 

ations and sources of supply.     The  full  use of  this potential  cushioned 

consumers  from the  Impact of  the crisis, as  the  industry drastically 

charged worldwide supply,  transport,  and  refining patterns  to spread 

and minimize  the effects of  the crisis.    These swapping and  spreading 

activities were so successful   that üt  no time was there a need for ration- 

ing anywhere.     The  196? Arab oil  embargo,  ther., wis an even greater 

technical   failure than the  1956-57 oil  action.    The  1967 embargo did not 
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lead to any serious shortages and was soon called off.  The action was 

so poorly managed that no political result could have followed. 

The epilogue to the 1967 oil emergency came in the Arab summit 

conference in Khartoum.  The conference removed the selective embargo 

instituted against the U.S., Germany, and England, a.-quing that the Arab 

oil should be used to strengthen the Arab economies damaged by the war. 

Earlier, Saudi Arabian Oil Minister Yamani expressed the Arabs' sense 

that the embargo hjd indeed been futile and questioned the wisdom of It: 

"...injudiciously used, the oil weapon loses much if not all 
of its importance and effectiveness.  If we do not use it 
properly, we are behaving like someone who fires a bullet 
Into tne air, missing the enemy and allowing it to rebound 
on himself."* 

Thus, in recognition of the adverse effects of the activation of 

the oil weapon on the economies of the oil-producing nations, especially 

since it had been triggered by Egypt and radical Syria and Iraq, three 

of the Arab oi l-exporte'-s, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and Libya, decided In 

January 1968 to form an Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Coun- 

tries (OAPEC), designed to preclude any further use of their oil as a 

political weapon by radical Arab states. The new organization, stated 

Yamani, was essentially economic and commercial in nature, whose objective 

was "to maximize the benefits derived by Its members from their natural 

resources."   With the second Arab oil offensive so devastatingly defeated, 

once again tranqullity seemed to have been restored to the Arab oil front. 

1 

MEES,  July 21,   1967- 

MEES,  January  12,   1968. 
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Chapter III 

THE SYSTEM IN DISEQUILIBRIUM 

As the decade of the 1960s neared its end, It became apparent that 

the energy system was rapidly entering into a revolutionary period. 

Benjamin Shwadran. «. «•♦•ran student of that system, surwnarized that 

change as follows: 

"The rapid development in the Middle East oil industry in the last 
five or six years has been dizzying.  Even as late as 1968 the 
concessionaire companies maintained a strong oil price structure; 
they have controlled the world oil markets; they reaped fabulous 
profits; the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries put 
in ar eight-year effort and failed to restore price cuts which the 
companies instituted in I960 and 1961.  The companies held on 
steadfastly to the 50/50 profit-sharing arrangement, and they re- 
fused the oil-producing governments' requests even for a small per- 
centage participation In company ownership.  The companies were 
dominant and powerful over the producing countries. 

Since 1970 the process has been completely reversed.  Price cuts 
were restored and soared upward constantly and rapidly; allowances 
of different sorts were eliminated; the governments' percentage 
profits were raised to 55 percent and royalties were expensed. The 
companies agreed to grant the governments 25 percent ownership par- 
ticipation which was to be increased to 51 percent by January 1, (982, 
Later demands were made for immediate 51 percent or even 100 percent. 
Prices rose constantly through mutual agreements, and [beginning] in 
October were hiked. . .unilaterally by the producing countries....The 
producing countries have become dominant and powerful over th« 
companies."* 

For Shvadran the explanation for this startling development lies in the 

long struggle between the producing countries and the concessionaire com- 

panies.  This focus is wrong because it ignores the  important position 

of the consuming countires.  The international power Interplay between 

importers and exporters, within which companies shift their positions, 

actually provides the background for the oil revolution.  From all 

three groups, the producers, the consumers, and the companies, only 

See his "Middle East 0il--The Latest Phase," occasioncl peper, Tel 
Aviv University, The Shiloah Institute for Near East Studies, January 197*. 

■ '■ 

fKKCCDINO P4» ^OIUiJOT KILMKD 
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one m+tr  changed its policy radically enough to bring about a crisis: 

the government of the United States. 

The Organizatior. of Petrol..... Exporting Countries and PHr^ 

The single .nost Important dlsequiIibrating event on the energy 

scene was the emergence of the Organization of the Petroleum Exporting 

Countries (OPEC) as a relatively effective carte, strong enough to revolu- 

tionize the price-determination process/ Spiraling prices became, in 

turn, the catalyst for a series of developments which avalanched into a 

state of acute crisis.  OPEC was formed in .960 with the declared objec- 

tive of arresting a successive lowering of posted prices by the oil 

companies.  The Organization's origina. members were Iran. Venezue.a. 

Saudi Arabia. Kuwait, and Iraq, but since then a.most a., exporting 

countries have joined the organization.  Initially. OPEC had various aims, 

but as it turned out. the carte, evolved into a negotiate group of 

producers versus companies, and finally into a body determining prices 

unilaterally. What started a. an attempt on the part of exporters to 

improve their bargaining power versus the oil companies culminated in 

OPEC's becoming an international organization with great influence over 

the world oiI market. 

In Its earl, years OPEC was ignored by the companies and Its effec- 

tiveness was clearly mini™,. Only ten years after Its foundation cou.d 

OPEC Cairn H hay. t,,„,M  ,„  „.,„ ,„ „ „„^ ^ ^ ^ .^^ 

tlca. Economy An.ly,.,.- »nternatlona. Or^nl^t.n» Winter W." 

— 
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prices away from the companies.  The Teheran and Tripoli agreements of 

1971 marked a revolution of the system.  The market has never actually 

turned from a "buyer's" Into a "seller's" market In real economic terms. 

But 1971 Was the year when sellers exercised their full power of negotia- 

tion with the oil companies, while the latter, having lost the backing 

of the U.S., were exposed as lacking the leverage to offset the effects 

of this reversal In power relationships. 

A combination of events which occurred In 1970 facilitated this 

process, their effect being, however, circumstantial more than causal: 

mainly, the unexpectedly rapid Increase in European demand, the "accidental" 

closure of Tapline by a Syrian bulldozer, and enforced production cutbacks 

on Libya which were used against vulnerable independent oil companies as 

a lever for higher prices.  All these events served OPEC purposes by 

creating a tight supply situation.  Consequently, demands for higher 

prices were mao.' first by Libya, followed by all the other exporters. 

The creation of a shortage atmosphere, as was even more glaringly obvious 

in 1973. was an absolute requisite for the producers' challenge to the 

price structure, and consequently to the patterns of interdependencies 

as they prevailed until then.  The Tapline shutdown, lasting for eight 

months, denied Western Europe some '♦70,000 barrels per day.  The Libyan 

cutback caused a loss of another 800,000 barrels daily of short-haul 

crude to European markets.  Consequently, a tanker shortage due to 

increased transport distances was created. Although none of this affected 

the cost of extracting oil from the ground, prices rose as If It were 

scarce.  In retrospect, the 1970-71 events seem a prelude to the big 

1973 offensive, but that was still to come. Meanwhile there came the 

disastrous Teheran meeting In 1971. 

— . - 
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The  liberal   econcnic order erected and dominated by   the  United States 

since World War   II   began to break down   in  the   late sixties  and early 

seventies.     American   involvement   in  Vietnam and growing economic  tensions 

anong OECO countries   reduced America's  abiIity   to continue  to sustain an 

economic order which was  contrary   to the nationalistic  tendencies of most 

other nations.     The energy system,  which had been effectively  cushioned 

against  such effects,  became at   that   time more exposed to governmental 

intervention,  mostly at   the production stage.     The economic-strategic 

environment  further aggravated these processes of disintegration  from within, 

The explosion of  the Arab-Israeli   conflict   in  196/ was paralleled by grow- 

ing Western dep.ndence on Arab oil.     This created a dangerous  spatial  and 

temporal  proximity of  issue-areas, which  the Arabs were  later effectively 

to  link as diplomatic  leverage   in  the  form of  the oil  weapon.     Inflation 

in  the Western world aggravated matters since  it  raised the price of 

goods   Imported by oil-exporting countries;   furthermore,   the sorry st.t. 

of  the   International  monetary system made  it dlffucult  for exportars  to 
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find safe savings outlets.  In short, the deterioration of one interde- 

pendent system, such as the monetary one, advers«ly affected related 

systems.  The multilateral system had to cope vith a far less hospitable 

world environment than before. 

To be sure, the system had survived past periods of external pressure. 

The difference was that in the early 1970s the system also began to crumble 

from within.  The delicate balances that characterized its internal struc- 

ture were altered; as the system grew less stable, the greater became the 

strains that its presumed interdependence was called upon to withstand. 

To understand this changing balance of oil power, it is necessary to ex- 

amine the evolutior of the position of the oil producers and to analyze 

developments in the situation in which major consumer nations found them- 

selves.  The Interdependence between these two groups was, after all, 

the heart of the system. 

The basic sources from which the security of consumer relationships 

with the Arab oil producers depended were first, the oil companies and 

second, traditional Western influence.  But this influence, which guided 

the producing states into a world economy working in favor of the 

industrialized countries,  faded among Arab states for domestic and 

external reasons.  Key developments were the growth of Arab nationalism 

and the increased influence of th-s Soviet Union as an alternative ally to 

the U.S., whose support for Israel deeply antagonized Arab leaders and 

masses alike.  Iraq, and later Libya, best Illustrate the progressive 

erosion of Western Influence; however, even the conservative Persian Gulf 
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producers had to take into consideration the ascendancy of nationalist 

and anti-Western sentiments among their own citizenry. 

Despite the theoretical legal control over foreign enterprises with- 

in their boundaries which host countries had traditionally exercised, they 

were generally stymied in their efforts to improve the benefits accruing 

to them from oil production by the major companies.  Relying on political 

support from their home countries, these companies had usually been 

decisive in setting the price and the level of output of crude oil.  The 

de facto reversal of Iranian acts of nationalization under Mossadegh in 

1951-53 was a dramatic example of consumer/corporate power.  Iraq was 

more succe«of'il in achieving the nationalization of the Iraq Petroleum 

Company.  But this occurred only in 197? after a protracted struggle 

which began with the expropriation in I96I of almost all the land con- 

ceded to I.P.C.; this depressed Iraqi oil revenues intended for develop- 

ment projects throughout the decade and substantially reduced her share 

of the market. 

Some producers such as Iran and Iraq pressed for higher levels of 

output in order to Increase their revenues, but the companies preferred 

to maximize their profits through a common price structure which avoided 

oversupply and exploited the cheapest production-transport areas. Th« 

industrialized countries were thus assured of cheap energy supplies to 

support the rapid expansion of their economies. The home countries of 

the major companies also benefited from substantial profits remitted by 

*()ocumentatlon of these processes can be found In David Hlr$t's Oil 
and Public Opinion In the Middle East (New York: Frederick A. Pr»eger7i966). 

- - - 
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these companies.  The majors managed thfs system quite successfully until 

the present decade. 

The gradual erosion of Western political Influence in the oil-produc- 

ing countries of course reduced thr- security of the oil companies.  This 

erosion was increasingly limited by the self-interest of the producer 

states.  The host countries still needed the companies to carry out 

functions which only they could fulfill in actual production, refining, 

and marketing.  New companies, including the American "independents" and 

the "nationals" (e.g., Italy's ENI, France's CFP and ERAP and Brazil's 

Vtrobas), appeared on the scene, and were willing to accept terms more 

favorable to producers in an effort to break into the oil market.  From 

1963 to 1969 the share of the majors In the International market (exclud- 

ing the U.S. and the communist bloc) fell from 82 percent to 77 percent; 

the independents' share climbed from 9 percent to \k  percent and that of 

the nationals increased from 9 percent tc iO percent.  The refining sector 

it 
experienced a similar trend. 

With large «.id rapidly growing supplies  t their disposal during the 

1950's, the major oil companies seemed to have entered into a period of 

active competition.  For example, some of the companies responded to 

competition for rapidly expanding their share In the world market by dis- 

counting posted prices. Nevertheless, despite signs of weakness in 

market prices, the companies raised posted prices In 1957. However, the 

Imposition of the mandatory controls on U.S. crude oH Imports In 1959 

The most useful source of information about world oil Is the annually 
published International Petroleum Encyclopedia,  The Petroleum Publishing 
Co., Tulsa Oklahoma. The Chase Manhattan Bank's Energy Economics Division 
also publishes a yearly "Annual Financial Analysis of a Group of Petroleum 
Companies." 
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and the introduction of small quantities of Soviet oil to the market 

created a world surplus of oil that indirectly led to the formation of 

OPEC.  Downward pressures on prices were so strong that companies had to 

choose between reducing posted prices or resigning themselves to seeing 

an increasing proportion of their profits going to the host governments 

in taxes.  Indeed, in 1959. under pressure from the consuming governments, 

the oil companies reduced prices and thereby cut the revenues of the 

producer governments.  In .960 market pressures and prompting by the 

European governments brought about another lowering of posted prices. 

Threatened with revenue los,, brought about by a 28 cent reduction In 

posted prices, representatives of Venezuela. Iran. Kuwait, and Saudi 

Arabia met in Iraq; from this meeting grew OPEC. 

From I960 on. the tax prices of crude oil were no longer under the 

sole control of the companies. OPEC first succeeded in preventing 

further cuts in posted prices, even though market prices-due to natural 

market forces-o,nt i nued to fall throughout the decade.  Indeed, the main 

objective of OPEC was to coordinate and verify the petroleum policies of 

^ber countries and determine the best means for safeguards their 

interests, individually and col leerively; and to devise ways .nd means 

of ensuring the stabilization of prices in Internationa, crude oil 

.arkets with a view to eliminating harmful and unnecessary fluctuations. 

,n mov.ng tcard these objectives. OPEC obtained other benefits for its 

^bers. such as:  the acceptance of "royalty expensing" by the companies 

which had had the effect of increasing the producers' reserves by roughly 

half the amount of royalties; the reduction and then elimination of 

„«rketing allowances for tax purposes; and the re.ingulshment of unex- 

ploited territory which made possible the .ntry of new companies and the 

/ 
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receipt of higher revenues and better terms from them.  For the most part, 

OPEC's objectives were obtained without a great deal of difficulty or 

resistance.  As Penrose puts it, "the 'host governments] had a good case 

which the companies recognized." The major obstacle to OPEC's develop- 

ment, however, was not external but internal.  As an embryonic cartel, 

OPEC's primary aim was to "stabilize" prices primarily through the joint 

regulation of production.  From the outset, the OPEC strived to tighten 

supplies and Increase prices.  For Mikdashi, an economist close to OPEC 

since its establishment, production programming was essential to OPEC's 

effectiveness: 

"The OPEC Secretariat criticized in no uncertain terms the adverse 
Impact of free pricing on member countries.  Free pricing In a 
period of surplus availability, it contended, would drive prices 
to lower levels. This would hurt low-cost producing countries 
(such as those of the Middle East) by depriving them of current 
economic rent, to the same extent It would hurt high-cost pro- 
ducers (such as Venezuela) by cutting down their production."* 

The adoption of a full-fledged cartel production-programming through 

quotas did not come to fruition, because it was opposed by several produc- 

ing countries.  Thus, the Organization's relative weakness In Its first 

years was more the result of Internal divisions, typical of cartel 

formations, than of strong resistance by the companies or the 

consuming nations. 

Over the years, membership in OPEC has bee., expanded to include, In 

addition to tl.e founding five countries, the following six countries: 

Qatar, Libya, Indonesia. Abu Dhabi, Algeria, and Nigeria.  Although still 

ineffective as a producers' cartel, OPEC continued to develop the broad 

MIkdashi, The Community of the Oil-Exporting Countrle». 

ii» 
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outlines of a common oil policy for its members.  At its Sixteenth 

Conference In June 1968, C^EC drew up a set of objectives to guide th^ 

long-term development of its members' respective resources.  The follow- 

ing concepts were emphasized: 

- the principle expressed in a United Nations resolution of 
'"the inalienable right of all countries tc exercise per- 
manent sovereignty over their natural rescurces"; 

- the desirability of direct exploitation of resources by agencies 
of the producing countries, rather than by outside agencies; 

- the doctrine of "changing circumstances" which is said to justify 
countries in demanding chenges in the terms of existing concession 
agreements; 

- under the principle of changing circumstances, the right to acguire 
a participating ownership share for governments under the existing 
concession agreements; 

- the right of governments to alter the financial terms of agree- 
ments where companies are receiving "excessively hi^h net 
earnings"; 

- the right of governments to determine posted or tax reference 
prices; 

- the accelerated relinquishment of concession territory. 

By 1968 progress was being made towards some of these goals in some 

OPEC countries, but the companies were not particularly worried by the 

Declaration.  First, they could see little indication that any individual 

country was in a position to make sweeping gains without paying a cost 

which would prove unacceptable in the end.  Second, the OPEC countries 

a«, a group did not appear to possess the degree o; unity needed to enforce 

such demands.  Tl.ird, only a year before, during the Six Day War, an oil 

For an official account of OPEC's history and objectives see OPEC - 
Past ano Present by Abdul Amir Q. Kubb^h (Vienna.  Petro-Economlc Research 
Centre, \T/1*) . 
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sanction on the part of certain OPEC members had failed miserably, thus 

further straining internal cohesion.  Such conditions, however, were soon 

to be reversed.  Little more than four years later all Middle -asf oil- 

exporting countries would be in a position to attain the Declaration's 

objectives.  The crucial question, then, is what causen the reversal? 

Since its f jndlng, OPEC had been considered a timid alliance of con- 

servative states.  As a cartel, OPEC could be no stronger than its weakest 

fMinbers, and its membership included—as it still does — some of the most 

fragile states in t.ic world.  At the time of OPEC' s founding, Kuwait was 

still a British protectorate.  Both Saudi Arabia and Iran were widely 

considered to be submissive client» of the United States, and all except 

Iraq seemed to be effectively dominated by the production consortia 

established on their soil.  Even the realtlvely Independent Iraqis care- 

fully tempered their rebellious behavior and, as mentioned above, 

refrained from nationalizing the Iraq Petroleum Company until 1972.  The 

constraints on Iraq were as much technical (i.e., production expertise) 

as political; in any case, Iraqi dependence on the West persisted until 

recent years. OPEC owed its survival to weakness of open opposition to 

it and some private support from some major companies who saw In OPEC a 

"decisive weapon In their fight to keep prices high In the face of aggres- 

sive competition from the 'independents,' and the nationals...and the 

Soviets." 

In the view of both producing countries and the oil companies, OPEC 

achieved the modest success during the 1960s of avoiding the further 

erosion of oil prices.  Keanwhllt tte Shah of Iran was pursuing a 

nationallsr strategy to Incrttaso his country's position by a persistent 
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that, given the "sellers' market." the producers ..ould actually increase 

their revenue by judicious cuts in production.  This discover/ finally 

transformed 0?EC into a highly effective cartel  Thus, much of the 

ensuing success of the oil producers derives not from subtle diplomacy or 

a ru* master strategy, but reflects instead a growing awareness of the 

struc ure of the oil market and an absence of such awareness on the part 

of the U.S. Gcvernment. 

OPEC was transformed from a weak coalition into a powerful cartel by 

a combination of favorable circumstarces and Judicious tactics. Paradox- 

ically, the major source of weakness in OPEC--Internal division among the 

member na.ions--was also tSe origin of tactical successes when directed 

against the companies. Thus, perhaps the most potent force available to 

OPEC has been that of resource nationalism as manifested In the processes 

of expropriation and nationalization. Although nationalist: tendencies 

might have hindered an earlier emergence of a strong cartel, they ce^- 

tait ly invigorated the struggle of ndlvldual member nations and thereby 

exacerbated divisions 4 >ng the companies and the consuming nations-ar.d 

ultimately spearheaded the rise of the whole cartel grojp. 

Libya was the first OPEC member to demonstrate sucn keen ..ationalistIc 

tactics. Like other producing nations. Libya was pushing for higher 

posted prices throughout the 1960s.  But by the late 1960s Libya acquired 

two strategic advantages vis-a-vis the corcesslonaire companies. First, 

the closure of the Suez Canal in June 1967. and the .harp increase in 

freljht -ates that followed, strengthened Libya's bargaining position, he. 

proximity to Europe gave her an increased advantage over sellers from the 

Persian Cu'f.  Second, quite a few companies operating In Libya were 

'  - •- * 
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American   independents.     -   y were much more  vulnerable  to pressure   from 

host countries  because  they   lacked  the  global   flexibility   that   the majors 

enjoyed.      In  particular,  by   1969 Occi^ntal   Oil   became  the   largest single 

producer   In   Libya,  accounting  for  one-fifth  of  her exports   in  th^t  year. 

For Occidental,   the  retention of Libyan oil   was   indispensable. 

The  structure of the oil   industry  had   tempered tendencies   toward 

nationaliration   in  the past.     First,   the majors were  fully   integrated   from 

production  through marketing.     Second,  nationalization of  'cht production 

stage woulJ  have   increased  rather  than decreased producers'  dependence on 

the majors   for  transport and mark^tino      Third,   the potential   surplus of 

oil   prevailing   in  the market  since  the   late   \SkOs deterred producers   from 

trying  to  nationalize  for   fear  of  being   faced with  the need   to  sell   at 

rather   low  prices.     But with   the  entrance  of   the   independents   into  the 

Picture,   the oil   industry's  Achilles  heel   became exposed.     Mistrusted  by 

the majors  and   lacking  the  flexibility  provided by  full   integration and 

global   spread,   the   independents offered  a   tempting  target. 

In  September   1969 came  the military  coup   in Libya.     With  the coup,   a 

policy began   to emerge of appeasing  the   radical   nationalists who came   to 

power.     To quote  the Church Report: 

•like   the oil   companies,   the U.S.   Embassy   in Tripoli   had  not 

hat   the  Qaddaf.   reg.me had a firm domestic political   base and 

SfJ       re''9:OUS  fervor and  itrong  nationalist bent were com- 
pat.be w;th  the U.S.  objective of maintaining a secure American 
nvestnent   p, esence  m Libya.     (|   therefore acquiesced  to the 

oemand  of   the L.byan Government  for   the  closing of Wheelus Air 

o?ri^$Vn<?Q7nS-  :i,itary P^onnel   were  removed by  the end 
or   I9b9.      In   1970,  when opponents of   the QaddafI   regime sought 
to organ .ze... the U.S.   Embassy   learned  of  the move and so 
informed   the  Libyan Government .'•* 

Subcommittee on Muitmational  Corporat lons .  Report on "Hui t Inat lonel 
Oil   Corporations  and U.S.   Foreign Po'lcy," p.     21. -«.»on«! 
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Jus,  as  the Libyan chall.n,, expressed a successful  policy,   the 

official  African and cprpora.e reaction exposed the failure of a policy. 

This  failure combined the followin, general  attributes of U.S.   policy 

-ward  the oil   producers,     n.iveti about   the dynamics of Arab nationa,ism, 

a  sense that acconwdation «old pacify  the challengers,  and total 

una-areness of the greater challenge as   it was acguiring ™,.ntum. 

When  the Libyan Government became concerned  in  1968 that  the rate at 

wbich some  companies,  notably Occidental,  „ere depleting oil   reserves,   i, 

Promptly   imposed curbs on production.    Thos.  although OPEC's objective of 

• ioi.t  rationing of supply still „as not   reali.ed, Llbva became the 

second country   (after Venezuela)   to restrict  output  voluntarily.     The 

squeeze „as bound to be felt   In Europe:    «„.rian output „as stll,   limited 

*"  t0 '^  l"7-68 "*" ^ »»"«•. -Mch connected Saudi Arabia 

„i.b  the Hedlterranean, „as sabotaged  in   1970.    Neanwhlle.  Libyan produc- 

tion had  increased to the point „her.  it „as supplying .bout 25 parent 

of  Europ.an d.m.nd,  „hieb „as   inc „ ., ^^  ,„,      ^ ^ 

tUMM  raglme   in Libya gulckly  took advantage of this opportunity by 

focusing -essure on Occidental.     The Libyan „rat.,,, „as dear:     the en- 

forced production cutbacks «re used as a   level   to extract higher prices 

from  the .„iner.-ble  independents.     ,y  „7o.   Libya  required  the companies 

op.ra,i„g „Ithin bar bcund.ri.s  to accept:     !>   fur,h.r ou.pu,  eduction. 

t0 COnS "—  2) '  '-"   '-»m   I" «he posted pric. of Libyen 

orud.;  .„d 3)  .  revised tax structure.    The negotiations .ha, ensued 

cantered .round posted prices.    The signlficnc. of  ,„. ne^tl.tlon. 

derived from the re.llzatlon on  t      par, of the companies ,h.t . mlor 

Libyan posted price  Increase could "leap  fro,"  into the P.r.i.n M« 

i^iJL 
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original Libyan demands for a M  cent increase in the posted price reason- 

able and the companies' position unwarranted.  As James Akins expressed 

it, "It was also to our interest, I thought, that the companies have a 

reasonable working relatlonship with the Libyans and with other producers. 

If  the Libyans concluded they were being cheated, this I thought 

guaranteed a breakdown in relations with the companies and all sorts of 

subsequent problems."  This State Department line of total appeasement 

spilled over Into the oil question.  Several of the major oil companies 

argued in favor of a tougher stand.  Oil executives and oil economists 

alike felt that the U.S. could easily have convinced the oil companies to 

work out an Insurance scheme whereby, if any single company was forceo to 

shut down (as Occidental was), it would be supplied with crude oil from 

other sources at tax-plus-cost by other companies. At worst, the event 

called for a repetition of the strategy used during the Iranian crisis.** 

But the State Department was determined to appease rather than resist the 

challengö.  Following the Libyan agreement, the major and independent oil 

companies met in Washington to discuss bargaining strategies with Libya. 

The Church report has an account of that meeting: 

Testifying before the Church Subcommittee In I97I». See Volume 5 of 
the Church hearings, pp. 1-28.  For a fuller explanation of Mr. Aklns' 
view of this crucial episode see "The Oil Crisis:  This Time the Wolf Is 
Here," Foreign Affairs. April 1973. 

** 
Resisting Mossadegh's  nationalization of Anglo-Iranlan called  for a 

strategy which combined  tough diplomatic  bargaining,  a boycott of   Iranian 
oil,  and even the participation of the UA.     Despite the  fact that American 
involvement   In  Korea  received most of the attention and enerov at  the 
time,  the strategy worked then, and   It  could have worked again.     For 
accounts of the  Iranian crisis see Chapter 5,   in Klebanoff$ Middle East 
Oil  and U.S.   Foreign Policy and Chapters   15 and   16  !- Iaonard Mosley's 
Power_PJay  (New York:     Random House,   1973). 
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Sir  David  Barran.   then Chief Executive Officer of Shell,   urged 
that 'the  dangers   to our own and  the consumers'   interests   lay much 
more   in  yielding than   In resisting  the demands   then being made 
upon us....our conclusion was  that   sooner or   later we,  both oil 
company and  consumer,  would  have  to  face an avalanche of escalat- 
ing demands   from the  producer governments and   that we should at 
least   try   to stem the avalanche.'     Barran,  however, was   'left 
with  the   impression   that  the U.S.   Government officials were not 
at al1   convinced by   It.'" 

This was a  prophetic  statement;  but  the State Department was adamant. 

Under-Secretary  Johnson offen;d   llttl« hope  for help   from the U.S.;   the 

U.S.   had   little or no   influence with  the Libyan government and  the U.S. 

Government,   he  argued,  would be "ineffective at best."    That  strategy of 

preemptive  surrender had   Its consequences.     With no prospect of U.S. 

Government   support,  companies which had not  already   reached a settlement 

with the Libyans swiftly  did so.     Before  the year was over,  virtually all 

the companies agreed  to   large   increases   in   the posted  price and a further 

rise  in   Income   tax  rate  from 50 to 55 percent. 

Libya's  example,   following the crusade of the Shah of   Iran,   Inspired 

a series of negotiations  for better  terms   for Persian Gulf and Mediterranean 

producers.     Walter  Lacqueur points out   that   "from  Italy  to Japan the 

irresolution and disarray r' the consumer  nations were made very evident. 

That  the Libyans went on  to...raise taxes   (repeatedly), and  finally 

to expropriate BP  (in  1972)  and  its  U.S.   'Independent'   partner. Hunt   (In 

1973)  surprised no one." 

The most  outspoken critic of Washington's new submissive policy was 

M.A.  Adelman.     Quoting  the Shah,  who as   late as   1972  said  that, 

"If  the oil   producing countries suffer even  the  slightest 
defeat.   It would be  the death-knell   for OPEC,   and  from then 
on  the countries would no longer have  the courage to get 
together," 

Report  of  the SubcomiNttee on Mult I nation       Corporations,  p.   125 

  1 
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Adelman accused  the State Department of blundering grievously when   It   took 

a position supporting OPEC's demands.     Resistance  to the OPEC demands  could 

have shattered  the  nascent cartel,  argued  Adelman.     Instead. 

"The United States convened a meeting   in Paris of  the OECO 
nations  on January  20  [1971)... .Amerlean representatives and 
the oil   companies  assured   the other  governments   that   if they 
offered  no resistance to higher oil   prices   they could at   least 
count  on   five years'   secure supply at   stable or only slightly 
rising  prices."■v 

This, concludes  Adelman. was an advance capitulation.    The OPEC nations 

received a signal   to go full  speed ahead because  there would be no American 

(or other)   resistance. 

Meanwhile,  however,   there came a precarious  and short-lived stand- 

still   in Teheran and Tripoli   in  1971.    The Teheran agreement reflected 

drastic shifts   in the bargaining positions  of companies and host countries. 

Although  the majors  joined  forces  to negotiate as  a group,   for the first 

time    they  perceived no option besides yielding  fully  to the producers' 

conditions   In  return  for "a promise o< stability" which "proved to be 

worthless."     In  the words of one high-ranking oil  company official. 

Teheran turned  the oil  companies   Into "tax collectors  for OPEC." 

It should be noted  that  the demands   Imposed by OPEC were  less  than 

totally odious   to the oil  companies.    As   far as  these were concerned. 

^  ,        J!      ^        y qUOted  ,972 artic'e.   "'s  the Oil   Shortage Real?"    M.A. 
Adelman blamed  James AkIns  for  the mishandl.ng of  the Libyan and subse- 
quent price  negotiations   (Foreign Policy.  Winter   1972-73).    Although 

ÜHm S  , ^.WaS n0t accePted «  the time by many,   the Church sub- 
committee  findings seem to vindicate him completely.    Adelman's bitter 

Tk « TZ ?LJüü?r ^'11*  pr°duced ■ reP,y  *** HW  title.  "The Oil  Crisis: 
bo h l^ti? "  «e~."  I« Foreign Affairs.   1972.     Excerpts  from 
both positions,  as wel     as a use^u! array of pertinent expert  testimonies 
and background material  are provided by  the  Senate's  Committee on  Interior 

ÄtÄTwf >t50"a"dGas   mUSt   *Mmi>n* Cong..   Ist 

mh 
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pa.-t icipat ion was a much greater concern, often traded off against price 

concessions.  While profits could be protected or even enhanced ty passing 

the burden of higher prices on to consumers, inflated rates made it econ- 

omically feasible to develop Alaskan and North Sea crude oil reserves. 

American inoependent companies pressed for higher prices for imported oil 

to keep their domestic production competitive; this might help to exolain 

the State Department's lenient attitude toward OPEC's demands. 

Needless to say, the oil industry, even when negotiating on behalf 

of their home governments with their tacit approval, was in a totally 

different position from OPEC.  OPEC, after all, was an international 

organization representing sovereign states; the oil companies, on the 

other hand, were commercial enterprises, basically fullowing their own 

self-interest.  Furthernore, by virtue of their burfer position, the 

companies could spread the increased costs and pass them onto consumers. 

Seen in this light, the very confrontation between oil firms on one hand 

and political entities on the other was loaded against the compenies, and 

ultimately against the consumi-ig countries.'  Ir.c acceptance by the latter 

A — ~ _ 
It was fashionable at one time to see the emergence of multinational 

firms with great awe as entitles which could successfully confront nation- 
states on even terms.  See, for example, Raymond Vernon's Sovereignty at 
Ba^ (New York: Basic Books, 1971).  Thus, it was shown that multinationals 
ha.p larger sales volumes than the GNP of all but fifteen or twenty of the 
largest nations.  Such a comparison, however, was based on a wrong analogy. 
While sales is indeed a measure of corporate strength and GNP of national 
economic strength, it is far from clear that the two could be related in 
any meaningful sense.  But even if they were, it should be observed that 
national power is developed from an economic base but cannot be equ?ted 
with it.  It all boils down to the question of how many troops Exxon has. 
Judging from the frequent rebukes to this most powerful of all multination- 
als, from such pitiful political entities as Abu Dhabi, one must conclude 
that in the MNC—host government dialogue, the latter has nothing to worry 
about.  Interestingly, where MNC's do enjoy prominence Is vis-a-vis their 
home governments.  So long as the U.S. backed the majors, they had all the 
troops needed.  The removal of that backing at a time when the major'» In- 
vestments and Involvement reached its peak, left the oil MMC's all but power- 
less. 

mi ■» 
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o< tM. .„...,„ Wis . seriou5 61under]  for which ^ ^^^   ^ ^^ 

the main  responsibility. 

A.   it*  ,.«  „«  ITSi»,  be deni.«  th.t  5taünch opposit.on  ^ 

OPEC's conditions   in T.her,„ might  have ^^  ,„. ^^.^^  ^^  ^ 

-M as  th.ir  r.,atio„s .,.„ ^ governwnts      ^^  r ^^^^ 

tta OPEC MM, gov,rnments a5 wtw,t|.My ^„^ ^^ ^^ wM|:h 

co.p.nies «.M have „ reckon  in tne futllre  in order  to continue their 

operations.    A growing record of successes  reinforced the producers'  co„- 

Hdence  in  their ahi,ity to dictate oi,  prices.  prod,..tion  ie.eis. and 

eVentU"'V TO'i,i"1  '•"«'" <° ««-tr -st dependent customers. 

The attitude of  the oi!   i^portin, countries, as  refiected  in the 

Position he,d k, the companies  (hut   in  f,c,  ^.^   in coord,„ation ^ 

.heir ho™ .overn^n,,).  ch,nged fro™ attenpting to preserve the .1»,. 

latara,  system.  possih,y through a  i ine of  resistance to OPEC's demands, 

.o appeasement of OPEC «.hers.    The two attitudes differ funda^nt.My. 

The former  risks confrontation  for the ^Ic» «f   i 
ror tne sake of  long-term stability.    The 

latter appears   incrementa, ,y ch..^ by d ,,„, , confrontat|oni M 

can 6. even „ore destabi, i.i„g  „ the ,ong ^  as ^^ ^^ 

This   is precisePy „hat  happened foilov-i„g  ,h. Teheran ,„d Tripoli 

agreements.     The aar#«M     *c    ^ki-t 
«dree«     .s,  which were to  run  untii   i9?6. „ere greeted 

h. -any «uart.rs with a sigh of reiicf as her,iding a   ,ong peri^ of 

-«»I».     it   is now k„o„„  that   m opposite ^^   m ^^   .^^ 

of appeasement.    The adoption of  the  ii„. of .pp.asem.nt was  ,„ ,„, , 

•^nai   that   ,he Western co^.itment   to the  stabie muitiiatera,   sys.em had 

«M.     Thus,   re^diess of whether or not  the  buyers'   »arke, was  r.p..c.d 

by a seiiers'   market,  a  highly  significant  change had occurred  In the 

„^w 
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have been spiraling ever sinco, as is amply evident by the curve 

depicted in Oiagram 3-I- 

With OPEC price settiny power well eslablished, many producers turned 

their attention to wider goals in 1972, especial'>/ greater participation 

in the oil industry-extract ion, refining, transportation and marketing. 

OPEC had stated as early as 1968 t^t the ultimate goal of members was 

total control over production.  In 1972, Sheik Yamani , the Saudi oil 

minister, negotiated 2^4 percent ownership for Saudi Arabia of ARAMCO, the 

consortium of American companies that operates the Saudi oil industry. 

This share was supposed to rise to 51 percent by 1982.  Qatar, Abu Dhabi, 

and Kuwait achieved similar agreements with the companies they host. 

(The Kuwaiti Assembly refused to ratify their agreements and demanded 

new negotiations.)  In early in 1573. Iran took the major step of vesting 

control of all production with Its notional petroleum corporation, leav- 

ing a managing and contracting role to the companies, which were, however, 

granted a long-term guarantee of a prior ootion on supplies. 

While "price stability" was a common denominator of mutual interest 

for all oil exporters, the support mustered in OPEC for participation in 

ownership and operation of the companies was less uniform.  Each member 

had his own ideas of the proper role for national governments or national 

corporations to play.  Also, by 1972 Iran and Saudi Arabia were competing 

for policy leadership in OPEC.  Iran favored directing efforts toward 

further price increases (and in December 1973 succeeded in forc;ng price 

irscreases against Saudi Arabian Opposition), «^r.eas Saudi Arabia was most 

interested in increasing its "downstream participation," i.e., assuming a 

role in the processing ano distribution of oil as well «« in pumping crudt 

_- — 
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Such participation ia double-edged in that it creates "hostage investment«" 

within consumer countries, thus increasing the possible costs to produ ers 

of applying the sanction of expropriation.  Saudi Arabian interest in 

downstream participation has apparently flagged for the time being.  In 

fact, only Iran, the challenger to Saudi Arabian leadership in OPEC, has 

mad; much progress in this direction, by concluding a  minor downstream 

participation agreement at the beginning of iy?1«. 

Numerous local participation agreements took place in 1972. 

Producers noticed that th- share of the oil which they sold direct.y 

yielded higher revenues than could be garnered through taxes or royalties 

on the production of foreign oil companies.  Besides the attraction of 

gaining revenues formerly lost to corporate profits,   the interest of 

producers If. participation in the oil industry reflected both the desire 

to gain control over production and series concern about long-term 

economic prospects, specifically the need for alternatives to crude oil 

production in a future when oil reserves bre depleted and production 

slacks off. Participation seet^ to offer economically underdeveloped 

(even if rich) countries a way to develop a variety of domestic 

industries, drawing on easy access to crude oil as both a cheap energy 

source and as a raw material for non-energy products. 

In addition to price and participation agreem-nts. a third area 

where producer, could have inf luenced tneoi I market was the level of output. 

Long-run economic considerations hcve encouraged several states to con- 

-rve oil resources, typically by production ceilings.  For example, 

Libyan output droppert from its 1570 peak of 160 million metric tons to 

107 million metric tons in 1972. This was due, not only to limits on 

I 
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Nl* prices  t. s,pp,e™„t  p.oducio^ ceilings as . ^   „ ^^ ^ 

r.«rv« can  r(!ap  ,he  financia,  benefits „   „^^ ^^^       ^ ^^ 

•»».   KuwaU  a,So  Nposed a production ceiilng   (3 ™i M ion   barreis daiiy)   in 

response  to r^rt  ,H.,   its  es,imated  r«. far   |w,  , „ ^ 

previously beiieved. 

Tice Pikes,  participation agreements,  and supp,y conservation .-.II 

«-ed the economic interests of producer, and operated a, ..power  increasing 

stra..,,.,...    Thay hav. strangthened ,„. contro| of ^^ ^^^^ ^ 

actuai  production operations,   tightened  ,h. squeeze between supply and 

demand  in the  internatrona,  oi,  market,  and d.iivcred ,re5.„dous surp.o, 

revenuas   into the hand,  „ mior ex|)ort,ng countr]es      ^   ^ ^^ 

""" ^   in  ' I"f0r«', th' *»«« of *-b produce.,   to  interfere 

-•«   M oi,  suppiied  to the   industria, i„d states by giving  .ham sufficient 

accua.latad revenues  to  ,iv. on  in cas. of need.    E„.ss  reserves posed a 

P~erfui weapo.  in thrives.    A„   in „,.  the b,r,alpill9 ^„^ „ 

-Jo,  ol,  exporting states  has  be,n a„ormo,sly strengthonad sine,  the 

U.S.  MMM to hav. abandonad  its commitment  to a multHat.ral  syst.m 

dadic.tad ,0 sacur, stabla supply at ada,()ate prlcas 

Interdependence Patternr 

Time was on  the producer«.   slH*      u... 
side.    Western    nnsumptlon trends and  Import 

policies  ,ncr..,ed these „KW  dependence on Middle £.,t oil, and thus 

lightened their vulnerah.Uty  ,0 oi ,   power.     The past  decade ha,  seen 

dramatic  Increases  in the reliance of  Ind„tr,.,I„d econom.es on Ml,  by 

1972   they accounted  for  70 oe cent  of wo-i^ 
u pe cent of world petroleum consumption.    This 

growth   In demand derived  from both  fie overall  nr^K    * 
««m  L.e overall  growth of energy consumption 

••**^rrr*»'""»^ 
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necessitated by expanding world production and from a structural shift in 

world energy consumption toward oil from alternative sources.  This latter 

effect had two causes.  The first was the relatively low rost of oil (current 

high prices should help counter thi ; reason for increased reliance on oil). 

Secondly, petroleum intensive industries such oS transportation, plastics, 

and other materials, have grown faster than industry in general.  Total Euro- 

pean energy consumption grew between i960 and 1970 at 5-5 percent annually 

while gross product was !ncreasing by a yearly rate of k.B  percent.  Oil 

consumption grew more than twice as fa%:--by 12 percent annually, so that 

oil's share of European energy demand climbed from 33 percent to 60 percent 

over the decade.  Meanwhi'e, the portion of European oil demand supplied from 

locai -eso-jrees dropped from 7-9 percent to 3-7 percent.  The share of oil 

imported from t.'ie Middle East remained fairly steady at about 8A percent. 

Japan's dramatic growth in productive capacity 111 pucent p.a. from i960 

to 1970) was accompanied by a slightly higher growth in energy consumption 

(12 percent p.a.). This was far exceeded by a 20 percent average annual 

growth in oil consumption, raising oil's share in Japanese energy from 

36 percent in i960 to 72 percent in 1970.  Domestic Japanese oil produc- 

tion is negligible.  That imported irom  the Middle East rose from 80 per- 

cent in I960 to 85 percent a decade later.  The dependence of North 

America (for which American demand is the dominant component) on Arab oil 

was both belated and much smoother than that of Europe and Japan. * While 

OECD. Jil: The Present Situation and Future Prospects. Paris, 1973. 

A* 

The  trend of growing dependence on oil  as an energy  resource and on 
OPEC as  a source of supply combined  to  form what  RAND's Horst  Mendershausen 
called "the march  into the energy  ambush."    See his  "The U.S.   and Western 
Europe   in an Energy Ambush," WN-8598-ARPA.  January   1974. 

— — •   —•- 
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1973. h«.v.r, ,he UnMed Se.... ,„ re,yi„9 „„ the Hidd,e East ^ ^ 

««.„. „f ,» rivort.d oi|. 8et„een Ju|y ^ ^^^ ^^ ^ ^^ 

crude on .^rt, fro„ Arab 5tates mrt  than doub|ed ^^ MJ ^ ^ 

1.285.000 barrels daily). Neverthele^ a„K n , 
»everthelass. Arab 01' ,„ports represented only 

3 percent of total African energy consumption. 

Europe and Japan „ere far more vuinerab.e.  The degree of European 

dependence on Arab oi1 as a percentage of total energy consumption from all 

(otber European:  Erance. b0.7 percent. ,..„. „ , „^  ^^^ 

^  -rcent; Belgium. 39.1 percent. Oermany, 35 percent. United Kingdom 

3.-7 percent,.  Almost one .bird of dean's total energy supply ca« fr«. 

«- m.i-.. East.  Tbus. any significant disruption of tbe fio. of Arab oil 

to Europe and J.«, ^uld res„lt in severe impoverishment. 

Tbe oil import guota system bad emitted tba United States to a bigb 

degree of energy dependence,  «ever.be less, tbe ,ro„.b of Import. In recent 

yr,   led to increasing African dependence on fore.gn energy sources, and 

H-U East oi, in partlcuiar.  If trends ,. „.^  ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

checked, the I980's would bave found the United States , 
ine united States tremendously dependent 

°n Arab oil.  Prior to the Arab oil embargo, OECD projects tba. ., lM5t 

♦3 percent of American oil consumed mi4  be „^ by ,„,  4s ^^ 

earlier, most of tbe increases beyond present levels presumably ^„ld h.ve 

been drawn from the Middle East. 
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Diagram 3-2 

TOTAL  PETROLEUM   IMPORTS  BY  SOURCE,  OAPEC 
AND  NON-OAPEC,   1955-1973 
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Source:     Mendershausen,  "The U.S.  and Western  Europe   in on 
Energy Ambush." 

Measuring American   import-dependence as   the share of   imports   in  total 

oil   consumption,   it  grew  from 23.8 percent   in   1970,   to 26.5   In  1971,  29.6 

in  1972, and  in  1973--the year  the crisis exploded--Imports comprised 36.9 

percent of U.S.  oil   requirements.     Evidently,   the security considerations 

which underlay  the oil   Imports  quota program were held sufficiently serious 

to warrant a prevention of  this  fast drift  to high-Import  dependence.    More 

aiarming yet was  that as  the U.S. was becoming a major   Importer,   its marginal 

supplies were no  longer Western Hemispheric sources  such as  Venezuela and 

Canada,   but  the  Eastern Hemisphere   (see Diagramm 3.3)   and  from the group 

of Arab oil  exporting countries   (OAPEC), as   Indicated   in Diagram 3.2. 
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Diagram 3.3 

PETROLEUM   IMPORTS  FROM THE  EASTERN  HEMISPHERE 
BY  SOURCE.   I955-»973 
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Source:     Mendershausen,  "The U.S.  and Western  Europe   in 
an  Energy  Ambush." 

Moreover,   pre-embargo projections  of  future   import   levels   (as  shown 

in Diagram }.«)   all   agreed on  the continuation of  the   trend of growing 

import-dependence   for  Japan    Western  Europe,  and  the U.S.--particularly 

for  the U.S.     The perception of such an "energy  gap" became part of  the 

general   mood   in   1972-73.   and   the expectation of a  troublesome   long- 

term  future was  quickly  "telescoped"   into a self-fulfilling short-run 

process. 
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Diagram 3-^ 

PROJECTED ENERGY DEMAND VS. DOMESTIC SUPPLY IN 
JAPAN, WESTERN EUROPi, AND THE U.S.A. 

(Million Barrels Daily Crude Oil Equivalent) 
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Sourrj:     Shell   Oil   Company,   "The National   Energy Outlook." 

im IIU 

Thus, on the eve of the 1972 oil suppl> and price crisis, as Table 

3.1 indicates, the U.S., Japan and Western Europe all found themselves 

significantly more import-dependent than ever before. 

Diagram 3.'i, a rather pessimistic view of future import needs, first 
appeared in a Shell document In March 1973.  It was reproduced again in 
July I97i« ir another Shell publication. Apparently, Shell's economists 
do not believe that the quadrupling of prices woud have any effect on 
supply and demand.  Rather than assuming that these gentlemen are unaware 
of price elasticities, it seems more probable that these projections are 
another example of the "numbers game" in which the manipulation of data 
is part and parcel of the politics of oil. 
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Table 3.I 

IMPORT-DEPENDENCE IN 1972 

(as percentage of import requirements) 

JAPAN 
WESTERN 
EUROPE CANADA 

UNITED 
STATES 

Kuwait 

Abu Dhabi 
Saudi Arabia 
Libya 

12.5* 
5.7 

22,A 
0.1 

13.0% 
2.6 

2^.8 
13.1 

M 
10.6 
5.2 

I.Ot 
2.; 

6.3 
5.3 

Algeria 
Iraq 0.6 

M 
6.0 

0.1 
2.2 

2.1 

1 ran 35.3 IM 13.4 k.2 

OAPEc 

Middle East 80.7 
68.3 
80.2 

25.1 
38.5 

17.9 
22.1 

In 1972. 61 percent of Japan's oil came from the Middle East. 80 

percent of Western Europe's, and 22 percent of American imports.  Hever has 

Western vulnerability reached such l.vels before.  Theoretically, greater 

import-dependence could be offset if there were an equal or greater 

increase in export-dependence.  That Is. for the system to remain in 

equilibrium following this increase in importers' dependence, a similar 

increase should have taken place for exporters; i.e.. their reliance on 

their revenues should have correspondingly increased.  But, in fact, the 

contrary happened.  The increase in prices following the Teheran and 

Tripoli agreements had the effect of reducing exporters' dependence on 

their revenues in direct proportion to the price hikes.  Clearly, the higher 

the posted prices, the higher the government take.  To the extent that the 

producers' dependence on oil revenues is determined by their absorptive 

capacity for such revenues, then the trends that could be extrapolated 

/ 
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following the 1971 revolution in posted prices showed a decrease in pro- 

ducers' dependence; in practical terms this meant an ever-increasing 

reluctance by producers to meet Western demands for their exports. 

Diaq-ams 3-5 and 3-6 show such pre-crisis extrapolations.  Both price 

assumptions, one high and one low. show that the second half of the 

oocade would have created maximum tensions between supply and unsatisfied 

demand, as revenue surpluses began accumulating in OPEC countries. 

Diagram 3.5 

PROJECTED 
OPEC OIL REVENUES AND 
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Diagram 3.6 
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Thus,  .uch of  th. dLK-IMbrl« expend« by  the „oHd .„.rgy 

syst.m w«   ,„.  result  ef „ ^rkan ^^^ ^  f_ a ^^^^   ^ 

Öf ^""^   '^"-'^•-««  «o °n. of  incr.asin, dependence add,ng . 

iWl.«..  new burden  .. . »„„..„„   !yie„m which had  ^  ^^  - 

.o hendie onlv Japane5e a„d E.ropeen dependeKie,,    But Ju.t  as  the co„. 

—r. were   immersing  the„se,ves TOre ^ ^   ^  .^^^ ionai   ^^^ 

P^nce.   the prod.cers »,. grad(ial,y  ,.„„,,  theirs      ^ oi|  ^ 

I«, cou.tr,.. we.  e..^.,,.  l0 Western d_nd for  ^^^ ^.^^^^ 

resources „n,y  so  ,ong es  they did no.  exceed  .heir absorptiye capacity 

^ 0 enUeS-    ^ CO"di'i» °f  hi^ ^'orptive cpecUy,   shared by 

an   expoaers   ,hroughoul   tht   „„,,  and   .^.^  ^   ^^ ^ ^^  ^ 

th« relatively  ,o„ PW.I1|B, go „,   ^     ^ ^ ^    ^ 

•«.«,.   beg,nning „ith  ,„.   ,„,  .gre.Mnt5i  absorpt.ve ^.^ ^ 

^ound  .o be   .o^red .,.„ conse.uen,   res.Hc.ions of ou.pu,   ,„ coun,ries 

whose   low absorptive capacity  n„sed  , cerf.,n  fK_    -,,.,* 
y  .^sea a certain  threshold.       Between   I970 

and   l972 alone.   the  return per  barrel  of ^^^   for  ^  ^ ^  ^ 

POrcen.;   for  Saudi  Arabia by  „ t,nmti   for   ,ran by  „ ^^   ^ 

l.W. by „5 p.rce„t;  and  for A|ger.a..a h.gh ^ ^^^      ^^.^ 

^crease,  of  [hat  kind over sucb a sborr  span of  t,..  ™gnmed by hi9her 

produc.ion  ,eue,s.   ,ed  „ a .ir.ua,   doub,ing of  .be oi,   producers'   ,„_ 

frm oi,   (see Tabie 3.2)  and a subsequen. deciine  in expor, dependence 

■ 
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0°i';!rr":n5 ^■'"■**°r„^wa.~ 

func.ional   r,UtionshZTttLZ ! " "rV'"S '"  '"""*■     The 
sized above se.is'IuS n^heless      " "" ^^^ "^lty hypotb.. 
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and, more importantly, by making more consuming countries increasingly 

dependent on a smaller number of oil exporting countries.  In other words, 

an erosion of the balance took place on both the demand and supply sides. 

By a curious geopolitical accident, while most of the Arab oil 

exporters arc desert countries, all the major non-Arab exporters, Iran, 

Nigeria, Venezuela and Indonesia are highly populated countries with an 

abundance of agricultural and other natural resources which could find 

good use for all their oil income, either for current needs or for the 

development projects against the day when they have exhausted their oil. 

Indeed, as shown in Table 3.3, the OPEC group was far from being a mono- 

lithic bloc in any sense.  To the extent that the reserves-to-population 

ratio  is related to a nation's absorptive capacity, then Kuwait, the 

U.A.E., Libya, and most importantly--Saudi Arabia, forma separate group 

unto themselves. 

Table 3.3 

THt   OUC   Mftlf   ANO   TMCI«   flOSOBPTIVC   CAPAC ITY 

MI00U1 

'HUU4IT 
'AB'J DHABI 
SAUJI ARABIA 

.III*.. 

II 
IRAQ 

IKAS 

OTMtRS (MICMU 
llNDONlSU 

19714 p"ov[0       1977 POPu-     «Estrvi 

Tim 
*3.0C 
is. :6 
It. 14 

0.lt9 
3.W 

1.95 

1.22 
9.)k 
0.03 

72.;!> 
21.50 

|l.0./ri 

25.50 

1.0 
5 

2.1 

7.f.«. 
31.50 15:? 
60.00 30.8 

lit.00 
20.0J 
10.50 

n.5 
59.«. 
132.* 

OIN io9 BAFrtis 
(2)|N niLLIONS 

Indeed, correlates of a nation's absorptive capacity, such as population, 

GNP, saving and investment factors, have been used in the past to dis- 

tinguish among the OPEC countries.  It is common, then, to find the 
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Onjanization's membership divided into three groups.  Group I (Saudi 

Arabia, Kuwait, Libya. Qatar, United Arab Emirates); Group II (Iran, 

Algeria, Iraq, Ecuador, Venezuela); and Group III (Indonesia, Nigeria). 

Group III countries include the largest bloc of population--198.4 

million in 1973-  Group II countries have a population of 69 million 

a.iu Group I, comprising those countries with the largest potential 

finaicial surpluses, accounts for only 11.5 million people. 

Yet, while the members of Group I were least dependent on their 

t>ports, it was to them that the Unitej States turned as it was planning 

its future imports.  Specifically, the U.S. entertained the hope that 

Saudi Arabia would increase its production to 20 million barrels per day 

by 1980.  It was a vain hope. Between 1970 and 1972. Saudi Arabia's 

international financial reserves quadrupled (see Table 3'M• 

Table j.k 

GROSS HOLDINGS OF INTERNATIONAL RESERVES3 

1967-1973 (U.S. Million Dollars) 

1967   1968   1969   1970   1971   »972   1973   1971« 

IRAN 32^ 29^ 310 208 62 1 960 1.237 6,211 

IRAQ 368 ^53 W '*62 600 782 1.553 3.035 

KUWA1T 

LIBYA 

1.75^ 

385 539 

Ml« 

918 

2.607 

1.590 

3,335 

2,666 

A.3^2 

2.665 

6,00üb 

2,127 

s.ooo1 

3.827 

SAUDI ARAB 1 A 762 662 607 662 l,W 2,500 3.876 10,651 

TOTAL 3.593 3.893 '».627 5.525 8.686 10,2^9 IMI3 31.72'» 

VENtZU ELÄ 

TOTAL 

872 

M65 

922 933 1,021 1.522 1.732 

11J81 

2,'*20 ^.830 

'«.sis 5.560 6.550 10,208 17.213 36.55'» 

a")  INTERNATIONAL RESERVE " GOLD + RESERVES POSITIONS IN IMF t SDR's & FOREIGN 
EXCHANGE 

b)  ESTIMATE 

c0URCE:     IMF,   INTERNATIONAL  FINANCIAL  STATISTICS 

SMpw*» 
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Having seen its savings depreciating in dollar devaluations and lacking 

adequate investment channels. Saudi Arabia was not going to increase 

production at such rates, and it was quite imprudent on the part of the 

U.S. to expect Saudi Arabia to respond favorably and expand production. 

Furthermore, the ability of some producers to forfeit short-term 

profit maximization policies was enhanced by the flow of revenues following 

the price increases.  Table M shows a marked improvement in gross holding 

of international reserves by selected OPEC countries.  Between 1971 and 

1973 all the countries experienced an enormous accumulation of foreign 

exchange, a process which only strengthened the pu.l toward greater con- 

servation of resources. 

An appreciation of the full effect of the drastic shift In the export 

dependence patterns in the oil producing countries can be gained by com- 

paring the 1970 ratio of Import expenditures to export revenues with that 

of 1973 (see Table 3.5).  Almost all oil-exporting countries (with the 

exception of Libya,which froze production.and Algeria) experienced a 

significant decline in their export-dependence.  This cüme on top of the 

fact that of all exporters. Saud! Arabia had enjoyed by far the best 

import/export ratio with Kuwait next.  It would be no coincidence that 

in 1973 these two countries would be the first to restrict production 

and do so most jealously when the political environment allowed. 

By 1973, in sum. the energy system reached the climax of an acute 

disequilibrium caused by an Increasing Western dependence on Arab oil 

more than countered by a great reduction In export dependence on the part 

of the producers.  These processes. In turn, resulted from the emergence 

of a moderately effective producers'cartel-tacitly tolerated by the 

'■• ■' MiMUMi.«  —»- -—— wnm 
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Table  3-5 

IMPORT  COVERAGE  COEFFICIENTS,   1970 AND  1973 
(IMPORTS  CIF  DIVIDED BY   EXPORTS   FOB) 

1970 1973 

ALGERIA 1.2^6 1.297 

INDONESIA 0.863 0.731 

IRAN 0.632 0.W7 

IRAQ 0.1»61* 0.392 

KUWA1T 0.378 0.275 

LIBYA 0.23'« 0.'i22 

NIGERIA 0.85^ 0.550 

SAUDI ARABIA 0.293 0.231 

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 0.617 0.530 

VENEZUELA 0.757 0.590 

SOURCE:  IMF, International Financial Statistics. 

U.S.--which  freed  the producers   from their  previous excessive extreme 

export-dependence by   linking prices  and  restricting production.     Restric- 

tions of supply,   vhether    or ostensible political   reasons,  as  a cartel 

policy,  or because of national   economic priorities, were to become  the 

fUst  direct  manifestations of  the  newly  unbalanced energy system. 
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Chapter IV 

UNSTABLE INTtRDEPENDENCE AND THE INSECURITY OF SUPPLY 

While teaching at the University of Virginia, James R. Schlesinger 

wrote that the subject of economic warfare might be much discussed but 

is little understood.  As a political economist he was all too aware of 

the paradox of modern economic warfare; namely, that while strateric pos- 

sibilities are inherent in trade, economic warfare remains a weaker weapon 

than is generally realized, principally because "the use of the weapon 

blunts its cutting edge."* The use of international trade in a direct 

coercive fashion, then, appears to be a bhort-run affair at best. The 

question that remains is whether the Arabs' oil warfare has succeeded over 

the long run. 

The numerous discussions of the Arab deployrient cf their oil weapon 

seem to confirm Professor Schlesino«r's observation about the pervasive 

lack of comprehension of the subtle mechanics of economic warfare in 

general, and oil warfare in particular.  In the ^Irst place, following 

its third and relatively more successful use. Its potency is often exag- 

gerated.  Secondly, in their generalizations and projections, most contnen- 

tators seem to perceive a future which Is very much a continuation of the 

James R. Schlesinger, The Political Economy of National Security 
(New York:  Praeger, I960).   

A* 

This view is obviously mostly characteristic of popular and peri- 
odic jou/nalism.  But the sentiment ascribing awesome economic power to 
the Arabs can also be seen coming from such respectable sources as Lon- 
don's International Institute of Strategic Studies. The Institute's 
Strategic Survey 1973 begins its evaluation of the oil weaf^ with the 
flat assertion that "an event that also marked 1973 was the Arab's suc- 
cessful use of the 'oil weapon' during and after the Middle East war." 
(P. 30.) 
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Present or the recent past.  That is. rather than looking for the possi- 

bility of a dialectical character in historical forces where challenges 

encounter response, or seeing that exposed vulnerabilities could give way to 

i^pro^d defenses, these observers exhibit a natural preference for simple 

extrapolation, which inevitably results in rest r icted-or tunnel-v I s ior. 

Nothing ^uld r:obably be further fro. ^eality.  After all. to extrapolate 

fro. a situation of crisis is a contradiction in ter.s.  Crises are episodes 

of sudden change, acute disegui,ibrium. and a genera- state of abnorma,cv.* 

Unless one subscribes to the pessi.istic vl.„ that crises will be grad- 

ually routinized and that the relevant systems wouM remain for long In a 

state of imbalance, then to project automatic recurrence of the 1973-;*, 

OH crisis, specifically oil disruptions and embargoes. might involve 

a serious non seguitur. 

It is important, however, to note that the forces which will -hape 

future outcome, are the results of past interactions.  Therefore, a post- 

mortem analysis of the Arab oil embargo is in order not because It Is 

'ikely to be reinstituted in the same TOde: quite the contrary, future 

Interestingly, although the literature on crisis as a situational 

e^rch ^ aSH
a PO,itiCa, P05t-War P^-enon is enormous. ?see??or 

example. Char,es Hermann. International Crises [New York: Free Press 
I97JJ or Alasta^ Buchan,  rjsis Management: The New Dinlom^w [Bouloane- 

effort whatsoever to analyre the "energy crisis" as such a variable. One 
could venture to guess that the p.-Incipal reason »"or the study of p eWous 
poh .cal crises has been their being an occasion for great dectsIons 
Needless to say. that has not been the most noteworthy aspect o  he 

ToidVn oHf ^^^ StUd,C5 0f the ener9y -^-tion. however, are 
id? ndTl e:ac,ng-  f-^ the beSt are The Americ^ Academy of Poll- 

t.c-l .nd Social Sc.ence's The Annals which in November 1973 was devoted 
to The Energv Cr.sis: Reality or Myth?"; John C. Fisher, 'nergy Crise! 
^rsgecnv^ New Vork: John Wiley « Sons. W); and UWBHsPS 
toward  w. Errckson and Le'nard Waverman eds.). The Ene av Ouestlnn- A« 
;^rn.tlon.lr.ll..r.ofPo,|ry (Toronto: UnW^.t/o' VorlZlT^T 

'"■'W—*"^  ■■■ ~»^. ^ 
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utilizations of the oil weapon--or of its derivations such as the "money 

weapon'-will be exercised in different ways and by different tactics. 

Nonetheless, the relevance of the Arab oil embargo lies in what it re- 

veals about Western preparedness and vulnerability, about the mechanics 

of this unique type of economic warfare, about the subjective skill with 

which it was practiced, relative to the oil weapon's past performance, 

and about the objective results it has obtained. 

As noted obove. there is an inherent paradox in the existence of 

economic warfare.  The rationale for co^rcial exchange of goods and 

services I, that such an exchange is mutually beneficial.  It is ha-d.' - 

therefore, to conceive of a perfect coerclv^e of what is essentially 

- voluntary and cooperative activity.  Still, the deployment of the Arab 

'•oil weapon" and Its direct use in 1973 and W suggest that there Is a 

grey area In relationships among nations which allows for such tactics to 

take place.  Most probably, the potential for economic warfare should be 

proportional to the degree to which a nation Is unable to disengage Itself 

from what aopears to be an economic trap.* 

The availability or absence, then, of the ability to control Its 

patterns of International trade constitutes a nation's Achilles heel. 

Clearly, trade in raw materials allows little flexibility for such con- 

trol.  For this reason, strategic commodities always appear high on the 

than '' c   s'"^ s tH nd! s I ^ ^^ t0 ^^  ^  ^^ 
analysis of the 1973^ events MM'H'K"1

 
POS!ib1

,y the ***  clear-sighted 
ope In an Energy Ambuh Prob fern If r^' '^ V* U'S- and Western E^- 
WN-8598-ARPA. January W Cooperation." The RAND Corporation. 

•^.t-jj  >■ -.^ 
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list of goods to be denied, in the case of offensive action, or to be 

protected, in the case of defensive action. 

Quantitative limitations often exacerbate qualitative ones. Thus, 

raw materials which are traded intensively, in high volume over a large 

geographical span, exhibit even less ability to be freely managed in 

accordance with a nation's best interests.  In other words. some of those 

global webs of interdependence which were supposed to usher in an era 

of peace and order, actually contain the seeds of conflict and disorder, 

precisely because of their complexity, the interpenetrations they generate, 

and the reciprocal vulnerability they create. 

Since the international trade in oil is no exception, the use of 

the oil weapon should serve as an example of the manipulation of inter- 

dependencies and the exploitations by the vulnerabilities it gives rise to 

by nations which do not necessarily share Western liberal economic norms. 

The fact that interdependencies should be so precarious and dependent upon 

the political whims of those managing them should come as no surprise to 

the realist school of thought.  But realism, unfortunately, is not a con- 

spicuous feature of contemporary thinking.  The commentary which follows 

attempts to Illustrate the nature of this precariousness as it was exposeo 

by the Arab oil embargo of ^373-7^. 

The Putative Phase 

The transformation of the «rid energy system fiom one that is 

Internally balanced, due to competitive market forces, to one which is 

imbalanced, with the oll-exportlng countries enjoying growing monopoly 

power, has had Its main effects in two areas:  prices and the security of 

supply. Many analysts tend to separate the twr, :ssues, claiming that 

/ 

■ • * ■ 
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the former is economic and the latter poli t ical .  The argument advanced 

here is that the two are inseparable and predominantly economic.  M. Ade!- 

man, perhaps the leading American oil economist, put the argument most 

succinctly in testimony to Congress in 1972: 

"The OPEC cartel (not OPEC itself) is strong today because the 
consuming nations have so far shown no re.-istance.  The cartel has 
gone from strength to strength, disregarding agree-nents and threat- 
ening embargo, and has been rewarded for it....The most effective 
threats are the 'assurances,1 e.g. by the Saudi Arabian oil minister 
that supply will not be interrupted because the supplying countries 
feel a Vnoral responsibility1; or when he tells the United Kingdom 
that while they may approach self-sufficing in oil, they had better 
not feel too secure because their Common Market partners on the con- 
tinent can be shut down. 'We are aware of the power of our weapon, 
and we shall use it to build, not to destroy.'  That is...a message 
we can't miss.  Monopoly means control of supply, hence ability t^ 
stop it.  High prices and insecure supply are two sides of the s^ 
coin."*[Emphasis added.] 

The implication of Adelman's view is that the rise of OPEC during 

the early I970's not only destroys the symmetry of interdependencles, 

but also threatens the continuance of an uninterrupted flow of oil to 

consumers.  It is not the pol iticization of the market which made supplies 

insecure, the oil market always being highly politicized, but rather Its 

cartelization by the producing nations.  Seen In this light, the oil actions 

of the I950's and 1960^ failed because of the relative competitiveness of 

the market and Its truly symmetrical interdependence.  An embargo taking 

place under the cartelized marljt, when a sharp disequlibrium between Im- 

porters and exporters has been created, should fire better.  OAPEC learned 

this lesson well and, as the following discussion argues, did not fail to 

apply it in 1973. 

U.S. Congress, Senate Hearing before the Committee on Interior and 
Insular Affairs, Oil and Gas Imports Issues, Pursuant to S.Res. bS,  A 
National Fuels and Energy Policy Study, 93rd Cong., 1st Sess., 1973, pp. 
1055-56.  This document. Incidentally, includes the most exhaustive survey 
of expert testimonies, as given at the beginning of that year. 

■^ri: P 1»"»-.«^" 
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Co^ntator, on  .he ^cpouMcal   rMl.tl«  .urro-r.d-n, n^U East 

01,   and  hctll...«  can b.  separat   into two distinct  campS.     ThoU9h no, 

entirely nutu.Hy e^ciosive.  the,  represent .1»..   totaiiy different   inter- 

pretations of  the nature of  the global  -ergy crisis  and  the "Israeli 

connection"  to   it.     This diverge  results «ore  fro» differing -orld 

.tlooks and disagreements about  the   interplay between economics and 
oul 

politics than from disputes over factual matters.  The two approaches 

can be described either in terms of their underlying assumptions or the 

policy conclusions that follow from them.  The first approach e«1 be 

labeled a "political" approach.  Its proponents include apologists for 

the Arabs, oil company executives, and scholars specializing in Arab oil. 

but few Arabs: This approach is m*i  easily recognized by its prescrip- 

tive argument, which-in the simplest terms-runs as follows:  the Arab- 

,s.aeli dispute should be settled in a manner which will get the oil 

flowing safely again; I.e.. on terms acceptable to the Arabs.  Here speci- 

fically, the "political" approach assumes that an imposed settlement, one 

which Israel would probably interpret as endangering her vital interests. Is 

a practical way to guarantee the future security of Arab oil.  The 

premise within this idea, of course, is that the Arab-Israeli conflict 

is the basis for the present oil crisis.  The conflict is ,ecn as havirg 

poisoned an otherwise orderly and peaceful economic activity, tranquillty 

"^ rsLtr^rtt^n^di: ^X"^;^. 
rÄ S»Mf; :s°;?n that -at ^j^ll -^xs. 
the Arab territorieh that Israe conguere ^J*]^'^  relinguish- 

r^llT.l^^^ifitt^I^^^rS^t Do in the Middle East." 
^^^^^^ric^^^^^  U I. obvious tha. 

fSW^^r^^-SS ^rrrÄo^l^; energy 
wars and plain wars there were. 
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would then be restored to the intemat i^r =>' pttioleum market by resolving 

this pssentially political problem.  The oil problem, in other words, is 

exogenous to economics; its roots lie in the politics of Arab-Israeli 

ielat ions. 

By contrast, the "economic" approach sees the oil crisis as an indig- 

enou-j affair brought about by natural forces inherent in the economics rf 

Middle East oil.  Specifically, the oil crisis is seen in its market con- 

text and the threat that OPEC implies for consumers in terms of prices as 

well as t':,e  dependability of supply.  Advocates of this view, typically 

official spokesmen for the Administration, supporters of Israel, academic 

economists, and liberal scholars, see only a tenuous connection between 

ehe Arab-Israeli issue and the security of oil supplies.  The existence 

of a rheiorical or instrumental connection between them Is not denied, 

but causality as suggested by the proponents of the political approach is 

rejected as contrary to recorded facts.* 

Although, as argued throughout this study, it is indeed the economic-- 

and not the political—core of the oil problem which accounts for the most 

recent explosion, the purely "economic" position is still somewhat defi- 

cient.  One reason why the "tenuous connection" theory is not fully satis- 

factory is that it gives inadequate consideration to the temporal and 

spatial proximity between the oil crises and the Arab-Israeli confronta- 

tions, a proximity which suggests causality.  So-ne causal connection seems 

The clearest expression of th:s view was given in a November 1973 
statement signed by Professors Arrow, Fisher, Galbralth, Kuznets, Leontlef, 
Peck, Samuelson and Solow.  The stbtement,  titled "Oil Shortages and 
Middle East Politics," was reproduced in its entirely ir The Energy Problem 
and the Middle East, a collection of articles published in the Spring/Summer 
of 197^ by the American Academic Association for Peace in the Middle East's 
Middle East Information Series. 
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necessary to account for their almost simultaneous explosion in 19/3- 

Moreover, neither view adequately explains the reasons be.iind the sharp 

reversal '<n  Saudi Arabia's position in early 1973 and Egypt's decision 

to go to war later that year. 

As demonstrated below, if anything could explai? ^audi Arabia's policy 

reversal in 1973, it is its improved bargaining position, a totally unre- 

lated economic development which can perhaps best be measured in terms of 

capital reserves JS shown in Chapter II!.  The Egyptian-Syrian decision to 

go to war in 1973, neither earlier nor later, must therefore be assumed to 

have resulted from an inclination to exploit the opportune moment u*  c. world- 

wide energy crisis in wh-ich the Arab camp possessed all the trump cards. 

Thus, whereas  both capabilities and intentions on the two sides of 

the Arab-Israeli conflict remained in 1973 very much as they Wfti'S during 

the three preceding years, they were not the triggering mechanism of that 

explosion.  It was on the oM front that things were developing fast, de- 

stabilizing the region in the process. The eruption of the oil crisis In 

mid-1973 facilitated or perhaps triggered the outbreak of hostilities, and 

not vice-versa.   Causality exists, in other words, but it is found in th« 

predominantly economic difficulties which the world oil market had encoun- 

tered since .^70.  The fourth Vab-lsraeli war was neither a cause of the 

Interestingly enough, although most observers understand the inade- 
quacy of the analytical premise underlying the "political" view, they are 
nevertheless often tempted to follow Its prognostic consequences.  This 
inconsistency is bound to have severe repercussions If carried P*" by gov- 
ernments for long.  Neither the oil crisis nor the Arab-Israeli issue will 
be settled if the symptoms qer all the attention while fundamental ca'J5e« 
are ignored.  It is the policy implications of the second view which 
warrant implementation, I.e., an adequate strategy to counter the 0PEC- 
OAPEC challenge.  As to the Arab-Israeli conflict, it has ivif deserved a 
more constructive effort than It will receive over a barrel of oM, 
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OH crisis nor an unrelated event-it was a violent svmpt^ or consenuence 

of an existing global crisis of energy interdependence. 

The 1973 explosion occurred as a result of a sudden economic exposure 

of Saudi Arabia tc Arab pressures to link its production policies to the 

Arab cause in the Arab-Israeli conflict.  This coincided wUh rapidly 

increasing American imports of Arab oil which heightened U.S. vulnerability 

in this area.  Fro. virtually no imports from OAPEC in 1970. the U.S. came 

to be dependent for 2? L  percent of its oil import requirements on OAPEC 

sources by 1973-  The net eff.ct of the.e parallel processes was that the 

balance of oil power was rapidly shifting in favor of those OAPEC members 

not dependent on a continuous flow of oil revenues.  Strategically, the 

political and economic configuration in 1973 was conducive to a Saudi 

Arabian-led embargo of the United States.  At the same time, an artifici- 

ally created shortage facilitated ^he subsequent price hikes and the con- 

nnuation of production cutbacks.  The deployment of the oil weapon followed 

typical escalation dynamics.  From a rroderately an.biguous putative stage. 

it evolved into a concrete ^ ^  with economic a,.d military dimensions of 

Us own.  In a sense, the military attack on October 6 was but the contin- 

uation of ftrr-o oil policy--by harsner means. 

*       *        * 

It is a fact that Saudi Arabian oil played a paramount role in the 

background of the 197. Ara.b-is.aeli war.  The acute di sequil ibnum between 

exporters and importers described in Chapter . I and 1 I I should be juxtaposed 

aqainst the politica) events with which it converged and brought about the 

0ctoV.r 1973 crisis.  A detailed reconstruction of events concerning Saudi 

Arab an oil policies and their relationship to the Arab-Israeli dispute is 

necessary to demonstrate how this linkage was established and developed. 
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Ever since the end of the 1967 war. Egypt was determined to restore the 

sftu» quo int« beHum.  This has been the usual pattern of Arab-Israeli 

relationships:  i.e.. while Israel al each turn of the lonq conflict sought 

to equate its survival with the maintenance of any status quo, the Arabs 

elected to fight Israel by challenqinq any existing status auo. thus brlng- 

mq about a confrontation which created yet another status ^uo. equally 

distastelul for the Arabs, etc.  It was clear to Sadat that to achieve his 

goals he musi alter 'he American role in the area.  He believed such an 

alteration was possible through a constant appeal for American "even- 

hcnd-dness" and because of the latent leverage of Arab oil power.  H's 

strategy was two-fold:  first, to cultivate a Riyad-Cairo axis; then to 

use a carrot and stick approach to decouple the U.S. from Israel.  This 

strategy could have worked only - !th the cooperation of Saudi Arabia. 

Saudi financial and diplomatic assistance was essential for financially 

poor Egypt if it was ever to carry out the threat of war in any of these self- 

Proclaimeo years of decision.  As the outcome of the war of attrition 

suggests. Egypt did not have the military means to expel Israel from 

Sinai; the Soviet Union was stalling on the supply of strategic weapon 

systems; and American-Israeli ties were stronger than ever, particularly 

in the aftermath of the Joint American-Israeli maneuver during the Jordan 

crisis of September 1970.* American policy in the area was designed for 

the preservation of the balance-of-power as a means of maintaining rsglon«! 

stability. What the U.S. perceived as a stable framework which could lead 

 ^This high point of Arne r I can-Israel i strategic ^P*^'0" '"'^ 

^röaVr.l^hSenbaum's "...Or Lucky?" PP- 158-181. 

-. .- 
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to fruitful negotiations between the parties concerned was viewed by 

Egypt as a deadlock.  Egypt's policy was aimed at breaking that deadiock. 

Egypt had proclaimed that 1971 and 1972 would be "years of decision." 

In plain language, the long-expected military effort to fo>-ce Israel to 

evacuate the Smai was due to take place.  When nothing or \ he sort 

occurred, Sadat had to face internal criticism and a gradual loss of inter- 

national prestige.  At the same time, the United States seemed to have 

achieved the stable regional power balance within which it was ready to 

pursue diplomatic initiatives.  Cairo, however, had no reason to welcome 

this prospect.  Stability by definition meant that no urgency was attached 

to political movement on the Arab-Israeli question.  Furthermore, a U.S. 

role of balancer in the region translated itself in practical terms into 

a rather explicit pro-Israel economic and military suppl/ policy. 

The United States did not favor the is'aeli position that security 

considerations justified the retention of most of her territorial acqui- 

sitions.  In fact, the U.S. has never explicitly changed the spirit of 

the 1969 Rogers Plan which provided a formula for an almost total Israeli 

withdrawal from lands occupied as a result of the 1967 war.  But as long 

as the Soviet Union remained heavily involved on the Egyptian-Syrian side, 

an American stabilizing policy could not but take the form of support for 

Israel.  Thus, in practice and for the short term, and in reaction to con- 

crete regional realities, U.S. policy favored balance in pursuit or otter 

regional objectives, such as maintaining the pro-American Jordanian regime. 

While a certain ambiguity and divergence characterized Amerlcaii policy In 

the area for a considerable period. It was clear that regional stability 

——— -—T—; •:• .y f 
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unwelcome  to  the  staunchly  anti-Communist  Saudi   government.     But  Sadat was 

wiMinq   to  gamble  and  ^ay  the   price   for   courting  Saudi   Arabia.     At   the 

urging  of   Faisal,   Sadat  agreed   to expel   Soviet  advisers   from Egypt   in 

July   1972.     Apparently,   Saudi   Arabia   felt   that  such expulsion would   bv 

itself  bring  the desired American   re-thinking of   its Middle  East  policy. 

The expulsion   indeed did have an effect on American policy  but   it   fell 

short  of an adoption of  the  French   type of even-handedness   the  Egyptians 

hoped  for.     Conseguently,   Faisal   became exposed  to  increasing  Egyptian 

pressure  to couple his  country's oil   policy   to the joint  anti-Israeli 

Arab cause.     The offical   Saudi   line  up  to  that   time was   that oil   and 

politics  should  not  be mixed,   a  position which  probably   reflected   the 

iiobering   impact of the  futile   196? gambit  more   "han  the monarchy's   true 

sympathies. 

Thus,  as  late as October  1972,  exactly a year before  the Yom Kippur 

war of   1973.   Saudi   Oil   Minister Yamani   offered a major deal   to  the  United 

States   in  traditional   commercial   terms.     He proposed  that   Saudi  oil   be 

admitted   into  the U.S.  duty-free and  that  Saudi   Arabia be  allowed  to   invest 

In  the U.S.  oil   industry   in what  are  commonly called   'downstream'   oil 

operations:     i.e.,   from transport  and  refining down  to the operation of 

gasoline  stations  across  the  country.     In  return,   Saudi   Arabia would 

"practically guarantee" the cont'nucus   flow of oil   to the  United States, 

4(. 

In *>!« "Arab Politics, Peace and War" (Orbis, Fall, 197^), Nadav 
Safran gives a reasonably full account of the regional politics prior to 
the 1973 October war.  The role of the U.S. and the U S.S.R. is examined 
by Abraham Becker in "The Suprrpowers in the Arab-Israeli Conflict, 1970- 
1973," The RANG Corporation, P-5167, December 1973. 
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"thus going a long way toward alleviating the energy shortage now facing 

thm U.S."* 

The proposal was timely and attractive.  The United States had 

grounds for concern about the long-term reliability of Saudi Arabia and 

other Arab countries as a major energy source; as their participation 

shares in ARAMCO were growing, the Saudi Arabians we;e increasingly eager 

to find safe and familiar outlets for their capital surplus in the down- 

stream activities of the oil market.  James Ak'ns, then Director of the 

State Department's Office of Fuels and Energy, considered Yamani's idea 

"an extremely important proposal" that should be carefully weighed by 

** 
tne U.S.  He argued that we "would welcome such investment as an offset 

to the payments for imported oil," and naively went on to urge Saudi 

Arabia to also invest in coal and nuclear energy, an idea which Yamani 

immediately rejected.  Saudi Arabia's purpose, after all, was to secure 

d share of the energy market for itself, not to finance its future 

restriction.  Thus, as late as a year prior to the Yom Kippur war, Saudi 

Arabia displayed a strictly businesslike approach to the question of 

reliability of supply.  While perceiving that insurance of future supplies 

was a marketable commodity, the Saudis attached a price to such a guarantee 

which was purely commercial and, in terms of economic conditions, available 

Shlomo Erel, in his Petroleunr-The Phenomenon of a Modern Panic 
(Jerusalem: Orion Pub'ishing, 1975), p. 93. evaluates the Saudi offer 
as "poisonous." A mo-e charitable explanation is that the offer was 
raised during an academic conference and never carried sufficient weight 
to be considered at the highest American echelons.  For Yamani's pro- 
posal and summary of the proceedings, see Middle East Institute, the 
26th Annual Conference Record. "World Energy Demands and the Middle 
East," Wa^.ington, D.C., September 1972. 

"Yamani Tempts Us with Vast Oil Deal.'' Oil and Gas Journal, October 
9. 1972. 
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only to the United States.  Despite support from Akin., the proposed U.S.- 

Saudi Arabia bilateral deal never got off the ground. 

This was the political prelude to the creation of the linkage, but 

the immediate reasons for the establishment of the linkage lie in four 

developments related to the trade of oil.  First, the Saudi offer to the 

U.S. was not accepted; second, the U.S. at the same time evolved Into a 

potentially major customer of Arab oil; third. Saudi Arabia began facing 

growing monetary reserves whose value was being eroded due to world infla- 

tion; fourth, and most important. Saudi Arabia turned from an expansionist 

producer to a potential conserver.  In addition. OPEC as a group saw 1973 

as a year for major restructuring of the market relative to the terms of 

trade and the producers' sovereignty over their oil resources.* All these 

combined in bringing Saudi Arabia to the forefront of the conflict and 

thus made another economic-military offensive possible. 

* * * 

The Arab oil embargo of 1973 was neither a spontaneous explosion 

nor a quick reaction to rapidly unfolding crisis conditions.  Instead, 

the embargo was the culmination of an escalation process which began 

almost a year earlier.  The oil weapon was activated  in several distinct 

phases, each more meaningful than its predecessor.  It is important to 

trace the deployment of the oil weapon to its earliest manifestations. 

During 1972 Arab leaders made about fifteen separate public threats 

Lo use oil as a political weapon against the United States. These threats, 

however, came from such radical sources as Ba'athist Iraq or Kaddafi of 

\n  MArrh 1973 at a special Ministerial meeting of OPEC In B«lrut. 
a demand wt Lie ^r m^ediate negotiations with the oil companies to 
obtaTn a revision of the 1972 Geneva formula and full cooperation fcf tN 
devaluation of the U.S. dollar ("Revision of Geneva Agreement Sought. 

Pptrnleum Press Service. April 1973)- 
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Libya.  In late 1972 a conservative Saudi AraMa was sti'l adhering to 

the self-proclaimed doctrint that "oil and politics do not mix," and 

King Faisal reiterated the assertion that 'ie would never use oil for 

political purposes.  In January 1973 the first indications appeared that 

this doctrine was cracking.  At the time, the National Assemby of Kuwait 

another conservative Arab regime, approved a proposal to halt oil supplies 

to the Western concession holders in the event of an outbreak of hostili- 

ties between Israel and the Arab states.  In April, the Arab League Council, 

meetii.y in Cairo, urged all Arab countries to use their trade policies as 

weapons against the U.S. and other countries supporting Israel.  The oil 

weapon was thus placed on the political agenda. 

The month of April signaled the most important transformation to 

date in the complex constellation of oil economics and the politics of 

the Arab-Israeli dispute.  In a major reversal of policy, Saudi Arabia 

decided to enlist its oil power in the Arab cause in that dispute.  A 

coincidence of economic expediency and national zeal clearly caused this 

reversal. 

The American majors, ARAMCO's parent companies, wanted the Saudi 

government to commit itseif to the ambitious production target of 20 

million barrels daily by 1980.  Indeed, Saudi Arabian exports grew at 

an astonishing rate from 3.2 million barrels per day in 1970 to S.k 

million barrels daily in 1972, and to 8.7 million barrels daily on the 

eve of the embargo.  The majors wanted Saudi Arabia to keep on expanding 

production.  Two considerations, however, militated against such expansion. 

It was in April, too, that the Defense Intelligence Agency procured 
a detailed, three-phase Egyptian attack plan which called for a crossing 
of the Suez Canal, the capture of the Mitla Pass, and the conquest of all 
of Sinai.  See Tad Szulc's "Seeing and Not Believing," The Nation. Decem- 
ber 22, 1973.   
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First, Saudi Arabia, the swing state in the oil business, havir.g attained 

the embarrassinqiy hiqh level of production of over 8 million barrels per 

day, lacked the ability to absorb or invest its huge revenues, and had to 

consider restricting output.  It was expedient to obscure the compelling 

economic reasons for this action by linking economics to politics, a not 

uncommon practice in this business.  After all, why should one admit greed 

and monopolistic practices when it is possible to use a political fig leaf 

and reap political benefits as a bonus?  In 1971, for instance, Libya 

nationalized BP's interests ostensibly in retaliation for Britain allowing 

Iran to take over the Abu Musa and Tunbs Islands in the Gulf.  Nor is the 

decision to restrict production new.  In 1970, Libya cut its production 

by one-third and two years later Kuwait froze production at just over 3 

million barrels per day.  Whereas the production of oil, like participation 

agreements, is a process to which economics is paramount and politics 

subsidiary, politics often offers a convenient disguise.  It almost seems 

that, if Israel did not exist,  the Saudis would have had to invent it. 

Secondly, ARAMCO itself could benefit from shifting the focus of 

attention from the economic and technical realms to the political.  For 

instance, as early as 1972, ARAMCO argued that a cut in Saudi production 

was needed in order to protect the ultimate technical recoverabiIity of 

the oil fields.  That argument, it should be noted, must have disappointed 

ARAMCO's parent companies.  Establishing a false connection, therefore, for 

the planned output restrictions took both Saudi Arabia and ARAMCO off the 

hook.  It also gave Egypt the linkage strategy it sought.  In other words, 

while future world demand for cheap energy was made to appear as hinging 

■ ' .» 
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upon an expansive Saudi production policy. Saudi Arabia's and APAMCO's 

interests called for a restrict,ve oolicy instead.* 

In the words of Youssef Saiyqh, an Arab economist, "the ability to 

be patriotic while making a buck" facilitated the reactivation of the 

political linkage between the production and exportation of petroleum 

and the political context of the Middle East.  In that month Minister 

Yamani told Secretary Rogers and Mssrs. Haldeman and Erlichman at the 

White House that Saudi Arabia "will not significantly expand its...oil 

production level unless the U.S. changes its pro-Israeli stance." He 

called upon the United States to create "the right political atmosphere" 

for an expansion of Saudi Arabian production.  At the same time Cairo's 

AiAhram delineated in a most explicit fashion the oil strategy which was 

expected to persuade the U.S. to pursue "a more evenhanded policy."  The 

strategy was to involve, first, cutting of exports to the U.S.; second, 

withdrawal of Arab deposits in U.S. banks to be redeposlted in "friendly" 

West European countries. 

»o 9n  f.  ^ Arfb,a was not "«essarily going to expand production 
to 20 m.ll.on barrels dally in I98O can be learned from a SoCal memoran- 
dum da ed August 9. 1973.  The document gives three estimates of Saudi 
production, as shown below, with an Indication tlvat the most likely pro- 
duct.on growth rate was to be somewhat more molest than Case 2.  Inter- 
est.ngly.SoCal was not unaware of the coming OPEC challenge.  Its flq- 

rlTi " !/?,,eÜ,V admitted in th« August memo, "are estimated on 
the bas.s that crude pr.ces will Increase substantial I v." That Is the 
stutt on which conspiracy theories are established. 

TEN YEAR CWDE SUPPLY/DEMAND FORECAST 

Case   MBPCD/Year 

? 

I 
0 

ARAMCO  Production, 
MBPCO  

J1ZZ 1180 JJ83 
15.5 20.0 20.0 
I^.S  17.5 20.0 
13.6 13.6  13.6 

fsee Church Hearings, p. 577.J 

SoCal Crude Surplus 
(Deficit). MBPCO 
■ 977 1980 _l_983 

1.5 1.0 0.4 
1.2 0.6 0.4 
1.0 (0.1) (0.5) 
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Once the linkage was established escalation became imminent.  The same 

processes of inflamatory rhetoric and escalatory policy that character- 

ized the pre-Suez 1956 months or those of May and June 196? were now 

repeated.  The escalation ladder, described below/was composed of two 

principal putative phases.  The first, from April to June involved a 

vague demand for a more pro-Arab American policy tied to a threat of an 

oil sanction in the form of a more restrained policy of production expan- 

sion than expected.  The second putative stage, less ambiguous but more 

threatening, lasted from July to October.  The threat was escalated to 

that of a st-aight restrictive oil policy in the form of a putative threat 

made actual.*' The putative phase for which the medium was often as impor- 

tant as the message, involved the oil companies .ctiv.ly lobbying as agents 

of the Saudi government, receiving instruct oos and reporting to it in 

due order. 
Aft* 

First Pha..e 

May - Iraq. Kuwait, Algeria and Libya stage a symbolic protest 
against Israel's continued existence as a nation by tempor- 
arily halting the flow of oil to the West.  Stoppage lasts 
an hour to 2'« hours. 

Egypt's Sadat calls for use of oil weapon against the U.S., 
telling Parliament "the case is one of a protracted struggle 
and not only the Suez Canal battle.  There is the battle of 
America's interests, the battle of energy, the battle of the 
Arabs.  These are big battles for which we must plan and 
coordinate." 

This chain of events is taken from U. Arad. "The I973-197A Arab Oil 
tmbargo--Facts, Figures and Analysis,' HI-2083-P, July 19, 1971». 

For a distinction between putative and actual power see Klaus Knorr 
Power and Wealth (New York: Basic Books, 1973). pp. 13-20. 

*The full extent of this bizarre instance of American companies seek- 
ing to alter their government's foreign policy on behalf of a foreign 
country is given in the Church Hearing, part 7. 

._»-, .«. — •",vmm,m~*. 
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June - 

July 

Second  Phase 

Pach.chi.   for^r OPEC  Secretary- Gener,,     ^^J^ 

-merely holding production   to   ,ts Prfsf' .      '   ink of a 
exporting countries could bring the U.S.   to the brink 
severe energy crisis within one year. 

r   •     i   »Äiic  ARAMCO  representatives  categorically 

[t\T^Z\XTZ   therefore ^ust pass on his warning. 

Faisal "goes public" with a warning to the U.S. that "Saudi 
Ar btl wMl find it difficult to continue c ose cooperat on 
with the U.S. if American support for Israel remains »t its 

present   level." 

- A strong debate over freeing production is being *>£*** 
ins de the Supreme Petro'.-um Council appomted by FjlMll» 
M^!      Yamari   alone  stanos   for continued expans.on of  produc 

n. co^römise  plan   is  being drawn up on  the assump   -on 

o    a   m annual   increase.      The Council   also  ^» «** 2?~ 
H   litt  e economic   inducement  to  Increase ^"" * "J"*" 

ia  ly ***  Present   levels while monetary   mstab.   .ty end 
1  incise oil  earnings  to decline  in purchas.ng p^er. 

lated  as  early as  July  can  oe     e _,,-.. mncluded  by  M 
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Aug. 

PLO's Arafat visits Faisal and advances his support of a 

production freeze. 

•♦h NRf  Faisal claims that Saudi Arabia was 
In an interv.ew w.th *BC, F.lt«  ^       n b   d tht   limits 
not prepared to increase h«r ^^ '^^ tions Lre mev: 
of funds she c.n absorb unless two ^U WS        ^ 

••First, the U.S. and ^.^»^^^timM Ttw'f in order 
kingdom of Saudi Arab a In 'nd^f

r'f''^9^^, ... .Secondly. 
to create an alternative source of '"^ ;0d°sturbed by the 

the suitable political ^"-^^
h

n ^ ° actions, '«.t 
Middle East crisis and Z.on.st expansionist 

be present." 

K.nnp the course of American foreign policy thus 
The strategy to change the course 

unf„,ded .n .ever,, .t.^.  The first invoWed .He c.rro, of the expu,- 

sio„ of the Soviet Union and the second the Stic, of a putative use of 

the oi, weapon; oniy the third phase cailed for actua, ....... and econ- 

omic warfare. 

Bv late August the i rreversibi I i t, of the l-nent sho«d».n became 

tl„r.  At a series of intensive consu,ta,Ions top .evei Arab ieaders 

.  •   -i r^Mrv  as an integral accompaniment 
d?scussed using a restrict.ve o.l pol.cy as an .meg 

t  » io^,a.i   luan de On is of The New („another military offensive aga.nst Israel.  Juan de         

Vor^TJ^s concluded that "the Arab leaders believe that the present oi, 

situation gives the. tacticai advantages that they did not enjoy in 

,*,...♦  ,n this fra™ of »ind, the oil ministers of ten Arab nations 

«, in Kuwait to coordinate OPEC's pricing Imperatives with OAPEC's 

political objectives. 

SpeciflcalW. the centra! Issue of the September t conference was 

the guestlon of combining the restrictive oil programs with a boycott of 

the United States.  It is not.«rthy that the debate crystallised into 

,„o opposing factions, both of which showed . marked tendency toward 

The N^w Yo rk Times, September   , 1973. 
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greater aggressiveness.  Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, and some other states 

favored a continuation of the putative phase, pending clarification of 

the American resixinse to Faisal's warnings that production would be 

frozen if Washington failed to relax its support for Israel.  Other Arab 

states supported even more radical moves, such as immediate production 

cutbacks or th • Imposition of selective export controls.  Iraq, for 

instance, proposed a massive cutoff for a period of ten years.  The 

meeting delegated final decisions to a forthcoming meeting of heads of 

state in th* non-aligned summit in Algiers. 

If the Arabs needed a last-minute encouragement to go ahead and actu- 

alize their oil threats, they received it early in September.  At a news 

conference in the White House, President Nixon said that the U.S. was 

giving the highest priority "to achieving a Middle East settlement that 

would put an end to Arab threats to curtail future oil deliveries to West- 

ern countries."  The admission of a linkage by the direct victim of the 

oil pressure marked the success of the putative phase.  From an American 

point of view, the last-minute attempt to appease the Arabs by preaching 

"evenhandadness" proved p'tiful and self-defeating.  Within four weeks, 

the American pledge for peace encouraged the Arabs to embark on another 

war, and AmeriCin hope that such a policy would contribute to the security 

of supply made It more insecure than ever. 

At the Algiers summit, some two weeks later, the Arabs agreed to em- 

bark on a fourth Arab-Israeli war, jj^porting it by the oil weapon and oil 

Bernard Gw^rtzman, "A Mid-East Pledge--President is Seeking a Settle- 
ment to End Oil Threats by Arabs," The New York Times, Septemoer 6, 1973. I 

'— 
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money.  The Soviet Union was notified of the decision, and a third Arab 

oil offensive against the West began. 

The Actual Phase 

TSe actualization of the oil weapon showed that it can indeed provide 

a political pretext for an economically motivated action.*  Thus, the 

first move in the Arab oil offensive, overtly designated as the "oil 

weapon," was Irag's nationalization of Exxon and Mobil's 23.75 percent 

share in the Basrah Petroleum Company which produced about one-third of 

iie»ti's Lütai crude output.  Al-eady suffering from depressed prodt-'tion 

leve's, I rag was evidently unable to make nore cutbacks as its contri- 

bution to the oil offer.sive and preferred to advance its expropriation 

objectives under the banner of the "decisive reply...against the Imper- 

ialist-Zionist aggression on the Ardb nation." Two weeks later, I rag 

completed the nationalization process by taking over the 60 percent 

Dutch share of Shell's 23-75 percent share of BPC; Gulbenkian's famous 

five percent share followed in due course. 

As pre-arranged before the outbreak of the war, Yamani and Foreign 

Minister Sakkaf warned the United States that Saudi Arabia would cut 

That coordination at the highest levels of the joint Arab oil am' war 
offensives preceded the October crisis can be learned from Mendenschauson's 
"The U.S. and Europe in an Energy Ambush." The role of Algeria in engineer- 
ing that offensive to establish the "new economic order" has still to be 
studied  The Arab strategy, as analyzed Ly a sympathetic Journalist, is 
described In Juan de Onls' "Arabs' Emerging Oil Strategy," The New York Times. 
September k,   1973. 

Aft 
There are few thorough studies of the evolution of the Arab oil offen- 

sive in the fall of 1973- A concise but we 11-documented analysis is given 
in the Stockholm International Peace Research Institute's Oil and Security 
(New York: Humanities Press, 197'*).  The report was written by Bo Heineback, 
a member of the SI PR I staff. 
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back production by 10 percent immediately and an additional five percent 

each month if the U.S. undertook to rearm Israel.  The Chairmen of thff 

Boards of the four ARAMCO partners were assigned the task of delivering 

the message to the Whitf» House, which they promptly did.   The joint Arab 

strategy was aimed at engaging Israel in a high-intensity war of attri- 

tion and simultaneously isolating her from the United States.  The stra- 

tegy ves based on the sound premise that Israel cannot fight a protracted 

high-intensity war; Saudi Arabia's effort was to harness her oil leverage 

to this postulate. 

As the war began, Egypt pressed the Arab states producing oil to 

apply the oil weapon oy withholding supplies.  Saudi Arabia, however, 

feared a repetition of the self-defeating 196? oil action; while its 

foreign exchange reserves had improved considerably since that time, 

Saudi Arabian leaders were apparently unsure of their bargaining position 

and uncertain about the altered circumstances in which they now found 

themselves, but their OPEC partners eased their misgivings. 

While the fighting along the Suez and Golan fronts continued, the 

leaders of OPEC sought to revise crude oil prices.  The Persian Gulf 

states, led by non-Arab Iran, undertook a price gambit aimed at revising 

the 5-yeir pricing agreement signed at Teheran in 1971.  The first re- 

guest for a fundaniental redrafting of the agreement was made at z  meeting 

at OPEC headouarters in Vienna.  The announcement came from Kuwait that 

crude oil prices would rise by more than 7^ percent, a result of unilat- 

eral price-fixing arrangements to replace the Teheran pact.  Predictably, 

See the October 12 Memorandum to the PresiOnt, reproduced In the 

Church Hearings, p. 5'»7. 

— 
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H.R..   TheJJnited  States Bll tlJj! y    h,ch   lt was  applied   (U S    r^ 

•973),  p.   ,,"•""■   267'  C—•« on For.i9n S^J| llToTMl  Sg.'. 
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stimulating cutbacks in production.  Second. Eqypt and Syria were calling 

for a real cutback in production once the Arab bluff was called by the 

U.S. decision to resupply Israel.  That decision, reaches on October 1 

and made public two days later, was not sufficient in itself to produce 

an embargo.  The OPEC meeting in Kuwait, however, did so.  The economic 

incentive apparently was stronger than the political. 

Thu-:, subsequent to the Kuwait decision, OAPEC revealed on October 

17 a plan to limit oil production and gradually reduce exports to certain 

countries until Israel was forced to withdraw from Arab territories cap- 

tured in the 1967 war.  The price increases which preceded the embargo 

were a master stroke in the Arab oil offensive.  At the reduced production 

levels necessitated by the "oil weapon" the boycotting countries would In- 

cur few if any monetary losses.  The reduction of outnut in itself obviously 

served to sustain higher prices.  Of these two mutually reinforcing pro- 

cesses, as events were to demonstrate later, the profit motive still loomed 

larger. 

At a brief formal meeting of the ten OAPEC oil ministers on Octobei 

17, the first concrete step to curtail production was taken.  The main 

points outlined were as follows: 

a) To cut oil provlucticn ijy a mininum of 5 percent, using the 
September 1973 level as a base.  Additional 5 percent cu*s 
were to be announced each month, using the previous month's 
production level as the point of reference.  Each country 
was allowed individually to increase the percentage, 

b) To continue exporting the same quantity of oil as before 
the cutback and extend exceptional treatment to any state 

which either remained friendh, to the Arab states or took 
"significjnt measures ^.gainst ^rael." 
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c) Tu subject the U.S. to the nost severe cuts in proportion 
to the amounts of crude and products it imported from each 
OAPEC member, with the aim that "this progressive reduction 
should lead to a total halt in Arab supplies to the United 
States." 

d) To notify the operating oil compjnies of the desired pattern 
of exports for any given months.* 

Each OAPEC member was to take whatever action was necessary toward the 

concessionary firms to hold them responsible for carrying out the gov- 

ernment's instructions, including threats of penalties for failure to 

compIy. 

Interestingly,   the political   conditions which the Kuwaiti   action 

sought  to attain   fell   short of  the hardened  position the Arabs were  to 

adopt months   later.     Instead,   the "oil  weapon" was  to remain   in effect 

"until   such   time as  total  evacuation of   Israeli   forces  from    II  Arab 

territory occupied during the June   1967 was   is  completed and  the   legitl- 

mate  rights  of   the  Palestinian people are   .estored."       Although  this 

demand was  highly ambitious   in   terms of  political  objectives.   It   reflec- 

ted  the   initial   Arab military successes;   Arab  reversals on  the  battle- 

field were yet  to come,    öespite  the ambitious  tone of this  statement, 

it did not  mention  the "political" or "national"  rights of  the Palestin- 

ians;   this,   too,   lay ahead. 

The economic objectives and '•onstraints  which underlay  the  first 

Kuwait  Agreement  were even more   important.      In  contrast   to the political 

objectives,   the decision  reflected  the uncertainties and counter-produc- 

tive nature of economic warfare,  and   the  precedence of economic over 

The official   texts and communiques   related  to the embargo can be 
found   in SIPRI's Oil  and  Security,  pp.   118-123. 

The United  States Oil   Shortage and   tha Arab-Israeli   Conflict.   Report 
to  the House of Representatives,   p.   kB. ~~"  
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political considerations.  Thus, a secono and more relevant time frame 

for the discontinuation of the oil  ction was determined as the point 

where the economies of individual countries «uld not "permit any further 

reductions without detriment to [their] national or Arab obligations." 

Nonetheless, this escape clause did not alleviate Iraq's reservations 

about the plan which it therefore refused to sign.  Iraq argued against 

output restrictions andcalled instead for the severance of diplomatic 

relations between all Arab states and the U.S.. as well as the withdrawal 

of Arab funds deposited there.  Above all, Iraq pushed for its own version 

of the oil weapon, outright nationalization of American and other Western 

oil holdings. 

Such disagreemenfj within OAPEC regarding the form the oil weapon should 

take is indicative of the fact that each member country sought to advance its 

own political, and .tore importantly, its own econoMic self-interests under the 

banner of Arab solidarity in the struggle against Isreal.  For example, 

Iraq, an "expansionist" country in terms of its production programs, was 

lukewarm towards the gradual production limitations put forth by "conser- 

vationist" Kuwait, Libya, and Saudi Arabia—states which had implemented 

production restrictions in p- t years or were contemplating such actions 

in the near future.  Each OAPEC member sought to exploit the opportune 

political moment as a pretext for drastic economic actions by suggesting 

that its own preferred oil policies be used as the common denominator. 

Similarities in ideology mattered very little in this debate.  Deserted 

by radical Libya and Syria, Iraq lost the internal OAPEC battle when the 

Saudi Arabian formula carried the day.  A communique which explained the 

—. -»— 
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Kuwait decision and justified gradual reductions in production was subse- 

quent I / signed by all OAPEC members except Iraq:  Saudi Arabia; Kuwait. 

Lib^, Algeria, Egypt, Syria. Abu Dhabi, Bahrain, and Qatar. 

The first Kuwait announcement was hardly the powerful instrument 

it purported to be; the reductions were too moderate and their par- toe 

gradual to constitute the clear and present danger needed to make a 

mechanism of economic coercion effective.  But li was certainly substan- 

tial enough to remove any potential surplus from the oil market, thus 

stabilizing prices at their new high level.  The newly introduced element 

of oil shortage was compounded by supply interruptions caused by the 

military hostilities.  On October II, for example, an Israeli attack on 

the Syrian IPC terminals stopped the flow of 800.000 barrels daily.  The 

Israelis apparently failed to realize that their str'ke would only serve 

to aggravate the potential impact of any future embargo. 

The American decision to resupply Israel was not regarded by Saudi 

Arabia as a sign that the Egyptian-Saudi plan to exhaust Israel's mili- 

tary and econom.c capabilities had failed.  The losses incurred by Israel 

in the first week and a half of fighting were such that, for the moment, 

it seemed that Israel might collapse under tl.c financial burden of the 

war, regardless of its military outcome.  Furthermo.-e, the Saue-i Arabian 

Foreign Minister, Sakkaf. a personal representative of King Xaisal. was 

assured on Ortober 17 by President Nixon that peace in the Middle East 

would be "just and honorable."  It was only when Nixon subsequently asked 

Congress to approve a $2 billion military aid program for Israel that 

Saudi Arabia reacted by announcing a total embargo on the U.S. and by 
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calling   for  a  "iikaH " ^^  i.   ■ * 
'      "■    "'"""—»•"». -.r«!.'    T„icetheu,s.  ca||ed 

th«*r"'^-". .nd.wich. Ar.b.h.d ,.„..„.,.. 

By October   19     thf Ar^K ^:i 
Arab o,l   act,on  appeared  lo be slightly „,, 

s^ete  tban  bad  been ejected.     Tbe oll  _pon had ^  stren9hthened 

^  -ree ädditio0ä,  TOasijres.     ,,„.    on  October   ^  ^^  ^^ ^ 

Qatar ä„n0ünced  Cüt. of  ,„ perceni   ^^ ^  5 ^^^  ^   ^  ^^ 

«cntb  followln, October.     Second,   tbe  total   embar9o on  tbe United  S..... 

to  .be  Netberland5,  „bose port  of  «ot,erdam  ,. one of  tbe „.s,   ,^rtant 

-repot   transit  end distribution  points   l„ Europe.  „er„in9  tbat  any 

nation which   trar    .hipped oil   to   th     >mK 
ppeo o.l   to   th    embargoed  countries would also be 

embargoed. 

Differences in application o, tbe "oil weapon" anon, tb. Arabs re- 

flected „ore tbe economic pricrities of eacb tban tbeir degree of identL 

fication with tbe confrontation states.  Egypt Syria ^ T  ■ •  , '-y/Mi. -»yria, and Tunisia, for 

.«-PI., did not announce any cuts.  I rag selectively embargoed supp,ies 

to tbe U.S. and Tbe Ne.herlands, bu, at tbe san. .,, tried to «,«„ 

It. production,  „ere It not for war-related da^ge, , rag probab.y would 

have exported even nore. At any rate, ,raqi production rose between 

See, for example, Joseph S. Szyliowic/'^ "Tho irmk 
Policy," in The Energy Crisis and U  i   Zl Z?!   ar90 and U-S- ^reign 
S'yHowIe« aTTd Bard V.   O'Ne  I [New\orU  P ^ "'^T edited by JoSe^ S- 
^32.  The boo. in itsei? i   de ^sl?  3 MrTI ^^   ^ '   ^ ,83- 
nent to the issues of oil and its secur ty      concern'"g «pects pert- 

A*. 

t^Jtfn&TtZi ripe': r:hre9oc^rC
9i;vrbin Appendix'of the *** 

Companies  and  the Arab 0 Mii^^^IjiJSjSS "??•   tIt,ed  "U-3-   0M 

ted Supplies,"   1975. tmaargo.   The  International Allocation of Constrlc- 
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September and December by 7-5 percent.  Nor did Libya exhloit much eager- 

neis to make sacrifices; it cut production by only 5 percent, while ex- 

ports to the U.S. amounted to approximately 11 percent, implying an 

increase of 6 percent rather than a decrease in deliveries to non-embargoed 

consumers. 

Only Saudi Arabia and Kuwait applied incremental additions to the 

original percentage reduction, meaning production cuts greater than the 

announced 10 percent.  But before the embargo could have any direct impact, 

a ceasefire went into effect on the Syrian and Sinai fronts on October 

2U.     The two-pronged Arab offensive--oiI and war--was suddenly decoupled 

as the initial Arab military successes were reversed, and hostilities 

ended with the Israelis controlling more Arab land than before the war. 

Although the thrust of the oil action had been to put "ndirect pressure 

on Israel to withdraw from occupied Arab lands, Arab military power failed 

to push Israel to the rear of Sinai, giving the Israelis instead a com- 

manding strategic advantage. 

The first Kuwait resolution was not taken from a position „f strength 

nor of political self-confidence.  For all practical purposes tne putative 

embargo threat failed to prevent American resupply of Israel, and by Octo- 

ber 21 it was also evident that initial Arab successes on the battlefield 

had been reversed.  Reporting about his meeting with Yamani that day, 

ARAMCO's president Jüngers cabled that "it was patently clear to us that 

they all felt glum and completely disillusioned with [United States 

Governmeit] actions."  Four days later, however, that mood would be 

radically changed.  ARAMCO officials reported, 

-'Church Hearings, Part 7, P- 516. 

/ 

f--- ■-«*• *** "*• "«-f i^ « m*m ■ -«r,— ■ 
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"No question that SAG [Saudi Arabian Government] mood now mure 
relaxed but one of cautious anticipation. Their assessment is 
that Kissinger's moves so far have been effective and they are 
all too ready to give him credit and entire initiative a chance."* 

The reason for the sudden change in Saudi attitude is obvious:  between 

October 21, w!->en Egypt 3eemed on the verge of another crushing defeat, 

and October 23, when the ceasefire went into effect, the oil weapon 

seemed to have finally made its impact.  Though the superpower b. rgaining 

was mostly rtsponsible for stopping Israel short of victory, the Saudis 

nonetheless )ferceived it as an indication that at long last their oil 

offensive was taking effect. Once this perception was reache-" In Ryiad, 

political arrbltions and willingness to escalate soared; Saudi Arabia 

suddenly gave to the world a first glimpse of Its potential radicalism. 

As reveale) by an ARAMCO official- 

"It was forcefully pointed ou" that even implementation of Res 2^2 
in H(i:.) M(ajesty's) view is bare minimum ^,id Jerusalem definitely must 
be considered part of Res 2^2 and that while H.M. is moderate he Is most 
radical on this issue.  In fact it was pointedly mentioned that SAG (Saudi 
Arabia Government) never did even accept 2^2, thus their current position 
Is movement."  (Emphasis and parentheses added.] 

and, as for the willingness to tighten the screws of the oil weapon, 

"There is absolutely no question that oil cutback will remain in 
effect until entire implementation (of 2^2) is worked out This was 
mentioned in a number of ways and in context that they were willing to 
live with this for a long period."** 9 

Since the 1956 Suez crisis, the use of the oil weapon was planned in 

advance on all three occasions It was used, but Its subsequent escalation 

in each instance was corsistently spontaneous.  Another such escalation 

'bid- , Part 7, p. 530. 
A* 

Ibid. 
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took place following the Arab military setback and the cessation of hosti- 

lities in 1973.  Between October 25th and the end of the month, the Arab 

o«I action turned from an uncertain mild type of pressure into a rather 

severe threat.  The escalation that occurred was also fueled by the visible 

effect it had on Europe during the October war, particularly during the 

American airlift and alert.  The sense of frustration which the Arabs felt 

because of their limited military achievements was more than balanced by 

their enhanced confidence in the potential economic and diplomatic benefits 

which the oil weapon could bring about.  Thus, one day after the war fended, 

Sheik Abd al-Rahman-Atiki, the Kuwaiti Oil and Finance Minister, summed up 

his government's reasons for hardening its position on the embargo: 

"It would be wrong to imagine that the battle with 
Zionist enemy is at an end.  What has ended is just 
one of several rounds in a running battle that has 
been going on for | quarter of a century.  It will 
continue until the occupied territories are liberated. 
This particular round, involving the use of armed forces, 
may have come to an enc, hut there are many other weapons 
that can be usec*.  Kuwait took the initiative in calling 
for a meeting of Arab oil ministers to consider the role 
of oil in the battle.  Oil has both a negative and positive 
role to play.  The negative ro'e of the oil weapon is to 
make the world feel the bitterness and pain we are expe- 
riencing as the result of Zionist aggression, thereby per- 
suading many countries which have relations with Israel 
to adopt a neutral stand.  We cannot impose neutrality but 
we can make the countries concerned move towards it gradually. 
We decided to embargo countries without exposing our economy 
to ruin.  Now the atmosphere is more propitious than in 1957 
and we can accept a reduction in production at the same t'me 
denying supplies totally to any country which supports Israel 
materially and practically.  This his ce-tainly proved possible 
as far as the United Staces is concerned."* (Emphasis added.] 

U.S. Cong., House, The United States Oil Shortage and the Arab-lsiaell 
Confiict, pp. U-15. 
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In other words, so long as the U.S. resisted the oil threats, no real 

pressure was applied and OAPEC exercised great ceutlon.  At the moment 

that the U.S. seemed to veer off by not allowing Israel to bring the war 

to its natural military conclusion, OAPEC hardened its political demands 

and escalated its economic warfare.  During the next two weeks, with the 

fighting over but with weaknesses of the Western Alliance and a hint of 

American susceptibility to be influenced quite exposed, Saudi Arabia 

emerged as the leader of the OAPEC camp and its most militant member. 

For the first time, a truly full-fledged economic warfare offensive un- 

folded.  Even the American Ambassador to Saudi Arabia lent his good ser- 

vices to that purpose.  As reported b> Jüngers, 

"Akins...urged that industry leaders in USA use their contacts 
at highest levels of USG to hammer home point that oil restric- 
tions are not going to be lifted unless political struggle is 
settled in manner satisfactory to Arabs.  Akins also felt In- 
dustry leaders should be careful to deliver message in clear, 
unequivocal way so there could be no mistake about Industry[sic.] 
posi t ion. 

OAPEC escalated its cutbacks after the October war in this spirit. 

Two weeks after the first announcement of mild redu-.tions, total Arab 

oil exports reached some 80 percent of the September level.  By the end 

Church Hearings, Part 7, P- 517.  There could be two arguments against 
the Ambassador's action, one procedural, one substantive.  The former has to 
do with the somewhat unusual procedure whereby an American diplomat who obvi- 
ously enjoyed direct access to his government also engages in active lobbying. 
The latter is more serious, for with the advantage of hindsight it can be 
categorically argued that Akins misled his government when he grossly exagger- 
ated the projected duration of the embargo, claiming it would be continued un- 
til the conflict was resolved in a manner satisfactory to the Arabs.  The em- 
bargo was lifted in early 197^, with Resolution 2k2  yet to be implem'i ted. 
To the extent that Akins by his alarmist assessment conf^ibuted to the 
FEA's worst-case view of a long embargo (a view which led to hoarding 
and failure to use stockpiles to alleviate the shortfall), he bears the 
responsibility for exacerbating the brief crisis. 
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of October the Arabs were taking some H  million barrels of oil daily out 

of world comnerce, the equivalent of a shortfall of nearly 12 percent 

of the total vrlume of oil moving in world trade. 

Saudi Arabia was demonstrating its leadership by decreasing produc- 

tion 31 7 percent below the September level, roughly a cut of 2.63 million 

barrels per day as against 8.29 million daily in September.  Taking ARAMCO's 

output plans for October as a base, the Novembe k  output constituted a 

drop of no less than 35.'» percent. 

At the urging of Saudi Arabia, a second OAPEC meeting was held in 

Kuwait on November *♦ to discuss additional ways of using the oil weapon. 

The situation must have been „baffIinq.  The October war was over, with no 

significant military achievements.  The moderate October production cut- 

backs and embargo had obviously failed to deter the U.S. from supoorting 

Israel.  In fact, ehe entire oil offensive was as yet unfelt in world 

markets.  Consumers were still getting thei  normal deliveries of crude, 

since the tanker jourrdy from the Persian Gulf to Europe takes over a 

month, while the voyage to Japan is only a little shorter.  A lifting of 

the embargo at that stage would have amounted to an absolute OAPEC defeat, 

costing its members not only any future credibility of their ..eapc.ii, but 

also undermining the fragile price structure imposed on consumers by the 

unilateral OPEC action two weeks earlier.  The OAPEC partners had had to 

improvise and adapt their strategy to the changing circumstances.  Saudi 

Arabia, in ine traditional pattern of Arab escalations, and adopting a 

Compare this process with Nasser's actions in 1956 and In 196?. The 
alleged volatility, unpredictability, and irrationality of the Middle East 
has much to do with the tendency of leaders to be captives of the forces 
they set loose rather than being able to control them to the end. 

1 
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militant posture, persuaded its partners to step up the production cut- 

backs. The immediate political objective was redefined as breaking the 

deadlock in the ceasefire negotiations on the Suez front. 

This lowering of the political aims, however, was accompanied by re- 

formulation of the OAPEC cutbacks at the more severe standard ret by Saudi 

Arabia.  The meeting effectively brought the Arab oil states to a common 

25 percent production cutback level.  This Included tue volumes deducted 

as a result of the embargoes against the United States and The Netherlands, 

and represented a substantial escalation of Arab oil warfare.  In addition, 

the Arab states tried to enhance the political effectiveness of the woapon. 

For this purpose, three measures were adopted: 

a) A special cormittee, composed of the Oil Ministers of Saudi Arajia, 
Algeria, Kuwait and Libya, was set up to insure the implementation 
and enforcement of the two Kuwait decisions; 

b) In oM«r to improve the accuracy of the oil weapon and penalize 
the U.S., it was insured that shipments of crude to refineries 
which shipped to U.S. markets would be embargoed by all Arab oil- 
producing states; 

c) In an attempt to reduce the collateral damage which would be 
caused by the escalated cutbacks and with a view to rewarding 
"friendly" countries, the Saudi emoargo model was adopted by 
OAPEC as a whole. 

It wao decided to convene a meeting to decide on specific and uniform 

qualifications for the countries to be classified as "friendly" or "most 

favored" so that no disparity would exist in definitions used by the 

various Arab nations.  Although no countries were categorized as "friendly," 

it was implicitly conveyed that the criteria for promotion Into the most- 

favored list would include such actions as severing relations with and 

applying economic sanctions against Israel, and granting military assis- 

tance to the Arab states.  France, tne United Kingdom, Spain, and Pakistan 
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were obvlot« candidate«.  To articulate their demands, the Arab states 

decided to send the Oil Ministers of Algeria (Belaid Abdesselam) and Saudi 

Arabia (Zaki Y^manl) to several European capitals and Washington to explain 

the Arab act ions. 

Decisions apart, the embargo was far from working adequately.  In the 

first place, Iraq was more adamani. than ever lr. Its opposition to the self- 

serving production cutbacks advocated by the "conservationist" Arabs. At 

the November k  meeting, the Iraqi representatives pointed out—with past 

and present history on their side of the argument--that a selective embargo 

was bound to be self-defeating, since the oil weapon was not accurate 

enought to differentiate sufficiently among friendly, neutral, and hostile 

nations.  This technicality gave Iraq a face-saving pretext fcr disregard- 

ing OAPEC d .eis ions.  Secondly, Iraqi aloofness was not the only crack In 

OAPEC solidarity.  Libya also produced more than permitted by the new 

OAPEC level and took no steps to boycott the U.S.  In fact, exports of 

Libyan crude were still reaching Carlbbear refineries for final shipment 

to U S. markets.  The November k  decisions, then, were an improvised 

gamble by OAPEC. The meeting followed the welI-rehearsed pattern of a 

spiral inq escalation:  upon the relative failure of an action, a renewed 

effort of greater Involvement and commitment Is undertaken In the hope 

that the incremental step will be the final straw needed to break the 

opponents' resistance.  The oil emergency, then, as an average tor the 

month of November, appeared as shown in Table k.2: 
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Table jrj 

THE OIL WEAPON:  A?.AB CUTBACKS DURING ACTUAL PHASE I 
(nv i I ion barrels öa'iVy) 

PRE-CRISIS 
PERCENT PROJECTION 

SEPTEMBER CUT Cl TRACK NOVEMBER FOR NOVEMBER 

SAUDI ARABIA 8.6 31 2.7 6.3 9.2 
KUWAIT 3.5 31 1.1 2.6 3-5 
OTHER ARABIAN PENINSULA 

(NOT OMAN) 2.7 31 .8 2.2 2.8 
ALGERIA 1 . 1 18 .2 .9 I.I 
LIBYA 2.3 22 .5 1.8 2.«4 
IRAQ 2.2 10 .? 1.9 2.^ 
OTHER .«4 . 1 

TC'Al 20.8 27 5.5 13.8 21.4 

The Arab gamb'e paid off in one way only--it restored some credibility 

to the Arab oil weapon.  It misfired, however, in its primary aim of 

affecting American policy toward Israel which remained unchanged.  But 

the OAPEC decision did attract European and Japanese support.  European 

behavior at that juncture demonstrated a sad picture of almost classic 

crisis mismanagement.  During the military phase of the October crisis, 

Europe disassociated itself from the U.S. in the vain hop? that the 

Arabs would redirect oil supplies destined for American consumption. 

When th« embargo was instead escalated and Europeans began to feei the 

indiscriminate cutting edge of the oil weapon, they panicked and opte*J 

for political appeasement of the Arabs.  Had they instead dipped into 

their relatively large stockpiles and stretched their supplies by such 

measures as rationing, Europe could have at least bought time for the Arabs 

to see the embargo through at no cost to themselves. 

' J» 
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As the technical difficulties in implementing the selective embargo 

grew (see Chapter V)t the tension between capabiUM.s and Intentions be- 

came more visible. Thus buoy«d by the European and Japanese reactions, 

the Arabs oscillated in their ultimate political expectations.  Notes 

Hendenshausen: 

"It Is noteworthy that whe- :ecr.£ary of State Kissinger during 
h s November voyage to tU6  Orleni brought about the first ur.d^r- 
s anding between Egypt and Israel on the management of the cease- 
n re arrangements and an approach to peace negotiations. Saudi 

l^!? IZ\T  flüü 0f 5Ud9in9 fr0m ,tS ■»«»«•»»»t position that 
cot^n MUi T.l™:*" fr0m  an Arab territories before the boy- 
cott could be hfted  It was evidently not holding out for pr^of 
of an 'evenhanded' U.S. policy between Israel and Egypt but for 

TJ-ii upasrt,^ch;p-or the Arabs a9ainst ,$rae, •— 
The pathetic aspect of Europe's accommodating policy was that It 

actually exacerbated the difficulties the Arabs encountered In trying to 

erforce the embargo.  For the embargo to Impact on the U.S. effectively, 

the Arabs had to cut production for the whole world, remove slack from 

the market, and prevent diversions to the U.S. A rush by the Europeans 

and Japanese to be included as "friendly" by the Arabs would not reward 

the Europeans for their appeasement unless the Arabs gave up their effort 

to penalize the United States.  It is Ironic, therefore, that the ultimate 

result of Europe's "beggar thy neighbor" poli-.Ies and willingness to pla- 

cate the Arab, oolitlcally was to take the U.S. off the hook and foil the 

Arabs' last attempt to succeed with their political oil strategy. 

The European and Japanese political position inter sted the Arabs 

little because only the U.S. could deliver Israeli withdrawals.  The 

Arab bluff of instituting a highly discriminating embargo in their Nov- 

ember i. meeting backfired when the Europeans pushed them into an awkward 

Horst Hendenshausen. "Enlisting Reliable Sources of Supply: Persian 
Gulf and Elsewhere." The RAND Corporation. WN-8582-ARPA. January 197!., p. 16. 
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position  Thus the Arabs had two unpalatable alternatives:  I) to admit 

their inability to carry out their promise to supply friends and deny 

supplies to enemies at the cost of losing whatever gains made through 

such dhjije £t impera tactics; or 2) to remove the embargo completely 

before their bluff was called and thereby retain some credibMit< and 

support among .heir "friends." The Arab oil strategy collapsed at this 

point.  3y January, as shown in Table M. the embargo was. for all 

practical purposes, lifted. 

Table k.} 

THE OIL Wr.APQN:  ARAB CUTBACKS DURHIG ACTUAL PHASL II 
(million barrels daily) 

SAUDI ARAB A 
KUWAIT 

OTHER ARABIAN PENINSULA 
(NOT OMAN) 

ALGERIA 
LIBYA 
IRAQ 

SEPTEMBER 

TOTAL 

3.6 

3.5 
2.6 

'.1 

2.3 
2.2 

HERCcNT 
cur 

20.3 

13 
20 
II 

0 

13 
10 

CUTBACK 

13 

1.1 

7 
• 3 

.3 

JANUARY 

2.6 

7.: 
2.8 

2.3 

1.1 
2.0 
2.0 

17.7 

PRE-CRISIS 
PROJECTION 

FOR JANUARY 

9.8 

3.5 
3.0 

1.1 

2.5 
2.6 

22.5 

A third Kuwait meeting took olace on December 8. 0APEC reaffirmed a 

5 percent cut in oil production and exports for January 1974 and linked 

the resumption of supplies to Israel«, progressive withdrawal from occupied 

Arab territori». Including the city of „rusalem. That watered-down pel)- 

tlcal objective reflated the political limitations of the oil weapon's 

efficacy.  During their European tour, the Saudi and Algerian minister, 

were s.uarely confronted with the problem that the embargo was hurting the 
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Arabs' friends without affecting the policies of the country which mattered, 

the United States.  Accordingly, on ^ecember 25, OAPEC announced that It 

would instead increase January production by 10 percent.  Thus, the actual 

oil weapon was removed, but a mixed actu.il-putat i ve strategy emerged as 

OAPEC declared it would nevertheless continue its boycott of the United 

States and the Netherlands (while adding Belgium and Japan to the "friendly" 

list). As shown in Table k.k,  December was the beginn^y of the end. 

In sum, using slightly different estimates than those presented In 

Table U.k,   by December OAPEC*s reduction relative to the September output 

reached k.%  million barrels daily or 2k  percent below the September level. 

By the first quarter of WU  the reduction relative to September would 

decrease to 2.7 million barrels daily or just 13 percent.  Obviously, the 

shortfalls appear larger If measured against projected levels for the res- 

pective months.  For example, relative to the projected December production, 

the reduction in OAPEC's supply «mounted to 6.3 million barrels dally.  As 

a percentage of the projected worlo production for that month, the December 

shortfall amounted to II percent or approximately 7 percent of total world 

energy demand. 

The Petroleun Economist. January 197I», pp. 5-6. 

«■■■nil 
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Some two weeks later Yan«ni was to admit that the oil embargo against the 

United States and the Netherlands had been Ineffective. "Yamanl's state- 

ment," reported the press, "was believed to be the first by a responsible 

Arab official open'y admitting the futility of a selective oil boycott." 

Two k«y questions pose themselves at this point.  First, why did 

OAPEC lift the embargo well before the achievement of its original politi- 

cal conditions? Second, did the third Arab oil offensive fare any better 

technically in 1973 than It did in 1967 and 1956? The answer to the 

former, as will be argued In the next Chaoter, lies largely in the answer 

to the latter.  But a partial answer can perhaps be found In the suggestive 

fact that the denouement of OAPEC's supply crisis coincided with the climax- 

ing of OPEC's price offensive.  On December 22, three days prior to the 

relaxation of the boycott, OPEC announced yet another unilateral price In- 

crease.  The posted price of the market Arabian light crude was set at 

$11.65, more than twice the level It reached the day before the embargo 

was imposed, or a four-fold Increase over Its October 1 l».el.  Governn.«nt 

takes have Increased proportionately.  From $1.77 on October 1, It was set 

at $3.10 on October 16, then, at $7-01 on December 22.  The time to restore 

normal production had indeed come. 

*"0il Embargo Futile: YamanI," The Washington Post, January 18, 197'». 
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Chapter V 

THE OIL WEAPON AND THE MAN IPULABILITY OF INTERDEPENDENCE 

Upstream Management and Downstream Impact 

5 In order to enforce thr.mbargo, the Arabs had to keep detailed 

f Information on every barrel of oil leaving their countries.  This was 

•cco^pllshed until the October 17 Kuwait meeting by requiring the compan- 

| les to submit their computer data runs with figures showing the experts 

to the various countries for the first nine months of 1973 by grade, and 

by raqulrlng tankers loading oil in Arab ports to provide certificates 

j of destination and unloading points.  The companies complied and the in- 

formation was duly presented.  Since the Arabs had no information-gather- 

Ing system of their own. they were forced to rely on companies' reports, 

reinforced perhaps by spot checks at terminals to verify such reports. 

This system might have been satisfactory.  Yamani. for example, boasted 

•t one point that the Saudis "are tracking down every last barrel of oil 

that reached the United States.'^ Another official added that "the Saudis 

know more about oil imports into the United States than the U.S. govern- 

ment does.     This observation might have been correct since the U.S. 

government was indeed having tiouble with conflicting figures.  But it 

should not have provided much consolation for the Saudis since it was up 

to them, not the U.S. to administer and monitor the embargo. 

>_.— 
The New York Times. November 6, 1973. 

*■> 

Cong      Horse.   The United  States Oil   Shortage and  the Arab-lsr^l 
Conflict.   December  2,   1973.   p.   15.  ' • 

—rr- 
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Indeed, policing the embargo was the Arabs' most difficult problem. 

Using a carrot and stick approach with the oil companies operating in 

their countries, the Arabs delegated the task of administering the selec- 

tive embargo to the majors. ARAMCO, for example, was told on October 21 

that the Saudis "are looking to ARAMCO to police It."*  Any deviations 

from the ground rules by ARAMCO offtakers, warned the Saudis, "would be 

harshiy dealt with." On the other hand, they indicated that compliance 

and cooperation "would be rewarded." The threats and promises were cor- 

rectly Interpreted by ARAMCO as references to future company growth, as 

contrasted to Its outright nature 1IzatIon, and, having been made hostages, 

they soon complied. 

To administer the production cutbacks was easy enough, and the com- 

panies did not hesitate to obey OAPEC's Instructions.  But the supervision 

of the strict ground rules of the OAPEC selective embargo was a different 

matter.  Saudi Arabia and the other Persian Gulf states Instructed the 

companies to enforce a ban on both direct shipments to the U.S. and on 

Indirect shipments of crude oil and refined products. The ban on exports 

to the United States Included a long list of destinations—Trinidad, the 

Bahamas, Dutch Antilles (Curacao), Canada, Puerto Rico, Bahrain (50,000 

barrels per day normally supplied to the U.S. Navy), and refined products 

to Guam and Singapore (supplier of U.S. Navy).  Shipments were also re- 

duced to certain specific refineries which supply U.S. markets, including 

some In Italy, Greece (supplier of the 6th Fleet), and one In southern 

France.  Saudi Arabia added that even this list may not have been 
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all-inclusive, and that therefore "it was up to ARAMCO to further refine 

this as necessary," 

The entire period from October 17 through the end of November was 

to be considered as one unit for the purposes of the embargo as outlined 

In the first Kuwait meeting.  That Is, OAPEC considered the comoanles 

responsible for observing the average production figures (by grade and 

by country of destination) of that period only.  Later, following the 

November Kuwait meeting which further tightened Its selective embargo, 

OAPEC drew up a list which divided oil customers Into three categories, 

as follows: 

1) Those countries allied with Israel In any direct way-total embargo 
2  Those countries restively neutral-only percentage cutbacks 

|^*s
COuntries favorable to the Arab cause-shipment at prewar 

In order to appear on the most-favored list, a country had to fulfill one 

or more of these conditions: a) break off diplomatic relations with Israel; 

b) apply one or more economic sanctions against Israel; c) give some mili- 

tary assistance to the Arab states.  During the embargo. It appeareo that 

Saudi Arabia's most-favored list would include the following countries: 

Arab countries like Lebanon, Jordan, Egypt, and Tunisia; Islamic countries 

which Import Saudi crude such as Pakistan, Turkey, and Malaysia; all African 

countries which had broken off diplomatic relations with Israel; and France, 

Spain, and Britain. Japan was conspicuously absent.  In aduition to the 

U.S., The Netherlands, and their intermediary suppliers, other countries 

were totally embargoed for political reason», other than direct connec- 

tion to the Arab-Israeli Issue:  South Yemen, South Africa. Rhodesia, 

■■ ■ ... j.^ I 
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and Portugal.  The net effec of such additJons was to blunt the political 

cutting edge in the anti-Israeli campaign, since it permitted more supplies 

to reach exempted courtries. 

The October 17th communique had displayed some deliberate ambiguity 

about the political objectives of the embargo, and the November 8th message 

was similarly obscure about listing sper.iflc countries.  This evasiveness 

was doubtless prompted in the first Instance by uncertainty over whether 

it could be Implemented In Its selective form. By shifting the weight of 

their action from production cutbacks to embargoing selected destinations, 

the Arabs crossed the point of no return and may thereby have overreached 

themselves.  It is on« thing to exploit a near-monopoly over production 

and quite another to pretend to control the distribution system. 

The administration of the embargo, however, suggests that faulty man- 

agement was not confined to the producers. While OAPEC provided explicit 

instructions on the allocation of their production, the consuming nations 

gave no coordinated guidance to the oil companies regarding the global 

allocations of supplies.  Unlike the Suez oil emergency and the 1967 oil 

embargo, when active government crisis management on ihe International 

level was provided, the U.S. government took no action In the far .rore 

menacing supply crisis of 1973-7'..  In each of the past supply and transit 

crises the Defense Production Act had been invoked to give the President 

authority to reallocate supplies.  The Nixon Administration concentrated 

mainly on the domestic rather than the international allocation process.* 

The absence of governmental direction to the oil companies though perhaps 

explicable, as Adelman suggests, by the WaterSate leadership crisis, is 

Church Hearings, p. \k€. ~'" 
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nonetheIess   the .ost  conspkuous  sing.e  failure by  the African govern- 

ment   in  the oil   crisis of   1973-7/»- 

liiiiiiisl- 
ind Asia,   help.ng  to damage  the economy of  the United States       TMc 
s.     o put   it  mildly,  a  rather  anomalous   role   for A^eri^n.; 

to play.     Yet   the  companies were  not  disloyal      ThiT^nJlSTS1" 

rd:^tandTheheAdlatrDepaawnt ^^ an?^: r    x 

Left  to th.tr own d.vlcos,   the  InMrMtloiwI oil   firms opted  for , 

n.t.r.1  mid-coorse between trying to defeat  .he embargo altogether,  and 

complying with   It, purposes to the  letter.    The companies worlced at  cross- 

purposes by trying to serve two masters.     Being hostage, to the producers 

they cou,. not  be e.pected to «rk  forcefuMy to advance the   Interests 

of consumers.     So companies developed  their position,  individually. 

»r.   Frank HcF.d.ean. Chairman of Shell  Tran,port and Trading and 

».puty Chairman of the Hanaging Olr.ctor, of  the Royal  Outch Shell  Croup 

he, outlined hi, „„pany, ph,lo50phy.     He ^^  ^  ^ ^   ^^ 

had warned government,   in Europe and dapan that a crisis 0f supply „as 

llK.ly,  although the  industry had not  foreseen  that   it would    ,„ 

this particular   fashion. 

Prtse^h ::ZUll:i ^t^t^an10" ?f a **"******  e-er- 
On   the question of Arab'o   1  we hLf      "    ^   Jn SCarCe ^^tlons... 
bound   to do.  wUh  the des    nat inn       C°mp   ,ed  strictly,  as we are 

we have got  no.-de  t!na"on  contro^VH       ?   ^^ 0n US-     Where 

meet  the needs of  the countries  thi;      0^'  W! Wi,,  USe that  to 

'   don't   think  that an   Inte nät  on^?    T d ?therwIse 9° short.   And 
has  any alternative "^ enterprise such as ourselves 

Morris A.  Adelman,  "How to Have an Oil  Cri 
tiaue " Th. r^r .    T t0 Mave an 0M  Crisis-A One-Year-Later Cri- 
tique.    Ihe^onferen^Jojr^R^c^    Vol.  „,,  No.   ^  January  1975    p.   ;i 

^l-Ü^^ISÄfriJ!*1^ ^^^hl± London: 

•    M 
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It appears, then, that In the absence of alternative mechanisms, the Inter- 

national oil Industry assumed the role of supply distributor, primarily 

through a policy of sharing out all supplies as fairly as possible—most 

importantly, non-embargoed Iranian, Nigerian, and Venezuelan oil. Though 

the criteria used by the oil companies to allocate their available petro- 

leum supplies are not known, the aggregate data for a selected number of 

Western nations seems generally consistent with McFadzean's statement, and 

a rrore straightforward one by his colleague from Royal Dutch/Shell. Geoffrey 

Chandler: 

"The allocation of oil as a percentage of demand to all markets 
appeared to be the most equitable and practicable ccurse of action 
in the circumstances.  Indeed, It was the only defensible course 
If governments were not collectively to agree on any al'ernatlve 
preferred system. For the companies, even If this seemed the only 
way to avoid Inviting their own destruction. It was by no means the 

most economically effective.*'* 

The American oil companies Individually decided that each would 

attempt to meet the requirements of the embargoed nations while strictly 

complying with the Arab directives.  Like their British/Dutch counterparts, 

U.S. companies decided that the pain should be evenly spread to all major 

consuminq nations, i.e., that the shortfall would not be transmitted 

directly to the targeted economies.  In essence, the companies had to 

choose between two kinds of guidelines: a historical demand base (usually 

the same time-frame used by OAPEC In determining production cutbacks and 

desired Imports levels, I.e. January-September 1973) or a current/projected 

demand base.  While the historical base would have offered the more easily 

defensible legal position, it had Inequitable aspects of Its cwn.  For 

*Geoffrey Chandler, "The Changing Shape of the Oil Industry," 

Petroleum Review. June 1971». 
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insun«. u^r such sta„dar<)s the Japanese ^^ ^ ^^ a ^^^^^^ 

.r«t., „«.e of ,he r.dLced JüpI)l,es. simp,y 6ecause their ^^ ^ ^ 

in, .. , ^ch h,gher r.,e than u.s. or European  ^ ^^^^^ ^^^ 

of .Hocln, on the b.sis of curren, a„d proJactad da_d- „. „„ .^ 

Rrotlmtlc, do. ,o lnh.r«t statistical unc.rtainties. 

Nonath.l.ss, one. ,h. allocation base had bean estanlish.d. aach 

company soudbt to „„all« soppU.s.  ,n othar „^  . ^^ cut6ack 

of 10 parent should hav. idaally tasoitad in each cons™,ng ,a„on ra- 

«Wins ,0 parent of Its basic damand.  TK. ,„p,,cation of such . „^ 

was that commas did not s.ak to sail in Mrkats „bara bigbar spot 

Prlcas co„,d h.v. baan achiayad. but ins.aad followad tbair ,ong-t.rm 

'"«.rast in supp,yIng ,h.,r cust^ars .ui.a f.i.ly, Th. actual radLtrl- 

button was hampered bv »  uari.tw -r P« eo by . ,ar|ety of constrelnts.  In addition to technl- 

«I refinery and pipeMne raschadu, ing. „„„.., ^ CMTOr|ca, ^^ 

H.« ,o b. considered, such as a,isting contractua, «.I««,,. or restrlc. 

tions „posed by c.rtaln consum,ng nations which forbad, t Ip^ 

-d ra-exportatlon of oi, Imported sole.y for refln,ng on export account 

S-ar,z,„g the 5cop. „ ,,, „^  oi| shortfai|] ^ ^ 

•■on in «,y„b.r was M percent b.,ow the S.p.^er .ay.is. ,„ „ecamber. 
«t P-.nti ,„ J.„uaryi ^^  12 ^^^^  o6v|ous|^ ^ ^^  ^ ^ 

P-cr..,. production proj.ct.ons. the shor.fails -ou,d hey. b gh.ri 
..9.. 25 pare«..  ,„ .h. „,„,„ „ 0t^t^    ^ „^^   ^^ 

*". MN   -0.0 .ccoun.  th. „.son.,  c^n.n..   ,gnorM  .,. ^..j^,. 

.H..  cou,d h.y. b..„ tmtm ., 0PEC,5 pr|ce  ^^^ ^ ^  ^^ 

«•» " .... proj.ct.d «r.d production flgur., for „.camb.r and th. first 
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quarter of I974 respectively  rh. K 

*«"--. -o , p.re.1<t ,     P ""' " "" Pr0j— — —-on. ^   ' Percent in the fire» „ 

■*•■ or the Amer c«,« mainr«' . J , 

»' -PPW.  T..s. .„,„„,„ of co    ^^^ •"" "'d'«'""""' sou.« 

—. *. th.y rz; ■     ',<>t "hiu5, ,h* d,~'- y are  fa,r,y  representative       riMll       T 

"«- - * -« ^ b/ th, (W1 
^'"a"y• rab," ' * - M 

r.   't can be observed  thmt  th-  >  <   . 
r at  the  tota    shorffaii   t 

""jors was  6.9 percent  .   ,     . Fortfall   In supply  to the 
Percent relative to the base period-   th.  I  w 

suffered a   10 k n.r 'dependents 
•O.i, percent  shortfall   in supply       ,n  tk  , 

s^rtages     the M| elr a"ocatIon of  these 
9«.   the majors supplied the U.S    and t 

••■■'-■-^..».,.„.,,.,::::;:-~"''. 
on the other hand, received a. Japan' » 'cteivea almost th#» ca«» t^ t 

yreater rate of qrowth «f . 
Httl«, the same durinc, the  K 9y '0mand' 

n9 the "*•'•• was tantamount to sh.n 
Mortage the US and F 9 Part of the 

U.S. ^Europe were experiencing.  The 'n^ w 
N - 29 percent loss of Arab   . —Pendents, suffer- 

Ar.b crude and products, folded the . 
of equalling the shortfall k . me ^"^ 

snortfall between Europe and the U c 
*•»» supply to Jao*n ' bUl '^-"««ed PP'V to Japan rather considerably 

I 
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Table 5.2 

5 MAJOR U.S. OIL COMP/>NIES--SOURCES OF CRUDE OIL AND PRODUCTS 
 rnrTHWLsANBS or BARRELS PER BAY) 

BASE PERIOD EMBARGO 
(DECEMBER (DECEMBER 

1972- 1973- 
MARCH 1973) MARCH '97'«) 

CRUDE OIL: 
ARAB OPEC  5.630.0       5.096.8 
NON-ARAB OPEC  3,'♦77.5        3.62^.8 
OTHER    7^7-0 516.7 

TOTAL  3W.S 9.238.3 

PRODUCTS: 
ARAB OPEC  270.0         315.3 
NON-ARAB OPEC  711.0         701.5 
OTHER--    1.615-8 '.331-5 

TOTAL   2.596.8      2,3'»8.3 

CRUDE AND PRODUCTS: 
ARAB OPEC  5.900.0       5.M2.1 
NON-ARAB OPEC  '.,188.5 '4.326.3 
OTHER  2.352.8 [JSäLh 

^OTAL      12.^l   3 11.586.8 

SOURCE:  FEA report to the Church subcommittee, 1975- 

CHANGE 
(PERCENT) 

-9-5 
+'».2 
•30.8 

■6.3 

+ 16.8 
-1.3 
-'7-6 

-9.6 

-8.3 
+3.3 
-21.8 

■6.9 

i 
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Table 5-3 

8 INDEPENDENT U.S OIL C3MPANIES--SOURCES OF CRUDE OIL AND PRODUCTS 
(IN THOUSANDS OF BARRELS PER DAY)    '  

BASE PERIOD      EMBARGO 
(DECEMBER     (DECEMBER 

'972- 1973-      CHANGE 
MARCH 1973) MARCH 197M     (PERCENT) 

CRUDE OIL: 
ARAB OpEC  1,298.8                     307.3                  -30  1 
NON-ARAB OPEC  6^7.3                       73I,  5                    J->\ 
0TH"  329-2 31Li .j.l 

T0TAL        2.275.3 1.953.5 -I*..1 

PRODUCTS: 
ARA8 opEC  59.3                        51.0                   -13,9 
NON-ARAB OPEC  ]kk.O                      I370                     -k  3 
0THE«     585.5 SOW +1.1 

rorAL     788.8       792.8        +.5 

CRUDE AND PRODUCTS: 
ARAB OpEC  1,358.1       950.3      .29.i, 
NON-ARAB OPEC  791.3        871.5       -HO.I 
0THER    9U.7 916.5 ^.2 

T0TAL   3,061».1      2,7'«6.3      -10.4 

SOURCE:  FEA report to the Church subcomm?ttee, I975. 

• ma. ■«•"■r- .-.^- —^—.—...^ 
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•■able 5.4 

8 INDEPENDENT U.S Oil rOMPANI ES-DEL I VER I ES nr rp.mr QIL AND PRODUCTS 
(IN THOUSANDS OF BARRELS HkK DAY) gSgDUCTS 

BASE PERIOD      EMBARGO 
(DECEMBER       (DECEMBER 

MADru \llls l973"     CHAN"  ^^^   MARCH '973)    MARCH 197*)    (PERCENT) 

CRUDE OIL: '       "      " "  
UNITED STATES  6c7  , .,    r 

CANADA  .L7,3 ^6-5 -290 

WESTERN  EUROPE  q^n fl all « 
JAPAN  ?2J ?".0 "n-7 
OTHER  2;-° 36.5 +36.5 

 58712_ 528.5 -10.0 
TOTAL--        7  57c   , ,     r,  ^ Z'275-3 1.^33.5 -|i».i 

PRODUCTS: 
UNITED  STATES  £97 c ei.« . 
CANADA  ..I5 ^'5 +2.5 
WESTERN  EUROPE  Hi  n "J," , 
JAPAN  ?H S'J ■23-3 

OTHER  ll* 26.0 .33.7 
 58J 59._o ».5 

T0TAL  7^8.8 792.8 +s 

CRUDE AND PRODUCTS: 
UNITED STATES        I   284 8 1   im n 
CANADA        I.W.B l.HO.O -13.6 

Sr..E.ü^:::;::::::;  '.fi»-« jSi      :;j.. 
•™« •   äU       gj    ^jj 

T0T*1      3,064.1 2,7l,6.3 .,0.4 

SOURCE:    FEA report  to tt.e Church subcomr it tee.   I975. 

-■•■■■'  «Ul'ILPPWII       ■■.«-- 
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lable 5-5 

5 MAJOR U.S. OIL COHPANIES-DELIVERIES OF CR.inr m. A.n pR0DUC(.s 
^TFTHOUSANDS 51 BARRELS PER DAY]  5 

BASE PERIOD      EMBARGO 
(DECEMBER      (DECEMBER 

'972-          1973- CHANGE 
___^^^^                               MARCH ,973)    «ARCH 197«) (PERCENT) 

CRUDE  OIL: ~~ "  

5Sr!.!^::::::::::: ?•» :       >$ Ü 
-"   uaj       {jgj ^j 

T0TAL      ^.e?''-?                 9.236.5 -6.3 

PRODUCTS: 

OTHER -Jäj       SJ ^j 
T0TAL       ^596.8                 2.348.3 -9.6 

CRUDE AND PRODUCTS: 

UNITED STATES   2 An? *        i oo/ o 
CANADA    2'5?JJ        2'29j-8 -12.0 
WESTERN EUROPE   * JsSI        k  iS! ^J 
JAPAN    J'SJJ        »•JJf'J "'3.6 
OTHFR                  1*-5*J        1,701.0 +1.0 0THER   2.795.3 2,918.1 »^ 

T0TAL  I2.A5I.3      11.586.8 -6.9 

SOJRrE:  FEA report to the Church subcommittee, 1975. 
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The range of vulnerabilities should be borne in mind. The most pre- 

cise measure of oil import vulnerability is the oil share in the total 

national energy supply.  Furthermore, high oil-import dependence obviously 

does not necessarily Imply high exposure to Arab oil pressure.  Seen this 

way, the constellation of vulnerabilities to Arab oil pressure on the eve 

of the 1973 OAPEC embargo was as follows: The United States—1» percent; 

the United Kingdom--30 percent; West Germany--38 percent; France--53 Per- 

cent; ltaly--60 percent; the European Community as a whole--^ percent; 

Japan--3'« percent.  In other words, it was Europe rather than Japan which 

was actually more directly exposed to Arab cut-offs. Expectedly, the U.S. 

was least dependent on Arab imports, but It was also relatively low general 

dependence on oil as an energy source which contributed to reduce American 

vulnerability to Arab oil denial to less than one-tenth of that experienced 

by the European Conrnun?ty. 

The task of equalizing supplies to consumers was not particularly 

forbidding, because of the contradictory structure of the embargo: the 

boycotted countries—the Netherlands and the United States--w«re least 

dependent on the embargoed oil. Thus, a built-in leveler operated to 

bring about a rather even share of misery throughout the ma-'ket. Speci- 

fically, five main conclusions can be reached by comparing the U.S. supply 

position with that of the rest of the world in the aggregate: 

a. The United States lost only a slightly greater proporti 
of Its total oil supply and of its total energy supply 
than the average for the rest of the world. 

on 

*Derived  from annual   figures r.ven  the Council  on  Internationa'   Economic 
Policy,   International  Economic Report of  the President,  March  1975. 
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b.  The other consumimj countries of the world did not seem to 
differ very widely in the degree of their losses. 

c  There were some diversions of crude oil from the normal 
destinations, but very little was directed Into the 
United States and some was even directed away from the 

United States. 

d. Leakage of embargoed oil to the United States was all 

but eliminated by January \37l*. 

e. in some cases, but not always, crude oil was supplied 
to nations, including the United States, at a llower 
price than could have been obtained elsewhere. 

In September 1973. the United States had 17-6 million barrels of oil 

available dally (including crude and refined products, domestic production 

and imports).  This daily average increased slightly during October and 

member, but as the effects of the Arab cutbacks began to be felt, the 

-Upp,y dropped sharply in December, and continued to drop through February, 

when the bottom was hlt-at a level of 16.3 minion barrels dally, about 

7.* percent below the September level.  This drop was due almost entirely 

to the drop In imports; U.S. production remained almost level. 

The rest of the wo.M. being closer to Arab sources of supply, began 

to feel the cutback quicker that the United States.  Their low point was 

reached in December, at a level 6.7 percent below their September level. 

By February, when the U.S. supply of oil was at its lowest mark, the rest 

of the world had a greater supply than In September.  It appears that the 

United States, on the average throughout the crisis, lost a larger propor- 

tion of Its oil supply than did the rest of the world.  The U.S.. during 

its four worst months, was down an average of 6.1 percent from the Septem- 

ber supply level, whereas the rest of the world during that time was down 

only 3.'« percent. _^^  

 .See the statiment of Robert A. Stobaugh before the Church sub- 

committee, July 25. 197Mmlmeo.) . 
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Although there has been no appreciable increase in U.S. production 

of crude, oil supplies, of course, are only part of the world's energy. 

Assuming no excess productive capacity of other energy supplies, then the 

U.S. loss of energy was 3.5 percent during the worst month. Correcting 

for the fact that the U.S. is slightly less dependent on oil for energy 

than the rest of the world, the United States still seems to have lost a 

slightly greater share of its total energy supply rnan did other nations. 

The degree of precision attained by the Arab« in targeting the oil 

weapon can be assessed by comparing the shortfalls incurred In the U.S. 

with the losses suffered by other categories of targeted nations; "friendly" 

countries, such as Japan and France, and a "neutral" country such as West 

Germany. 

Table S.6 

ESTIMATED SUPPLIES OF CRUDE OIL AND TOTAL ENERGY (SELECTED COUNTRIES) 
(Percentage of January-September 1973 Average) 

CftUOE OIL ENERGY 

1973 W* 1973 1974 

NOV. DEC. JAN. FEB. NOV. 
r ■  —i 

DEC. JAN. FCI. 

U.S. 

JAPAN 

W.   CEMAWY 

U.K. 

FRANCE 

♦ 2.1. 

♦M 

♦6.2 

•M.I 

♦4.7 

-11.1 

-12.5 

-16.5 

-4.9 

-9.0 

-6.4 

MA 

NA 

-5.1 

♦2.0 

-13.2 

NA 

NA 

♦1.9 

♦1.9 

♦2.0 

♦J.2 

♦ 10.3 

-2.0 

♦5.4 

-6.5 

-6.5 

-12.0 

-2.3 

-7.2 

-3.4 

NA 

NA 

-2.4 

♦1.6 

-7.7 

NA 

NA 

SOURCE:  Stobauqh's statement to the Church subcommittee, 

July \07l*. 
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Using as a point of reference the average supply for January through 

September 1973. 't appears that Japan was slightly better off than the 

United States, which in turn was somewhat better off than West Germany, 

the United Kingdom, and France.  The more near ingful comparison of pro- 

jected supply with actual supply shows a comparatively greater loss for 

Japan, because its oil consumption had been growing more rapidly than that 

of the other countries.  When corrections are made for the lesser American 

dependence on oil it becomes clear that, at a certain moment, at the heioht 

of the embargo, France, a country friendly to the Arabs, suffered an energy 

shortfall greater than the American by a factor of six!  On the average, 

however, there was little difference between the various countries. 

Tab.e S-7 

ARAB  LEAKAGE  TO  THE  U.S.   DURING  THE   \37y7'*  OIL  EMBARGO 
('000  BARRELS) 

I                 PERIOD OF EMBARGO MOMTMLV AVERAGE AS 
1 TOTAL A PERCENT OF 

AM» SUPPLIERS OCTOBER |NOVEMBER DECEMBER JANUARY FEBRUARY LEAKAGE OCTOBER DELIVERIES 

SAUDI   ARAIIA 23.075 1   »8.017 7.071 257 552 25.897 28.1 
LltM 5.095 MI9 1.227 - 6.01.6 297 
ALCENIA 3.630 2.127 I.6M • • 3.768 255 
UNflO ARAB EMIHATtS 1.920 2.505 562 - . 3.067 399 
KUWAIT 1.72«. 3.067 96 - - 3.163 '.5.9 
TWIISIA 672 672 ü 260 33 1,01t 37.6 
IRAQ 36'i 515 - - 515 lit*] 
QATAR 51.3 962 - - - 962 177.2 

TOTAL 37.083 32.681. t$Mi 517 585 <iM29 30.0 

SOURCE:    The Federal   tnerqy Office,  April   197'*. 

3 *—t "-  _i 
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Swapping, transshipments, leakage, and diversions were the compensa- 

tory mechanism used by the international oil industry to spread the effects 

of the oil weapon.  These served to diffuse the accuracy of the weapon. 

The market, however, was much more adept at diverting crude oil than re- 

fined products.  On the surface, for instance, the United States appears 

to have lost the exact amount of crude imported from Arab sources.  United 

States crude imports were reduced by some 30 percent between August-Sep- 

tember 1973 and January-February 197'*-  More than 98 percent of the Arab 

oil which the U.S. had been receiving was lost; imports of Arab oil 

dropped from 1.2 million barrels daily in August-September to only 19.000 

a day during January-February.  At the same time, total supplies of non- 

Arab oil dropped very slightly, about 2 percent.  A deeper analysis into 

the origin of American imports, however, suggests that substantial cuts 

occurred in U.S. imports from non-Arab sources such as Venezuela, Canada, 

and Nigeria.  These ruts in imports were almost offset by Increased imports 

from other non-Arab sources, primarily from Iran, and to a lesser extent 

from Indonesia, Ecuador, and several other Western Hemisphere countries. 

Imports of Iranian crude oil almost doubled, increasing by 201,000 barrels 

a day.  The Canadian reduction was probably intended to make up for the 

reauced supply of Arab oil which Canada received.  On the other hand, 

Venezuelan oil was diverted away from the United States in order to pro- 

vide other Latin American countries with more oil.  Finally, Nigerian oil 

was probably diverted to Holland.  While U.S.-bound oil was diverted else- 

where, one cannct consider the increased exports to the U.S. from Iran 

and Indonesia to be diversions from other countries, because their produc- 

tion was increased after the embargo began by an amount greater than the 

increase which the United States received. 
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Although the oil shortage was in effect spread throughout the system, 

there *-., an unmistakable feeling that a real shortage existed, and the 

affected countries instituted various measures to cope with It.  Much of 

the shortfall would have occurred anyway due to the effect of quadrupling 

prices in January.  The fact that in the peak boycott month of January 

shipments of oil from the Middle East were 5 percent higher than in the 

"free market" month of January 1975. suggests that the reduction in demand 

because of costs was probably greater than the shortfa.I of supplies.* 

Tabl e  5-8 

QUANT 1T IES  OF   IMPORT  OF  CRUDE  OIL  miRlwr.   197, -1*  OIL EMBAR GO- 

FEBRUARY 

NON-OAPEC   SOURCES 

) 

>97'i 
DCC 

... i rr 

(thousand b 

!*•€* 197J 

arrels  Haily 

JANUARY 197*     n 

INDONESIA 2»? 

JAPAN 

786 

W.   GERMANY U.K. U.S. 

203 

JAPAN 

720 

W. SERMANY U.S. 

355 

JAPAN 

782 

W.   CCiU«ANY 

(RAM J17 «.575 M7 1*5 437 >.2<.9 352 IM 1.2*0 25* 

216 

NI6CRIA 

ANGOLA 

*7» 

(.7 

159 256 191 *70             82 261 <i5<i 25 

19 -- -- 77 23 
ECUADOR           U 

* ■ 90 -- •- 90 mm 

VCNCZUCLA 

TRINIDAD 

117 

50 

7 S7 87 559 

76 

13 18 <i2l 

56 

18 22 

CANADA 725 
" 

-- 967 — 951 .. 

JOURCE: rtoba ugh1 s statement to the Chur< :h suhc ommi ttef. lulu    1 QT/. 

See The Economist. March 8, 1975. p. 16. 
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Table  S.q 

^^^^^^J^^^ NATI0NS 

(IO*> bbl».  and percents) ~- 

'•     OIL  AWAILABLf   TO 
WORLD 

SEPT, 

1973 

OCT.   j   NOV. OEC.       JAN. 

I97< 

TEB. NARCH 
- 

58.3 59.2 57.7 SV8 55.* 57.2 C8 n 
2-     OIL  AVAILABLE   TO 

U.S. 

3      WWEUT CHANCE   IN 

17.6 17.7 18.3 16.8 16.* 16.3 16.6 

OIL  AVAILABLE  TO 
US.    (I-SEPT.) 

*•     OIL AVAl   A»L£   TO 

*.i ♦^ 0     -k.k -6.9 -7.H -5.3 

WST Of eLULO 
(•«CL.   COMM. 
STATES) 

*0.7 *l.5 39.* 38.0 39.0 *0.9 *l * 
5.    PERCENT CHAN6C   IN 

OIL AVAILABLE  TO 
«ST or WORLD (1- 
SEPT.) 

♦2.0 -3.2 -6.7 -4.2 ♦5 ♦1.7 
*•    u$. PHOOU.TI0N or 

CRUOC 

'US PRODUCTION OT 

9.1 91        91 9.1 9.1 9.0 9.0 

"ATURAL  US LIQUIDS 

•      US CRUf»E   IMPORTS 

17 

3 « 

t.7 

*.o 

«7 

*.l 

»7 

3.0 

17 

29 

1.7 

2.9 

17 

2.9 

2.6 

9      U.S.   PRODUCT  INPORTS M 2.8 

'■'1 
3.0 2.7       2.7 
 JL . 1  1 

Sourre.     Stobauqh's  st»t*m 

July   I97A    ^^^^  t0 thc ^-ch s.bcoori.ttee. 

— 
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Table 5-10 

CHANRF IN ENERGY SUPPLIES OF OIL AND TOTAL ENERGY DURING 
 1973-1« OIL EMBARGO--U.S. VERSUS REST OF WORLD 

PERCENTAGE OF SUPPLY IN SEPTEMBER 1973 

OIL SUPPLY TOTAL ENERGY SUPPLY 

U.S. REST OF WORLD U.S. REST OF WORLD 

DURING WORST 
MONTHS -7.* -6.7 -35 -33 

AVERAGE DURING 
WORST 2 MONTHS -7.) -5.5 -3.* -2.7 

AVERAGE DURING 
WORST 3 MONTHS -6.5 .4.7 ■31 -2.3 

' AVERAGE DURING 
WORST 1) MONTHS -6.) i     •" -2-9 -1.7 

SOURCE: Stobaugh's statement to the Church subcommittee, 

July \97k. 

The Dutch were the first to introduce a ban on Sunday driving, which the 

government estimated would save about 10 percent of weekly gas consumption. 

Deliveries of fuel oil to customers were reduced by 15 percent.  Still, 

rationing was not necessary in the initial stages since the Netherlandi 

had substantially more than the 65 days of stocks required by tne Common 

Market.  The total embargo of the Netherlands affe.ced many other countries 

since the port of Rotterdam, with its associated refineries and storage 

facilities, serviced all of Northern Europe.  In !£)72, for example, 132 

million tons of crude and products entered t'.,e  port, and ''S.8 million tons 

were shipped out again.  The Rotterdam-Rhine pipeline moved \^.^  million 
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^ «-*..i-"o «int«. ««>•-" 
to„sofc--»—         _   ftplpeli„efor 

nf the crude oil   reacnmy 
of western Europe.    Of ^  ^ ^ ^„^  ton,. 

percent originated  in Arab countr.es-a ^  ^ ^^ 
.onanv-bonded  storage facu 

tota, cru. — >o - —""      ^ absorbed bv «- O.e. -^ 
«r U'i  I   percent, we,c 

^c^S—n^.o.    S. ^_]nthereginlngc.paclty 

of .„.^ «"- 0.^. ^^^ ^^^ ^ other Europ..n 

th. ran9e .. Pro--- «..U ^ ^ ^.^ ^oU. 

• ..      OWEC's dilemM -as «•' H.nrlvinQ sue» 

of .^.„.u. —>" of thelr 

 -•--7",rr::r^----^ 
^^ of u„,ercuttl„.  Us  I*««  '« 

th. «..l-r«—■   6' •'pt",9 f0r 

-"-"PO,,• ,  Maxport»-.« partially affected, and 

—— —th' con7:; :...„. .r .^... -o •— 
A hv  10 percent  in bweaen, 

—' "" ^      ".»„COPS -* • - ü-»^^__ 
. suoday dr.vm, ban and ^'"Tl^—===r=====

r^ 

and HiH and Vieivoyc   
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shortfall in gasoline supplies.  In fact, the supply crisis affected German 

prices more than actual deliveries; by the end of the year the level of 

undistributed stocks of crude and oil products was only 7.7 percent below 

the September level (a reduction from 25.8 million tons to 23.8 million 

tons).  Furthermore, West Germany, which lacks a major home-based oil 

company, fared rather well under tne majors' equalization scheme. This 

relieved «-he longstanding German concern that, in the event of a supply 

crisis, the Anglo-ßr It Ish-Dutch firms would gi>/e preferential treatment 

to their home countries. 

The German experience contrasts with the French.  Traditionally inde- 

pendent. France probably pursued the most fiercely nationalistic policies 

of any European nation to secure its sources of energy.  Combining a 

preference for establishing national oil companies with assiduous court- 

ship of the Arabs. France expected to see these tactics vindicated at 

the moment of truth.  But. as we have shown above. France suffered the 

double humiliation of sharing the fate of its fellow Europeans and exper- 

iencing the nearly complete nullification of its Middle Eastern policy. 

Indeed, embargoed Holland ultimately fared better than "friendly" France. 

The oil companies' policy of equalizing supplies, of course, caused this 

debacle for the French.  At one po'nt, the executives of the French subsi- 

diaries of the majors were officially warned that their refining and 

marketing licenses would be revoked unless they acceded to governmental 

demands that supplies not be affected by the equalization policy. The 

For a structural aialysis of supply patterns fa key countries see 
for example The Economist Intelligence Unit's Oil and Economic Growth ' 
(London:   197*»). —~" — 

• *'- 
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i«n th<.ir oil suppUes by appease- 
• ~A  »Kat fnev were securing tneir 01i »"KK 

French were convinced that Mev were 

•  , f ..  Their naivete seemed to proved Adam 
;nq OAPEC on the political front.  Their 

who .....v- ,..    - ^— - F-h -~, ^ t0 Cüt qaSO"ne 

__.    ^ruy^...«"..«.. «--.on-»-"-«•"-;    ^ 
„ot to hav. drawn th. obvlou. conclusions fron, thl. «- 

■ he French seem not to nave or" 
^-.i™ thev foroot nothing ami learned 

perience. True to the ik.urbon trad it,on. they for,. 

a   -.no  the sa» old national istic 1 In., «hey were quick to 
nothing. Pursuing the same oiu 

embarkonana.*it,ouspo„cyofbi.at negotiating iong-term oil 

agr,e™n.s with Kuwait and SaudiArahia in return forrrench capita- .n- 

vestment in new Industries and arms. 

Like France. Italy had an active national oil company (EH,);, it 

, r..trictlons.  This had immediate reper- 
also tried to introduce export restrictions 

cu5sions in Switzerland and Austria, which received large a.unts of oil 

frOT Italy. T trlctive^sures were iustified in t^t Italy s 

pro.imity to the sources of supply and extre. degree of dependency - 

.  rn be scrlot-sly affected by the embargo.  Further 
her the first country to be scrlotsiy 

A    hT stocks were 25 to 30 percent below 
.ore. Italy was caught unprepared; her stocks 

the levels of the orev'ou» year. 

The British should h Joye. the best of two v. Hds.  Since the 

^.h.overn.nt held shares int. matron companies and .opted a 

.K. Arabs !t could reasonably expect 
diplomatic posture intended to woo the Arabs. 

M«r»nwpr while France had main- 
to Fare hotter than its EFC partners.  Moreover. 

tamed an explicit and consistent pro-Arah stance s,nc. „S7. 
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imposition of an arms embargo that had adverse effects only on Israel, 

Although Britain succeeded to the po'nt of being added to the Arabs' 

"friendly" list, this triumph was limited, in practical terms, by the 

equalization policy of the oil companies.  Her situation v.as fur.vher com- 

pounded by a coal strike which culminated in n  declaration of a state of 

emergency in Mid-November and l^ited till March IS?'*-  The oil companies 

maintained the policy of fair allocation of supplies, with the result that 

accual shortages in Britain were no more serious than in other European 

countries, despite official pressure on companies bas d In Britain to per- 

suade them not to frustrate national policy. 

Oil stocks in Western Europe havo been drawn down to varying extents. 

The EEC has estimated that its stocks fell by S6 million barrels between 

the beginning of !97'« and March that year.   Still, the March level thus 

equalled 72 Cays' consumption—an astonishingly high level.  In Germany, 

undistributed stocks of crude and products decreased fro7 l80 million 

barr-sls at the end of September to 167 million barrels at the end o* Decem- 

ber.  Nonetheless, the latter quantity was 7 million bar;->ls above the 

sarr.e time last year.  The Un'ted Kingdom, with the coal strike exacerbating 

its oil shortage, has seen its stocks drop more rapidly, from If2 million 

barrels on September 29 (or 76 «♦ays' supply) to 132 million barrels (or 

55 days' supply) on January 19.  Again, a rather comfortable inventory. 

Japan offered the real test of the embargo. On one hand, Japan was 

most vulnerable to oil production cutbacks; on the other hand, its diplo- 

macy was as pro-Arab as possibe and involvement with Israel was minimal. 

Nonetheless, the Arabs accus-sd Japan of "odious neutrality'1 and rewarded 

her w!th a middle rating.  Japanese concessions in Abu Dhabi and the 
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Neutral Zone were ordered to make the full 25 percent cutbacks, which 

prompted Japanese fears that the shortfall in deliveries from the Gulf 

might be as high as 30 per-^nt in \37l*.     The Arabs were seemingly testing 

the effectiveness of selecting tht most vulnerable of their clients to 

put indirect pressure on the United S'ates.  But if that was the purpose, 

as Yamani admitted, then the fictitious listing was to backfire in OAPEC. 

The Japanese succeeded in foiling the Arab strategy.  In December, MITI 

gloomily forecast a zero-to-negative economic growth for Japan for IS?*»; 

the government announced comprehensive conservation measures and stepped 

up its diplomatic efforts to loosen already weak ties with Israel.  OAPEC 

responded by upgrading Japan to the "friendly" list, thus gaining a frletd 

wnile simultaneously losing influence. 

The United States did not lose more than its proportionate share of 

the world decline in available su'-plies.  Moreover, the American short- 

fall was not in its entirety caused by OAPEC's dire t cbility to deny 

that oil to American markets.  Rather, it was OAPEC's indiscriminate 

targeting which brought the United States to divert U.S.-bound oil to 

the more hard-hit European markets. The oil companies' equalization 

policy, in other words, randomized the Impact of the oil weapon while 

at the same time hurt the United States more than it would have other- 

wise, had the companies not intervened at all.  A laissez-faire policy 

on the part of the oil industry would have caused a major economic cata- 

strophe in Europe and Japan while leaving the Americdn economy virtually 

intact in terms of its energy supply.  In addition, a portion of the 

shortfall COL Id not in any sense be attributable to OAPEC but was part 

of the American "energy crisis" which began a year earlier due to a shor 

tage in refinery capacity. 

**mimtfmMm*   ■■^.- 
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Table 5-II 

U.S. IMPORTS OF CRUDE AND PRODUCTS: iq7?-77 
("000 b/d)  

CRUDE OIL 

Arab Suppliers 

Saudi Arabia 
Libya 
Algeria 
United Arab Emirates 
Kuwa i t 
Tunisia 
Egypt 
Oman 
Iraq 
Syria 
Qatar 
Bahrain 

^ub-total 

Non-Arab Suppliers 

I ran 
Nigeria 

Other E. Hemisphere 
Canada 
Venezuela 
Other W. Hemisphere 

Sub-total 

Total Crude 

1st HALF 

mi 

190 
105 
61 
36 

^3 

7 
k 

10 

7 
I 

^6Ä 

125 

365 
8^2 
^27 
70 

1820 

2293 

PRODUCTS 

Arab Suppliers 

Siudi Arabia 
Algeria 
KuwaIt 
Bahrain 
Libya 

United Arab Emirates 

Sub-total 

NJ-.TAI ^b Suppl iers 

Tovai Products 

Total Crude & 
Products 

27 
8 

7 
13 

I 
2 

58 

2,173 

2.231 

^^ 

YEAR 
'972 

201 
101 

85 
33 
^2 

10 

3 
6 

k 
1 

IM 

^52 
866 
^♦51 
52 

1962 

2^51 

19 
12 

9 
13 

53 

2,083 

2,136 

1st HALF 

1973 

323 
155 
1H 

87 

22 
16 
12 
6 

3 
3 

JULY  AUG.  SEPT. 

^89    819 

160 
370 
252 
1176 
503 
110 

I57T 
3390 

2i» 
30 

17 
10 
7 

88 

2,62lt 

2,712 

'•.587  6,102 

350 
82 
66 
^6 

30 

52 

638 
198 
162 
100 

87 
32 
37 
U 
II 

626 

135 
303 
250 

119^» 
<«66 

67 

5 

im 

230 
606 
3k6 
SOS 
70k 
181 

625 
209 
158 
36 

10 
11 

2M5 2978 

30'«I  i»262 

26 

iTT? 

228 
HO 
75 

1168 
555 
83 

25^5 

366/4 

2,372 ^,632 

5,M3 6,89'« 

2,580 

6,2/»i« 

SOURCE The Federal Energy Office, I97A. 
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-   -^PU«, co„s™ptio„s ,„„ .eoek. dur|B9 the ^^ . 

.«-... for by 50TC growth ,„ .^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ wj 
a modest amount of leakaa*.   c-^  ^ 

'eakage.  Second, because of somewhat higher-than- 
expected imports cufhartc :- 

ts. cutbacks ,n consumption of major products were less 

severe than had been feared  r^ 
fedred-  COnSümpt'0"of9aso.inedec.ined 7 percent. 

Normal growth in the demand for gasoline of q m A 
,  u gasoime of 5 to 6 percent could be added 
- -o 9i_ ,2 t0 l3 _. ^^  ^ ^^^ ^ 

- •■   >■..,   fr<M co„s,mption  that „OÜ,d have ^ ^^^^^ ^    ^ 

-n. ,„ gasoline con5umptioni actüa| ^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^ 
- ..«.., h. wt _ winter „eathe, ^^^ ^ ^^^ ^ M^ 

•-f. back ,„ „fi„„y  yields fro. heating or| ^ ^^^ ^IM 

••^.. anocation p.,,.,«. stocks _ out of the ^^ ^^ ^ 

' ^^"^ '•"•' "^ "- "-' -. ^ and not much 
worse off than two «»are i « 

two years Ufore when sunder supp. ies were relatively 
plentiful. 

Third, the mildness of the weather was aaain .  •  . 
mer was again a major factor behind 

the relatively small drawdown In distillate stork.  n  . 
•st. Mate stocks.  Despite growth In 

the consumption of dl^sel fuel, total dl.tlll*. 
. total d.stlllate consumption declined 

*  ^^ 
Morgan Guaranty Trusfc   tv„       ,   "T" " '—  . 

t.tative analysis of'the      fL^T ^  S ?ef,artment ^TTZ^TZn. See     ts "Th» mi   c_i- »-''ecis or   the embargo on  t-h. n c Kci-cni quan- 

(mimeo ).     * 0,,   Embar90:  A" ^»V Post-Mortem/' Staff Pac^r^^, S^Uat ,0n- ' '    oiarr  »'aper,  April  25,   1974 
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only 5 percent from the previous year levels.  Even though the winter was 

started in almost as bad a shape in terms of stocks as a year earlier, it 

ended with a fairly sizeable inventory.  Fourth, price effects were consi- 

derable.  Retail gasoline prices have Increased 32 percent from mid-1973, 

and home heating oil prices were up 53 percent.  The wholesale price index 

for all products was up 100 percent.  Finally, it was consumption of resi- 

dual oil which fell the most  (13-5 percent) on a year-over-year basis 

in response to several factors:  the weather, the replacement of oil by 

coal in Eastern utilities, conservation in electricity usage by both house- 

hold and industrial consumers.  This product area was perhaps the most 

sensitive to the Arab cutbacks for two reasonst the dependence of indus- 

trial production on energy I«, largely through electricity and a relatively 

large percentage of residual was imported.  But this was absorbed, too, 

by conservation.  Thus, conservation for whatever reason—price, patriot- 

ism, or necessity-carried the day, apparently. 

The Administration, as noted, did nothing to allocate supplies Inter- 

nat ionblly but it moved rather vigorously to allocate supplies domesti- 

cally.  Reported the FEA: 

"Government policy. In attempting to minimize the Impact of the 
shortages, was designed to accommodate industrial needs and to 
promote conservation In the private consumption of energy.... 
Allocation authority was granted by the Emergency Petroleum Allo- 
cation Act [signed November 27, 1973] These regulations covered 
all petroleum products and directed their allocation from refinery 
to end-user, except for gasol'ne which was allocated down to the 
wholesale level. Retail sales of gasoline were not subject to the 
allocation regulations, but a proposed gasoline rationing plan was 
published on January 16, 197'»."* 

The Federal Energy Administration, "The Economic Impact of the Oil Em- 
bargo on the American Economy," August 8, 197'» (mlmeo.), p. 5.  The report 
begins with the weM-taken, though inaccurate, caveat that "Ihe economic Im- 
pact of the OPEC oil embargo, as contrasted with the Impacts of energy short- 
ages and higher energ/ prlcij$...ls subtle and difficult to separate." So the 
FEA didn't try. 
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Allocation priorities were given to food, defense, emergency services and 

fuel production, and 1972 was designated as the base year for allocation. 

The FEA summerizeil. 

"in retrospect, whatever the actual impact of the allocation  A 

regulations, it is clear that the short duration of the embargo 
tue   relatively small magnitude of the shortfall,** ...contributed 
to the absence of any major strains on the administration of the 

regulations." 

But the domestic shortfall was very poorly managed by the newly created 

FEO.  In the first place. It probably took seriously the State Department's 

projections of an embargo lasting till the Arabs are satisfied in their 

political demands.  Consequently, instead of drawing down inventories they 

were built up and the shortages were transmitted directly to the economy In 

an ever, more acute form.  Secondly, the arbitrary interference of the FEO In 

the market allocation did much to create serious bottlenecks, most conspicuous 

of all were the gas lines caused by an FEO order to refineries to supply 

*** 
less gasoline and more heating oil. 

Still, the heightened American oil crisis of late 1973 and early 

197i4. in conclusion, proved to be manageable.  It was caused by dorw-stic 

and international strains of the energy system in addition to those created 

by the OAPEC sanctions. Tfw aggregate effects were not negligible.  The real 

output of the economy fell in the first quarter of \$fk  by 10 to 20 bil- 

lion dollars and the unemployment effects of the crisis were estimated 

*i e., relative to State Department estimates (FEA, "Economic Impact." 

P- 5). 
**i.e.. relative to FEO estimates (FEA, "Economic Impact." p. 5). 

**Afor a serious critique of the FEO's role during the embargo, see 
Richard B.H^cke's "Performance of the Federal Energy Office" (Washington. 

D.C.-  American Enterprise Institute, 1975). 

■ 
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at 0.5 percent of the civilian labor force.  However, both these parameters 

of economic activity were to deteriorate even further when the embargo 

was lifted, suggesting the economic damage has more to do with OPEC's price 

squeeze, still in effect, than with OAPEC's supply squeeze, which lapsed 

without severely affecting the U.S. at all. 

The pre-embargo supply or import figures, however, are very misleading 

bases for estimating the real impact of the cmbfl»go.  Prices were hiked 

tw'«,*, during the last months of 1973, and if is quite fallacious to com- 

pare supoly/oemand patterns relating to two different price levels. A 

more logical base for estimating the real shortfall could be the supply/ 

demand numbers for 1975, at least these represent the same price bracket 

as that of January and February I97i», the embargo's peak months as far as 

the U.S. was concerned. The ' Dndc Economist did precisely that, and 

came to the following conclLsion about it, called "the boycott that wasn't" 

"The Economist...adopted the simple expedient of checking the 
insurance coverage at Lloyd's of oil shipments from the Gulf, 
and found that the boycott was not being enforced as fully as 
both sides' propaganda a)leged....In the peak boycott month of 
January 197^, shipments of oil from the Middle East were 5 per- 
cent higher than in the free market of January 1975-  All through 
the early months, after the pnce hoist, all through the period 
when the world was supposed to be being stiangled by the boycott, 
the Arabs were shipping out more oil than customers were ever 

likely to buy at the new price...an army of thousands in the West 
and the Middle East are now sensibly looking for trading and price 
arrangements that may prevent the next war from creating an oll- 
price nonsense again. An oil-price nonsense it Is."** 

Synchronization and Control Constraints 

The strength of any means of inter-state influence can ultimately 

be measured only by comparing objective results.  That the 19f'6 and 19D7 

^EA, "Economic Impact." pp. 9"l'»- 

'The North Sea Bubble," The Economist, March 8. 1975. pp. 16-17. 

', 41 
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poutlc.nv-ln.plfd oil crises failed to attain their pri.ary political 

qoal. is bcond dispute.  Opinion about the 1973 oil embargo, however, 

varies.  Near as one can tell, the Brookings Institution's evaluation is 

probably correct in summing the questicn up by noJng that: 

-   it is too early for final judgments on the success of 
thei ab usfof th'e oil weapon in 1973-7^.  They d.d ach.eve 
™e change in the publicly proclaimed policies of Japan and 
s"eral European countries toward the Arab-Israel, d-spu ^ 
he Arabs also may believe that their ^^ and produc .on 
restrictions spurred the United States to work harder for a 

M ddle Easter settlement, although i t can e.-l V w  1 be 

argued that U.S. diplomacy was dr.ven more by * "^ e 

defuse a dangerous threat to world peace than by tear o 

oil shortage."A 

lnd.ed. it is no coincidence .hat the .11 -«Pon as a poiitical 

phenOT.non h« b.en fo.nd to b. oni, a .iidly affective tooi of dipio.acv 

., b..,.  The origin o, t pon's r.l..K. ineff.cti . lies within 

the fact-stressed throughout this study-that there is no such thing as 

a pure,y poiiticai Arab oi. weapon. Rather, i, is an added rhetoricai 

 „„.,„ which is intrinsically economic and is subjected 
dimens.on to an activity wnitn 

11   r^fli-oriented  If OAPEC were genuinely 
to policies which are pr.narily profit onentea. 

intent on maximizing the short-run political benefits derivable from Us 

latent oil power, as defined under the explicit objectives of the embargo, 

its strategy should have focused on production restrictions coupled with 

severe price controls-all indexed to the political issue at stake.  Keep- 

ing prices low would have simultaneously kept consumers' demand for OAPEC 

Policy (Cambridge. Mass.. Ballmger 

^A'A-XlriSi^ Sr^ÄS Center. Inc.. 
1975), PP- 6-13. 

^ 
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ol1.  seeded  th..r  .00,-».™ d.pendenc an. d^ns.r.ted  th« pol.tld 

objectW.s  lr„.»«d  .h. t^pta^on to »p.ol.  tha shorta,. for acono^.c 

benefits. 

Ob»..u..y .Ms dW, no, Happan.     Uftin, of  .ha  .973 -b.rgo co.nc.dad 

witn ..a drast.c DaCar P^.ca r,Sa and soon a.^os, a..  Arab prodoC.on 

a„d .xportat.on re.urnad to nor.a..     Conc.rn for  .h. Arab causa on .h. P-rt 

of  OAPEfs   ...dars   .as.ad on,y .H   -on, as  .h. con.r.vad shorta,« had  tha.r 

.^.c .at.ona.a as we...    T.a -«.. P..U.C..  .a.ns had .o ba traoad off 

ag.,nst acon^.c ones.  so.. Ara.s  unhas..at.n,., optad for  th.  ...t.r.    That 

...   tha ^or cons.ra.n. on .„a oi,  waapon has ha.n tha Anahs'  o-„ unwUPn,- 

n„s to hav. to pa, for  ...    *.   to sa¥ that a-nts to conf.rm.ng what has 

a,r.ady baan assarted:    that  the ... weapon  .. noth.n, »or. than a decaptW. 

po.U.ca,  formU,at,on of a basic.,., econ^.c cond.t.on.    As  .or. as   .. -M, 

.. econ^.ca.., prof.tah.e,  production ....  be restr.c.ad wh.,h.r under  the 

banner of  the Arab cause, as  !. was   in  .,71-7». or as a straightforward 

c.rt., oH  po.icy.  as done before and after  the  .973-« events.     But  .1 

Eduction  restrictions,  bein,  tha essence of   the oi.  weapon,  -ere to so»,- 

*.  ,„se tha.r economic sense,   then the experience of  .957.   .9*   '973-7. 

a,,   surest  that   the weapon ^u.d   rapid.y he withdr~n o in unused   I. 

the  first  p.ac.     A repet.t.on of  supp.y ^nipu.ations of  the kind  that 

Mk. up this   -.struct of   i.p.-ac, uU.^.a.y depends on the r.-occurranca 

0,  th. econ^.c conditions which ca..   for supp.y restrictions.    That OPEC's 

„.,„ prob..» wou.d b. pr.cis.iy  th. creation of such conditions wi..   b. 

ar,u.d  .n Chapt.r v..     .t  suffices  to point out a,  tb.s juncture that OAPEC's 

tactics of  suppW cur....».nt and d.n.a.  der.ve fro» the cart.Uzat.on of 

th. »act.     Thus.  jus. as  .concic  situ.t.ons  cou.d  ,..d  to  fur.h.r 
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actualizations of the oil weapon, so will they greatly circumscribe it 

once deployed. 

The three actual deployments of the Arab oil weapon indicate that 

this very instrument is also constrained by "mechanical" limitations on 

its effectiveness.  Two main types of limitations present themselves: 

problems of synchronization and control difficulties.  The former applies 

to time/space synchronizatlon--the timing of the application of the weapon 

and its integration into the political context which it is expected to 

affect.  The latter includes the problem of targetabiIity of the oil 

weapon and the degree of control which can be exercised over its impact. 

The following analysis discusses these limitations as they can .« observed 

in all three oil crises but with particular emphasis on the last oil 

embargo. 

Popular political evaluations exhibit a pendulum effect of sorts; 

from one extreme conclusion they jump to the other.  Just as it was common 

to dismiss the potential of the oil weapon in the aftermath of its disastrous 

1967 use, so it is now common to regard it with awe !n light of its accom- 

plishment durirg the 1973 oil embargo.  It should be noted, however, that 

success through the collaboration of the victims does not necessarily Imply 

possession of effective Influence. 

Daniel Ellsberg's study on "The Art and Practice of Blackmail" (mimeo., 
1950) helps to Illuminate this tendency to ascribe success to the oil weapon 
by failing co distinguish between cause and effect. In his study Ellsberg 
points out that no correlation exists between the level of threat used during 
a bank holdup and the teller's compliance with the robber's demands.  Ells- 
berg surmised that fountain pens and halrcombs., fake weapons favored by bank 
robbers, are as effective weapons as pistols and submachine guns, since empi- 
rically all had had roughly the same degree of success. Obviously, success 
in bank holdups, as EMsberg indeed concluded, depends most on the teller's 
apathy in the face of a threat aimed really at the bank and not at himself. 
The paradoxical hypothesis about the equality of weapons Is therefore not 
proven by these experiences.  Similarly erroneous Is the finding that pro- 

^ 
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In essence, economic instrumettalities have limited coercive capa- 

bilities.  Unli'.t; military measures, economic processes are initiated and 

carried out in the expectation of mutual advantage.  Such interactions 

are essentially voluntary and based upon th.» mutual responsibility and 

reciprocity which characterize relationships of constructive interdepen- 

dence.  Thus, trade can be transformed from a mutually beneficial exchange 

into a direct contest of power and influenci.1 only under abnormal circum- 

stances.   But when such a transformation threatens to occur, those concerned 

simply compare economic gains with political risks and take the appropriate 

measures.  In abstract, just as the party which might gain from politicizing 

trade will be tempted to exloit market conditions, the potential victim 

should extract himself tr.ifn the economic ambush.  Trade benefits are seldom 

so superior to national interests that the economic ties would be invluner- 

able to rising political costs.  For this reason it is clear that economic 

warfare is a contradictory affair; Its potential effectiveness is limited 

by the context in which it occurs.  Econo.,.!- pressures can attain political 

results only when commercial exchanges cannot be discontinued at a moment's 

notice or when the associated political costs are low enough to warrant the 

continuation of the strained economic relationships.  In other words, the 

Arab policies by r.ome European nations prove the potency of the oil weapon. 
In reality, the oil weapon was no mere technically successful in 1973 than 
it was in 1967 and 1956.  This has been obscured by Europe's and J.ipan's 
attempt to snatch defeat -to use Adelman's phrase--from the jaws of victory. 

*The ability to interfere with world trade, either for price gouging 
or for politica' influence, depends on five fundamental conditions:  First, 
monopolistic contiol over a significant portion of the market; second, Jow 
export dependence as reflected in an ability to forego export earnings and 
being relatively immune to economic retaliation; third, inelastic price 
elasticity of demand; fourth, low substitutabi1ity for the commodity which 
7s being denied; fifth, in thf:  absence of a clear-cut monopoly, a strong 
political and economic coheslor among the oligopolists. 
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success of economic pressure is inversely proportional to its actual ef- 

fectiveness.  Furthermore, economic coercion is a short run matter at 

best.  The effectiveness of actual economic denial vanishes over time; 

the victim is not likely to fall Into the same trap twice. 

This Is indeed the paradox of economic weapons:  their effectiveness 

depends on their non-use.  While this Implies an enhanced effectiveness on 

the putative level (I.e., in the form of a threat), maintaining pressure 

through putative power It quite difficult, since at that phase the element 

of credibility Is Introduced.  And credibility can only be assured by .> 

willingness to put threats Into effect.  Once this is done, however, the 

economic weapon tends to backfire on those who apply it. 

The limited actual utility of economic weapons thus reduces their 

putative effects as well.  Moreover, a dedine In the credibility of a 

putative Instrument can also be caused by any delay in Its activation 

once one's I luff is called.  But delay happens to be the best strategy for 

the prolongation of the putative, and r-.atively caaper, phase, since 

actualization will probably prove self-defeating.  In short, taking such 

constraints Into consideration, only under extraordinary circumstances can 

economic warfare by Itself actijlly coerce another nation. 

The long history of economic warfare testifies to Its low effective- 

ness.  The Internal contradictions of using economic weapons are aggravated 

by serious practical difficulties In their Implementation.  Targe;lng, con- 

trolling, timing, and monitoring economic weapons pose almost insurmountable 

problems.  After all, trade Is a societal activity which cannot be endowed 

with precision and speed when transformed into a weapon.  A crude and slow 

mechanism at beu. economic warfare is likely to produce no more than 

1 " 
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marginal results.  Past applications of economic pressures—sanctions, 

boycotts, jlockades, embargoes, even strategic bombing--point clearly to 

this bleak conclusion.  Only In combination with concrete and direct mil- 

itary measures had economic coercion been effective. 

This is not to say that economic warfare Is useless.  It can achieve 

results so long as it is managed within its highly constrained llmlcs. 

Despite its paradoxical character, tactics and strategies of economic war- 

fare have a logic of their own.  Everything else being equal, the effec- 

tiveness of a commodity weapon depends jpon whether three elementary con- 

ditions ore met.  First, the user should b.- able to absorb the consequences 

of disrupting a presumably mutually advantageous interaction.  Second, 

some control is needed over the full economic process by whici the commodity 

weapon is to hit the targeted ecoiiony, i.e., lack of ability to man I pu lite 

such phases as distribution could complete^ negate the weapon.  Third, for 

the weapon to be successful, the targeted trading partner should be locked 

into a position from which he cannot avoid being hit.  Evidently, the 

potential for economic Influence is directly related to the extent to which 

the targeted nation is unable to escape from t;<e economic ambush into 

which it n^is marched.  The key co victory for both antagonists is their 

respective degree of control over the market and th.» patterns of trade 

taking pla.e there. 

To summarize, the coercive use of an essentially voluntary and coop- 

erative activity offers little prospect of strategic success.  In practical 

See Klaus Knorr's I'ower and Wealth ( w York:  Basic Books, Inc. 
973). pp. 128-192.  KnoiT^s conclusion is simple.  "Notwithstanding the 
large-scale practice of .-conomic warfare by economic measures in World 
Wars I and II, Its utility In the future is uncertain but. In all like- 
lihood, slim if not ni'." (p. 137.) 

-———  
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vulnerability woulc" have been far greater.* As it was. only about 10 

percent of America's total energy consumption would have been threatened 

had the Arabs totally halted Middle East exports to the U.S., as they 

might some day be able to do through improved control of distribution. 

Thus, in a technical sense, It can be argued that the Arabs should 

have waited another year or so until the targetabi11ty of the oil weapon 

would have been capable ^f forcing significantly greater concessions from 

the American government  crom an economic standpoint, then, it Is doubt- 

ful whether 1973 was the optimum time to unleash the oil weapon. Further- 

m.e, to the extent that economic weapons are bes^ suited to short-term 

use, OAPEC planners must have realized that the one-shot character of the 

entire affair might mean sacrificing future opportunities of even greater 

political promise. 

The activation of the oil weapon therefore suggests that this decision 

was not predetermined by pure tactical expediency. OAPEC did not seek to 

optimize the use of the oil weapon £er se.  Instead, the economic consider- 

ations surrounding Arab oil, particularly the pressures to cut back on pro- 

duction, which culminated In 10/3, created the conditions needed to couple 

economic steps with political demands. The unsheathing of the weapon 

looks untimely only when seen within the narrow context of the Arab- 

Israeli dispute.  If integrated Into the economic pretext, of production 

trv ^ru^'L'" Ü^ the Sfcretary oT the Interior requited an oil indus- 
try study on poss.ble supply disruptions.  In response, the MaMonal Pet- 

j"™UU ' r1315!'5^ a COn,mittee 0n EmergenCy '-P-Mnes. a"d in July 1973 issued an rmenm report titled Emerjency Prepar.dness for Inter- 
rupt.on of Petroleum 'mports into the United StatJ. rLr1Zl*yZrlT

r 

hypothes.zed two possible interruption dates, one Ja-.uary 1. I97J aTthe 
other January 1. 1978.  Its projections were that in 197^ the country ^ould 

rol^ to ZX h2  PerCenJ 0f itS ^ needs' and b>' •>* Ä^rT projected to be 5b> percent of requirement. 
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programming, participation negotiations. ar,.J price bargaining, the timing 

of the "October Revolution" seems eminently reasonable. 

Since in general, economic weapons are slow to impact on the tactical 

level, still another timing problem presented itself.  The oil weapon, too, 

has a built-in time lag, due to transport time, the existence of emergency 

stocks, or optional re-opening of shut-in capacity in certain consuming 

countries.  In 1973, it took between two and eight weeks for shortages 

to be felt by consuming natiojjs, depending on distances and stock manage- 

ment.  More rigorous stock withdrawals could have prolonged the time lag 

by months.  This lag between the moment of "firing" and impact had two 

drawbacks from the Arab standpoint. First, it required sustained cooper- 

ation b.Tong the instiiators of the oil action during the time lag; lack 

of cooperation would have caused an immediate failure of the action. 

This latter obstacle to the successful deployment of the oil weapon 

has to do with the Inability of any single oil producing country to manage 

a boycott on its own--an alliance of producers is needed, I.e., a politico- 

economic synchronization. OAPEC, a. political alliance within the cartel, 

provides sufficient control over a large enough share of production to 

make a difference, but the alliance has never been very cohesive.  As 

noted earlier, OAPEC was established to prevent the radical Arab—or for 

that matter, the "confrontation" states from determining Arab oil policies. 

Only later, when it economically suited "conservative" Kuwait and Saudi 

Arabia, did OAPEC develop its own militant policies—though not by elimin- 

ating internal divisions. During the 1973 embargo, the OAPEC members 

Initially demonstrated a relativeiy high degree of coordination and coop- 

eration,  But for various reasons, all predominantly economic in nature, 
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war broke out to reach its full impact at crucial turning points of the 

crisis.  The Arabs, of course, were aware that Mid-East wars would prob- 

ably last for less than ihree weeks, and that rto oil shortfall could be 

achieved in such a short time.  They were therefore confronted with a 

difficult choice.  One possible gambit was to start an o?l squeeze before 

the outbreak of hostilities.  The price would be high:  no military pre- 

text would be available and the element of surprise in the military offen- 

sive might be lost.  The other alternative was to wait for the war to 

begin and claim that this was the provocation.  The effect of that course, 

however, is to significantly remove the oil weapon from its alleged poli- 

tical context, thus crippling its potential political impact.  The OAPEC 

members chose the latter route in 1973 simply because, unlike the "con- 

frontation,; states, the Arab-Israeli issue was not uppermost in their 

I anning; the OPEC negotiations of September and October were overriding 

in this respect.  As for the next time around, OAPEC seems to have shifted 

its tactical planning.  Abdul Amir Kubbah, a high-ranking Iraqi oil offi- 

cial, gave the following assessment: 

"Now, what are the chances that the Arabs will unsheath 
the oil weapon again?  It is hazardous to venture a guess; 
but the way Israel is talking, it is hard to imagine that it 
will one day voluntarily give up the Invaded territory; 
and the way the U.S. is acting, it is equally hard to 
imagine that it will one day cease defe«ding Israel's 
conquest.  A world holocaust, appears inevitable in the 
crazy wo Id we are living in.  Needless to say, the coming 
war will be more ferocious than anythino that humanity has 
hitherto suffered, and oil will add to ts ferccity and 
widen its scope.  W>th one difference.  The use of the oiI 
weapon will precede the coming war instead of lagging 

behind it."^ fErnnhasis added.] 

Abdul Amir Q. Kubbah, 0PEC--Past and Present (Vienna, Ajstria:  Petro- 
Economic Research Centre, I971») , p. 100-101. 
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T^.  asit   is.   fromanofficial0PECdocument 

r^assurinq       Th.  1 statement   I«  hardly - -™.Poin,_er>isth^refiect(_n^ 
---f-co.f,dence.theAraboilofficia ais that a ^ 

- of th! oil weap()n wm probabiy occur £ii^ the ^^^^ ^ ^ ^ 

0n'V "8V t0 " SO "ith°Ut C • ~tic„ .. the u„provoked or| 
«.lc„ a„d .t,„tion  to  ,„,  ^^ mmtary ^^^  ^  ^        ^    ^ 

"-.-. —.    This ^.H t,nd  .„ r pretexts aro ^^ ^ 

'•••.   •'  -  1373 tH. .„  ,ctlon „as ec_kal|y ^^^^ but ^^^^ ^ 

- • P.....-I., «.,».« 0(1 action hid<)en behl ^^ ^^ "-"..,..„„. the pro<)uct,on Cütbacks tthlch all onc ^ ^ ^ 
"—-•'*.-.....« ......u ^.u, ^.^ fr. „„ 
—   <s« ,.. W  chai)ter)  cou,d „„„ sut|i ^ ^^^^      A ^^^ 
ccnver9.„c, „  the econcm,cally ^^  ^^ ^^ ^   ^ ^ ^  ^ 

""»ly o„Iy ,„ ,ncrease tha probabmty of an oii ^^^ 

J--...,, f0ü„dofhostnrt,e_,dbetopro|ong^ 
'n^.ontth.dürationofa„oi|boycott    „^„^ 

«»•I • static «r of mirl.l«, would Ml, ,„, Arabs, „ 
t,,e Aral» Purposes better than 

'•St war of movement and maneuver.  These  in 1. 
"»se. In short, are some of the 

lessons for the Arabs from the 1071 ..„ , 
"P^ence. As far .s tlmlng „ „„. 

«rn.d. that experience has shown se,lous difficulties In  ,  • 
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Perhaps the most serious weakness of the oil weapon is its limited 

targetability.  A weapon without a proper guidance mechanism must be 

considered somewhat defective.  At the he.ght of the embargo, the Petroleum 

Press Service ed i tor i a Ii zed, 

The successful use of weapons of war rests on the ability to 
distinguish friend and foe and to ensure that strategic gains 
are reaped by the user.  The oil weapon, by its very nature, 
cannot do this.  In practice, the severe production cuts are 
spreading indiscriminate damage far and wide, thus threatening 
to stir up general ill will that will do great harm to the Arab 
cause. 

This drawback of the oil weapons was known to OAPEC planners.  Dr. 

Nad im Pachaci. a former Secretary General of OPEC, argued against any 

attempt to target the oil weapon at all.  In a speech to the Financial 

limes Conference on "World Energy Supplies" in London in September I973, 

he suggested that OAPEC members simply follow the economic logic of output 

restriction ("oil in the ground is more valuable as an investment than 

bonds and securities") and call Iha1 the oil weapon.  His argument about 

the pitfalls of any selective embargo, which at the time were a part of the 

putative phase, ran as follows: 

My Plan for the use of oil as a political instrument is simple. 
We need not deny oil to any country in the world.  We do not 
need to impose an oil embargo or a boycott against any country. 
An embargo against one 01 more countries is neither practical 
nor effective.  Our experience in 1967 against the U.S. and 
Britain did not work.  There was pooling of oil resources. 
While oil was flowing to the rest of the world from Arab pro- 
ducing countries, the requirements of the U.S. and Britain 
were satisfied from other sources such as Iran, Nigeria, Indo- 
nesia, and Venezuela.  In the present sellers' market for crude 
oil. reinforced by the emergence of the U.S. as a large-scale 
importer of AraL oil. there is no need for Arabs to threaten 
to stop the flow of oil altogether, thereby cutting off their 
nose to spite their face.  All they would have to do to make 

'A Dangerous Weapon," The Petroleum Economist. November. 1973 
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their weight felt throughoot the world would be to refrain 
from expandiog their production.  This would be quite suffi- 
cient to cause a world-wide supply crisis In a fairly short 
per iod of t ime." 

Instead of adopting this Iraqi strategy, OAPEC tried to test the oil 

weapon for its targetabiIity.  Considering the transformation that the 

world's oil market had undergone, there was no compelling reason why 1973 

should have necessarily been an exsct repetition of the 1967 fiasco.  With 

the advantage of hindsight, however, it can safely be concluded that Pachaci's 

analysis did not underestimate the efficacy of the oil weapon.  Despite the 

turbulent market and the significant improvement in the producing count- 

tries' leverage over the concessionary countries, the oil companies were 

still able to defuse the fargetabl11ty of the oil weapon by distributing 

available supplies evenhandedly within the market.  An effective selective 

embargo, then, was no more feasible In 1973 than it was In 1967. 

This crucial deficiency of the oil weapon stemmed fro.i\ the diverse 

levels of dependency on Arab oil of different countries.  This resulted In 

In addition to the excellence of the discussions of that conference, 
it is extremely interesting to analyze the positions of the various parti- 
cipants as presented less than a month before the eruption of the Middle 
Eastern war.  Thus, while Nadlm Pachaci might have been lukewarm towards 
the use of an overt political oil weapon, he did not. hesitate to predict 
drastic price rises.  Noting that average U.S. prices of crude was between 
3.75 and '♦.O dollars per barrel well head, he predicted a sharp increase 
in both domestic and imported oil prices within a short time.  Pachaci 
read the market forces prior to the Mid-East crisis qui'e correctly, and 
as former Secretary General of OPEC, could tell an OPEC oil offensive when 
he saw one.  His record on the reliability of OPEC oil, on the other hand, 
is more dubious, as the following ambiguous statemenL illustrates: 

"With regard to security of supply, I believe, paradoxically 
perhaps, that Arab oil, considering the current political and 
economic challenges of the West, might be regarded as the more 
secure source of imported energy." 

The speeches of that conference were published and distributed by The 
Financial Times in 197'« under the appropriate title, "The Unavoidable 
Challenge." 
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a compl icatec4 mix of potential economic impact across the board, which 

yielded uneven political Ic-verage.  If all foes depended on Arab oil and 

ali friends were Independent (or at least disposed to support the Arabs 

and Insulated from economic turmoil in the disfavored countries), then 

targeting would have posed no such difficulties.  However, such conditions 

were hardly likely.  The very structure of Interdependence on whose vulner- 

abilities OAPEC capitalized also tended to insure the system against such 

disruptions.  Economic interdependence In numerous markets besides energy 

spreads the recessionary effects of supply denial from one country to 

economic contractions within her partners.  The vulnerability of economic 

interdependence, in other words, is also the source of Its resilience. 

This tends to restrict coercive practices which rely on direct targetabi1ity. 

but it also encourages a perverse sort of indirect approach whereby the 

instrument of influence !s indiscriminately applied; directly vulnerable 

countries, which are of some importance to the nation whose behavior 

is the real objective, are simply held hostage. 

Even given some precision in targeting the initial Impact of the oil 

weapon, it is nearly impossible to Isolate the economic effects in any 

single targeted country.  The resulting collateral damage might be termed 

"economic fallout" when non-targeted countries are hurt and a "boomerang" 

effect when the repercussions extend to the country applying the weapon 

In the first place.  Economic Interdependence in numerous non-energy 

markets spreads the recession of one country to her economic partners 

Nations lacking such economic links through Intermediate countries must 

be few and insignificant. Indeed; thus the Arabs could hardly induce 

sneezing in Europe or the United States without causing pneumonia In many 
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There is, in fact, no irony at all at this inverse relationship 

between dependence on Arab oil and independence in foreign affairs. 

Indeed, countries not vulnerable to Arab oil pressure did not feel com- 

pelled to accommodate the Arabs' political whims; this is precisely the 

reason for their being designated by the Arabs as their target.  Irony 

can be found, however, in the sentiment shared by nations really dependent 

on Arab oil that they will be spared harm only if they adapt their foreign 

policies to their economic plioht.  But pro-Arab sympathies matter little 

once such nations are selected to be hostages against the United States. 

The entire affair was uneasily reminiscnt of another Arab tactical 

innovat ion--Internat ional terror i sm. 

The ultimate irony of the 197? episode was that by embracing their 

captors' views, the Europeans and Japanese actually shielded the U.S. from 

the consequences of the embargo.  'f turope and Japa i had responded to 

American appeals earlier that year for greater consumer cooperation and had 

behaved during the crisis in a manner more compatible with their allies' 

status, then the Arabs, in turn, would have been more justified in putting 

pressure on Europe and Japan, and the U.S. more obligated to come to their 

rescue, possibly oy sharing both available supplies and their pro-Arab 

attitudes.  But Europe and Japan behaved differently; they disassociated 

themselves fron the United States and thus enabled the U.S. to ignore the 

oil weapon altogether.  To the extent that the criteria introduced by 

Saudi Ar ibie had this effect, this largely symbolic action backfired on 

the  Arabs who had had to satisfy themselves with the limited diplomatic 

assistance Europe and Japan cou'd offer at the expense of releasing their 

hostages, and thus alleviating the pressure on the U.S. without obtaining 

any s'gnificant concession. 

•■•r '•" ■» «u •■••IW^ —-w^-. 
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The indirect approach is thus no less problematic than its alternatives. 

Assuming that OAPEC members would not risk destruction of thel- best oil 

markets for the sake of a political objective, then the maximum level of 

economic pressure they can bring to bear Is actually set at the maximal 

tolerance point of the weakest of the intermediary economies.  The weakness 

of the intermediary economy corresponds to a high degree of Import-dependence; 

foreign policy would be similarly affected.  This discrepancy between the 

needed and the feasible amount of pressure can result In total failure of 

the policy.  In other words, a really effective Arab oil strategy Is not 

possible under these conditions. 

Certain limitations displayed by the Arab oil weapon were less in- 

herent than due to the contemporary political and economic environment, 

■his opens the possibility of better or worse performance of the weapon 

in the future, depending on the behavior of relevant exogenous factors. 

The foremost example is the role of the major oil companies in distributing 

the impact of the Arab embargo Internationally by switching supplies 

between Arab and other producers.  The supply of oil available to all 

consumers resulted in the greatest damage being borne by those nations 

most dependent upon imports, e.g., Japan, rather than those most antaton- 

Istlc to the Arab cause, e.g., the United States. 

This randomizing of the impact of the oil weapon by the companies 

may have inadvertently aided Arab political efforts as much as It frust- 

rated the precise targeting of the oil weapon.  While the majors deflected 

much of the impact of the embargo from the United States, it may have been 

in the best Interest of the Ar.->bs to avoid confronting the United States 

more directly or exclusively.  It has been noted that the U.S. was far 

■•■W '**'' "■■"•'"'"».■•■'■^ ■ ■"-»■ ——- 
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less vulnerable than other consumers and that, to whatever degree the 

U.S. could have been hurt by being deprived of Arab oil, backing the U.S. 

into a corner would have encouraged American propensities to retaliate 

more harshly.  Thus the Arabs were fortunate in being able to pressure 

the United States by disrupting the Western bloc in general.  The United 

States became increasingly isolated in its strong support for Israel, 

the Atlantic Alliance was left even more tattered than previously, and 

the prospects for a politically or economically united Europe were set 

back substantially as each nation sought its separate interest in pursu- 

ing bilateral guarantees of continued suopiy from individual producers.* 

The Western bloc was most vulnerable in Europe, and whether by active 

design (e.g., the embargo of Holland, including Rotterdam), or serendipity, 

this is where (along with Japan) the oil weapon's impact was greatest. 

The untargetabni y of the oil weapon finds its primary manifestation 

in the indiscriminate denial of sjpplies, but an inevitable negative effect 

only naturally parallels the supply problem—that of price.  In effect, 

it has been argued that high oil prices have been determined less by poli- 

tical considerations than by the economic aim o? maximal market exploita- 

tion.  Price rr.inipulation, however, could be useful politically in improv- 

ing Arnb relations with the rest of th- Third World. While prices charged 

to foes can perhaps not be increased much more, friends could certainly 

be granted reductions.  We suggested earlier that such a policy could well 

encourage further erosion of support for Israel in the Third World. The 

I 

Peter Stingelin, In his "Europe and the Oil Crlsit" (Current History, 
Vol. 68, No. ^03. March 1975) concluded that insofar as the"EEC was con- 
cerned, "The petroleum crisis of 1973-197^ dramatically Increased the danger 
of actual disintegration." p. 97. See also Walter Laqueur's "The Idea of 
Europe Runs On of Gas," The Atlantic Community Quarterly, Vol. 12 No I 
spring, 197'». """ ' * "  ' 
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fact that this tiered system has so far been resisted by the Arabs suggests 

greed.  Thus, an additional shortcoming of the high price aspect of the 

oil weapon is that it. too. fails to discriminate between friend and foe: 

in the most recent embargo, all consumers had to pay the same high price. 

So far the Arabs h.ve resisted instituting a tiered price system which 

would offer even limited quantities of "cheap" oil to either political 

supporters and/or needy countries.  Aid has so far been limited, for 

instance, to Kuwaiti support for the Egyptian military for Palestinian 

movements, and token sums to the Fourth World.  Iran has established a 

large development fund, but by offering loans rather than grants, it looks 

more like foreign investment than real aid.  Here tiM Arab dilemma must 

have been the most acute; after all, the country most capable of paying 

higher oil prices, the Unitad States, was also their principal political 

Mrget, whereas the non-aligned Third World could least afford the price 

hikes.  By refusing so far to institute a tiered system, the Arabs have 

been content to bleed all ell importers without regard to their politics. 

An jddi^ional qualification regarding the potential usefulness of the 

oil weapon is in order.  If import-dependence patterns seemed to have 

constrained Arab oil strategy, so have the patterns of export-dependence. 

Production cuts were clearly tempered by domestic cash requirements. 

This, as observed in Chapter II, was the most prominent reason for the 

collapse of the 1957 and lo>.>7 oil crises.  It reappeared in I973.  For 

example, out of concern for its domestic development program. Iraq pressed 

for higher prices but refused to cut back production. Although among the 

Middle East oil producers only Iran and Iraq have managed to absorb all 

of their oil revenues, several other OPEC countries set floors on production 

■:* 
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cuts to safeguard their revenue inflows.  Given the growing cash surpluses 

described earlier, such countries as Saudi Arabia. Kuwait, and the Persian 

Gulf sheikdoms could cut operations to the minimum le/el essential to 

keep equipment working while pondering the problem of investing their 

accumulated reserves.  However, these countries are aware of the risk that, 

should the market at any point weaken the present upper hand now enjoyed 

by exporters, th.y could suffer serious financial reverses.  For example, 

since Iran has never fully recouped losses caused by hasty cuts made two 

decades a,o. her current development pla-.s call for full use of oil re- 

serves. i.e.. steady production below the maximum potential output.  In 

general, however, as exporting countries develop more diversified economics 

which are increasingly capable of absorbing revenues, they are less likely 

to interrupt the flow of oil suddenly. 

Another weakness of the oil weapon is that its effectiveness declines 

with use.  Once depr.ved of Arab oil. consumers h.ve a strong incentive to 

ll.lt future dependence.  Thus, the oil weapon is most pofent in the fairly 

short term.  In the very short term. e.g.. a week, pipeline supplies and 

inventories can cope with immediate demand.  In the longer run. a year 

for example, austerity programs followed by conversion to alternative 

energy sources can substantially reduce petroleum dependence, but only at 

a substantial cost.  The willingness of consumers to bear these costs 

beyond the short run is hard to judge in advance.  However, the restric- 

tion of production as an oil weapon, if employed over a long time, 

could well inspire economic reprisals.  Its effectiveness would naturally 

depend on producer vulnerabilities.  Nonetheless, it seems clear that the 

oil weapon is self-defeating in the long run.  But a weapon which is 

— . 
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again to use the oil weapon wiI I be strong, regardless of whether its 

effectiveness has actuaHy declined.  Secondly, now that the precedent of 

restricting oil flows has been established (e.g.. Saudi Arabia. Kuwait), 

it is implausible that the OAPEC countries will ever consider relinquishing 

their control over production even in the fact of managerial difficulties 

of the sort experienced by Iran in the early 1950s.  Finally, the rrcent 

price hikes increased OAPEC revenues so much that even higher levels will 

be sought, if only experimentally, to find out whether even higher inflows 

might be attained. 

This last point deserves closer consideration.  It was argued earlier 

that further price increases would prove self-defeating, since they would 

tend to expand the available amount of non-OPEC oil Mid other energy. 

However, up to the current price level, the price elasticity of demand 

had been extremely low; demand has not fallen very markedly, despite the 

price increases..  But the view that further increases would be self- 

defeating is equivalent to asserting that the price elasticity of demand 

should be. or must soon be. quite high.  This seeming paradox may be 

caused by a contrast between the short- and long-run elasticities.  In this 

case, the passage of time should erode growth of demand for oil and promote 

switches to alternative energy sources, especially if oil prices increase 

further.  Have we actually reached or ^e we even approaching a price level 

where high demand elasticity occurs? The production costs of n.n-Arab oil 

seem to be as high as ever.  While the U.S. should try to convince the 

Arabs that we have already reached a point of high demand elasticity, 

policymakers should do what they can to establish the realities of this 

assertion.  If alternate sources are not actually available at comparable 

mm** 
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toward oligopolistic Arab control over both production and distribution 

of crude oil should increase their ability to direct the initial impact 

of the oil weapon and improve the targetabiIity of the oil weapon cor- 

respondingly.  As a result, the Arabs should be more visibly responsible 

for particular national shortages than wa.-. the case during the recent 

embargo.  In 1973 and 197^ they were able to blame shortages in "most 

favored countries" on the maneuvers of the international oil companies and 

still use these shortages as a lever for political pressure.  Ir short, 

increased control over production and distribution increases exporters' 

vulnerability to world opinion.  It remains to be seen how far ti x  Arabs 

can go in blackmailing their customers without triggering severe etalia- 

tion, especially as their responsibility for crises becomes more glaring. 

Finally, a natural danger in the use of any economic weapon is that 

of escalation into military conflict.  This is particularly likely if the 

country employing the economic weapon would be clearly disadvantaged In 

a military confrontation.  Certainly tw.e United States and other industri- 

alized oil importers command military forces far superior to those of tht 

Arabs.   The consumer nations thus have an incentive to shift the arena 

of confrontation from the economic to the military realm.  Whether this 

kind of escalation occurs would seem to depend upon the net costs and 

benefits of alternative kinds of responses to the nation concerned.  The 

record of American military responses (Vietnam, the Dominican Republic, 

Even before the imposition of the embargo the possibility of military 
action was mentioned (e.g., Jim Hoagland, "Arab Fear of Invasion Stirs 
Anger Toward U.S.," The Washington Post, September 26, 1973). 
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Lebanon) does not suggest that they were triggered by a particularly high 

level of economic or political costs, if a serious threat of Soviet 

Intervent.on is not perceived.  Admittedly, these confrontations were in 

defense of established regimes rather than straightforward invasions. 

Nevertheless, the inference may be justified that the United States is 

„Ot unwilling to utilize the military to defend its political and economic 

interests.  The military option in case of a too effective oil boycott 

is thus always open.  It is inconceivable that OAPEC would gain anything, 

even from a faulty intervention.  The ceiling on Arab oil pressure. In 

other words, is exactly the level which would trigger intervention.  The 

viability of the oil weapon, then, depends on Its ineffectiveness. Were 

it to work, it would first have wrecked the innocent Japanese economy In 

passing, and then provoked 3n American reaction once it seriously damaged 

the American economy. The real determinant, therefore, of the effective 

limitation on the oil weapon is with the American propensity to tolerate 

It. Apparently, caught by surprise in 1973. and In the midst of a leader- 

ship crisis, the U.S. was unwilling to exercise that prerogative.  It 

is a stated and plarsibly credible American policy In the aftermath of 

the lf7|-7* oil embargo, that the U.S. will intervene if economic strangu- 

lation of the West takes place.  Such a threat, credible as It ...ay be. 

puts an automatic upper limit to future deployments of the oil weapon. 

The IEA oil-sharing agreement could cope with smaller shortfalls (see 

Chapter VII).  The net effect of these two defensive measures has been 

mm 
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to negate the more menacing aspects of the oil weapon.* All depends now 

on the attitude and policies of the consuming countries.  The continuation 

of their policies could even add to the disruptive force inherent in the 

oil weapon.  A reversal of policies with a view to restoring balance and 

security to the system could easily result in reducing the Arab oil weapon 

to no more than an international nuisance. 

'■'OAPEC planners, of course, disagree  One of them assessed the 
prospects for the oil weapon as follows: 

"It is almost certain that the next time oil is used as an 
instrument of political pressure, it will be more effective 
than before.  In the first place, Arab countries are gradually 
taking over control from operating companies through revised 

participation deals and nationalizations.  Secondly, the United 
States is becoming progressively more dependent on Arab oil. 
Thirdly, the experience gained during the recent events will 
prove valuable in plugging loopholes.  Fourthly, there is a 
possibility that Arab producing countries may decide to ex- 
ploit the present tanker glut to increase downstream invest- 
ments in oil, by acquiring ihe highest percentage possible of 
tankers to make it difficult for the oil companies to mitigate 
the effects for any future embargoes by diverting supplies." 

(Abdul Amir Kubbah, OPEC—Past and Present, p. 101.)  Whether that is a 
statement of faith or merely an exercise in boosting the weapon's credi 
bility cannot be determined with certainty. 
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Chapter VI 

THE OUTLOOK FOR WORLD ENERGY INTERDEPENDENCE 

The account give^ In the previous chapters seems to substantiate 

Adelman's thesis that monopoly means control ot supply, hence ability 

to stop it; that high prices and insecure supply are two sides of the 

same coin.  Indeed, so long as monopoly was not countered by in equally 

effective monopsony the balance of power favored the oil producers and 

was seized upon by them to extract monopolistic rent, be It of economic 

or politiral nature or, as it happened, both.  It follows, therefore, 

that in order to evaluate the future reliability of oil supplier, one 

actually has to assess the more likely configuration of forces on the 

world energy market (taking care to clarify the underlying premises as 

to the general problem of resoiz-ce depletion) and the ensiJng patterns 

of export and import dependencies- 

Projections of trends, after all, are often extensions of past pro- 

cesses as they are perceived by the forecaster. Thus, the "neo-Malthus- 

ians"' predictions invariably clash with the "Machiavellians'."  The 

former believe that the present situation is the result of natural con- 

sumption of finite resources by growing demand that has been accelerated 

and distorted by political events.  The latter view the energy situation 

*The Ford Foundation's Energy Policy Project, prcbably due to the 
influence of its director, David Freeman, has a clear "Maithusian'1 bias 
and can be singled out as a good representative of that particular orien- 
tation.  See, for instance, the Project's final report, A Time to Choose 
(Cambridge, Mass.:  Balllnger Publishing Company, }37t*) ■     The "Mach'^vel- 
lian" school has many variants.  A revisionist type is Michael Tanzer's 
The Energy Crisis:  World Struggie for Power and Wealth (New ^ork: 

Monthly Review Press, IS?1«) • 

wsctDihG PW a^Mci.WT fIlti&D 
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In the direct sense a perpetuation of the cartel would ipso facto 

imply insecure supplies; but the future of the market conditions would 

also indicate the likely long-run equilibiium price levels, which in 

turn could suggest the degrees of dependence and self-sufficiency, as 

well as the projective surplus accumulations within OPEC, hence OPEC's 

relative power position—all indirect security attributes.  In other 

words, if the key to the future reliability of supplies lies in the 

particular form of interdependence which is likely to persist, then 

the main parameters in that structure are t^iose of supply, demand, 

competition, and ultimately, prices.  While Chapter VI describes the 

range of business-as-usual projections. Chapter VII would argue that 

deliberate policies to ameliorate the situation could make a substantial 

di f feren'.e. 

Supply. Demand. OPEC and Prices 

One of the more cormon axioms of the Mai thusian position is that 

suoply and demand relationships are less relevant than the ultimate 

firality of the supply function.  The assertion that the time of cheap 

energy is gone is derived from  the parallel claim that an age o* scarcity 

has begun.  Malthusians wcjld therefore insist that the currently high 

prices of oil eventually reflect the realities of the situation as the 

world pays dearly for nearing the limits of its scarce resources.  The 

view taken here differs.  Not only is there no immediate danger of 

exhausting our energy resources but in fact, if the world reacts to the 

current energy panic as It has to other seemingly finite raw materials 
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crises, the result is likely to be a veritable flood of oil and an 

accompanying drop in price. 

In essence, cny attempt to extrapolate the future fron current 

conditions wot-ld be both an exercise in futility and a compete non- 

secHtur-  Crises, after all. are defined by their being tr^sitory 

periods of abnormaicy. i.e., the wrong basis for long-term predictions. 

But more importantly, the situation itself is characterized by processes 

which are Inherently :elf-defeating in their dynamics rather than self- 

fulfilling.  Such negative feedback processes simply defy extrapolatory 

practices.  That is to say, there seems to be a vicious circle in which 

an expectation of long-term high prices might bring about the reverse, 

low prices, as demand is dampened and new sources of ener.iy substitution, 

thus actually ensuring OPEC's control and high prices.  This, of course, 

is the essence of the familiar "boom-bust" phenonk-non. A steadily 

growing price function over time, as has been suggested In numerous 

studies since 1971. is simply unprecendented and is not likely to occur 

fi rst in the energy field. 

A close study of alternative supply and demand projections points 

toward the following general conclusions:  1) if maintained, high oil 

prices will stimulate new sources of energy production and dampen world 

demand to such a degree that a large surplus In the form of excess 

productive capacity will remain on world markets well Into the l^an^- 

^ lf Prices are not lowered, output reduction will have to be made 

Two Hudson Institute reports tackled the question of long-ranqe 
energy prospects.  Jeffrey Marsh's "When Will Oil Peak Out?" (NI-lMf/1-D» 

SeUc9eUir,,97U,' £ IIIiiT.!!^;1 "Lo^Term ^ Prospects" (HlÄ. 
nntlnn        I        f ?" E(;0nom'st comes c,osest "> faring this Hudson 
posit.on.  See. for example. "The North Sea Bubble." in the March 8. 1975 
issue or the mag22ine. 
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below 1975 export levels by several of the major petroleum-exporting 

countries in order to clear markets;  3) '" effect, today's high prices 

are Ii kely to sharply erode the potential long-term market for major oil- 

exporting countries as substitution caused by the development of alter- 

native sources takes place; k)   as this inconsistency between current 

price levels and production plans becomes apparent and more acute, either 

downward adjustment in price will occur or the cartel's relative unity 

will disintegrate and price-leadership patterns will dominate. 

One of the reasons for the misconception about the inevitability 

of high oil prices stems from the notion that the quadrupling of oil 

prices within a year or so would have no effect whatsoever in consumption 

and production. As prestigious a body as the World Bank (and Shell Oil, 

for that matter)  assumed  no price efficts over any period of time. 

Nevertheless, the year that elapsed since the imposition of high prices 

strong!/ suggests the existence of al least moderate price elasticities 

of demand, and it seems safe to assume that such will continue and have 

a rather substantial impact. 

— i  i ____— 

Shell Oil publications appearing subsequent to the price increases 
show the same demand projections as the company's projections a year before 
these prices were increased.  See "The Series of Shell Oil Papers Dealing 
with Topics of National Importance," Shell Oil Company, ]S7k. 

ft* 
The beginning of these structural changes in energy demand wrought 

by high oil prices a-- already noticiable.  Under the combined pressure of 
a global economic slowdown and recessionary forces on top of the direct 
price-effects, oil consumption fell in all oil-importing countries.  Even 
in the absence of stiff conservation measures, American oil consumption fell 
3.2 percent In 197'« relative to the previous year.  The changes In oil con- 
sumption in 197'« over 1973 In other major oil importing countries were «s 
follows: Canada, 6.1 percent compared to 6.3 percent average annual change 
between I960 and 1973; Britain, ^.2 percent and 71 percent respectively; 
France, 6.3 percent and 12.7 percent respectively; West Germany, \0.k  percent 
and 12.7 percent respectively; Italy, 2.^ .■>e"'cent and 13.0 percent respec- 
tively; Japan, 7-5 percent and 17-9 percent respectively.  (Council on 
International Economic Policy's International Economic Report of the Presi- 
dent, March 1975.) 

■ii. ■«« ^—— am.aLu 
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this  group   is 0.24.     The other  group,   the "conservative,"  the   least 

export-dependent   due   to   their   low absorptive capacity,   have almost  no 

■A 
expansion of production at all. 

Table 6.1 

AN ESTIMATE OF THE WORLD'S OIL PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY 
(MMB/D) 

1973 1930 

NON-OPKC 24. 9 
9.2 

f .   -, 

United States -.7 
North Sea .0 6   ? 
Other  Non-OPEC 15.7 27  i 

OPEC "EXPANSIONIST" 12.2 17.P 
Algeria 1.0 1.1 
Indonesia 1.3 2.0 
Iraq 2.0 J.O 
Iran 5.9 1.0 
Nigeria 2.0 2.A 

OPEC "CONSERVATIVE" 18.6 24.9 
Venezuela 3.4 3.4 
Kuwait 3.1 3.3 
Libya 2.2 2.2 
Other Persian Gulf 2.2 2.8 
Saudi   Arabia 7.7 13.2 

WORLD TOTAL 55.7 85.5 

SOURCE:  MIT, Energy Se'f-Sufficiency. 

Totalling these rough estimates, world productive capacity In 1980 

is forecast to be 85-5 m'ilion barrels daily, which is 10.6 million 

barrels da.'ly of oversupply--an excess of 16 percent.  This excess Is 

approximately 27 percent of potential 0FEC production.  Taking the 

"conservative" group (which, by no coincidence, includes OAPEC's leaders) 

Throughout this projection the price of oil Is assumed to be close 
to $7.00 per barrel f.o.b. (in 1973 dollars). 

I'l.H-lJ»' _; 
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.5 c^^ of r...^ .uWU.r.. t. fono-.n, ..tu.t.0« couM.rU.: 

non-OPEC countri« and 7J ml ^ barrels p  day 

countries leave a market °; 0"'y,  .. 0pEc group--a quant.ty 
to be supplied by the "^ ^ ^973 sa,es of 18.6 «HUIon 

Arlbia ceased production altogether. 

,   .K ._ set of parameters arrives at . s.mlUr 
A second cut Into the same set   P 

K,t different assumptions.  On the demand 
conclusion by follcMing somewhat different 

sidethe following assumptions were .ade:  l) the price of olK-n 

constant 1373 U.S. .liars) f.o.b. in the Persian Culf will average 

. 4  l.75-1«»5  2) total energy consumption In both 
per barrel In the period 1975 W. 

1  »h» iq73 orolectlons by 5 percent 
,980 and 1985 will be reduced below the 1973 proj 

,< oercent In the developing countries, and 10 percent 
In Western Europe. 15 percent 

II the entire reduction In energy consumpt.on Is 
In all other areas; 3) the entir 

,ubtracted,rOTth.c0^onofon.. «. — -c.- 

Th^ resulting demand picture 
States and to coal In Western Europe. The 

Is given In Table 6.2. 
1  f.-nctlon the following assumptions 

,n order to derive the supply function. 
tn nrcLV    2) oil production 

 d.:  „^.n^nnucUTP—moccr. 

VlT.  f—if «.If-SüfflclenCY.  P-   »»• 

Energy, "CooperatW. Apprcches to 

-1 
I'     - 

• * 

Wor Id Energy Problenu."  (»russels,  n » 
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Table 6.2 

DEMAND FOR ENERGY--OECD--I98O-1985 
(MMB/D) 

United States 
Western Europe 
Japan 
Other Industrial 
Developing Countries 

TOTAL 

Energy Requiremonts 
l!)S0 

44.9 
33.4 
10.7 
H. 4 
14.4 

112.8 

lyss 

146.3 

Oil Requirements 
1980     1985 

54.7 15.3 
41.9 21.4 
14.4 7.4 
12.7 3.0 
22.6 7.3 

54.4 

17.2 
24.8 
9.4 
3.8 

10.1 

65.3 

SOURCE:  The Tripartite Meeting, "Cooperative Approaches to 
World Energy Problem'." 

of the 35 percent self-sufficiency previously assumed they will reach 50 

percent; 3) in Western Europe the development of oil and gas resources of 

the North Sea will be accelerated to take place of 1 million barrels daily 

of imported oil in 1985, and the decline in coal production will be 

slowed down so that 1.2 million barrels daily less imported oil will be 

required by 1985; M in the United States about one-naif of the goals 

of Project Independence will be reached by I98O and two-thirds by 1985. 

This means an Increase In oil production (including shale oil) of 1.2 

million barrels per day in 1980 and 2.5 million barrels per day In I985. 

In addition, another 2 million barrels daily of consumption Is shifted 

from oil to gas and coal in both 1980 ana 1985.  The resulting domestic 

supply situation within 0ECD and consequent oil import requirements are 

given in Table 6.3; 5) the oil exporting countries, classified this t!me 

to three self-explanatory types of groups, would attain the production 

figures given in Table6.'«; 6) a special allowance of 5 percent in 1980 

yj.»i»'^ —>. --■■■. .... .^^ 
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Table 6-3 

SUPPLY OUTLOOK FROM MAJOR NET IMP0RTEK5--1980, 1983 
        (MMB/D) 

United States 
Western Europe 

Japan 
Other  Industrial 
Developing Corntries 

JDomcstic Supply 
19 «OH!      198S " 

TOTAL 

13.3 
4.4 
.4 

3.0 
3.3 

14.2 
6.8 

.4 
3.8 
5.1 

Oil Imports Requirements 
1985 1980 

.- 
17 
7 

24.4 30.3 30 

3 
18 
9 

3S 

SOURCE:  The Tripartite Meeting, "Cooperative Approaches to 

World Energy Problems." 

SUPPLY OUTLOOK FROM 

Table k.^ 

MAJOR NET EXPORTERS-1980, 1985 
(MMB/D) 

PRODUCTION 
MAX1MIZERS 1980 ' 1985 CONSERVERS 1980 1985 

Venezuela 
Indonesia 
Algeria 
Nigeria 
Iraq 
Iran 
Other 
Price Effect 

subtotal 

3 
2.5 
1.5 
3 
3 
9 
3 
1.5 

26.5 

3 
3 
2 
4 
5 
9 
4 
3 

33 

Kuwait 
Libya 

subtotal 

3 
2 

5 

3 
2 

5 

RESIDUAL SUPPLIERS 
19 HO 1985 

Saudi Arabia 
United Arab Emirates 
Qatar and Oman 

subtotal 

10 
3 
1 

14 

12 
4 
1 

17 

GRAND TOTAL 45.5 SS 

SOURCE:  The Tripartite Meeting, "Cooperative Approaches To 

World Energy Problems." 

; 

i 
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and 10 percent in 1985 Is made in the production maximizers1 total pro- 

duction to account for the increase in output attributable to higher prices. 

The potential gap between supply and demand is obvious.  Obviously, 

it is not a gap of scarcity but one of over-supply  For the supply and 

demand estimates quoted here give in combination a substantial and 

increasing potential surplus of some 15-5 million barrels per day In 

1930 and 20 million barrels dally in 1985- 

Finally, a third type of approach to the projection of energy demand 

can be derived from the incorporation of alternative average rates o^ 

growth of energy demand over the years.  The standard pre-October 

projections, obviously reflecting relatively low energy prices, are 

given In Table 6.5- 

Table 6.5 

NON-COMMUNIST WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK--1973, 1980, 1985 
PRE-OCTOBER 1973 PROJECT IONS—HIGH ENERGY DEMAND GROWTH RATES 

(MMB/D oil equivalent) 

(Percent) 
1973-1985 

Average Growth 
Country 1973 1980 19B: Of Energy  Demand 

United States 37 50 61 4.2 
Western Europe 24 35 44 5.1 
.Japan 7 12 16 7.5 
Other  Industrial 7 10 14 6.3 
Developing Countries 10 17 27 8.8 

TOTAL 85 125 162 5.5 

SOURCE:  FEA, "A Discussion of the World Energy Market." 

Federal Energy Administration, "A Discussion of the World Energy 

Market in 1980 and 1985," April I97i«. 

—~m~mmmmmm 
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Under the "price elasticity" method e certain such elasticity was 

assumed to estimate the switching causes by the change in relative 

energy prices and the longer-term Impact on demand. The alternative 

method applied here Is the substitution of the elasticity assumption 

as a price-effect by a figure representing the overall reduction In 

energy demand (which would result from the price increase) at some point. 

Accordingly, two such lower levels of world energy requirements consis- 

tent with an overall k.G  percent energy growth rate (low case) are 

illustrated ;n Tables 6.6 and 6.7-  Both assume continuation of the 

current high price levels through 1985. 

The supply estimates, on the other hand, are derived judgmental1y-- 

a procedure not unlike that followed In tiie previous supply forecasting 

methods.  Thus, three estimates of energy supply for 1980 and I985 have 

been made for the non-Communist countries of the world with the exception 

o* current major petrcleum exporters. As a baseline for reference one 

could use pre-October estimates. The "medium" case Includes an estimate 

of the supply reaction to changes in overall energy prices, taking into 

account technological and time constraints. The figures, incidentally, 

are not incompatible with the FEA's Project Independence and the OECD's 

* 
Energy Study figures.   The "high" case increases the best estimate of 

These voluminous studies represent as of this writing the most 
up-to-date and advanced estimates of world supplyand demand.  The first, 
slightly more optimistic as to the price-effects. Is the Organization for 
Economic Cooperation and Development's Energy Prospects to 1985, 2 volumes 
(Paris, 197M. Th* second, more preoccupied with constraints on produc- 
tion, is the Federal Energy Administration's Project Independence, Novem- 
ber 197'». 

Neither of these studies is taken seriously by policymakers.  Both 
could be accused of being "some fancy footwork with computers," as former 
Secretary of the Interior Kogers Morton characterized the American report. 
(The Petroleum Economist. December \cj7k.) 

■I' *'£/ vn 
1 mm 
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Table 6.6 

NON-COMMUNIST WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK--I 973, I98Q. 1985 
MEDIUM GROWTH RATET '  

(MM3/D oil equivalents) 

(Percent) 
1973-1985 

Avtrigc growth 
Country 197:5 1980 1985 Of Energy Demand 

United States 37 45 55 3.3 
Western liurope 2 A 33 42 4.Ü 
Jjpan 7 11 14 6.6 
Other Industrial 7 9 13 5.4 
Developing countries 10 14 23 7.6 

TOTAL 85 113 146 4.6 

SOURCE:  FEA, "A Discussion of the World Energy Market.' 

Table 6.7 

NON-COMMUNIST WORLD ENERGY OUTLOOK--1973, 1980, 1985 
LOW GROWTH RATES '' 

(MMB/O oiI equivalents) 

(Percent) 
1973-19^5 

Average Growth 
Country 197.: 1980 1985 Of Energy Demand 

United States 37 42 49 2.3 
Western Europe 24 30 40 4.1 
Japan 7 9 13 5.5 
Other Industrial 7 8 11 4.4 
Developing countries 10 13 19 .6 

TOTAL 85 102 132 3.7 

SOURCE:  FEA, "A Discussion of the World Energy Market 
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reasonable but amb'.tious estimates for North Sea. Outer Continental Shelf 

and Alaska production levels.  Supply estimates for non-OPEC. then, are 

sumjtarized in Tab'.e 6.8; 

Table 6.8 

^.cr-r.nu nr nm.RE NON-OPEC ENFRGY SUPPLV-iaSO. 1985 
 (MMB/D equivalent) 

United States 
West turope 

Other 

Pre-Oct. 
1980  
Medium 

TOTAL 

4') 
16 

24 

80 

43 
17 

25 

86 

High 

•4 7 
18- 
26 

198.r 

Pre-Oct, 

90 

4 8 
19 
.V.) 

Medium 

106 

S2 

22 
40 

High 

115 

S9 
24 
41 

123 

Totals may not add due to independent rounding. 

SOURCE:  FEA. "A Discussion of the World Energy Market." 

Having projected likely energy supply from sources outside OPEC, an over- 

all projection of the world oil market requires estimates for the comple- 

.entary OPEC area.  Based on actual 1973 production and pre-October pro- 

duction plans for the major oi1-exportInn nations (i.e.. plans which do 

not include estimates of the impact of the subsequent price Increases) 

projections given in Table 6.9 have been used: 
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Table 6.9 

POTENTIAL OIL EXPORTS--OPEC COUNTRIES, 1973, 198( ). 1985 
(MMB/D) 

Actual 1973 19 SO 1985 

Vencrucla 3 3 

Indonesia 2.5 3 

Algeria I 1.5 2 

NiRcria 7, 4 

Iraq 3 5 

Iran 9 9 

Kuwait 3 3 

Libya 2 2 

Saud i Arab i a 12 16 

United Arab Lmirates 3 4 

Qatar and Oman 1 1 

Other 3 4 

TOTAL 30 46 56 

SOURCE:  FEA, "A Discussion of the World Energy Market." 

The range of probable oil imports demanded under the alternative supply 

and demand assumptions is shown in Table 6.10. 

Table 6.10 

ALTERNATIVE  PROJECTIONS  OF 
NON-COMMUNIST WORLD  REQUIREMENTS   FOR  OIL  FROM MAJOR 

PETROLEUM EXPORTERS.   1973.   1980.   1985.   (MMB/D) 

Pre-Oct.   Case 
Medium Case 
High Case 

1973 
Production 

1 

31 
31 
31 

Low (3.8,a) 
1980  1985 

22 

12 

26 
17 
9 

Medium (4.6',) 
1980  1985 

33 
27 
23 

40 
31 
23 

High ($.5%) 
1980  1985 

45 
39 
35 

56 
47 
3Q 

SOURCE: FEA, "A Discussion of the World Energy Market." 

The figures given above, when contrasted with potential OPEC output est 

mates illustrate the range of the potential **TH  surplus for 1980 and 

— 
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,995 .. glven below in TaMe 6.11. Th. ran,. I. «id. indeed. The «.. 

optimiS,ic as,aa.tions yieid th. a.s.rdW M,. M,Mr. of .7 .....on ^reis 

d..i,y of excess c.p.n.lt» in OPEC, lu, the poin, hl.hll.ht.- by even .he 

•, ,iÄar.  a larae and growing surplus of pro- pre reasonable assumpt.on is clear,  a large ano y 

active capacitv will characterize  the oil market. 

Table 6.11 

famsM m a. ]Z*T W°B"'"" s""flus' ',6°, '?8S 

Pre Oct. Supply Case 
Medium Best. Est. 

Supply Case 
iligh Supply Case 

Low (ST1%1 
1980  \985 

Bnercy Demand Growth Case 

2' 7,0 

Medium (4.6%) 
1980  1985 

High (5.5ij 
1980  1985 

30   39 
34   47 

13 

19 
2 3 

16 

25 
33 1_1 

I 

7 
11 

0 

9 
17 

SOURCE:  FEA. "A Discussion of the World Energy Market." 

The inference one can draw fr- these table, is that the current price 

,. likely to hold and would continue softening.  Prices could remain level 

M and only If. de^nd for energy continues to grow at a rate which vould 

lMy negligible price elasticities; or if the residual producers (essen- 

t,any Persian Gu.f exporters) are willing to cut back their production 

to prevent the growing **U  oil surplus from undermining its price struc 

ture.  Having returned al^st full circle to its 1968 problems. OPEC still 

has to tackle that elusive and yet crucial policy-issue of voluntary 

pro-rated production restrictions on its ambers to prevent prices from 

collapsing altogether.  The question of long-term price for crude oil 

'1 

I 

- 
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hinges on the following two variables:  First, OPEC's ability unilaterally 

io determine price in the face of present and projected market forces. 

Second, OPEC's consequent long-run pricing policy. 

To the extent that a process of bargaining over prices between impor- 

ters and exporters is underway, then its present- and near-term form would 

be that of a competitioi. in restrictive measures centering around the cur- 

rent surplus of oil supply.  On the production side, a concerted effort to 

allocate cutbacks among the OPEC members is and would remain the cartel's 

principal task as it seeks to prevent the surplus from eroding prices. 

Only by designing fair production programming Quotas could the OPEC coun- 

tries eliminate this surplus and .sgate the downward pressure on prices. 

On the consumption side, clmost all OECD nations are actively trying to 

maintain the surplus by engaging in consumption programming aimed, to be 

sure, at alleviating the monetary ramifications of expensive imports, but 

also for the purpose of matching OPEC production cutbacks with Import 

reduction which would have the net effect of firming up the surplus. 

The competition between producers and consumers is by no means an 

uneven one.  The purpose of any cartel is to maximize the wealth of Its 

members by reducing effective supplies sufficiently to raise or maintain 

high price«.  For the ol1-exportIng nations' cartel a restrictive policy 

Is natural, economically compelling, and presumably manageable.  This Is 

not so for consumers.  Demand restraint, though noble as a virtue, some- 

what contradicts the needs of economic growth; it connotes an act of self- 

denlai and therefore depends on more than a modicum of societal consensus 

and political efficiency.  Thus, on the face of It, the consumers are 

severely handicapped in their competition with OPEC about the continuing 

existence of th« surplus. 

"-ru »iwiB^ .-,^—-. 
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-ember I* lncrM.«d by raislr, production.  It is in the management of 

tbis tradeoff between the collective good and the individual good that 

cartels traditionally break down, a fate actually encountered by OPEC 

throughout the first decade of its existence.  The source of the notorious 

instability of cartels is not greed but envy, since the crucial question 

in the future would not be OPEC's general ability to wipe out the surplus 

from the market but its ability to allocate equitable and/or effective 

cutbacks among its individual members so as to sustain the agreed-upon 

price structure. 

By the end of the first quarter of 1975.* the world surplus of oil. 

defined as the difference between OPEC's production levels and Its Installed 

capacity, reached approximately 12 million barrels dally. That Is. almost 

a third of OPEC productive capacity Kas shut-in.  Even at such levels, the 

Organization was unable to reach a joint policy of production curtailment. 

Rather, with each country managing its policies vh.-a-vls the companies 

operating in Its soil to Its best economic advantage, all the major oil- 

exporting countries without exception have cut production.  In Saudi Arabia. 

ARAMCO was producing in March 1975 5.6 million barrels dally or almost 2 

million barrels per day less than the government will permit, the allowat:« 

bei.g 8.5 million barrels per day. with Saudi installed capacity estimated 

at 10.5 million barrels daily.  Kuwait's March 1975 production averaged ?.., 

million barrels daily. 1.5 million barrels per day below Its estimated 

installed canacity.  Iran's output averaged 5.6 million barrels a day or 

900 thousand barrels per day under Its Irstalled capacity.  Iraq oroduced 

in March 1975 2.1 million barrels a day or a little more than 500 thousand 

^XlTlV,   WS6'*  here are ^^ froffl^^roleum intelligence 

r 
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barrels per day bt-low its installed capacity.  The United Arab Emirates 

averaged 1.5 million barrels daily in March 1975 as against an installed 

capacity of 2.2 million barrels daily.  Venezuela was contemplating reduc- 

ing production from the 2.6 million barrels daily it produced in March to 

2.^ million barrels per day, having an installed capacity of 3-3 million 

barrels per day.  Nigeria, which has an installed capacity of 2.5 million 

barrels per day, ktpt reducing production to the low level it reached in 

March, 1.8 million barrels per day.  Although it is arguable that even in 

the absence of a coordinated OPEC production programming formula, the effect 

of the trend delineated here, i.e., of individual countries voluntarily 

restricting output, could actually achieve the goal of negating the risir.g 

surplus, there are fundamental reasons to believe that this would not be 

the case. 

Between 1971 and 1973 most of the discussarts of the world petroleum 

n«rket appeared to share a consensus on the more salient aspects of the 

system.  They believed a shift in the balance-of-power between ihe oil- 

exporting and oiI-importing countries had occurred and that the OPEC 

cartel had become an all-powerful fixture on the energy scene.  Yet, 

a year after the cartel succeeded In threatening the world's supply 

system and then subjected It to a four-fold price increase, there was a 

growing body of discussion atout the cartel's true effectiveness.  A 

show of strength, as 1973 presumably had been should have had the 

See, for example, J.E. Hartshorn's "Oil Diplomacy" The New Approach," 

The World Today, -uly 1973- 

'*' 
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opposite effect-that of solidifying OPEC's  position;   Instead   It   Is  now 

open Iv questioned. 

Upon   reaching seemingly paradoxical   conclusions,  elementary   loglr 

dictates   that   the premises  should be  re-examined.     Indeed,   the  tightening 

of supply   In   late  1973.  as argued   in Chapter  V,  was not as  skillfully 

managed as  alleged.     If   it were not   for   the  panicky hoarding among con- 

sumers,   the  shortfall   in supply could  have  been easily weathered.     Second, 

neither on   the   issue of embargo-compliance among OAPEC members  nor on  the 

Issue of  production programming among OPEC  members  has  there been  suffi- 

cient cooperation which would aitest   to  the cohesion of  the oil  alliance. 

The n.ismanagenent  of  the embargo and   the   fjilure  to arrive at  any accepted 

production   formula  for  the cartel   members  actually demonstrate  the deep 

divisions   between  the various   interest  groups within  the cartel.     In  that 

sense,  the  years   1973 and  197'» have been a  show of weaknesses along with 

strengths.     It   Is  to the examination of  the  two that  this discussion now 

turns. 

The ultimate  test of a cartel   is   In   its ability to control   production. 

The difference  between a monopoly and a oligopoly  lies precisely   in  the 

fact  that   the   latter has  to surmount  the obstacle of   its being comprised 

of a number of entities each wuh  ioterests of   its own.     For OPEC  the 

production programming objective actuall/  translates  itself   into a clas- 

sical  an lance behavior problem;   that   is.   finding an accepted method of 

tit.ed  X!^    ?9     '"St.   ut.on's  report  puts   it  squareTyT^r the  section 
titled,     Can An  Exporters'  Cartel  Work?"   in  Energy and U.S.   Foreign  Policy 
by    oseph A    Yager and Eleanor  B.   Steinberg TcTmbndge.  Mass.:     BalllngerY 

PuU.shmg  Company.   1974).  pp.   259-266.     Later,   the Wall  Street Journal 

Un! y^Fe      a^yirls^6"91'1  ^ ^  V,Cker,S "^ T«< * Uneasy" 
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allocating cost burdens among members.  The allocation rule for the pro- 

rationing of production is and will remain the cartel's main stumbling 

block for the foreseeable future.  It is useful to begin by taking a 

long-term view of that problem. 

One thing is clear from the discussion in the previous section: the 

magnitude of -he potential surpluses is such that no single oil producing 

country could absorb the surplus unilaterally. 

Diagram 6.1 

OPECONOMICS:  SHARING CUTBACKS 

106 b/d 

1*0 - 

30 1 

20 - 

10 - 

I ran + S. Arabia + U.A.E. + 
Kuwai t ♦ other Gulf ♦. 
I raq ♦ Lil 

I r, .i + S. Arabia ■♦• U.A.E. ♦ 
Kuwait + other Gulf 

Saudi Arabia 

• • 

7Z*-*>'****'**** •*>.»*f IUMT •*•****.•**•*>**' I ran 

197^ 

SOURCE: 

^76      1978      1980      1982      198A 

BP. "0PEC0Ü0MICS." Policy Planning Staff. April 1974. 

A hypothetical depiction of the surplus shows (Diagram 6.1) that 1) Iran 

could not absorb the cut on her own even were she so Inclined; 2) for 

Saudi Arabia to do so would Involve perhaps politically unrealistic pro- 

duction levels in the early years.  OPEC, In other words, enters a period 

of severe testing of Its solidarity and Its ability to cooperate. 

■»—.—» ■» ■ 1— -■ 
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It is necessary, therefore, to analyze each of the OPEC partners with 

reference to its particular future export-dependence pattern.  For the oil 

producing countries, the key to dependence is the relationship between the 

flow of revenues and Internal absorption. This, In turn, implies a direct 

functional relationship to price levels and could be measured by estimating 

the projectlve external surplus (capital) or deflrit for each country. 

The existence of external surpluses Is not merely an indicator of 

price-dependence; It Is also, as argued previously, the measure of the 

capability to engage in one or another type of economic warfare.  Assum- 

ing, for purposes of i I lustrat ion: a long-term average price of $8.50 per 

barrel, the accumulation of surpluses or deficits as -hown In Diagrams 

6.2 and 6.3, divides the Middle East oil producers into the above two 

groups. 

First, the "spenders," those countries with high absorptive capacity, 

an expansionist oil production policy and therefore high degree of export- 

dependence.  That group resembles the categorization of "production maxl- 

mizer" shown in Table 6.'».  Second, the "savers," those countries with low 

absorptive capacity, conservationist oil production policy and low degree 

of export-dependence.  This group, of course, correlatts with the "con- 

servers" and 'residual suppliers" on Table 6.'«.  Only the latter group 

can, In principle, tolerate substantial cutbacki without suffering the 

adverse economic results.  In fact, for the "savers," a restrictive pro- 

duction policy would simultaneously advance their own national priorities 

as well as those of the cartel. 

The Diagrams indicate that for the long term, different Mid-East OPEC 

countries face totally different prospects.  Saudi Arabia, the United Arab 

Emirates, and Kuwait find themselves in the position of typical "savers," 
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diagram 6.2 

CONSERVERS' ANNUAL SURPLUS/DEFICITS 

1975 1977 1979 1981 1983 1985 

Lack of oil revenues is not a constraint on the economic 
growth of members of this group. 

SOURCE:  BP, "0PEC0NOMICS." 
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Diagram 6.3 

SPENDERS' ANNUAL SURPLUS/DEFICITS 

LIBYA 
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Lack of oil revenues is not a constrain, on the economic 
growth of members of this group. 

SOURCE:  BP, "0PEC0N0MICS." 
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Table 6.12 

EXPORT RESTRICTIONS NEEDED TO MAINTAIN A TIGHT WORLD OIL MARKET 
AND HIGH PRICES, 1976, 1980, AND 1985 (IN MILLION BARRELS PER DAY) 
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SOURCE:  Yager and Steinberg, Energy aia U.S. Foreign Policy. 

It Is questionable how long t!ie Saudis would be willing to accept 

this role as they watched their own incone decline—in a relative sense-- 

while other producing nations -some of which are political rivals, such as 

Iran and Iraq--increased their revenues.  If other oil-producing countries 

expand production, as currently projected, Saudi Arabia, Kuwaic and Abu 

Dhabi would have to restrain production levels to prevent over-supply 

and tumbMng prices.  They could be limited in production to under k 

million barrels daily, starting in 1978, which would be less than 
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one-third of the peak production reached in September I973.  Annual 

oil revenues (at present prices) would then be under $12 billion-not 

quite half the level of 1975. 

In these circumstances. Saudi Arabia. Kuwait and Abu Dhabi would be 

faced with three essential choices:  1) to try to buttress their revenues 

with still higher prices;  2) to try to convince the other producers of 

the need for a joint program of restricting production; or 3) to get 

into competition among producing countries for shares of the limited 

market.  However, in response to these propositions:  I) higher oil prices 

would cause further reduction of imports;  2) a program of mutual cut- 

backs by all producers Is doubtful as Iran and Iraq have been unwilling 

to cooperate with programs in the past and have given no indications of 

changing their positions except for brief periods;  and 3) if the reve- 

nues of Saudi Arabia. Kuwait and Abu Dhabi fall significantly below 

their expectations, they would have an economic Incentive to expand 

production, to the disadvantage of other producers, and prices would 

probably fal1. 

TM initial results of this analysis suggest that up to around 1977 

bu- 10 later than I98O the major producing countries could possibly afford 

collective or parallel action by governments to restrict production so 

as 10 balance supply and demand at around $8.50 per barrel, while still 

satisfying their economic requirements and generating substantial exter- 

nal surpluses.  In the 1980's. however, the revenue utilizers (tK 

"spenders") could only maintain their economic growth further if there 

were then a further substantial increase in the rea( value of oil.  Iran 

and some of the other revenue utilizers lack the capacity to cut production 

■ — -.—..-..... 
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in order to impose this increase in the face of potential substitution 

and conservation.  Some of the surplus countries, such as Saudi Arabia, 

with capacity to increase production throughout the 1980's and lower 

requirements, may take a different view and incline towards a long-term 

maximization of revenue against eventual substitute prices and through 

the piotection of market shares which in turn means price shaving or its 

equivalent.  Anticipation of this long-term situation by a country like 

iran might lead to earlier pressure within the cartel to maintain, if not 

outrightly increase, prices In the short term in order to defer the pros- 

pect >f slowing down its economic growth. 

Selecting I rar. as the typical "spender" and Saudi Arabia as the typical 

"saver." the conflict of Interest between these two countries Is evident; 

the basic difference lies in their long-term views and considerations. 

Iran would probably need price increas., , over time in order to sustain 

its rather grandiose political and economic ambitions.  In the absense 

of a price increase between now and the 1980's. Iran could face severe 

capital deficiencies.  For Iran the need for a higher price Is a direct 

function of time.  Exactly the reverse could be said for Saudi Arabia. 

Under no circumstances would Saudi Arabia encounter such capital defi- 

ciencies, regardless of the market structure, the price of oil. and the 

state of world energy supplies.  Furthermore, for Saudi Arabia, due to 

its large oil reserves, the consideration of market share Is clearly pre- 

dominant: the higher the price-the long-run price-the less the potential 

market share for Saudi oil.  Basically, then, the effect of this considera- 

tion Is to lower prices In the long run. at least as a hedge against sub- 

stitution. This contradiction between Iran and Saudi Arabia should be 
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reflected immediately in the pricing policies of OPEC; it has alraady 

done so and will possibly even assume political dimensions In a matter 

of two to three years In the form of either an uneasy compromise or an 

open rift.  This is only one indication of the fragility of OPEC, a 

fragility which could come under pressure from both an external source, 

such as the surplus, and from internal tens'ons within the cartel. 

Iran's dilemma is strikingly demonstrated in Diögram S.b,   subjecting 

the aJov» conclusions to variations in the price of oil and to varying 

assumptions regarding the output resulting from non-oil domestic invest- 

ment.  A 3*1 capital/output ratio may be too low for resource-baser, 

industries carrying a natural resource premium, but too high for manu- 

facturing complexes because of the lack of management and technical skills 

to operate such a sustained investment program. 

Di agram 6.^ 

IRAN—PROJECTED ANNUAL SURPLUS/DEFICITS UNDER DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS, 197$-85 

• _ _ ••• 
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3. 8.50 2.2:1 
k.      8.50 kt\ 

EXTREME  CASES 
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6. 10.00 2.2:1 

SOURCE:     BP,   "'OPECONOMICS." 
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The above diagram shows the effect of different prices and capital/ 

output ratios on the calculations ror Iran. The price level Is naturally 

critical. At $6 per barrel, Iran would face an external deficit within 

two years, whatever the capital/output ratio. At $10 per barrel, Iran's 

surpluses would run Into the mid-1980s.  In the later period, It becomes 

as important to Iran to achieve a normal three-to-one capital/output ratio 

rather than the more likely four-to-one, as to obtain another $1.50 on the 

oil price.  In the medium term, however, Iran canncc risk prices much be- 

low current levels. 

Saudi Arabia's position is quite different; her foreign capital sur- 

pluses would grow, at varying rates to be sure, but grow nonetheless. 

Furthernore, Sdodi Arabia's sensitivity to price levels is comparatively 

low, and she too faces a basic dilemma.  If Saudi Arabia continues to 

cooperate with Iran and her OPEC partners in restricting output in order 

to keep prices high, the only benefit lies in the possibility of extendiry 

the period of revenue flow before« depleting her oil reserves. The draw- 

backs, however, are many. First, if the United States does not secure 

a "floor," or minimum price, it is quite possible that Saudi Arabia would 

benefit from breaking the cartel by increasing output.  Second, the advan- 

tage of extending the utilization of proven oil reserves beyond thirty 

or forty y«ar$ is questionable. The uncertainties involved Include the 

possibility of very low prices at the end of this period due to a techno- 

logical breakthrough In energy.  On the other hand, new reserves could 

also be found that will have the effect of extending the utility period 

into the future. Third, given its limited absorptive capacity for new 

investments, Saudi Arabia could find itself accumulating large funds which 

will be invested abroad, with declining ut''Ity and productivity. 
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Nevertheless, taking into account Saudi Arabia's long-term considera- 

tions, its optimal pricing policy viould be to bring oil prices down in the 

short term, to hedge against substitution, and prudently to manage external 

investments, then to conserve resources jnd gradually raise prices at a 

pace which allows the economies of the cnnsumer nations to absorb them 

while adjusting for substitution and maximizing the present value of the 

remaining oil reserves.  Iran's pricing policy, on the other hand, has 

thus far been to push prices to the limit the market would bear, then 

as the oil surplus grew, to resign itself to gradually falling prices 

as they reach the level of marginal substitution and trying to keep them 

there.  In other -mrds, the clash between Iran and Saudi Arabia is a 

short-run rivalry.  For the long term, whether as a necessity (for Iran) 

or as a choice (on the part of Saudi Arabia), prices will stabilize around 

the marginal cost of substitution or the price floor agreed upon among 

consumers. 

It is, therefore, not inconceivable that parallel to the spenders' 

effort to keep prices slightly above the costs of substitution or the 

price floor, the savers would cooperate in exercising either explicitly 

or implicitly their latent potential to become price leaders in the oil 

market (or, for that matter, within the OPEC organization), which would 

lead to price reductions below the price floor or slightly below the 

cost of substitutes for OPtC oil. 

So much for the divergence of Interests among the OPEC members.  The 

differences are not strong enough to bring abojt Its literal disintegra- 

tion, but they have been and will probably remain sufficient to prevent 

the organization ;rom being truly effective as a cartel capable of 
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restricting supply and Investments as one body.  Uliimatel/. OPEC is cc- 

strained by exogenous factors.  First, the real-world cost of substitution; 

second, the price floor that consumers would agree to establish--if and 

when they do so.  None of these crucial elements can be controlled by the 

producing countries.  True, the symmetry of interdependence has beer, dis- 

rupted, but that is not to say that consumers have lost all influence over 

the market or that OPEC has assumed total control of It. 

The long-term cost of substitution depends upon the energy resource 

considered as a base for it:  Persian Gulf crude cost-, as litt.e as $0.15 

to $0.20 to produce; alternative sources are considerably more expensive. 

North Sea oil would cost $1.50 to $2.00 to produce; low and medium cost 

American oil (North Slope) would average tetween $I./5 and $5.00 respec- 

tively.  High grade oil shales should cost between $^.00 and $7.50; 

Canadian tar sands $3-50 to »4.00: and sync-jde from coal, around $7.00.* 

it is no coincidence therefore, If the wish to protect indigenous energy 

investments is the reason behind fie establishment of a price floor by 

the IEA. then a price of $7.00 in 197*» dollars would protect both 

American and European high-cost conventional energy.  Furthermore, as 

l>ble 6.13 indicates, the U.S. cannot expect to become independent by 

virtue of market forces alone even if prices remain as high as $9 per 

barrel.  However, nost of the decline in :.he net imports levels is achieved 

at a price of $6 to $7. 

Thus, if the U.S introduces a mini„iu(n price policy at $6 or $7, it 

would face only ., small degree of dependence on imports in I98O.  Its 

total energy balance could be as follows: 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, Energy Pros- 
pects to 1985. Vol. I, p. 36. ~M1  
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Table 6.13 

U.S. 1900 IMPORT REQUIREMENTS AT VARIOUS PRICE LEVELS 

Price per barre 
Annua 

1 
t 
in 
net demand for imports 
b?11 ion barrels 

$ '♦.OO 
6.00 
7.00 
9.00 

• 2.00 

5  - 6 
2  - 3 
1.3 - 2.8 
0.5 - 2.0 
0.2 - 1.7 

Demand for energy 15.8 billion barrels 
Supply of non-oil energy 9.2   "'     <• 
Supply of oi1 ^.7   "     M 

Total supply 13.9   •"     n 
Ne t i mpo r t 1 . 9   "     11 

SOURCE:  Arad and Ben-Shahar. "The Petrofnoney Ouesllon." 

This net import amounts to 12 percent of total energy demand and 29 per- 

cent of total oil demand, more about which later.  By reducing U.S. demand 

for imports in case world prices fall below $6. this minimum price policy 

will have no effect on the OPEC cartel which at any rate will tend to 

retain prices at a level higher than $6 per barrel.  It may, however, have 

the effect of decreasing the "savers" incentive to reduce prices since, pre- 

cisely under conditions of low prices, the policy of minimum prices becomes 

operational, consequently leading to a smaller increase In the annual revenues 

of these countries. 

It is quite likely therefore, that crude oil prices will find their 

long-term equilibrium around $7 per barrel within two to three years.  Thl», 

incidentally, is not much above the price oil was expected to reach in the 

same time fram. if the 1971 escalators agreed upon in Tripoli and Teheran 

were adhered to.  The only effect cf these agreements, in retrospect, has 

been to encourage OPEC, under Iran's leadership, to hike prices In the short- 

term, considering that they would stabilize at the cost of substitution in 
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Table 6.1i« 

MAXIMUM OPEC SHUT-IN CAPACITY^ 
(MMB/O) 

  197^     [977  
PERCENT  SCHEDULED  EST. MIN.  MAX. OPEC    % 

PRODUCTION CAPACITY   SHl'T-IN  CAPACITY  PRODUCT.    SHUT-IN  SHUT-IN 

ALGERIA •9 I.I 
ECUADOR . ! .2 
INDONESIA 1.4 1.5 
IRAN 6.1 6.5 
IRAQ 1.9 2.5 
KUWA1T 2.5 3.8 
LIBYA 1.7 3.0 
NIGERIA 2.3 2.1* 
QATAR .5 .7 
S. ARABIA 8.5 9.7 
U.A.E. 1.7 2.3 
VENEZUELA 3.0 3.5 
TOTAL 30.5 37.2 

18 
50 

7 
6 

2^ 

3^ 
^3 

«I 
28 
12 
26 

il 
18% 

• 3 
3^ 
6.5 
k.O 
3.8 

3.3 
M 
.7 

11.5 
2.5 

JA 
kk.O 

•9 
.3 

3.1 
5.0 
3.0 
1.2 

1.3 
3.0 

.1» 

3.5 
1.0 
2.0 

24.7 

I. 
I. 
2. 
2. 

8. 
I. 
K 

19. 

Oil capacity withheld from production. 

SOURCE:  Arnold E. Safer and Anne Parker Mills, "Outlook for World Oil: 
Prices and Petrodollars," Irving Trust Company, March 20, 1975, 
(Miueo). 

18 

9 
23 
25 
68 
60 
12 

^3 
70 
60 

il 
k2% 

to restrict production will remain a source of instability within the 

cartel, it Is likely that in the short-term certain quid pro quo's would 

be found by spenders to compensate the savers for their uneven shut-in 

burden Instead of confronting the issue of equitable restrictions. Th» 

resulting balance, illustrated in Table 6.15, could well be one of a 

surplus market with Increasing shut-In capacity up to 1977 and a price 

decline thereafter.  Demand for OPEC oil will stay level as non-OPEC oil 

comes onstream. 
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Tab Ie 6.15 

£Ä£IiL*i!Ä^^^ 

JLZL    '75 
OPEC CAPACITY* 
MAXIMUH OPEC SHUT-IN 

37.3 
17.0 

DIFFERENCE: 
MINIMUM OPEC PRODUCTION 20.3 

NON-OPEC PRODUCTION- 
U.S. 
OTHER NON-OPEC 
CHINESE EXPORTS 

10.5 
5.5 

TOTAL 

MINIMUM WORLD PRODUCTION 36 3 
(SUM OF MINIMUM OPEC 6 
NON-OPEC) 

OIL DEMAND^* 
t  CHANGE FROM PRIOR YR. 

MARGINAL OPEC PRODUC- 
TION*** 

TOTAL OPEC PRODUC- 
TION**** 

A6.5 
-1.7 

38.8 
■7.5 

10.0 
6.5 
.2 

T^To  "1^77 

38.0 

^♦5.3 
-1.8 

-ZL  '77   '78 

M.8 
18.5 13.J 

2,-3  23.3  2^.7  ii,.; 

10.5 
8.0 
.6 

A2.i« 

^6.5 
♦2.7 

•••3 12.0 
10.5 11.2 
1.0 1.3 

/»7.5 *9.2 

^•7.5 
+2.? 

'O-Z   7.3   '♦.o 

30.5  28.6  27.3  24.7 

^9.2 
+3.6 

'79 

^.0        kk.Q 

12.2 
12.0 
>.7 

2TT 

50.6 

50.6 
+2.9 

'80 

il-3 

2^.7  24.7 

12.8 
13.1 
2.0 

2M 

52.6 

52.6 
+4.0 

2,,-7  24.7  24.7 

A.'. 

AAA 

***« 

ASSUMES NO NEW CAPACITY AFTER Iq77 ^n T^ « 
DUCTION IS CONSTANT BEYOND 1976'      T 0,L CAPACITY WITHHELD FROM PRO- 

MAXIMUM LEVEL OF OIL CONSUMPTION CONSISTENT WITH ,977 PRICE OECLINF 

"A Vü*&*$*, OPEC—- ** --;:::,::::;::• 

^ir --r^:^^^irr..opEc p—• 
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Realizing that as the cartel was weakening, surpluses rather than 

scarcitieb would characterize the near-term oil market, Cassandras of 

all tvpes have found another formidable threat in the immediate future. 

It was not OPEC's oil control this time but its potential financial clout. 

Hardly had the debase over the petrodoliar peril begun when the pendulum 

swung again in the other direction.  As Richard Cooper observed, 

"Few world happenings in living memory have stirred up such 
a storm as has the recent petrodollar invasion of the West. 
But just how much of a threat to Western institutions j_s^ 
this tidal wave of Arab money? 
"Despite all the scare headlines, the prospects are perhaps 

more reassuring than they are frightening.  Indeed, there 
seems an excellent chance that this second great Arab Irrup- 
tion into Western history wi "i I, in the end, leave both the  4 

West and Middle East more sound and secure than even before." 

The panic in the face of what seemed at the time an awesome economic clout 

on the part of OPEC found its way into World Bank estimates.  That insti- 

tution projected the cumulative surplus of the oil-producing countries, 

and the debts of the rest of the world, at $650 billion by 1980 and $1.2 

trillion by 1985. Hore sober in its forecasts was the OECD.  Basing Its 

projections on lower oil-price and import estimates for the period, In 

conjunction with a rather higher Arab propensity to spend earnings for 

imports and long-term direct investments abroad, the OECD estimated that 

the OPEC yearly surplus, some $80 billion in \371*,  may decline to $10 

billion to $15 billion In 1980, a far more manageable figure.  Richard 

Cooper, having made similar projections, predicts that the OPEC surplus 

will be declining, possibly reaching zero by 1982. 
** 

See his "Will Araby Bankrupt the World?' The Saturday Review, 

January 25, 1975. 

For a comparison among these estimates see Robert Klelman's analysis 

in The New York Times, (pp. 57, 62), of September 27, W1«. 

 ■ 1* ' 
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Indeed, according to a study by the Morgan Guaranty Trust Company 

of New York (see Table 6.16), the annual current account imbalance be- 

tween the oil importing countries and the OPEC oil producers may well 

have reached a high point in \S7k  and can be expected to decline signi- 

ficantly after 1976 to a point where the OPEC countries collectively 

will register a negative trade balance by 1979-  The basis of this fore- 

cast is the development of two main trends in the wake of the oil price 

increases of 1973.  First, oil consumption in the industrialized coun- 

tries has stabilised and in some cases even declined, and this, combined 

with predicted increases in non-OPEC oil production, means that it is 

likely that for the rest of the decade, demand for OPEC oil by the rest 

of the world will be little changed (as illustrated in Table 6.1S). 

Table 6.16 

THE PROJECTED BUILDUP OF OPEC FUNDS. 197^-1980a 

(In bi11 ions of dollars) 

 197» I97S 1976 1977 1978 I97j i;80 

(Xf>om or GOODS AND SIRVICES     112 117 127 i}$ 139 i<>S ise 
OIL UVENUfS                             lOSb no 119 12s 128 I3S U) 
NON-OIL  EXPORTS                                7 7 I M 11 If t| 

IMPORTS Or GOODS AND SERVICES         SO 6S 83 108 133 177 227 

TRADE  BALANCE 

INVESTMENT   INCOME 

CURRENT ACCOUNT 

GRANT  AID 

SURPLUS TO IE   INVESTED 

EXTERNAL   FINANCIAL  ASSETS0 

62 S2 <•<• 2 7 I      -29 -69 

3 8 I) 16 19        19 I« 

65 60 •>! *3 20      -10 -53 

7 3 3 3 3          3 3 

63 57 S"! '•O 17-13 -5« 

80 137 191 231 2it8     235 179 

'UNDERLYING ASSUMPTIONS:     LITTLE   CHANCE   IN WORLD DEMAND FOR OPEC OIL 
-AN ANNUAL   INCREASE   IN OPEC  PER  lARREL  "TAKE" OF  5t 
-AN AVERAGE   INCREASE   IN OPEC N0N-0IL  EXPORTS OF   IS» P.A. 
-AN AVERAGE ANNUAL   INCREASE  OF  20t   IN THE   VOLUME  OF OPEC   IMPORTS 
-INCREASES   IN  THE  PRICES OF OPEC   IMPORTS OF   17»   IN   1975 ANC   7J 

ANNUALLY  THEREAFTER 
-A FINANCIAL  RETURN ON OPEC   EXTERNAL   INVESTMENTS  0'   8t P.A. 

bVALUE  OF  Oil.  EXPORTED      EXCEEDED ACTUAL  REVENUE   RECEIPTS  BY AN 
ESTIMATED SIC BILLION. 

"■CUMULATIVE  AMOUNT OUTSTANDING AT  YEAR-END. 

Morgan Guaranty Trust, World Flnanoial Markets. January 21, 1975- 
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Secondly, the OPEC countries, both the spenders, or high-absorbers, and 

the less heavily populated areas, have been Increasing their purchases 

of goods and services from the rest of the world at a much more rapid 

pace than mar.y had thought possible.  The Morgan Guaranty study estimates 

that OPEC aggregate imports may have increased by as much as 75 percent, 

or some $20 billion. In IS?*1 alone. As a result of these developments It 

is concluded that OPEC's holdings of external financial assets may peak 

in 1978 at around $250 billion, declining thereafter. 

Following the same procedure—though with slightly different assump- 

tions—the Irving Trust Company derived two sets of projections of OPEC 

capital surpluses.  The first. Case B in Table 6.17. assumes prices to 

decline from 1977 on, and the second. Case A, taking the more conventional 

view, does not ass-.^e oil prices to break up. Nonetheless, even a high 

price scenario would lead to a maximum cumulative value of OPEC financial 

claims on the rest of the world between $250 and $300 billion by the end 

of the decade, then peaking off and declining; a fortiori, a medium-price 

scenario. In which the slowing In OPEC's accumulation of claims will be 

more dramatic, with a peak of ^bout $200 billion in 1977, coinciding with 

the price drop. 

Indeed, it appears that, far from being an overw.ielming threat, the 

oetrodollar Issue is a manageable financial problem which should concern 

mainly the banking industry and whose severity will diminish by the end 

of the decade. But such an optimistic conclusion is correct only when 

seen from the standpoint of the capability of the world monetary system 

to handle sue!) financial volumes. 

^^ 
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Returning to the question of oil supply security, there are no grounds 

for optimism at all.  That prices will gradually decline and stabilize at 

around $7, or that the recycling of petrodollars would be manageable 

should be of no consolation to the West.  In the first place, a massive 

transfer of wealth will take place before the stabilization occurs and 

will probably continue afterwards.  Secondly, a $7 per barrel price level will 

not by Itself resolve the asymmetric character of the interdependence between 

consumers and producers. Market forces generated by a $7 per barrel price 

will not significantly diminish currently high Western import-dependence, 

nor will they increase the producers' relatively low export-dependence. 

Thirdly, it is under precisely such future conditions that OAPEC will 

optimize its economic warfare capability against a much weakened Western 

world.  It has already been emphasized that, like every other type of 

warfare, oil warfare is a mutual exercise In damage creation and damage 

absorption.  The sort of "ammunition" necessary to engage In protracted 

confrontation of oil denial is measurable by the amount of savings or for- 

eign exchange reserves that a coalition of oil-exporting nations could 

sacrifice in order to carry out a boycott without suffering the direct 

reprecussions at home.  Furthermore, beyond a certain point, the acquisi- 

tion of large 'inancial reserves yields diminishing returns, thus putting 

pressure to conserve exhaustible oil resources rather than expand produc- 

tion.  This pressure could add to OAPEC's intention to contemplate denials, 

just as the possession of substantial reserves would add to Its caoabll- 

ities.  Even optimistic calculations of declining oil prices and disap- 

pearing OPEC financial surpluses cannot hide the fact that at prec'se'y 

that point OPEC member-, will still be experiencing sizeable current 

- •—— 
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Table 6. IB 

ESTIMATED SURPLUS OIL FUNDS: »ELECTED YEARS 

(U.S. $ mi 11 ion) 

1375 1977 1978 1980 

SAUDI ARABIA IM25 12.595 13.225 . IMSO 
LIBYA 5.025 5.5^0 5.817 M12 
KUWAIT M50 ^.795 5.035 5.552 

ABU DHABI 3.275 3.610 3.790 ^.180 

QATAR 82 3 910 955 1.052 

TOTAL 25.000 77,500        28.HOO JI.BOO 

ASSUMPTIONS: 

A) OIL REVENUES WILL REACH THE LEVEL PROPOSED BY 
THE JANUARY 197^ WORLD BANK PAPER AS A "MEDIUM" ESTIMATE 
FOR 1975, AND WILL INCREASE THEREAFTER BY. SAY, FIVE PER 
CENT PER YEAR TO OFFSET--NO DOUBT ONLY INADEQUATELY-- 
THE EXPECTED CONTINUATION OF INFLATIONARY CONDITIONS. 

B) 50 PER CENT OF THE REVENUES WILL BE ABSORBED BY 
CONSUMPTION. INVESTMENT AND ASSISTANCE EXPENDITURES IN 
THE FIVE ARAB COUNTRIES EXPECTED TO ACCUMULATE A SIGNIFI- 
CANT VOLUME OF SURPLUS FUNDS. 

C) OTHER ARAB OIL-PRODUCING COUNTRIES WILL BE ABLE 
TO AHSORB THE WHOLE OF THE IF REVENUES. 

SOURCE:  SPECIAL SURVEY BY MR. ABDLATIF Y. AL-HAMAD 

QUOTED IN MIDDLE EAST MQNE^. PECEMBER I ^. 197'«. 
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Numerous s'-jd'-S have also reached the conclusion that precisely 

because of their residual-supplier position, Saudi Arabia and the sheik- 

doms will actually be maximizing their revenues if prices were to decline 

to $7 pe- barrel.  That is to say, if the scenario of price stabil! ation 

at that level ev^r materializes, OAPEC's leaders would both maximize their 

oil revenues and optimize their financial position.  It seems, Cooper's 

assurances notwithstanding, that insofar as the security of supplies is 

concerned, the fact that the petrodollar problem is not as menacing as it 

was made to appear in early 197'», is somewhat irrele jnt.  With large sur- 

pluses at the sheiks' disposal lasting practi:ally indefinitely, the secu- 

iit\ problems created by OAPEC would only be exacerbated as it retains and 

enhances the overall economic power of OAPEL. 

* * * 

If the likely future drift of events implies an improvement in the 

ability and motivation on the part of OAPEC members to again indulge in 

o\'.  warfare. Western vulnerability to it will certainly be incr-'jed. 

The crucial vulnerability variable, of course, is the degree of projected 

import-dependence.  OECD estimates on that account are among the most 

optimistic, but only for the medium- and long-term.  Table 6.19 shows 

that even for the more plausible $6 oil case (f.o.b. the persian Gulf, 

1972 dollars), the United States will import oil and gas for only ]>.) 

See, for instance, Houthakker's model (developed with Data Resources, 
Inc.) descrioed in Edward J. Mitchell, Dialogue on World OiI (Washington, 
D.C.:  Am-rican Enterprise Institute, 197'») ■  For detailed analysis of 
these countries' economic prospects, see Keith McLachlan and Narsl Ghorban, 
Oil Productions. Revenues and Economic Development (IKe Economist Intel II- 
gence Unit, I??*»). 

I HI. Ml I»  ^■^-~. 
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percent of her total primary energy demand (In contrast to 18 percent in 

1973), and that this share would decline further to 10.0 percem by I985) 

A higher price would have even more drastic effects for the country. 

From 5.5 percent Import-dependence In I98O, so predicts the OEC0. the 

U.S. could actually export by I985 some fc.J percent, relative to her 

primary energy. 

/ 

- 1   1 1 1 »«■ —  -^ 'mm   *?"*wim^j|y^. ■■»■1 
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Curmarizing  the degree of oil import-dependence (measured as a 

precentage of oil requirements). Table 6.22 shows a rather remarkable 

American sensitivity to market forces, compared to Euro^-'s and Japan's 

more limited response.  Whereas the share of oil imports in the country's 

oil demand will decline slightly even under the medium price scenario 

from the current 36.7 to 33-8 percent in 1980 and 25-3 percent by 1985; 

under a high price scenario this share would fall to 16.^ percent in 

1980. with oil exports running for as little as 7-8 percent by 1985- 

Neither Europe nor Japan are expected to see but marginal improvements 

in their import dependence either as a function of price or of time. 

Table 6.22 

PROJECTED OIL   IMPORT-DEPENDENCE  -   1980.   1985 
(as a pecentage of1 oil   requirements) 

 TgBü 
$3   $6   $9 

OECD OECD OECD 

TgHT 

U.S. 

CANADA 

EUROPE 

JAPAN 

48.3 33-8 16.4 

18.0 1.9 -9-3 

83.1 75.6 69-8 

99-6 99-5 99-2 

$3        $6        $9 

OECD  FEA OECD  FEA  OECD FEA 

56.0  71.8 25.3  51.9 "7.8 17.3 

36.3  41.9 21-9  30.8 -16.5 0 

82.5  82.7 74.6  74.2 69.0 68.0 

99.7 100.0 98.8  99.0 98.2 97.7 

SOURCE:  OECD. ^NFRGY PROSPECTS TO 1985 AND FEA. PROJECT INDEPENDENCE. 

The FEA. as shown above, takes a more sanguine view of American long- 

term dependence than the 0ECD. while concurring with it about European 

and Japanese bleaker prospects.  Only under the high price scenario does 

the FEA expect the U.S. to improve its import-dependence over time. At 

$6 per barrel, warns the FEA. the U.S. would see an increasing degree of 
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^port-d.p.na.n«, r.^chin, approxi™a...v 52 percent of Us pll r.qu>re- 

«„.. „ ,985. Thus. -hM. ..r-l». abcu. cont.nued Jepenese end European 

„,a.i.eW hl«h „port dependence, .lb.lt at s,i9ht>y l~er leve.s, the 

FEA and OECD differ substantiaUy on future African vuinerabl .1 ty. Vet. 

lh. U.S. I. the country a»st Mk.., to be targe.ed in future suppiy 

den i a Is .   

The uncertainty about  future African vu.n.rabi1ity can perhaps b. 

partiaiiy dispelled by   including other estates and dividln, th«. into 

two groups:     those estimates which assume strong autarkic sti-uli.  .Über 

as a consequence of national  policies or as direct  price effects, and 

those estimates -hieb ass.«. I«. »utarUc stimuli.*    for the f*~ 9roup. 

a «.an of   19.8 percent oil   in,port-dependence for  1980 has been calculated 

or a »edian of 27.8 percent.    The latter group's mm  is H.O p.rc.nt .nd 

«dian i.5.8 Percent       in  1985. under strong autarkic stimuli, a mm of 

,0.2 percent of oil-import dependence   is  projected, or a median of  11.8 

parent.     For -e.ker .ut.rkic stimuli,   the mean  is tt.S percent end  th. 

median 52.'» percent. 

Th.  impllction of  th.s. projections   in  Hqht of  the discussion on 

the outlook for th gy merket,   is  that  laissez-faire Federal  policies 

„hich rely on mrk.t  force, alone would actually  result   in maximlzin, 

„„th the producers'  off.nsi.. c.p.bility vis-.-vis  th. Unit«! St.tes and 

judgmeniai muoeia   \->.  *••  -    •- . upr-n 
FEA's  59 sc.n.rlo.     ^.'s.cond aroup   "«'-" «^XU^ ^ „V   6 
and  IV,  Ford ^-^'-„^^^    ^    c^ r    '«    «»ntatlon of 
il;.*:  t^t    *    .' h Cn llto'th. FEA.: ^oijcMn^ndjnc. o 

th 
report. 
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American vulnerability to such pressure.  ,n the absence of strong autar- 

kic stimulants, the nation is likely to continue its drift into greater 

import-dependence.  Assuming American tacit collusion with OPEC for the 

long-term maintenance of high oil prices to be politically undesirable, 

the only alternative for the U.S. if it is to protect its oil supply fro. 

the much-strengthened OAPEC is the development of more judicious policies 

to break the system's vicious circle.  This could be oone either by acting 

to negate the producers' greatly reduced export-dependence or by moving 

vigorously to reverse the country's slow but steady drift into a progres- 

sively growing state of import dependence. 

•n sum. prevailing .arket forces tend to increase American supply 

vulnerability, as they have been for the last five years.  The likely 

medium-term price of oil. like the accumulation of financial surpluses, 

coulo constitute an improvement over the recent past in terms of price 

structure, but in every other respect, it wou'd imply an aggravation of 

tht state of the system.  The West would still pay an artificially high 

price for energy and .ncur a huge wealth drain, import-dependence would 

not be reduced nor export-dependence increased, and the destabilizing 

character of the imbalance between producers and consumers, as reflected 

in the market, and their dependence patterns, will continue to threaten 

Its very stability. 

'—»*'v-w ■••«••■' -w—' .. 
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Chapter VI I 

STRATEGIES OF INTERDEPENDENCE 

The current global energy crisis Is but a manifestation of the 

precariousness of the structure of global Interdependence. The Uberal 

promise that trade will foster peace, Integration, and cooperation has 

proven both naive and Illusory.  The system nrevailed only so long as It 

was internally balanced, or, from an historical vantage point, just so 

long as the United States remained in a position to enforce its liberal 

norms upon the entire system.  Hegemonial interdependence of that kind, 

to be sure. Is stable and orderly.  But that has been more the result of 

the hegemonial structure of the system and in cp'te of the character of 

interdependerce than vice versa.  The energy system entered a crisis 

period when the United States' hegemonial position weakened, and with it, 

its inclination to practice such a role any longer.  From this per.pective, 

the American debacle in Vietnam and the emergence of the OPEC challenge 

are two sides of the same coin. 

Ever since the watershed events of 1971, the oil challenge has been 

unfolding with Increasing momentum and acquiring more menacing dimensions 

at each turn.  At first, it was a mere commercial and Institutional battle 

with oil companies and private consumers as the victims.  It then grew 

into a diplomatic force with Arab-Israeli stability, Western solidarity, 

and the international legal order as its victims.   Its present phese hai 

For a discussion of the normative aspects of the OAPEC oil embargo 
see "The Arab Oil Weapon--A Threat to International Peace" by Jordnn J. 
Paust and Albert P. Blaustein, American Journal of International Law, 
Vol. 68, No. 3, July 197^. 

«c: 

•W ■^»«■epi 

*   v          • 
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an additional   aspect,  an economic one,   to  the  detrimei.t of  Fourth '«orld 

development  and  Western  prosperity.     The  next   likely  phase,   unless   these 

trends are checked,  will   see   the exacerbation of world monetary problems 

culminating   in  a  mi I i tary-st''ateqic challenge  as   shifts   in   the  balance 

of  power   in  the  volatile Middle  East  take  place,   arms   races  build up 

possibly   to  the   verge  of  nuclear  proliferation,   and   the  attempts   to 

impose a   revolutionary  new economic order  are  made. 

The possibility  that  the challenge could develop along  these lines 

does not stem solely  from the fact   that certain Arab nations are acquir- 

ing new power and  wealth;   transfers of power  are  but   natural   political 

processes.     It   is   instead  the norms and motivations which  the Arabs and 

the other oil   producers  exhibit   in  the use of   their  power which could 

make  the oil   challenge   into a disruptive  force of  unprecedented  proportion* 

Furthermore,   to a   large degree the challenge has grown to   its present 

stage because  the Western world  has opted  for  collaborati-m  rather  than 

attempting  to  resist   it.     In short,   roughly  since  the Teheran and Tripoli 

agreements,   the general   posture of  the Wes';   has  been  that of appeasement. 

Logically speaking,   sometime   in   1973 or   \37t*.  Western   leaders  should have 

considered a different  approach when they observed   that  adaptation was 

working badly.     But   the  temptations of appeasement  and passivity have 

apparently proved   irresistable. 

Generally,  a  status quo nation or group of  nations, which faces a 

challenge to   Its position or   Interests,   is  forced   into choosing one of 

two conceivable  responses:     either   it decides  to modify   its past postures 

and reassess   Its  position  to accommodate  the challenger;  or   It can face 

up to the challenge and attempt  to resist   it.     No objective criterion or 
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historical experience can conclusively tell which type of response is 

preferable.  All else being equal, both appeasement and resistance combine 

possibilities for non-violent change wiih risks of failure.  Appeasement 

is essentially a process of adaptation to changing circumstances by ac- 

cepting a relative decline vis-a-vis the challenging power. The prospect 

of peaceful change inherent in this response is attractive.  But these 

prospects should be weighed against two fundamental weaknesses associated 

whh appeasement.  First, this course by definition means an erosion of 

one's power or the payment of a price with respect to one's interests. 

Second, the mere indication of a predisposition towards appeasement could 

fuel an escalation of challenges and demands rather than abating them. 

Though the outcome ultimately depends on the specific context In which 

the policy is applied, it is a remedy which appears to be Incrementally 

cheaper in the short run, but quite possibly catastrophic In the longer 

run. 

A response of resistance implies an effort to prevent any automatic 

loss or decline in power, but it simultaneously connotes a higher likeli- 

hood for direct confrontation.  A conservative stance, resistance teids 

to prevent changing circumstances from reflecting themselves in reality, 

hence it impedes normal processes of change in relative power positions 

among nations.  The sole advantage of resistance as a posture is its 

adherence to stability as defined under the status quo.  As such, then, 

resistance can pay a price in the near-term for tie sake of the long-term 

order and stability.  Still, each posture falls short of provicing a 

generally valid means for solving the dilemma thrust upon any nation 

facing a challenge. 
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High oi! prices and insecurity o^ iuMll 

dry re^iitants of the rise of OPEr  TK 

. 0PEC-  The tradeoff between the two 
^ever. - not always complementary.  That 

m u * ,f pr,ces were driven 

-ch above the costs of substitution  in the. H- 11 on. m the med.um-run perhaps the [n«. 
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gued   in   the  previous   rh.n, 

themfütüremarket5—il,   price oil,ththeview d ^ 

^-Ported,  and   in  so doing win   also ^  ^   ' ^e deeded 

of  den'   I 9W,l,alSOperPe^te   their potential   threat 
of  den.aI   as expressed   in OAPEC's  oil 

OAPEC  so, I  weapon.     The  energy  system>   in other 

^äst   is  caught   in a  vicious  circle of self       ■   < 
tend  tn       •       • ^'f-re.nforcing processes which 

—  - ..nta.n   it  as  an as^tric  distribution of power      The       t . th.c-  f . power.     The nature of 
th.!se  forces   is  predominantly eronom!. 

.        , 0   '^   r00ted   in   the   interplay  between 
supply  and demand     and   ;„   ^ 

a'   and   .n   the monopolization  of  SUpDlv   in   *. npcr , supply   ,n   the  hand       f 

0PEC  cartel.     A   lesson  of   the  energy  crisis     s   th   , 
SV  cns.s   ,«   that   transnational   interd*- 

7"7t-- —. -y_yisofte„thel 
a"d 

--—..qüi,.imp_tfornationstoreiyünt 

,rUC, Chd—'—'—o,.theirso,idity. J' 
strategic balance is just surh 

th   . ^St -h a ca,e .n point.  Al though i t could be ^hat 
there || no alternative to such  .. 

to such a structure, the costs of such rellance 
•t should be borne in mi ^ e"ance. 

borne .nmlnd. are rather substantial. 
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StMl, . r..lon.llMtlM of „cr,d lot.r.tep.nd.nc.  „ e t|y ,„„. 
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That Importets and exporters have cocnmon interests is hardly a 

novelty.  Broadly defined, almost any two groups share at least certain 

common interests.  Even for the most violent conflicts in history It 

could be show> that there existed certain common interests, for example 

in the establishment of war-fighting rules between the combatants.  The 

question Is whether on the central issues, in this case the price and 

security of energy supplies, the parties hold similar interests.  Obvious- 

ly, as all evidence suggests, that is hardly the case here.  Buyers of 

oil have almost exactly opposite aims from sellers, and these differences 

cannot be reconciled by repeated evocations of the elusive spirit of 

global interdependence.  There is sn Intrinsic functional difference be- 

tween producers and consumers which is not only IrreconcJ table, but It 

becomes even more acute once trade is politicized, as the oil market 

has been. 

How ludicrous this shallow rhetoric of cooperation at any cost sounds 

("peare in our time"?) can be learned from the following summary of a 

panel discussion on "What Sort of New Relationships Need to be Established 

Between the Producer and Consumer Countries?" as reported 'by Jack Harts- 

horn: 

"In effect, this session presented an example in miniature 
ot the kind of exchange of views between the industrialized 
oil Importing countries and OPEC that is w'dely being advo- 
cated at a governmental level. Mr. Abderrahmane Khene 
Secretary General of OPEC, answered the views of Mr. Walter 
Levy  the American oil and energy consultant, M. Henry Simonet 

«f I,! ^0u?a*,CT!S5,0n' and Mr- *****  "ty-ta. President 
of Mitsubishi Aluminium, Tokyo.  The spokesmen were able to 
agree ipon the desirability of cooperation and a dialogue 
But their analyses did not show much common ground In basic 
stajdfioints.... .Net all OECD countries take this problem quite 
as starkly as th«: Americans, or are as confident that oil 
prices can be brought down.  Mr. S imonet.. .did not take as 

•y '•*'* —"■».-jfr^ji ^ 
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It is quite obvious that, like the structure it describes, the con- 

cept of interdependence has been politicized to euphemistically mean any- 

thing Its users desire. Thu.. according to Yamani's impeccable logic, 

"cooperation" is what oil exporting countries practice when they band 

together; "confrontation" Is what oil importing countries would be doing if 

they were to do the same. A s'milar agility with the concept was exhib- 

ited by President ford's speechwriter. who did not hesitate to rename 

the country's policies of self-sufficiency Project Interdependence. 

It was on September 23. «97*, that President Ford opened the ninth 

World Energy Conference in Detroit by delineating the American energy pla... 

He referred to the "pulverizing impact" of energy price Increases on food. 

,nflatlon. and the monetary system and reaffirmed the U.S.A.'s intention 

to achieve energy independence. He chastised OPEC for imposing "exorbi- 

tant prices which distort the wor.c economy, risk worldwide depression 

and threaten the breakdown of international order." He saw three ways 

out of the crisis: a) each nation must resolve not to misuse its re- 

sources; b) each nation must use its resources fully; and c) each 

nation must join with others in cooperative efforts to reduce energy 

vulnerability. President Ford then emphasized that sovereign nations 

"cannot allow their policies to be dictated, or their fate decided by 

artificial rigg.ng and distortion of the world commodity market." Then 

he warm-i that "th. attempt by any country to use one commodity for pol- 

itical purposes will inevitably tempt other countries to use their com- 

„«dities for their own purposes." adding that "nations have gor' toj-ar 

ir nacural advantage ."^ The title President Ford gave to this African 
ovei 

'mS tea *"°'^ "tT "• ITU" 20, ,97''•,nd lJ£m- PolUy, Vol.  2, No.  I>.  Dec.irber  l»7«. PP-  330-339. 
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position was Pioject Interdependence.   In sum, when consumers or pro- 

ducers talk of their acceptance of interdependence and their need for 

cooperation, they not only reflect disagreement over fundamental inter- 

ests, but they also are incapable of agreeing on what they claim to agree 

about. 

•v ft * 

It seems, then, that different nations mean different things when 

referring to the desired ingredients of the new energy system and the 

strategies that could bring it about.  The important elements to consider 

are the iew patterns of dependence and cooperation which are sought to 

replace or augment those of the system now under pressure.  Indeed, two 

contending approaches to the question of future world cooperation in 

the area of energy are discernible.  Both combine an acknowledgement that 

the old system of nul tilateral ism has been largely discarded with the 

recognition that certain remedial actions should be taken.  Neither 

approach is reactionary in the sense of trying to completely reverse 

the course of events that led to the current disequi1ibrium--e.g., a 

campaign u: estore pre-crlsis oil prices.  Since the old system was 

built on those price levels, no current strategy can be considered one 

of restoring the old system.  On the other hand, both approaches seek to 

compensate for the disintegration of multilateral interocpsndence by con- 

centrating on intensifying Interdependence along certain desired lines. 

TH approaches differ, however, with respect to how to strengthen lnver- 

depe. dence.  n "-eality, the two approaches represen- two diametrically 

opposed schools of thought regard!-^ the issues of maintenance and 

• —-r •r-—- - 
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if .ach were to be Implemented In its 
management of interdependence.  If each were 

pure form. tot.Uy different situations «aid be created. 

The first school of thought, shared b, many America gV pi-ers. 

.^  th. horizontal .... of cooperation among cons^ers themselves as 

mt   like,y to restore stahility. Thus cooperation among co wou.d 

b. paralleled by cooperation a^ng producers, which Is already inst.tu- 

.lonailzed through OPEC. The so.utlon receded by proponents of this 

abroach, therefore. .. to collepse and channel producer-cons ter- 

dep.„dence Into a single pattern, thus restricting its scope. At the 

5ame t.«. Ho-eyer. incased In. erdependence «..d occur among consumers 

.. th.y form^ . united bargaining coalit.on yls-a-v,s the producers. 

The pa  «b-t is lively to emerge, then, «u.d be increased vertic- 

cOTpetltion with decreased vertical operation. Converse,,, the horl- 

2onta< axis would manifest decreased competitiveness and Increased 

cooperation. 

The second schoo. of thought, typified by French and dapanes ,y 

pollcymaKers, seeKs to r  the order of priorities delineated above. 

The advocates of this school also wish to reduce th. excessive strains 

of interdependence, but for them the desired axis of cooperation Is verti- 

cal- i ... between Individual consumers and individual producers,  dearly, 

.he'effec of such a course of action would be to reduce multLateral ism 

... into two confronting camps, as th. United States wou.d prefer, but 

into several isiands of bilateral arrangements on a country-to-country 

basis. 

 K ! 1    nn  nu, "Is the Atlantic Alliance Soluble in Oil?" 
"The ollowing draws on my  I« the * T^ Fn.^y Crisis and 

in Joseph .. Szyliowicz -^^^^^  , t'^s imr^Tm^T- 
ti < P^rylyii MlC*  (New York.  Praeger .u 
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P-oponents of the vertical approach evidently reject horizontal 

cooperation because they distrust such interdependent relationships and 

prefer clear national policy courses.  Secondly, a potentially disrup- 

tive element is more apparent in the horizontal than in the vertical 

approach.  But abstract formulations do not do justice to either approach. 

The respective concrete content of each will be elaborated on further In 

this chapter.  For the longer term, it Is worth bearing in mind these 

differences of emphasis, as they may signal an attitude toward coopera- 

tion in general, and thus give a clue as to the future of Interdependencles. 

Lincoln Bloomfleld, In what is perhaps the most systematic analysis 

of global interdependencles as they relate to energy Issues, came ,..■> the 

following four insights, all compatible with arguments and evidence pre- 

sented in this study :  1) that problems are created, not by the fact of 

interconn-ctedness, but by the dependency experienced;  2) that the prin- 

ciple of "critical mass" operates — too little mutual depeidence Inhibits 

understanding, too much overloads the relationship unless political In- 

tegration follows;  3) that interdependence Is not automatic but optional-- 

at a cost; and k)   that policy is determined by whether asymmetry Is felt, 

which suggests compensating for the deficit psychologically as well as 

tangibly, to reduce inrerdependency frictions. 

Where unbalanced, asymmetric interdependence is experienced or per- 

ceived, argues Professor Bloomfleld, five options present themselves: 

First, to reduce the risks Inherent in dependencies; second, to seek to 

become !ess dependent; third, to Increase mutual dependency; fourth, to 

achieve autarky or self-sufficiency; fifth, to manipulate asymmetrical 

Hayward R. AUer, Jr., Lincoln Bloomfleld, and Nazli Choucrl, 
Analyzing Global Interdependence (Cambridge, Mass.: Center for Interna- 
tional Studies, MIT, November I97A). 
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0'"-■ "-'«-- 

«a at achieving greater   in^ 
'n contrast   to  in^  ^ «reater   independence, 

•■^st   to  interdependence.     The   thlr^       •. 
me   third pol   cy  tvoe     fhÄ«     • 

—.•-^icdrivas,whilethe       ; -• —~- 

"«^  nor  for  ,ha purD()se     .  . •*'«••'«««• •• . «1.1 l,Mr„ 
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Vertical Cooperation and Bilateralism* 

Clearly, the position of those who prefer vertical Interdependence 

over horizontal cooperation stems from their differing assumptions.  The 

fundamental premise underlying this approach is its disillusionment with 

transnational cooperation.  The nationalistic-mercant111stIc out look 

typical of this approach is even more pronounced, since it identifies 

notions of multilateral Interdependence and free trade with American 

hegemony or attempts to preserve this hegemony.  This is why the United 

States favors horizontal cooperation, while such traditionally nationa- 

listic countries as France and Japan favor vertical interdependence. 

In all fairness, however, vertical interdependence reflects more than 

mere anti-Americanism.  Despite their generic common bond of being 

net energy importers, OECO .nembers are far from sharing similar positions 

and Interests on energy.  In fact, there are quite a few substantive 

differences among OECD countries, aside from differences In orientation. 

First, while both the United States and Japan are geographically 

remote from the Middle East and North Africa. Europe is virtually adja- 

cent to these regions which contain the richest oil fields in the world. 

This proximity is a geo-economic and political param«ter which cannot be 

ignored.  Second, even the most pessimistic import-dependence projections 

for the United States do not place it in the same catsgory of extreme 

import dependence to which certain European countries tfnd particularly 

Japan belong.  Third, In absolute terms, Europe is by tar the largest 

client of North African and Middle Easte-n oil: again, even higher 

The direction of these cooperative vectors, naturally enough, 

parallels tl,e petroleum industry's view of the structure of the world 
oi1 system. 

B*mm 
.  i- - 
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^.ican ..p^ence «u.d .t... r^u.r. lass ,ha„ ha.f the «uan.ities 

Europe -111 need fr», the Hidd.e East.  Fourth, as noted above, the 

„ste. that broU9ht about a crisis is identified with the United States. 

,„ effect, .an, Europeans and Japanese reaii« that American need for 

Biddle Eastern .11 has done »uch to drive up prices, no. without tacit 

^rican a^en,.* Fifth, the fact that five of the seven »ajor oi , 

cWa„ies are African is a.so viewed as a distinct inepuaiitv.  Euro„.ans 

a„d dapanes. assume that these companies are American instruments at worst, 

or acentric entities at best, but certain,, not protective of each con- 

sumin, nation's interests.  Further™>re, countries such ., France and 

„aiv, which have na.iona, companies of their «,. have even a depree of 

c^petitiveness with the United States and Britain, and their mu, Unat ,ona, 

„i, co»pan,.s.  Sixth, and perhaps most invortant in terms of the options 

avaiiabi. to then, not ..1 oi, importers share the option of bein9 ah,, to 

avoid either form of interdependence b, fai.inp back onto an autar.ica, 

po.ic, of se.f-suffiCency. This is a crucia, point, bpcaus. countries 

with a h,9h autarMca, potentia, are .,» producers of enerpy d.sp,te 

K:^^ hau* little autarkical potential 
their net deficit, while countr.es wh.ch have I.ttle 

d^m^tte  scale  Consequently, the interests 
probably produce no c,1 on a dornest.c >caie. 

 1    .. . .  rh,Dter II  indicating American complicity in 
W events descr.bed m ChaP'er '' ! ,n°is stul, as political blunders 

the 1970-71 Price ^^^.^Uf^.^  ^ ^ ^ 
on the part of m's,nformedf

a
h^"

Sd fferently.  Peter Odell. for instance, 
reasons of their own. see hi"f ,^ ^V; in the last few years were 
beneves that international ^ ^^ J Je positive encouragement 
caused by "OPEC/oil company ^»^Jj11;;^ ..deliberately initiated a for- 
of the United States." The U;*:' he .^^ ng nat;ons' revenues moving 
eign policy wHicb aimed at gettg *\%$£*£  about their l — ll 
strongly up by talk.ng '"«"^^'^le impact of much higher pr.ces " 

s^i^'sr.r'r.rÄ^nT^ ä« -  
argued in this study. 
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of large-scale producers, such as the United States, can hardly be similar 

to those of Japan, say, when it comes to such crucial parameters as the 

price of energy and the establishment of a price floor.  As Table 7.1 

illustrates. North America enjoys a far more .idvantageous position than 

Europe or Japan: 

Table 7.1 

AUTARKIC  POTENTIAL  FOR  SELECTED OECD  COUNTRIES 

capaci ty"a 

Japan 0.6 
Italy 0.7 
Belgium 0.8 
France 0.8 
United Kingdom 0.9 
Germany 1.0 
Netherlands I.I 
Canada 1.1 
United States M 

/inq 
Degree of se If- •suffi ciency  in: 

S* Oil Total energy 
(Pe rcent) 

0 11 
6 15 
1 18 
5 22 
2 53 
7 51 
7 64 

98 no 
7k 89 

a) It should be stressed that this is a very rough relative indica- 
tor of how countries rank in this particular respect, but it can 
in no way be interpreted as an absolute measure. 

b) Indigenous supply as a percentage of total primary energy require- 
ments. Figures apply to 1971, and have changed somewhat since then. 

SOURCE:  0ECD, Economic Outlook, No. \k,   Decenbet , 1973. 

A policy of North American se-  sufficiency is clearly feasible; It does 

not escape Europe and Japan that, if mercantilism is the name of the game, 

autarky is its supreme manifestation.  This advantage enjoyed by the United 

States and Canada (a^d Britain, Norway, and the Netherlands to a lesser 

•■~-- -w — —- I'TH.I mi^i   .■» -- 
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1 

degree) can be helpful in the context of either vertical interdependence 

(with the United States being in a better position to strike Its own 

bilateral deals if it so chooses), or horizontal interdepentence (with 

the United States bargaining from a superior stance within the consumers' 

group). 

Finally, not all Importing countries share the same position or 

policies In general world affairs; the United States least of all. 

Linkage strategies are part and parcel of international behavior in an 

age of Interdependence.  It Is not enough for mutuality of interests 

to be present in only one or a few functional areas, since cross-func- 

tional linkages are likely to disrupt any cooperative arrangement along 

strictly functional lines.  Thus, the fact that the United States is a 

world power with global responsibilities and commitments is Irreconcilable 

with the regional orientation of Europe and Japan.  Energy Is not a prime 

determinant of foreign policy in American thinking, while freedom of 

action in foreign affairs Is considered of paramount Importance.  On the 

other hand, Japan and Europe can place energy, and the safeguarding of 

Its suoply, higher on their order of priorities, thus subjugating foreign 

policy to energy policies.  Such differing priorities with OECD illustrate 

the incompatabi11ty among sor« of its members on energy issues. 

The Implications for a country like France ore simple:  vertical 

Interdependence seeks to strengthen Importer-exporter ties, despite accu- 

sations that Its aim is to "beggar thy neighbor." This end is achieved 

by the following procedures:  First, outflanking the oil multinationals 

and establishing direct government-to-government contact with a bilateral 

pattern consequently emerging.  Second, an agreement for a guaranteed 
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supply of oil (or ga«,) at certain prices for a predetermined period is 

attained.  Third, a higher than usual price for such "safe" supply is 

negotiated, but the payment is often made in ether than pecuniary forms. 

Arms, credit, or technological assistaice are substituted for money. 

This barter aspect of vertical interdependence is not necessarily 

indicative of the foreign exchange difficulties that could otherwise 

arise, as they are typical of the spiil-over of interdependence from 

the energy area into others.  This is done deliberately to offset the 

increased import dependence of the consumer.  Fourth, the pinnacle of 

vertical interdependence is the recycling of money into the importing 

country as a form of investment.  Ideally, the proponents of vertical 

interdependence would like to see heavy exports of goods and services 

into the oil producing countries, paralleled by heavy investments by 

producers in the economies of the importing countries.  Presumably, 

this intensification of producer-o-nsumer interdependence would restore 

stability to the market as each side f:.ids *  suitable partner and each 

develops a stake in tne prosperity of the ott.«r, thus reducing the 

incentive for such a punitive exercise or arm-twisting tactic as that of 

brandishing the oil weapon. 

Thus, during ]371*,  as the list ^low Indicates, vertical bilateral- 

ism was earnestly tried with bilateral arrangements between oil consuming 

and oil producing states — those made by France being t^c most publicized. 

The dr've to export more into the OPEC bloc could not close the 
rapidly widening gap between exports and imports caused by I'r.e   1973 oil 
price increases, M least not in the next few years.  From a favorable 
balance ranging between $0.1 billion and $0.3 billion in the 1967-1972 
years, the balance became negative in 1973 reaching $1.0 billion, then 
jumping to a $8.8 billion deficit in 197^. While exports to OPEC almost 
doubled (from $3.6 billion co $6.7 billion) between 1973-197^, imports 
from OPEC more than quadrupled (from $^4.6 billion to $15.5 billion). 
(See tne Council on International Economic Policy's International Econ- 
omic Report of the President, March 1975.) 
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pprFMT ECONOMIC AND TECHNICAL AGREEMENTS BETWEEN 
RECOIL-PROD0uJ,CNG AND OIL-CONSUMING COUNTRIES 

France--I ran 

France-Libya 

France — Saudi Arabia 

~A  fnr  wast lonq-term cooperation in Agreement signed tor vast iony ic     r 

-V   '"Clud. an order  .o    f.« nuc Mr P « ^^^ 
from France.     Value.     >•♦•?  *-» 

Agreement signed providing for  the exchange of 
Libyan oil   for  French nuclear power P^"'   ^  ^nt 

c     hArhm.rs     tele-communications  and other  jo ni 
"«.i»* ^- nilS'n,  th.  joint  f.nancin, o    proj- 

Value:    not known.     Beginning January  197'.. 

, -r ^al involving as much as 800 million 
TJ?T, ['rXolrlT^ ^rs .. y-r dl5cUss,c„. 
Value:     not known.     End Jtnuary   l??1«. 

Fe.leral  Republic 
of  Gerirwny--I ran 

ltaly--Libya 

Italy-Saudi Arabia 

tween the two governments 
to build an oil refinery 

x in Iran, which wl11 be the 
f the project is expected to 
sale of natural gas by Iran 
transported in pipelines via 
term oil supplies, in return 
ribution, have also been dis- 
11 ion.  End Januar ISl*- 

Decision in principle be 
providing for FR Germany 
and petrochemical comple 
world's largest. Part c 
be financed th ough the 
to FR Germany, possibly 
the Soviet Union.  Long- 
for the West German cot 
cussed.  Value:  $2.2 bi 

SH^'^^^-TAiX- 
trlalizationof Libya.  Value:  not known.  25 

February 1971». 

Saudi Arabia has agreed in principle " »^J^ 

! h an additional 20-30 ^^^^l^^lS 
n^xt three years under M economic, technical 

ZVX'  «ree^n, between «J«^ '-^U'"' 
Value:  not kno»n.  Beginning February 1^ ". 
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Japan--I ran Proposal made by Japan to Iran involving loans and 
credits to be earmarked for the construction of a 
refinery, a petrochemical plant and a cement plant. 
Value:  $1 billion.  10 January 197^.  Later reports 
indicate, however, that Iren cancelled the deal on 
^4 March ]S7k. 

Japan--Iraq Agreement signed under which Japan will receive (60 
million tons of crude oil and oil products over 10 
years in return for undertaking petrochemical refin- 
ing and other industrii.1 projects.  Value:  $1 bil- 
1 ion.  17 January 197^. 

Sweden--!, ibya Agreement reached for a 10-year cooperative programme 
under which Libya will deliver 2 million tons of crt'de 
oil a year to Sweden In exchange for steel, timber, 
paper and cement.  In addition Sweden will bu.id 
tankers and merchant carriers for Libya. The two 
countries will also investigate the possibiMty of 
Libya helping to finance the construction of an oil 
refinery in Sweden.  V«;lue:  not knnw-,. 6 March 197^. 

United Kingdom 
--Iran 

Agreement providing for Iran to exchange about 5 mil- 
lion tons of crude oil for British deliveries of tex- 
tile fibres, steel, paper, petrochemicals and other 
industrial goods.  Value:  $2^0 rrillion. 25 January 197'». 

Uni ted States 
--Iran 

Tentative agreement between the Iranian government and 
five U.S. refining companies for the joint consuuctlon 
and operation in Iran of what could be one of the lar- 
gest refineries In the world (with an output of 500,000 
b/d).  Value:  05OO-$75O nu 11 ion.  8 Novicer 1973- 

UP!ted States 
--Saudi Arabia 

Agreement in principle reached between the two govern- 
ments on more active U.S. support M the industrializa- 
t'on of Saudi Arabia and in the supply of its require- 
ments for defensive purposes.  Value; not known. 
5 April 197,^. 

Agreement, signed on 9 June 197^, provides for the 
establishment of two joint commissions, one on economic 
cooperation and the other on Saudi Arabia's military 
equirements.  Four working groups have been created: 
industrialization; manpower and education; technology 
research and development; and agriculture. These are 
to prepare recommendatlr » for the Economic Commission. 
The *wo governments agree to consider setting up an 
economic council for the private sector, to foster 
furtl er cooperation. 

SOURCE:  SIPRI, Oil and Security, Appendix 5, pp. 116-117. 

• * 
- ... I; 
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of $7.50/barrel.  In the Franco-Saudi-Arabia deal, Frar.e is to get 30 

million tons of oil delivered over three year« against petrochemical 

equipment. 

The other kind of agreement is ong-term, usually for 10 to 20 years. 

These remain fairly vague with respect »-o oi " quantities and prices and 

there is litile mention of specific commercial arrangements.  They usually 

iivolve ambitious investments in the oil producing countries, but the 

direct impact on both oil producers and consumers is difficult to measure. 

The Franco-Libyan arrangement was a general agreement o.c duration or the 

amount or price of the oil involveu.  A ten-year agreement between Fiance 

and Iran involved $^-5 billion of investment in Iran, to include five 

nuclear power stations, a joint gas 1iquefication plant, and a petrochemi- 

cal complex.  It did not  howeve; , provide for th<* supply of specific 

quantities <.f oil to France.  French oil companies will havi access to 

new exploration fields in Iran. 

..ince's bilateral politics notwithstanding, it Is ironically the 

United States which so far has advanced thy most effective techniques -..f 

unilateral vertical ism.  Geography and history make special supplv arrange- 

ments within the Western Hem'sphere particularly reasonable for the U.S. 

but the Saudi-American deal suggests that in championing bilateralism as 

well as Multilateralism, the United States was not hesitant to r.nter com- 

petitive relationships with its OECD partners ab it selected suppliers 

ev«n in the Eastern Heir sphere.  It is, however, not in the regional ambi- 

tion nor in its tendency for overshooting that the United Stales surpasses 

Europe and Japan, but in the sophistication with w.iich it moved to try to 

play the game of vertical interdependence. 

* * * 

■■—■'■■ ■' ■ 

^S. 
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'"■ ""• • - - -•■«'-. -..,,. „...„.,„, 

••-- -..;.:.:■:;:;::;•::;:•"•  
, . y* or  «".     On the one hand,   ft 

"— S— - «Hy ,Md on a„ t  
Secretary Simon tried  in v»ln     » 

chase of specially issued U ^ 

co t ,  * 90Ve^™en, 6o''Js " .<"»'". oi.-proauci^ 
couner,«.  Had th. 0M| go„e t 

<:,," 

„, _ ,,                           '   "0uld have P'«'«« billions 

-..9-Jt9ro_„Ipu|.tionsof_gyi 

 — —-._.„,_ b ^^^ 

serv.ces.  But even without a formal agreement 

:r;r ^ ^ ^"" ,",o "-^"—' —• - ract.   they never actually   left   i t       T», 
'^     ThuS'  as   Seated by Table  7-2. 

^^  the end of   '973 and November   I97A    Middle i 
holdings of US    Go 

97''  M,dd,^«t and North African 
9 U-S-   Gover—t obligations  grew by  $2167 5 mill i 

-even-fold   increase y  »'^ 5 m, „ .on.   roughly 

o' magnU;dPeaPo%r iS^^^rlr^^1 ******** m *. ZI Z 
"«ney and arms  dea U  r.    ? b   ,,ion  for  20  to  30 years      M.^K  V * 0rder 

i 
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Table 7-2 

MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICAN OIL PRODUCING COur.rRIEc HOLDINGS 
OF U.S. GOVFRNMENT OBLIGATIONS. DEC. 1973-N0V. 1974 

(MILLIONS OF DOLLARS) 

DEC.31. 
1973 

APR.30, 
1974 

SEPT.30, 
•974 

OCT.30, 
1974 

NOV.30, 
1974 

CHANGE 
DEC.31.1973 

TO NOV. 30, 
197'» 

MIDDLE EAST" 

NORTH AFRICA''"' 

* 

81.2 

231.0 

130.4 

233.3 

136.7 

584.0 587.5 

2,048.2 

431.5 

1.967.0 

2C0.5 

AA 

BAHRAIN, IRAN. IRAQ, KUWAIT, OMAN, QATAR, SAUDI ARABIA, SYRIA, AND UNITED 
ARAB EMIRATES. 

ALGERIA, EGYPT, AND LIBYA. 

SOURCE:  HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES SUBCOMMITTEE ON THE NEAR EAST AND SOUTH 
AS.A, "THE PERSIAN GULF, 1974:  MONEY. POLITICS. ARMS. AND POWER," 
1975. 

Locking at the broader picture of the external spread of Middle East firan- 

cial surplu'.es, as shown in Tat't 7.3, It is clear that even without offi- 

cial 'nducement, financial hostages of second-order manipulabi1ity are 

building up »n the West OPEf's total reserves, as shown in Table 7.4,reached 

$46.9 billion by January 1975. 

Table 7-3 

DISPOSITION OF OPEC SURPLUS - 1974 

HLLD IN EUROPEAN CUMCNC IIS AND INVESTMENTS . . $20 BILLION 

INVESTED IN U.S  $12 

LOANS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS  $10 

INVESTED IN UNITED KINGDOM    $8 

INVESTED IN WORLD BANK. OTHER 
INTERNATIONAL FINANCIAL AGENCIES $8 

OTHER INVESTMENTS $3 

SOURCE:  BANK OF BRUSSELS, uUED IN THE U.S. NEWS t  WORLD 
REPORT, DECEMBER 16, 1974. 
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Similar  spectacular  progress  ***  m*M     ■ 
ogress was  made   ln  tightening  food   interde- 

pendence  around  OPEC,   making  the  cartel'.  m    K 
8 cartel   s  members  substantially more 

-port-dependent  on   food   than before        In   1974 e-      m   197^,   exports  of  U.S.   farm 

products   to OPEC  countries   reached  $|   56  hMII 
Sl-56 bl"'on.  more  than double   the 

>/^l   million   recorded   in   197? .nH  n 

;■—■■—-•--.S3.3bil„oni„l973[oabous,,bn. 

'he  U.S.   share   rose   from 22   to abouf   75 * 
to about   32  percent.       Table  7-7  illustrates 

the  trend   reversal   since   I971  anrf nPFr- 
971  and OPEC  s   ^row.ng  food-dependence on   the 

United     tates. 

John  8.   Parker's  "U 

■97V'   in  U.S.'   Department  of-Agr.-cuU^era,FtXPOrtS   t0 0PEC  Doub,ed   '« 
th> IMIt^ t^^.    March   ?j7^

r!fU,iy~i ^re^AaMcuUural^^ 
current  doTiTriTrms. PP"     '   78-     Parker^^i^rTFrTiTT^ 

^- 
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Table 7-5 

U.S.   AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS TO OPEC  COUNTRIES. 

ANNUAL ]ciM-7h 

COUNTRY 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

— MILLION DOLLARS — 

IRAN 
IRAQ 

12.9 
1.3 

12.6 
1.8 

30.5 
1.7 

59.6 
6.5 

76.0 
1.6 

108.9 
32.1» 

543.2 
114.8 

KUWAIT 
SAUDI ARABIA 

7.1 
25.8 

3.6 
26.k 

^4.0 
27.6 23.7 32.8 

8.7 
65.5 

21.3 
110.0 

GULF SHEIKDOMS 
LIBYA 
ALGERIA 

2.0 
3.5 

22.7 

1.6 

27.0 

1.6 
5.7 
18.7 

5.2 
17.7 

2.0 
3.9 

'♦O.O 

5.8 
6.4 
71.2 

11.4 
26.0 
170.5 

NIGERIA 
INDONESIA 
VENEZUELA 
ECUADOR 

15.6 
93.^ 
90.7 
12.5 

18.9 
95.7 
90.9 
11.1 

29.6 
132.7 
93.1 
13.5 

98.5 
108.5 
18.5 

22.6 
;3A.o 
137.1 
21.0 

ko.s 
188.8 
159.7 
30.7 

82.3 
101.2 
323.3 
56.7 

TOTAL OPEC 287.5 29^.0 363.7 375.7 475.6 719.0 1.551.7 

SOURCE:     BUREAU OF THE  CENSUS,   U.S.   DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE,   CITED 
PARKER,   "U.S.   AGRICULTURAL  EXPORTS TO OPEC." 

IN 
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i able  7-6 

ESTIMATED  TOTAL  AGRICULTURAL   IMPORTS  BY  OPEC  COUNTRIES, 
BY  VALUE,  ANNUAL   ISSB-y^ 

COUNTRY 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 

--  MILLION  JOLLARS   — 

IRAN 
IRAQ 
KUWA1T 
SAUDI   ARABIA 
GULF  SHEIKDOMS 

131.6 
85.9 

103.0 
II47.6 
70.0 

98.2 
89.I 
99.2 

185.4 
2Ü.0 

133.3 
98.4 

109.7 
186.2 
84.0 

246.1 
218.9 
120.1 
225.0 
97.0 

309.8 
157.4 
147.5 
254.8 
117.0 

444.5 
251.1 
171.8 
379.4 
158.0 

SOO.O 
570.0 
245.0 
570.0 
210.0 

LIBYA 
ALGERIA 

88.8 
168.9 

99.9 
191.3 

125.6 
162.1 

160.5 
297.8 

171.8 
340.0 

321.6 
375.0 

375.0 
479.0 

NIGERIA 
INDONESIA 

118.7 
2li5.0 

88.4 
240.0 

90.3 
273.0 

124.3 
301.0 

171.3 
460.0 

213.5 
700.0 

275.9 
680.0 

VENEZUELA 
ECUADOR 

173.8 
21.^ 

173.3 
20.0 

171.8 
19.9 

179.6 
26.1 

277.4 
28.9 

295.5 
36.9 

540.0 
95.0 

TOTAL  OPEC I.J6%.7 1.364.8 1.454.3 1.996.4 2,435.9 3.347.3 4.839.9 

SOURCE:     PARKER,   "U.S.   AGRICULTURAL  EXPORTS  TO  OPEC." 

---■••*- -^- •^»   ,w* "■■■IMIiiMV^. 
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Table 7.7 

ESTIMATED U.S.   SHARE OF AGRICULTURAL   IMPORTS  BY OPEC  cmttTPTC 

COUNTRY 

IRAN 
IRAQ 
KUWAIT 
SAUDI ARABIA 

GULF SHEIKHOMS 
L IBYA 
ALGERIA 

NIGERIA 
INDONESIA 

VENEZUELA 
ECUADOR 

TOTAL OPEC 

INCLUDES UNITED ARAB EMIRATES. BAHRAIN. AND QATAR. 

SOURCE:  PARKER, "U.S. AGRICULTURAL EXPORTS TO OPEC." 

-  •- —«■ '■" ' «l.lJHiii«f 
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Th« outlook for OPEC's food dependence seems promising indeed.  U.S. 

farm exports to OPEC countries are expected to increase by about $500 to 

$675 million in I97S.  'his estimate includes the following expected 

gains:  Iran, up $300 million to $835 million (or 56 percent); lraq--up 

$70 million to $185 million (up 61 percent); OPEC-Arabian Peninsula--up 

$80 million to $222 million (up 56 percent); Alqeria--up $80 million to 

$250 million (up ^7 percent).  Thus, Mid-East OPEC members, the first to 

rock the interdependence boat, is now becoming increasingly dependent on 

food imports, at least until local agricultural development projects 

show results in the late 1970,s. 

It is in the transfer of arms, however, that even more impressive 

gains were scored in the game of interpenetration. 

"Nowhere Is the boom in arms sales more apparent than in the 
Persian Gulf.  There is very little on the outer reaches of 
military technology that is not coming into this area....With 
oil profits exceeding $56 billion last year, the nations of 
the Gulf have plunged into what may well become the most ex- 
pensive and competitive arms race in history."* 

Iran has spent $7-6 billion in the U.S. alone acquiring an Impressive 

arsenal whose most outstanding quality is the high cost of its particular 

weapon systems.  (Eighty F-I^s would soon be added to Iran's air fleet 

of 60 F-5s, 200 F-^s, with 200 more on order, and 1000 helicopters. Iran's 

army has 3000 armored vehicles, including 800 Chieftan tanks; the navy 

includes '♦O destroyers, frigates and hovercrafts, and 6 fast Spruance- 

class destroyers on order.)  To what extent the arms race is indigenously 

"The Arms Dealers:  Guns for All," Time Magazine cover story, 
March 3. 1975.  For detailed information abo'jv Western arms transfers to 
OPEC, see S1PRI's World Armaments and Disarmament--197A as well as 11SS' 
Military Balance, T97(*-I975 and Strategic Siirve7 1973. published in 
London in 197'». 

--wr^r--   11  mm>W"t ' 
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caused or externally induced, is somewhat blurred.  Time Magazine 

cont inues, 

"Saudi Arabia...has likewise turned to the U.S. for arms 
and found some sympathetic ears.  The Pentagon has advised 
the Saudis that they should substantially expand their 
ar.ned forces over the next decade by adding a mechanized 
brigade, at least one tank battalion, an air force wing, 
attack helicopters and coastal-defense vessels.  'I do no«- 
know of anything non-nuclear we would not provide the Saudis,1 

says a U.S. military official in Jeddah.  'We want to sell, 
and they want to buy."'* 

Seldom has the true face of international Interdependence been better 

phrased.  With American arms dealers competing with French, British, and 

Swedish, it Is Indeed to the credit of American salesmanship that Iran, 

Its prize client. Is by far the world's major arms importer and Saudi 

Arabia, with a $756 million, 60 F-5s deal,  probably now occupies the 

third place as an American customer. 

Indeed, between 1973 and \S7k  all oil-exporting countries Increased 

their military purchases.  As shown on Table 7.8 quoting Department of 

Defense figures, exports authorized to the Persian Gulf area Increased 

mjre  than ten-fold In the span of one year alone, from $68 million In 1973 

to $7^8 million In 197'».  Such a fantastic Increase, one woul^ assume, 

should have gone a long way toward offsetting Western import-dependence 

and increasing the producers' export dependence. But this, as can be seen 

In Table 7.9)has not been the case.  While Iran has Indeed sustained an 

Increase In tk« percentage of the GNP It had to allocate to defense expen- 

ditures, from 9-3 percent in 1973 to 13-3 percent In 197^, Saudi Arabia 

had a sharp decline in hers, from 21.8 percent in 'iJ73 to only 5.7 percent 

the next year.  Thus, although in absolute terms Saudi Arabia's dependence 

on defense Imports from the U.S. quadrupled in the post-embargo year in 

-—-T -W 
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r.l..... t.™.  „. defen5. ,mpor,.depende„M dropped to ^^^^ ^ 

-Ha.  r. ha. „.en  ,„ the y..r „f  the eml)ar90.     „  „ ^^^   ^^ 

Whet "■' "" 0f  th' »"-«Port.», c^.^ies   .a.,. a™s  tr(Mif.r. 
- 6.  just„ied   ln  term5 of  po,It|Ml   ^^^ ^ ^ ^ ^^^        ^ 

egy of   interdependence. 

Table  7.9 

DEFENSE  EXPENDITURE   lu  HIOOLErAST OIL  COUNTR ■ES, 1973-197^ 

ALGERIA 
BAHRAIN 
IRAQ 
IRAN 
KUWA1T 
LIBYA 
OMAN 
QATAR 

SAUDI   ARABIA 
U.A.E. 

DEFENSE EXPENDITURE 
($ BILLION) 

'97^    1973 

0.1*01* 0.376 
0.008 n.a. 
0.803 0./.67 
5.328 2.097 
0.162 n.a. 
0.i«02 o. us 
0.169 n.a. 
0.023 n.a. 
1.808 1.^78 
o.uo n.a. 

PER CAPITA 

»97^   1973 

25 
35 
76 

165 
15^ 
178 
226 
130 
228 
821 

2k 
n.a. 
*5 
67 
n.a. 
67 
n.a. 
n.a. 
175 
n.a. 

PERCENT OP GNP 

197^   1973 

3-3 
2.2 
7.0 
13.3 
1.5 
3.5 

15.«» 
1.1 
5.7 
2.8 

n.a. 
9.4 
9.3 
n.a. 
2.8 
n.a. 
n.a. 

21.8 
n.a. 

S0Ü"CE: '^oM^^^H^^-  ™ ™  !Ä1»ST 

The IMItW l.«„.  .,„„.„„„ änd  |n ^„.„i^ w.th oth<!r   .^ 

trl.11^ oü-Upoa.ng countries.   h«  thus  thrown ,  thr„.prong(]<1 „„.„. 

.1« of po^nt,.,   nnka3.s   ,n ord.r  to capture th. OPEC n.tions and Hook 

.hen,  into a ^„i-^cional web of  in.erd.p.nd.ncies.    The .„^„on 

b.hlnd such a canpa^n   is  «.,   ,n so doin9 ,h. U.S. .Ill k. ,naMn9  .he 

oil-producin, countries .ore and Mr. dependent on An»rican arms.  a9ri- 

cui.ural  products, and  financia,  ^ets ..„h  the net effect of counter- 
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balancing U.S. depfndence on OPEC oil.  Whether this assumption is cor- 

rect and how likely it is to work is a different story altogether. 

It seems that only in the general sense of ameliorating trade and 

political ties could thest initiatives be possibly construed as useful. 

As tools of influence, the potential linkage strategies are not likely 

to be cost/effective in enhancing the future security of American energy 

supplies.  In the first place, these economic transactions are just as 

constrained by the counterproductive nature of politicized trade and 

economic warfare as the oil weapon has proven to be (see discussion in 

Chapter 5).  In effect, they appear to be even more limited.  It is un- 

likely, for example, that the U.S. will be willincj to inflict extensive 

collaterd damage in using a food weapon as OAPEC has during the 1973-7'* 

embargo.   Secondly, the scope and structure of the expected transactions 

will not lead to as high a degree of inelasticity, monopolization, and 

unsubstitutabi1ity as oil has been for the short run.  The oil producers 

will not experience high import-dependence when measured by their capa- 

bility to forfeit these imports.  Furthermore, with the money accruing 

to them, the oil producers will be in a position to retrieve embargoed 

3 

*The food weapon has bee,  seriously considered in various forums. 
See, for example. "Data and Analysis Concerning the Possibility of a U.S. 
Food Embargo as a Response to the Present Arab Oil Boycott," prepared for 
the Foreign Affairs Commit.ee by the Foreign Affairs Division, Congres- 
sional Research Service, Library of Congress, filed as House Report 93- 
67^4, 1973.  A more entl.us iast ic elaboration on this option is William 
Schneider's "Can We Avert Economic Warfare in Raw Materials? - U.S. Agri- 
culture as a Blue Chip," Agenda, published by National Strategy Informa- 

tion Center, Inc. , 197'«. 
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supplies in alternative world markets.'  In short, the ability to manipu- 

late the policies of the recipient countries woul^ be no more effective 

than previous instances of economic sanctions anc warfare.  Consequently, 

all three linkage strategies offer little by way of politically Instru- 

mental utility.  Th»ir costs, on the other hand, are far from negligible. 

It is fearid that even a hint of an inclination to threaten OPEC's depos- 

its in the Wt«it with confiscation would backfire and undermine the recyc- 

ling effort.  Hence, a threat of a last resort option without the possi- 

bility of waiving it as a deterrent. 

Least satisfying of all is the supply of arms.  Not only would that 

action come at the expense of the direct military option and diminish its 

credibility, ^ut it could prove to be counterrroductlve in the more inme- 

diate sense of destabilizing an crea where regional Instability has been 

the most frequent cause of past supply disruptions.  J.B. Kelly, a noted 

Arablst, sunmarized well the overall benefits of vertical cooperation of 

the sort practiced: 

"...the policy of the nwijor Western powers at the present time 
Is solely directed towards endeavoring to soak up as much as 
possible of the excessive oil revenues now accrifing to the 
Gulf states by inducing them to establish elaborate industrial 
complexes In their countries, by selling them Inordinately large 
quantities of arms, and by dangling before them the allurements 
of financial investment In the West.  None of these measures 

- — _ ____   , 

The large OPEC price jump caused a tripling in the delivered cost 
of imported crude oil.  In 197*», the oil Importing countries had to pay 
$75 billion more for the oil they bought. The short-term futility of 
the attempt to finance such deficits through higher exports to OPEC in 
the hope of offsetting the widened imbalance between Importers and ex- 
porters can be learned fron the fact th^t In spite of the rush to bilat- 
eralism, barter deals and export drives, less than 10 percent of the 19/^4 
deficit was financed by higher exports to OPEC.  The remainder was 
financed through borrowing on international capital markets, from Inter- 
national Institutions, or from the oil-exporting countries. 
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will banish the incubus of economic disaster -oorrrng over the 
Western world and Japan.  Even if both shores of the Gulf were 

ac or :r ^d1 hpetro:chem;cai p,ants'd^dock5 and c 1:r 
factories, and the arm,es of Arabia and Persia were to be 

e  tlnd^W tr p ,egi0nS> ^ •UrP,U« f-ds **"  "111 ex,st and Wesern Europe and Japan would still be trapped 
m a financial quicksand. "wea 
Resent Western policy, in short, seems destined to com- 

pound the dangers it is intended to avert, and nowhere ™ 
th,s aore ev,dent than in the indiscriminate arming of  he 
major and minor Gulf states  When if i< ro.-.n L*u I . 
the second World War a tight c^o!^ ^^^ 
sh,pment of even small arms into the Gulf (major weapons 
be.ng automatically excluded), the present spectacle afforded 

r ^ha;:d:c
9
ro

of SauHdi rab;ä-,ran- «* ^£TM>SS£ -s both lud,crous and shameful.  The |imp justirication offer- 
ed by Western governments for the sale of arge quan Uies of 
advanced weapons to the Gulf states, viz. tha? if they e use 

s und^' 0 " r6^ Stand ready t0 meet the demand! ZtSu 1%  undeserv.ng of an answer but it also is unworthy of those 

Arab a and Iran on the scale now in force or in prospect is to 
.nv.te d,sorder in the Gulf.  The two are natural r val  what- 
ever the current mutual interest of their respective regimes 
.npreserv.ng monarchical rule.  Both are expansionist tn- 
j  na ion and tradition, and the present Shah exhtb    o he 
K-M the amb,t.ons and pretensions characteristic of so many 
ran.an rulers in the past.  If these two states are tempted 

•n he near future to embark upon military adventures  they 
w I  destroy the present une.sy equilibrium in the Gulf and' 
place their own regimes in jeopardy."' 

Horizontal Cooperatim and Multilateralism 

It is hardly surprising that, among .11 protagonists in the world 

oil game, the United States should be most consistent in its advocacy 

of free trade and multilateralism.  Such a policy is not only in line 

with the liberal outlook which has dominated American foreign policy 

Planning since World War ,1. but also reflects :he reality that multi- 

"Saudi Aral« and the Gulf States." mimeo. . July 197/,, 
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lateralis. has represented African hegemony and influence.  After all 

the five .ajor /Wrican companies were dcinant in the old .u. .i lateral 

svste. and the nor.s governing wor.d trade benefited the United States 

So .ong as such an open syste. implied A.erican-British control of the 

svs- .rough their companies, no additional international organi.ation 

was necessary.  The creation of OPEC, h.ever. turned everything upside 

down, w.th power shifting from the companies to OPEC  h.«.. 
^a.nci 10 urtc, henoe outside the 

conventional OECO framework.  Inevitablv th.o  M. A   . ■nevitaDly, then, the American position 

-.«..OP*    ,„t.   3   ,.«,.    ,„   what   „„    ..   ^^    ^   ^^   ^^   ^^    ^ 

o-v .p,y „ „PEc.s not,on of producers, co||ective ^^^^^ ^ ^ 

a co„SUTOrs.  „r9.n,Mt,on which „,,,  ^^^ co||ective|y ^ ^^ ^ 

'f —r..    Th. ratiooa,e   is  „„U enough:     „  ^ system ^ destab_ 

"-d by „.„.,.„,  cooperat,0„ aTO,|9 ^^^^  iu6n(t>  ^^ ^ 

re!'0r'd ^ th'J CrM'i0" °' a "-«  P-r  „ ^  th.  i^ers 
"ould emulate the producers'  example. 

The  foremus, opMon   ,. to .„^  to „^ ^ ^^  ^^^ 

Thl. opt.„n  )aok, attract|vi ^  feas|bie ^ ^^^^ ^  ^^^ ^ 

-de an.  r.aH.e  tha,  car.e,   ^^cs are essentiany u-staMe.     Sefpre 

*.  <m crms  th„ opt,o„ e„cou,..ere.  resistance  from sever,,   lnter- 

.s.ed parties.    TKe oi,   industry  feared t„.  impiication  that   it win 

*»  to wit.dra. from the produc.ion sta9. of oi,  and  ,os.   ,t. ch.rished 

«r.,c.l   intention.    Ooyernmen. official disUVed .He  te„.,on  Mle|, 

•- .«* P PoMcy. even thou9H  it „as on.y economic.    Advocate, of .or,- 

"""'  C0<>P'r'ti0n' 0" "• - *• »•'•«- »P.  .heir  „„. wou.d 
result in similar neoation of nprr«» 

egat.on of OPEC s power without necessitating tactics 

which smack of trust-busting.  But to critl« nf 
y  out to critics of a concerted policy by 
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co„su_ —,  coo..— .PP..« t. b. . »^^  for 

confutation -Uh OPEC.    OPEC M*.rS an. so» C, .«Ct.«. .« 

To them    OPEC's  .xlst.n«   is neither ephemeral   nor 
things  this «.y.     'o them,  orti. 

,„.,...«.. -  shoU,a he .CC.Pt....     Stii«. -ri^ntai   interae.n.ence 

tra„5cen.s  the «re  formation of a  counter-OPEC organization.     The 

aerate approach aiong these  iines  emphasizes a *.^* <"  -tions 

that nee. he  ta.n hv cons.™rs  in .nison.    An e.ampie of soch a piat- 

fo™  ,s Waiter teWs  proposal   for  "An  At iant ic-.apanese  Energy  Policy. 

Te„ hroad ca.e^ri deveioped.  according to Levy's concept. 

,,    „.„elop a program for oP^-^e^fication^of spppl.es, 

^Z::^'^^. -    "-'- ayailahilities. 

.    -^n^riallv atomic energy  and l- ^C'-^U~-*-^ '^a ioin, 
research program. 

i •  kiMtat incentive, investment, 

sources. 

^.    tstrt,lsh broad term, of  "J»^^^""  fr^' 
-^Sar^rpr^rchases.^eryice 
contracts,   concessions,  and soon. 

„  o.r «tnrltDi 1 inq.   rationing. 5. Set  up a contingency  ^stem fo    stockp.l     g ^  ^ 

-prinfo'^ftcri^ls^^o^ral,  or specific 

country emergency. 

j-     »«^   r»c#«arch oroqram that   looks 
6. Set up a  Joint  ^^^'^^Tf energy .including 

•)nto ail   methods of  conservat.on 0^ f.'ue,ed shipping, 
research on battery-powered cars    nuc.ea 
savings   in motor car  transportat.-.  and 

No.   11.  Summer.   1973.  PP-   IW-W- 

«^ •«•»■   i^BF W '■ 
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8. 

10, 

Review prices,  costs,  and  the balance-of-payments effects 
of oil   imports of member countries and of dlve.opina 

inice^r Set  UP ' Pr09ram f0r SUPPOrt  and adJust"*nt 

Review the (»overnmer.t  revenues of major oil-producing 
countnes and th«ir   impact  on world trade,  world capftal 
flows, and short-term money markets,  and set  up a program 
of financial   cooperation   if necessary. M «gram 

Review the dependency of Middle  East  producing countries 

tH^ ofT. r0: the  free WOr,d,s «"-"porting coun- 
tries of   industr.al   and agricultural   goods,   and military 

thl^l n.    K9^    ? uth!S  the mUtUa,   '"terdependence and 
fhLTSK! ml^t  be available to cope with an oil  or 
tmancial   emergency. 

Although Levy's  program   is  couched   in highly general   and node^te 

terms,   it   represents an ambitious  platform of horizontal   interdependence. 

Its ambitlousness   lies   in  the assumption  that  the traits shared by 

Importers are sufficient  to bring them together  into comprehensive 

planning of the sort Levy envisions.     This program also suggests, of 

course,   the establishment of a central  organization with authority 

vis-a-vis   importers  not  unlike  that which OPEC has  vis-a-vis exporters. 

This   International  Energy Council,   however, would still  be predominantly 

a consumers'  organization,   for  the policy of horizontal   interdependence 

Levy  recommends   is aimed a*  preventing two kinds of situations.     First, 

After  the price explosion.  W.   Levy articulated an even more urcent 
appeal   for vertical  cooperation.     In  the July  W  issue of  F^eton 

l-R^\ ^nnt:^d,:;entii,e?-,,WOr,d 0M  Co-^-tio. or   .^Tlona, 
th iiV «nr?ded  that  the  fi"a^!a'  turden forced upon  the  rest of 
the world  by OPE    cannot   be solved without government-imposed pogams 
of energy austerity and wide-ranging   international  cooperation a^nq  the 
o.   -importing countries.     Interestingly,  although Levy's  ra Uona^fo 
vertical  cooperation shifted  from preoccupation with  the securUy of 

nS^ÄtI% 2 r"18""'  '"  Pr09n05,S haS  —'-"  the sail.     (See also    Austerity Plus Co-operation," The Petroleun Economic.  August   197*.) 
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a disequillbrated system with weakened companies  and OPEC hegemony over 

oil   and money markets;  and second   (and more  alarming  to Levy),  a system 

in which OPEC plays   the divide et   impe^a  tactir, by  picking off one 

importing country after another.      In other words.   Levy's  argument   for 

consumers'   cooperation   rests on  his   rejection of  the antithetical 

approach-that  of vertical   interdependence.     Expectedly.   Levy's  pro- 

posal  was   rejected as  soon  as   it was   presented by  a strange coalition 

of  appeasers which   included  Japanese and  French administrators,   top 

Exxon executives  and.  of course--0PEC officials. 

The  "October Revolution" changed many minds;   so when   in  December 

1973.   Secretary  Kissinger proposed  that   the   industrialized na   ions of 

the world establish an energy action  group multilaterally   to  develop an 

action  program,  none of the thirteen major oi1-importing countries  failed 

to show up   in Washington  three months   later-though  not without  paying 

due  lip service beforehand  to the ultimate need "for a consultative 

relationship between  producers and consumers."    The   invitation was 

originally extended  to six West  European countries   (France.  West  Germany. 

Italy,   the Netherlands.  Norway and  Britain)   as well  as  to Canada and 

Japan;   later the group was enlarged  to  Include all  nine members of the 

EEC.  and  the Secretary General  of  the OECD was also  invited  to the 

February meeting.     The atmosphere of   the Washington Conference was   far 

from harmonious.     The U.S.  advanced a platform not  dissimilar  to Levy's 

old Atlantic-Japanese   Idea.     France,   not  hesitating  to  take another  free 

ride on   the new collective good of oil   security.   led  the opposition by 

arguing against   the   institutionaIirat ion of  the consumers'   group.     The 

main points  agreed by   the  twelve nations,   notwithstanding  France's 
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reservations, provided for the following:  FlrM, the establishment of 

a high-level group to deal with all facets of the world energy situation 

and to coordinate the work of existing institutions such as the ütCD, the 

World Bank and the IMF; two, cooperation In restraining demand, allocating 

oil supplies in emergencies, diversifying energy supplies and accelerating 

energy R&0; third, cooperation in dealing with monetary and economic prob- 

lems; and fourth, the development of a ccxiperative multilateral relation- 

ship with the producing countries and other consumers. 

With a hint of the familiar oolitical sagacity of shutting the barn 

door aft^r the horse had escaped, the Energy Coordinating Group's most 

immediate task came to be that of planning for cooperation during emerg- 

encies.  In the past, cooperation during oil crises did not work smoothly, 

particularly because It is precisely under such conditiors that both cen- 

trifugal and centripetal forces are strengthened, usually the former. 

During the 1956 Suez crisis, it will be recalled, the Euronaan members of 

the OEEC established an emeigency system under its oil conmittee which 

effectively allocated the reduced supply of oil.  The United States did 

not belong to the OEEC but provided essential support with the oll-llft 

calling on reserve shut-in capacity to help meet European needs.  In 1967. 

the OECD Oil Committee requested the oil companies to adjust these tanker 

movements to avoid shortages. This action was taken with considerable 

reluctance on the part of some European governments which already began 

developing the fear that any joint ac.ion might offend the Arabs. 

The position of Individual countries during the Conference, as well 
as the official texts of the final communique can be found In SIPRI's 
Oil and Security (New York:  Humanities Press, 197'»), pp. 30-37 and 
Appendix 7- 

- ••- -v — -«—>-«^.im—> -i^  .. «^ 
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The Arab embargo was defeated, therefore, not because of judicious 

Western crisis management but because of Arab mismanagement which led 

to a short-lived and Ineffective boycott with no need to invoke the 

emergency allocation system.* The strains in Western cooperation came 

into the open during the 1973-7'« embargo.  The OECD European members 

proved unable to agree on activating the existing emergen-.y allocation 

system.  Joint consumers' management thus deteriorated, primarily because 

of improvements in OAPEC's capability to apply an embargo, v^hich failed 

technlca'ly but effectively sowed dissension within the European Comri- 

nlty.  In what probably was the final act of its traditional roic. the 

multinational oil Industry undertook to perform the distributional func- 

tion where sovereign governments and allies failed. 

In designing the emergency oll-shanng plan, the United States 

emerged again as the pillar of the new consumers' group at the cost of 

shouldering the main burden, as It had In other international organiza- 

tions and alliances in which It sought to play a dominant role.  In a 

reversal of a policy which hindered such cooperative agreement till 

then, the U.S. agreed to share its domestically-produced oil with the 

nations of ItM ECG in the event of future emergencies,  and with this 

exercise of American leadership, the door was opened for comprehensive 

cooperation among major oil consumers on oil and energy supplies. 

The urgent security need for an oil-sharing formula led to the estab- 

lishment In October W*  of a new autonomous Internatiortal organization. 

* Joseph A. Yager and Eleanor B. Steinberg (eds.), Enernj^andJ^S. 
Foreign Policy (Cambridge. Mass.: Bal linger Publishing Cor )any. 197*»), 

PP. wPBT. 
^Energy Digest,  Vol.   IV. No.   13,  August   16.   W.  PP-   3-6. 
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the International Energy Agency (IEA) with a weighted-majority voting 

system reflecting American influence and allocation of burdens. This 

new agency is directed by a ministerial level governing boare; below, 

there is a management committee of senior representatives; then four 

standing groups and a secretariat with an executive director appointed 

by the governing board. The agency Is set up within the framework of 

the ZM-nation OECD In Paris.   Of the four standing groups, one is to 

handle the plan's emergency oil supply functions; the second I? to 

develop the ongoing information system and framework for oil company 

consultations; a third is for long-cerm energy cooperation among the 

participants; and the fourth for relations with producer and other con- 

sumer states. 

Th.j quid-pro-quo for American willingness to share Its Indigenous 

supply was expressed in the votl.y system  The combined weight for the 

twelve p.-ospecJve participants totals 136. This includes three "gei- 

eral" votes for each, and 100 "oil" votes split In proportion to each 

state's o'l consumption, of which the U.S. has 50 and Japa-. 15, the 

next larjest. Accordingly, the U.S. has J.'ö.S  percent of the voting 

«eight; the eight EEC participants aggregate 38.2 percent; Japan IJ.?J 

Canada 6.6; and Norway just under 3 percent. Where the plan calls for 

binding decisions by "majority" it requires votes of six countries with 

60 percent of the total combined voting weight. A "special majority" 

decision require'» nine countries with 60 percent to declc'e on certain of 

For a detailed description of the IEA and the full text of the 
Consumer Nations' Oil Pact see the Petroleum Intelligence Weekly's 
special supplement, October \kt   197^7" 
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the «mergency measures, and for certain others It requires votes of ten 

countries, regardless of voting weight. 

The IEA mission, to be sure. Is purely defensive.  Unlike OPEC It 

is not Intended to alter the economic environment, least of all to 

deliver an ideological onslaught against the developing countries. The 

heart of the program is a passive readiness on the part of members of 

OECD to support the oil security of the group as a whole. Taking Into 

consideration the fact that these countries are economically, politically 

and strategically highly Interdependent, the linking of oil security was 

but a natural effort to close ranks in tne face of a severe security 

challenge.  Insofar as the thrust of the IEA program is to negate OAPEC's 

oil weapon and political leverage, it should not come as a surprise that 

Arab planners saw the oll-sh^lng agreement witN alarm and called the 

formotion of the IEA a war-like action. 

The basic components of the IEA contingency plan are:  (a) oulld- 

up of emergency reserve stocks: (b) demand restraint In event of an 

outside oil supply shortage; and (c) simultaneous sharing of available 

supplies which all participants draw down emergency stocks at about the 

same rate.  As regards the first component, each country will initially 

maintain emergency stocks for at least 60 days' consumption with no net 

imports based on the level of consumption In the previous calendar year. 

A decision will be taken by July I, 1975 to determine a date for increas- 

ing these emergency reserves to 90 days. Secondly, demand restraint and 

allocation will be automatically triggered should supplies to any one 

country or to the group as a whole (I.e., for both contingencies of a 

general or a selective embargo) fa.i by 7 percent or more below a "base 
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period" comprising the most recent four quarters with a delay of one 

further quarter necessary to collect Information.*  In such an event. 

each participating country will reduce Itl total domestic consumption 

of all finished products by a similar percentage. The objective is that 

whenever cemand restraint Is called for-and each country I, required 

to have contingency plans ready at all tim.«- all available supplies will 

be simultaneously shared while the participants draw on thei, emergency 

stocks at about the same rate. Thirdly, with a 12 percent shortfall in 

total group supplies, each country will curb demand by 10 percent, while 

If supplies are cut by 50 percent or more, further emergency measures 

will be taken by special majority decisions. 

The oil sharing agreement has a few drawbacks quite apart from its 

less than certain political implement.DiIity undrr real circumstances; 

the most dubious is that it uncomplicates 0AP£C'? targeting problems. 

That is. OAPEC is no longer faced with the moral and political task of 

having to surgically hit the declared target in case of a selective boy- 

cott.  As far as a boycott plan would go. a selective embargo would be 

announced and remain declaratory only, but in reality "the embargo would 

have to be applied against all industrial countries, friends as well as 

f      M** 
roes.    while it is the purpose of the IEA to "col lateralize" the 

as wi l^dlscus Id ° ';   ? T'"9 '" r"ativ"! "•'•» '»<IMM»L. 
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shortfall, OAPEC planners could justifiably argue that any collateral 

damage will have been created solely by the embargoed nations' IEA part- 

ners—at their own risk.  Secondly, the United States — the more likely 

target for a future embargo—has actually increased i tr. vulnerability by 

exposing its energy economy through the sharing agreement. Whereas, ir. 

the absence of such an agreement, it is not inconceivable that little or 

no damage could have befallen the U.S. in case of an embargo, the IEA 

agreement makes such damage certain.  Consequently, with less American 

insulation from the OAPEC oil weapon, the probability of further manipulat- 

ing of it has been increased but its effectiveness—decreased. Thirdly, 

and most Importantly, as a defensive measure the IEA emergency sharing 

agreement could cope with minor to medium provocations only. Conserva- 

tion and stock management, even when managed under ideal conditions of 

altruism and discipline could not alleviate large shortfalls. The shar- 

ing agreement will not be able to handle a supply crisis of a greater 

order of magnitude than that of 1973-7^. OAPEC, on the other hand, has 

the capability to inflict signifir.ant greater shortfalls. Consequently, 

within weeks from the announcement of the oil-sharing agreement, the 

U.S. was again the first to move to close the vulnerability loophole.  In 

a series of well-orchestrated public declarations, the American President, 

Secretaries of State, Defense, and Treasury and Congressional leaders— 

declared, almost as a matter of fact, :hat a "strangulation" of the 

Western economies would be casus belli as far as the United States is 
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concerned.  What the oil-sharing agreement could not do, Swi went the 

message, American troops will. While this declaratory policy w«s sub- 

ject to much misunderstanding in the United StAtes, it was perceived 

correctly—though not without anger—where It was intended in the Arab 

** 
world.   It still remains to be seen whether either defensive mechanisms 

the IEA sharing program and/or the American military warning are credible 

en High to deter another embargo, and failing tltat—to successfully negate 

its Impact. 

The possession of a few defensive measures which Include the use of 

force as a last resort Is not the most reassuring form of projection, 

tvidently, the security of energy supplies would best be maintained by 

the long-term elimination of vulnerabilities, either by squarely confront- 

ing the OPEC cartel or by escaping from the dependence over it.  It is 

The most noteworthy of these warnings was given by Secretary Kissinger 
In an Interview wlth Business Week, January 13, 1975.  The "strangulation" 
comment should not be confused wi th the intervention debate that took place 
simultaneously. The former was a careful statement designed to deter mas- 
sive embargoes, i.e., those extending beyond the IEA capability to handle 
them. The latter is a thought-provoking debate about the role of force 
in settling the general politico-economic situation surrounding the oil 
challenge.  For support of that idea see, for example, Robert W. Tucker's 
"Oil:  The Issue of American Intervention" in the January issue and his 
contributions to the March and April, 1975 issues of Commentary; Edward 
Luttwak's (writing under the appropriate pseudonym of Miles Ignatus) 
"Seizing Arab Oil" in Harper's, March 1975; and Irving Kristol's, "Where 
Have All the Gunboats Gone?", written as an editorial during the 1973-7^ 
embargo. The Wall Street Journal, December 13, 1973. A consideration of 
th#- force options is outside the scope and context of this study, suggest- 
ing perhaps that the context selected, even when on the systemic level, 
might be just too narrow to be useful. 

A* 
Devoting a great deal of space is the "strangulation" warning and 

reactions to It, the Middle cast Economic Survey, the leading Arab oil 
journal, concluded that It referred to contingencies equal or worse than 
the 1973-7'» embargo, precisely what American leaders probably meant. 
(See the issues from January 10, 17 and 2^, 1975.) 
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doubtful  whether   the   IEA could muster   the degree of  political   cohesion 

needed  for a  confrontation with OPEC   in  the short-term.     In effect,   there 

is not even an active multilateral   strategy,   to speak of.  for breaking 

the cartel.     The only strategies   in existence are passive and unilateral: 

either  to take no acfon at all   so as  to  let  the  cartel   tumble under   its 

own weight;   to encourage price-shaving and competition among  its members 

by secretly auctioning off  Import  tickets;*  to decouple the multinational 

oil   firrs  from OPEC  so a    to force  the oil   producers   into securing mar- 

kets  for  their own products.** and  so forth.     None of  these   is  seriously 

contemplated by  the  IEA.     It Is an agency designed  to minimi z-  the conse- 

quences of  the  symptoms of  the oil  challenge,   not  to come  to grip, with 

its cause. 

Multilateralism  in energy has  thus been probably carried  to Its 

practical   limits.    The  International  Energy Agency,   in all  fairness,   Is 

a remarkable achievement.    So are  the technical   accomplishments of  this 

body,  plans  for energy oil sharing,  conservation, a financial  safety net 

and energy  Investment protection  through domestic minimum price policy. 

All   t>ese probably exhaust the cooperative potential  among energy con- 

sumers.    Tie major consuming nations not only   lack a strategy  for con- 

fronting the source of their troubles,  but   In scheduling a producer- 

consumer conference for middle  1975,  the  lEA-lnstead of searching t« 

*This   Is  MA.   Adelman's    favorite cartel-busting technique.    See 
M.A.  Adelman and ' oren Frlls'  ''Changing Monopolies and European Oil 

Supplies." Energy Policy. Vol.   2.  No.  *♦,  December W. P-  290. 

**. Shis, of course.   Is  the Church Subcommittee's specific  recommendation 
regarding  the operation of the multinational   oil   Industry. 
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ar.est the OPEC challenge-would actually be legitimizing the cartel's 

"October Revolution."* 

Fortunately, for the consumer, even in the face of Western appease- 

ment and yearning for another Teheran-like agreement, the producers too 

are operating close to the limits of their cooperative potential. Con- 

vening for the first-ever OPEC summit conference in Algiers, subsequent 

to the fen-tlon of the IEA. the producers were expected to consider four 

fundamental issues:  (a) programming of production; (b) pricing of oil 

In terms of a basKet of currencies; (:) a total embargo on oil exports If 

one member country Is attacked by a major Industrial power; and (d) the 

establishment of an OPEC fund for support of member states facing finan- 

cial difficulties because of cutbacks In liftings. None of these objec- 

tives was achieved.  Displaying a range of widely varying positions, the 

OPEC members were unable to reach agreement on these fundamental Issues 

and settled Instead for a reconfIrmatlon of the general principles of 

cooperation and consolidation.** The theme, of course, in both inter- 

national groupings, is  interdependence, but the underlying realities 

are that despite the appearance of new types of world problems and new 

crystallizations on the world scene, «itl^l tendencies still dominate 

Member countries of the IEA want their preparations to look 
peaceful, not  Ike a glarlng-up for confrontation. Thus they aren't 
ssulng any quick reproaches about the extra billions of dollars OPEC's 
latest price decisions will tack onto the consumer countries' oil bills 
The concl Itory attitude of the consumers' energy agency toward the pro- 
ducers bloc wMl make Its dealings with non-member France easier  .'' 
The Petroleum Intelligence Weekly. December 30. 1971». 

w-IX^irSÄT«." •'•, consu', ***miE"' m* 
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nations' responses and the potential c- 
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report asserts that the U.S. has the natural resources, the technological 

capacity and presumably the political will to become virtually self-suffi- 

cient In energy by I985 and to remain so. Western Europe's dependence, 

contends the Commission, may be reduced In the next decade through the 

development of North Sea oil and gas and the pursuit of strict and con- 

sistent energy-use policies, but it is "doubtful th»t dependence on exter- 

nal supplies will be brought below k*  percent for the European nations 

belonging to OECD by I985." Japan, It Is finally noted, will remain the 

most vulnerable of all Industrial nations with about 75 percent of its 

requirements being imported. 

The Trilateral Commission's position is in the best tradition of 

American liberal multilateralism.  It does not rule out bilateral con- 

tracts or regional approaches so long as they do not tie up supplies, bid 

up prices, or reduce the potential bargaining power of all consumers.  It 

calls for close consultation on broad policies In the Middle East but 

cautions against oil and gas deals with the Soviet Union.  In short, it 

.s a strategy of joint OECD cooperation in the near term for the purpose 

of OECD relative energy Independence in the Icn^-term.  Indeed, as will 

be observed in the next chapter, it could well be that autarkic movements 

«ore than the cooperative means to attain them, will characterize the 

world energy system In the future. 
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Chapter VI11 

STRATEGIES OF INDEPENDENCE 

The Autarkic Option 

Between 1970 and 1973 U.S. Imports of crude oil and products 

literally doubled, with the share of Insecure sources growing even faster. 

That trend, as shown in Diagram 0.1, was expected to last for the rest of 

the century. The occurrence of a worldwide oil crisis In 1973, «* observed 

in Chapters III and IV, was to a considc-able degree caused by this sjdden 

American entry into an already disequiIibrating oil market. Whether the 

American entry precipitated the price and supply crises or merely exacer- 

bated them is of lesser concern at this point.  Nevertheless, what seems 

abundantly clear is that a resolution of the energy crisis depends to a 

large degree on a voluntary American reversal of the trend that charac- 

terized Its Import curves In the four years prior to the crisis. 

It is In the nature of crises that they mercilessly bring to :he 

fore and expose all the strains which h»ve affected the system, revealing 

conditions which, when left unchecked, brought about a critical state of 

afrairs.  The American response to the oil crisis was quick. President 

Nixon, In an Energy Message on November 7, 1973. declared, 

"Let us set as our national goal, in the spirit of Apollo 
and with the determination of the Manhattan Project, that by 
the end of this decade, we will have developed the potential 
to meet our own energy needs without depending on any foreign 

energy sources. 
;'Let us pledge that by 1980 under Project Independence we 

shall be able to meet America's energy needs from America's 

own energy sources." 

Appeal» for energy self-sufficiency, to be sure, were made before. 

But the brutal reality of an Arab embargo underscored the extent to which 

the U.S. and Its allies were vulnerable to oil denial, and this brought 

■ « *»i 
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about wide public support for such a move. The realization that the U.S. 

was becoming progressively vulnerable to new forms of external pressure 

caused the Nixon Administration to promulgate total self-sufficiency by 

1380 as a national objective.  Preliminary reports were hastily submitted 

which, as Illustrated in Diagram 8.2, demonstrated great sense of purpose, 

urgency and confidence and the implemen^abi' I ty of that laudable objective. 

Diagram 8.2 

SELF  SUFFICIENCY  BY   I98O  THROUGH   CONSERVATION 
AND  EXPANDED PRODUCTION 

YEAR 

IMCORT REPLACEMENT 
(Million lirrtlt/Oay Oil Equivalant) 

Farmarly PiaiactMl Importt 

ConMrwtion tavingi* 

E >pand*d OomMlIc Nonloml Production 

E ipandMl Oonantic Pouil Production 

•inciud»» both conMrMton icchniquai »nd •nargy rwl p< ■ • incn 

YEA* 

1973        1980 
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u 
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SOURCE:    The Nation's  Energy Future,  U.S.  Atomic Energy 
Coirmission,  WASH-128I,   I   December  1973,P-   '♦6. 
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-d officl.i  enthusi«*  for  self-sufficiency,   in a,,   fairness>  had  ,„ 

d»     with the f.ct  that   i,  took ti™ for the  implications of such an a».- 

bilious program to sink   in.. 

By  1975.   the National  Petroleum Council.  National  Academy of Engi- 

neering   Ford  Foundation.   Resources for  the Future,   and MiT reports on 

U.S.   energy dependence   indicated  that eicher energy   independence was un- 

desirable,   too costly,  or wou.d  reguire a much   longer  time  than eight  to 

ten years  to achieve.     Even  the  Federa,   Energy Administration's  reports 

indicate that  relative   self-sufficiency might arrive only   ,,   1990.     Such 

conservative views   seemed more popular after the OAPEC en.bargo was ended, 

•he  reasonab-e avaiiability of expensive oil  and gasoMne generated co.- 

placency. 

Even before the   1973 Arab embargo „as  imposed,   the United States 

was facing serious energy  problems  because of falling  drastic production 

**  insufficient refining facilities.    •.. the effect of the embargo was 

to highlight  the  imperative for national  security to se a drift   into 

increasingly more dangerous dependence on Eastern Hemisp d Arab source.. 

President  Nixon's  reflexive  reaction to the embargo „as  und.rstandni.e. 

'ndeeu.   if the  International oi,  crisis „as caused .1^ ajj. by a growing 

American dependence on foreign sources  ,„ competiUon „.th other consuming 

lll..^*l
r!lfi)^.'",'"ll'll" frWt    the fdderai  Energy Administration, 

-—**■*: -*P- •*»«    "■"■i' H1LI'WW^>- 
■   '    ■ — — 
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5"rchi„9 for C(Mplicat.d _,  to  rncrM5e the ^^^^^  ^^^ 

a r-uc..« of  import,r5,  dwadMe. ^^ ^^  the ^ ^^^     ^ ^^ 

—s,   «, ^.^  strategy .„ cope „^ a  fünctiona|        ^ ^^  ^ 

I«   to d.sengaoe  from   it  altogether. 

Mona!     self-sufficiency  could  be anathema-   yet   It   U  h . 
ena,   yet   .t   Is  beyond question  that —rn4ti0„a, [rade in oi, häs on|y ^^ ^^ ^^^^ 

^Upti.spll,o_ra^tha„pacif,.ceffect5  Tha _ ^ seif_ 

sufficiency in energy would not be a loss of an n 
loss of an opportunity to further 

integrate t^e worin  „..> -rid n.0 a cooperalir,g comnun.tyi but rather ^ ^^^ 

övoidance of oarf of »K«» 
P"<   th.1 c^n.ty which app.,Jrs ,ess hospitable to 

^a,  pri„clp,.5 .   trada.     - f«..  ,. . ^ ^ ^  ^ „^ 

o< V^  autarky.   John May„a,,d  Keyn,5 jrgued  ^^^ ^^  ^ 

-Uo.,  ...^„^ ^ ^   the ^^ ^   ^^ ^^ ^^ 

- -  r„ad  t0 paace..     ^ ravisio|,st  ^^^  ^^^    ^ ^  ^^ 
— V  r«,,..,.  ,0 u„derstand  tha[  on,y ^  the  ^^^ ^ ^ w  ^^ 

P-nce  <,.. other   ._ of  „„.^„^   ^   ^ ^^^  ^  ^ 

"Chan9es.    ... salf.suff,ciency often ^^ eithar nat ^ w ^ 

—     ,. „o,, cases of da||berate aütarkyi   the ^^ ^^^^  ^   ^ 

-U ^9e_ ^erabilit,es or ^^^  ^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^ 

'.'..  uif-ffu,^ ,. a,tempted whan tha assüw(j ^^^^ (ii ^^ 

.' "a.iona,  security   or „th.r value, ^t«i9h the econanlc ^ 

^/TsT"""*Keynes-"''""'"" ""■^"o^^r^— 

i 

'-■■   Ml.t >|>»>^       .w 
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It has been observed that self-sufficiency is somewhat costlier 

than free trade; but. once such externalities as the costs of military 

protection are internalized, free trade no longer seems necessarily supe- 

rior, in fact, in the case of energy, an economic case can be made in 

support of autarky.  Basically, although U.S. domestic energy supplies 

are likely to be costlier than Imported energy, the Interrelated disad- 

vantages connected with foreign imports — such as balance-of-payments out- 

flows »nö  ensuing strains on the International monetary system--couId 

provide 0 strong economic justification for self-reliance. The net effect 

may well be that, at some point, the nation may save more if It pays a 

premium to develop domestic sources than It would by ouichasing oil, even 

in the cheapest import markets. 

Under an interdependent posture, access to reliable and adequate 

sources of energy Is becoming the sine qua nop of security for highly 

industrialized nations.  To the degree that the United States does not 

nave control over the sources of its energy, it is susceptible to those 

who exercise such control.  To the extent that the U.S. needs or wants 

to depend on foreign sources. It must be prepared to pay the resulting 

political and economic costs.  Furthermore, dependence on imported oil 

implies severe defense problems for the United States.  To rely on an 

Increasingly fragl(e worldwide distribution system without protecting 

that system might expose the country to innumerable pressures and risks. 

On the other hand, the safeguarding of supplies is a considerable mili- 

tary and political undertaking, where half-measures are unlikely to 

suffice. 
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In the Persian Gulf In particular, vulnerabilities of supply are 

compounded by geostrategic tensions and political instability.  Yet the 

Gulf is so paramount that, even if the U.S. by itself were to be self- 

sufficient in energy, U.S. security commitments to Western Europe ana 

Japan, and America's rivalry with the Soviet Union, would necessitate 

continuing attention to American interests and capabilities in the Gulf 

area.  A U.S. policy of oil dependence would ma^ American involvement 

even more imperative.  If the U.S. does not wish to assume such an active 

role, it must develop domestic energy resources to reduce import depen- 

dence to minimal levels, and encourage its allies to do likewise.  Indetd, 

with the benefits of energy independence well understood, all that remains 

is to assess costs so as to establish its net desirability and then to 

evaluate its feasibility within specified time frames. 

The main objection to Project Independence has been that it is econom- 

ically inefficient.  A Brookings Institution paper by Hendrik Houthakker 

estimates the cost of total energy self-sufficiency for the U.S. over the 

next 20 years at $985 billion, compared with a cost of $663 billion in con- 

tinuing to rely on foreign oil.  Spending half the annual difference of $16 

billion over a 20-year period would, it is estimated, cover the cost of 

** 
buying and storing a four-year supply at $6 a barrel.  Houthakker's highly 

abstract study failed to internalize the softer economic and political costs 

associated with a policy of energy dependence.  Free trade, it will be re- 

called, has historically usually been conducted under the u!ose protection 

of strong mercantilist powers.  Uninterrupted trade prospered under the 

For more details about the political, military, and economic consid- 
erations involved see the House Hearings on "Proposed Expansion of U.S. 
Ml!ltary Facilities in the Indian Ocean," the Subcommittee on the Near 
East and South Asia, \S7t*. 

For an analysis of the debate on Project Independence, see The Petro- 
leum Economist, April 197^. 

 -—■^■■.-» 
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Roman Empire and  the Romans,   j   st  as   19th century commerce enjoyed  the 

global   reach of  the Royal   Navy.     The first   two post-war decades  had  had 

the world energy system similarly  shielded  by an effective  Pax Americana. 

The crisis of energy   interdependence,   however,   has much  to do with  the 

collapse of  that  hegemony.     Has  Houthakker   included   in his  figures   the 

costs  needed  to maintain—or,   in  fact,   revive--such a  hegemonial   position 

for   the next   two decades?     For   instance,  even the direct  cumulative 

economic costs of safeguarding  future oil   supplies and  sea-lanes  under 

a  policy of  free trade suggests  that  the cost gap could  narrow substantially. 

Nonetheless,  an essential   part of evaluating Project   Independence 

is  the comparison of  its economic costs  to those of  import  dependency. 

In part cular,   large balance of payments deficits arising  from  import 

costs must  be considered   in   terms of  their domestic effects  and  their 

damage  to America's economic  and political   interests abroad.     These costs 

can have a major  impact   if devaluation of the dollar   is  required,   leading 

to higher   import costs and greater   inflation,  and ultimately  to stop-and- 

go economic  policies at  home.     The costs of   importing oil   must  then be 

compared  to the resource  investment  required  for developing domestic 

erergy sources,  and  to the creation of  potentially  inflationary demand 

for scarce materials,  equipment or  skilled manpower  in energy-suppying 

industries.     Domestic  investment  costs may nevertheless  seem much more 

palatable when compared  to the   r'ull  effects of   importing  energy supplies. 

Such evaluation,  however,   lies outside the scope of  this  study. 

Still,   the more fundamental  aspects of the practicality of   improving 

the nation's energy self-suffic:ency could be addressed.     There are at 

least   three  inter-related I ssues of feasibi1ity:    resource   base constraints, 
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time constraints, and capital costs constraints.  Accordingly, if could 

be useful to discuss in more specific detail the plans, some of the 

problems and costs, and the possible timetable for achiev ng self- 

suff icency. 

The U.S. energy resource base includes vast reserves of coal, oil 

shale and uranium.  In addition, recent higher prices for oil and gas 

will make their continued development and production economically attrac- 

tive for at least three more decaJes if not much longer.  Table 8.2 

attempts to summarize much of the current U.S. resource data.  Note the 

very large coal and oil shale resources as compared with petroleum.  Be- 

tween now and the mid-1980s, U.S. energy development and most of tliJ- 

thrust toward energy independence will rest on the continuing utilization 

of well-known technologies for the discovery and exploitation of energy 

resources.  The major problems of growth in energy supply, as dictated 

by need, and of energy conservation, as dictated by regulation and orice 

impacts, will be those associated with large-scale construction programs. 

Thus, engineering, planning, and managerial problems will dominate the 

early time period.  For the new techrologies to emerge with any degree of 

In addition to the FEA's Project independence report, there are at 
least four other studies of energy self-sufficiency for the U.S , each 
attacking the problem from a different angle.  For the economic perspec- 
tive see Energy Self-Sufficiency written by the MIT Energy Laboratory 
Policy Study Group and published by the American Enterprise Institute, 
Washington, 197*4.  A resources perspective Is provided by Carl J. Andersor , 
et al., "An Assessment of U.S. Energy Options for Project I ndtpenden«,^," 
Lawrence Livermore Laboratory, University of California, Livermore, UCRL- 
51638, September 1, 197'«.  The National "Academy of Engineering's U.S. 
Energy Prospects (Washington, D.C., 197'«) analyzes the issues from an 
engineering viewpoint.  Finally, Richa d S. Greeley, £t_ aj.-. from the 
MITRE Corporation give a brief overview in their "Energy Self-Sufficiency— 
How Much and How Soon?," HJk-SO,   September 197'«. As of thi.. writing, there 
is no study of the international politics of energy autarky. 

••* '~--*'~i'.B, m tm^ . ^^ - -'.-4.- 
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success  by   1985 or   1990,   i.e.   by  beino more  environmentally  tolerable  and 

also  reduce U.S.   dependence on   increasingly  scarce  resources,   it  will   be 

necessary for  the country  to accept   increasingly   larger  R&D  budgets  for 

energy. 

R&D in energy conservation, which is aimed at improving the efiiciency 

of energy utilization in residential and commercial building (illumination 

and heat/cooling applications), and in industrial equipment and processes, 

might significantly slow the rate of growth of energy consumption by the 

late 1970s.  Improved technologies for secondary and tertiary oil production 

ar» likely to raise the average oil recovery fraction from 32 percent to 

over kO  percent by the mid-1980s.  Moreover, better techniques for oil and 

gas resource assessment will be developed and these should improve explora- 

tory drilling for oil and gas,  thereby expanding the recoverable oil and 

gas resource base.  Technological improvements in mining are likely to in- 

sure that safe longwall techniques become widespread by the late 1970s, 

leading to large coal productivity increases.  Development of combined 

cycle coal-burning power plans is likely to pay off by the late 1970s. 

Low BTU gasification of coal for boiler applications might be commercially 

viable by the late 1970s, easing the burden on exploration and production 

of natural gas.  Development of flue gas desulfurization technology seems 

to oe progressing so that by the late 1970s utilities may be able to burn 

high-sultur coal directly with back-end environmental controls.  Hope- 

fully.  Reactor safety research during the next 3-5 years should resolve 

*See, for example, Hudson Institute's Report to the Office of Coal 
Research "Policy Analysis for Coal Development at a Wartime Urgency Level 
to Meet the Goals of 'Project Independence'." HI-l93i/2-RR. k  February 197'». 
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many of the seemingly acute problems associated with emergency core cool- 

ing and other safety systems.  Table 8.3 shows the currently planned 

program of energy research and development for the next five years.  This 

program, which averages some $2 billion per year, may increase to twice 

this amount in the next 3-5 years. 

The lion's share of the projected 5-year, $;i billion e .ergy R&D 

program is devoted to nuclear fission and fusion.  The latter cannot con- 

tribute significantly to U.S. energy supply until well after the year 2000. 

Moreover, the bulk of fission R&D is devoted to development of the fast 

breeder reactor.  Commercial breeders cannot come onstream until well 

after 1990.  Only light-watjr reactors, to the exten« that they reliably 

deliver electricity, can contribute to the U.S. energy supply during the 

next two decades.  The $700 million planned for energy conservation R6D 

is well spent, since conservation is the area which will have the initial 

and largest impact on balancing U.S. energy supply and demand.  The $400 

million planned for oil, gas, and shale RtD -luring 1975-79 is probably 

too little, compared with the large sums planned for fission ard fusion 

for which the benefits are two or three decades of>'.  More money could be 

spent on resource assessment, so that the U.S. can leo'-n the true size of 

Naval Petroleum Reserve Hk   in Alaska (alleged to hold 30-50 billion bar- 

rels of recoverable crude), and of Outer Continental Shelf resources 

which were still poorly known in 197c  R&D on secondary and tertiary oil 

The evaluation given below is discussed in greater detail In my 
"Toward U.S. Energy Independence:  An International Perspective," Hl-^1»- 
BN/2/2, May IS?1*,  and In "Energy Dependence/1ndependence--The U.S. Possi- 
bilities" by R. Cnati, B. Smernoff, and U. Arad, HI-2026-BN/2/2, July 1974. 
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T«bU 8.1 

U.S.   FEDERAL  ENERGY  RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT  PROHRAM     WI98O 
(Hi 11 Ion«   or   dollars;   rTscal   ycürs)   

Program  Arej 
Pro?ra-n Level CObHqat ion•.V 

Conferva 1i on 

0' I , gas. and shale 
Coa I 

Lir.'I ronmcntal control 
Nuclear fission 
Nuclear fusion 
Other 
a. So I a r 

B. Geothermal 
Total direct energy R(.D 

SOURCE:  Executive Office of the President 

65.0 
19.1 

65.5 
530.5 
101. I 

13.8 
10.9 

999.1 

US.7 
M.8 

426.7 
178.5 
724.7 
168.6 

50.0 
U.7 

1810.5 

Es t incited Tota 1 

1975-7^ 

700 
400 

2900 
800 

4000 
1600 

I 1300 

B Tr^n^r*-—«^ - 
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production techniques can also add more funds, primarily for subsidizing 

corporate recovery projects.  The $2900 for coal RtD seems sized correctly, 

except that distribution in the coal RfcD area night be improved.  High BTU 

coal gasification and coal liquefaction are getting the most money, yet 

probably are furthest off In terms of showing a return for R&D investment. 

Certainly, low BTU gasification for boiler applications and direct combus- 

tion using combined cycles warrant much more attention than high BTU gasifi- 

cation and liquefaction.  Moreover, since stack gas desulfurlzatIon tech- 

nology has not yet been demonstrated as commercially reliable, R60 on this 

is important, and could accelerate the comm. rclal availability of direct 

high-sulfur coal burning.  Last, but not least, if the U.S. expects to 

obtain major contributions to its energy supplies from solar and geothermal 

sources by '985, these areas should be funded at much higher levels than 

currently planned in the next ten years. 

Diagram 8.3 shows the NAE task force estimates ".r U.S. energy supply 

and demand through I98O.  A major conservation program, mounted In 1975, is 

assumed to achieve savings of at least 8.0 MBPD by I985 as shown in Table 

8.^.  This conservation program will be the single most Important contrib- 

utor to U.S. energy independence.  Table 8.5 estimates the cost of imports. 

It assumes a successful conservation program.  Further, If Project Inde- 

pendence is successful, the above import costs might be cut In half (assum- 

ing the continuation of high prices).  Table 3.6 shows one possible energy 

mix for the United States in I985.  For convenient comparison, the 1973 

energy supply is included below.  These data are used to construct Diagram 

a.4 which shows the possibility of eliminating imports by I985.  To achieve 

a position of energy independence by 1985, at least the following wl 11 be 

required: 
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- A successful fuel conservation proyram which reduces demand 
by 7 to 8 MBPD by I985. 

- A successful nuclear power program.  This is a major 
industrial task 

- Increased production of oil and gas in the lower 1»8 
states, Alaska, and the offshore areas 

■ A major synthetic fuel industry, providing ^ to 5 MBPD 
of oil and gas from coal and oil shale. These numbers 
are larger than those estimated by the NAE. They have 
been increased to provide some contingency capability. 

- A dramatic increase in coal producticn--at least double 
that of 1973. 

Table 8.7 estimates capital requirements for the period 197^-1985, 

A total of 700 billion dollars is needed. 
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Diagram 8.^ 

POSSIBLE  U.S.   ENERGY  SUPPLY  AND  DEMAND.   1975-1985 
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Source:     National   Academy of Engineering,  U.S.   Energy Prospects. 
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Table 8.7 

'GULSSTIMATLO" U.S. PRODUCTION FACILITY CAPITAL REQUIREMENTS 

(19//<-'98(i Incremontal Product ion) 

(Bi I I ion S) 

OIL AND GAS 160-200 

URANIUM 11-1^ 

COAL 

SOLID 18-2* 
i 

SYNTHLTICS 16-22 . 

SHALE OIL 3-5 

POWER SUPPLY 

NUCLEAR GENERATION 90-110 

FOSSIL + RENEWABLE GENERATION 60- 70 

TRANSMISSION ♦ DISTRIBUTION 135-165 

TOTAL (ROUNDED) ^90-610 

Source:  National Academy of Engineering, U.S. Energy Prospects. 

The above capital requirements represent the amount of investment (in 
1973-i97'« dollars) necessary to provide facilities and do not include 
money required for working capital, dividend, debt servic«., or other 
financial needs.  Governmenl RtD programs and production facilities 
(e.g., uranium enrichment) are also not included. 

The vljOO to $600 billion for in-place facilities will require about 
another $100 billion for infrastructure support.  $700 billion would 
average $60 billion per year until 1985.  For comparison: 

Current investments in the energy industry are 
abou«. $30 billion per year 

1970 industrial plant and equipment investment 
for JII purposes was about $100 billion 
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In his January 1975 State of the Union message, President Ford 

finally gave his Administration's plan for relative self-sufficiency. 

As shown on Table 8.8, rhe Ford program calls for an import-dependence 

ratio of some 20 percent by I985.  So, absolute autarky was postponed 

even with a longer time-horizon than that President Nlxon had Initially 

selected  This Is a far cry from the original Intention of ellmirMtlng 

the security risks associated with energy dependence tnrough compla.e 

autarky. 

Table 8.8 

EFFECTS Or U.S. MID-TERH PRf.fiRAM ON ENERGY DEPENDENCE tm)  
DEMAND WITH NO 'JEW ACTIONS 

IMPORTS WITH NO NEW ACTIONS 

23.9 HMB/D 

12.7 HMB/D 

LESS SAVINGS ACHIEVED BY FOLLOWING ACTIONS; 

DCS LEASING 

NPR-^ DEVELOPMENT 

COAL CONVERSION 

SYNTHETIC FUEL COMMEKIALIZATION 

AUTO EFFICIENCY STANDARDS 

CONTINUATION OF TAXES 

APPLIANCE EFFICIENCY GOALS 

INSULATION TAX CREDIT 

THERMAL STANDARDS 

TOTAL IMPORT SAVINGS BY ACTIONS 

REMAINING IMPORTS 

LESS: 

EMERCEWCY STORAGE 

STANDBY AUTHORITIES 

1985 IMPACT 
ON IMPORTS (HMB/D) 

1.5 

2.0 

0.1* 

0.3 

1.0 

2.1 

C.l 

0.3 

0.3 

8.0 

A.7 

3.0 

I.I 
NET IMPORT VULNERABILITY 

Source:  The Energy Users Report, Supplement No. kj,  January 23, 1975. 
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One  interesting problem area relates to the economic impact of the 

implementation ot Project Inc'ependence.  In particular, will expenditure 

of the $700 billion needed to firsance new domestic energy capacity in the 

coming decade contribute to what appears to be chronic inflation? Or 

wili this heavy financing requiremenc act to brake inflction by slowing 

the rise of ene,gy prices ar new supplies are developed and create 

forces in OPEC which apply downward pressure on the world price of petro- 

leum? Moreover, will widespread energy conservation measures designed 

to slow energ/ growth adversely affect economic growth which, to f^ate, 

has been tightly correlated with the growth of energy consumption? Or 

might reduced energy growth become an indirect policy tool for combating 

inflation by slowing economic expansion" 

Although the near-term economic situation is quite uncertain, and 

the domestic political scene remains unsettled, the mid-term economic 

consequences of the implementation of Project Independence might be 

favorable.  While the short-term economic impact uf the energy conserva- 

tion and supply-enhancement programs planned for Project Independence 

may be inflationary, basic economic policy for coping with general price 

inflation must be formulated and implemented before inflation can be 

contr^'led in any event.  In other words, the national policy of energy 

independence may exacerbate existing price inflation, but it cannot be 

deemed responsible for the bulk of inflation.  It appears the short-term 

p. ice of incremental inflation due to efforts to free the U.S. from its 

growing dependence on imported oil might be j'.istified by the potential 

success of attaining mid-term U.S. energy self-sufficiency. 
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As noted,   the NPC,  NAE,   Ford  Foundation and MIT reports on U.S. 

energy  Independence  Indicated  that either energy  Independence  Is undesir- 

able,  too costly,  or would require a much   longer time than 8-10 years  to 

achieve.     The preliminary reports from the  FEA's Project   Independence Task 

Forces   indicate  that rela'.lve energy  independence might arrive  In   1990. 

These conservative views were much more  popular after the OAPEC embargo 

er.ded and Americans began again  to enjoy   reasonable supplies of  expensive 

oil  and  gasoline.     However,   the problems   that   the oil  embargo brought  out 

into the open will  not go away.    These problems   Included,  among others,  a 

reduction  In U.S.  oil  and gas production.   Increasing delays   In the construc- 

tion and  reliable operation of nuclear and  fossil  fuel electric power,   the 

possibility of  future serious  financial  and political  crises  In the U.S. 

and elsewhere  caused by high prices of   Imported oil  and gas. 

U.S.   policies  In the future  (next  3  to 5 years) are  likely to be   In- 

fluenced  by  fluctuations  In world oil  and gas prices and vice versa.     Down- 

ward trends  should tend to promote policies with the effect of delaying 

the achievement of  relative  independence   In energy, and  the emergence of 

a viable U.S.   synthetic fueis  Industry will   tend to Influence policies 

(price and production)   In exporting nations. 

It   Is  arguable that  the U.S.  can achieve  rotative energy  Independence 

by  1982-85.     The U.S.  has the  resources,   technology, and financial   and 

managerial   capability to do the job  in  this  time period.    To do so would 

require  taking  some very strong and politically hazardous positions.     To 

back away from Project  Independence would  risk national  security.     In any 

event , world pressures on resources  In general  and '.ho maintenance of  high 

oil  prices will   Impel  the U.S.   to drift  towirds energy  independence.     A 

——"••-•- — 
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"business-as-usual" policy could lead to inergy independence in the mio- 

1990s.  Still, one more OAPEC embargo (wMch might well occur) would push 

the U.S. into the earlier 1985 energy independence posture.  The emerging 

U.S. energy bureaucracy- the FEA, ERDA, and DENR--will be forced to con- 

sider such eventualities and to plan to handle them.  The FEA now and the 

otLers when and if they are organized, should exert continuing pressures 

for U.S. energy independence. 

So, for the next 20 years or so, the U.S. will be forced to depend 

on currently known resources and technology in order to achieve energy 

independence.  Oil, gas, oil shale, nuclear power, anc1 the increasing 

ute of coal as fuel and as a base for liquid and gaseous fuels will doiri- 

nate the energy industries.  The technologies required to exploit these 

sources are all at least ten to twenty years old.  By the 1990s, it is 

certain m'^.h of the U.S. energy requirements can be generated using 

solar, geothermal and advanced nuclear technologies, if the government 

supports a vigorous and well-funded research and development program. 

Historically, the European energy economy experienced a radical swing 

to oil as the primary energy source during the 1960s.  As shown in Table 

8.9, only one third of the 12 mbd-oi1 equivalents consumed in Europe in 

I960 were imported.  Thirteen years later, however, European energy consump- 

tion doubled to 2'* million barrels daily of oil equivalent in 1973, almost 

two-thirds of which was imported.  In little more than a decade, Europe 

became addicted to cheap oil imports--mostly from Middle East oil states-- 

and the sharp rise of oil compensated for the decline of coal as the primary 

source of energy on the Continent. 

fj HP *m -*- ■■I-J>I. msw*^'—•*—■ 
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Table 8.9 

p^jtcTtojafflg^g cMFRr'v suppLY--198i 

 "   (In Percent) 

*Tot.l energy demand. «BD .11 equivalents Future Prospects. 

Source:     ,»0 ^U fr^ ^'^iJ ^//l^^^1^^^ 
Organization  for Economic Wj^1"*    SftlUbllitt ||f  Indigenous 
,9

9
73; other data '«^^l^i.^^ffiE^feSE^ on 

rgy 
; other MU fj- ~"'r^lSEDSEE^S 

■ ^ ■  'S >»»r Tl» Par s. June 19/H« and Mi Material», r«rf»i 

,,  K.rnn of 1973-7'«. conventional European energy 
Before the Arab oil embargo of 19/i /". • 

d.velo^t of *,«. s« on .- ,« ,n.r -,70 cc.- .« • ~ 
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oil prompted serious reconsideration of the former policy of European oil 

importat ion. 

A number of analyses are beinn completed addressing the possibility 

of relative energy independence in Europe during the next ten or twenty 

years.  One of the first comprehensive studies of the potential availabil- 

ity o\    indigenous energy supplies in Western Europe, carried out by Peter 

Odell of Erasmus University. Rotterdam, indicated turopean energy depen- 

dency might be reduced to 20-25 percent by tl'.e mid-198Cs from its current 

level of about 65 percent.   Using data related to discovered oil and gas 

resources in the North Sea, Odell arrives at the figures shown in Table 8.? 

for the projected surprise-free European energy supply in 1905- 

New oil and gas discoveries continue to be reported freguently from 

the North Sea, and the outlook for North Sea energy resources surprise even 

those people who were optimistic early in the game.  A comprehensive report 

on North Sea oil production and profitability by Wood, Mackenzie and Company, 

concludes that total production could be as high as *♦ million barrels daily 

•.'; :V •/; 
from the United Kingdom offshore alone.    This would imply that the UK 

might be a net exporter of crude oil by 1980. 

' In the past few years, a portion of the jrowth of European oil imports 
has come from the Soviet Union.  By the mid-'980s, perhaps a much as 20-25 
percent of imported European oil ma' come f'om Soviet pipelines. 

*APete' Odell, The Availability of indigenous Energy in Western Europe 
1973-98 with Special Reference to Oil and Natural Gas, prepared for the 
1st World Symposium, Energy and Raw Materials, Paris, June 197^. 

A-k* 
The Petroleum Economist. July 197'«, P- 252. 
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Diagram 8.5 

POSSIBLE FUTURE OIL OFF TAKES--U.K. 

SOURCE:  OiI and Gas Journal. June 3, ]S7k,  p. 103. 

Other estimates, such as that of Mr. Nils Gulnes, senior vice- 

president of Den Norske Creditbank and former Deputy Director General 

of the Industry Ministry in Oslo, expect that oil output in the Norwegian 

sector of the North oea will rise to about 2 million barrels per day by 

1980.   Adding the Wood, Mackenzie and Company figure of 3.5 million 

barrels per day UK output for I98O suggests a total for the North Sea 

of 5-5 million barrels per day, which compares favorably with an optimis- 

tic estimate of 6 million barrels per day by 1982 worked out by Profe'ssor 

Odcll ( see Diagram 8.6). 

The Petroleum Economist. January 1974, p. 15. 
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The probable reduction of European energy import dependence induced 

by orderly development of North Sea resources is graphically represented 

in Diagrams 8.7 and 8.8.  By the mid-1980s, North Sea energy resource devel 

opment may yield S^O-SS billion annual savings in terms of balance-of- 

payments outflow, relative to an extrapolation of the high-import supply 

mix estimated before 1973-  Between 197'« ™d I985. the integrated cos. 

of continued high import dependence is $300-500 billion (depending on 

the price of oil assumed).  These large sums of money, if partially In- 

vested In indigenous energy resource development to speed up the pace of 

North Sea oil (and coal ) exploitation, not only yield energy production 

capacity but also support domestic economic objectives such as full em- 

ployment and price inflation control.  In other words, more jobs and 

better cost control would result from increasing the pace of Indigenous 

energy resource development in Europe. 

It is interesting to consider how these heartening projections of 

mid-term North Sea oil production compare with a study carried out by 

the Commission of the European Communities under the title. Towards a New 

Energy Policy Strategy for the European Community.** The heart of this 

study consists of energy policy objectives established for the European 

Community in I985, as shown in Table 8.10. Obviously, these f'jures should 

not be regarded as firm forecasts but rather are general pointers to 

stimulate wide-ranging discussion about ways and means of Improving the 

longer-term supply situation. 

Western European toa! reserves are approximately 10 percent as large 
as U.S. coal reserves.  Odell seems unduly pessimistic concerning European 
coal production during the next decade, particularly since the high price 
of oil has made coal more competitive. 

'  COM (7^) 550 final, Brussels, 29 May 197'».  Also see The Petroleum 
Economist. May 197'«, for a summary of the European Commission report. 

— —••-n -^- -^m-^^mrytfjm mm 
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Table  8  10 

A Surnnary of  the objactives of an Energy  Supply  Policy 
for  th«  Community   In   I985  

I Enargy demand 

1) To reduce estimated consumption In I98S by 10% in relation to 
the amount initially estimated for 1985 by the more efficient 
use of anerfy. 

2) In step with   the development of nuclear energy,   to  incr.ase 
the consumption of electricity, >/hich should   in   1985  represent 
351 of energy  consumption  (25%   In  19/2). 

II Energy Supply 

1) To limit to kOX (631 in 1973) In 1985 th« degree cf Community 
depandanca  for «nargy on outside sour-.as. 

2) cm 

To limit to *0t '60t In 1973) the share of oil In the overall 
energy supply. 
To limit to 75t (98t in 1973) the degree of dependence on outside 
sources for oil supplies. 

This Implies production of 180 mtoe in the Community. 

To shift the emphasis of demand as a result, in particular by 
reducing constMption of heavy fuel oil in power stations. 

3) Solid fuels 

To mainiain  the absolute  level  of current  production  (for coal 
'80 mtce or 255 mtoe)   increase  imports  (35 mtoe  in  1985),  to 
maintain  the share of solid fuel   In the overall  energy supply 
at more then  ISt  (about 231  In  1973)- 

To shift  demand  in power stations as often as  possible  towards 
coal,  and,  at  the   lease, wherever nuclear energy  cannot be 
used (I.e.   replacing oil  products and natural   gas). 

M    Natural  gas 

To make extensive use of this source of energy, the share of 
which in the overall supply should increase fom about 2^ in 
1973 to 25»  In  1985. 

This will  entail: 

(I)    at   least  doubling Community production   (115 mtce  in  1973); 
(II)     for   the  most  part,   using   imports   from a  diversity  of origins. 

In  respect of  demand,   the use of natural   gas   In   themal  power 
statlons-and perhaps   in certain  Industries-should be discouraged. 

5)    Nuclear Enorgy 

To ensure coverage of  S0% of electricity needs   in   1985 by nuclear 
energy      This   implies an   instated capacity of at   least  200 GUe 
for electricity production  (♦ 20GWe for other uses). 

Source:     COM  (7M   530 final,  Brussels.  29 Hay   197't. 

■Mt 

-T -w""       1 mini». ,—..,-- ..■■■   .i. ,^_ 
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In conclusion. Western Europe as a collective entltv could probably 

achieve some degree of relative energy independence almost as rapidly 

as the United States, based on indigenous oil and gas resources (and 

moderate expansion of nuclear electric power generation capacity). Taking 

a slightly more pessimistic view. Europe might attain relative energy 

self-sufficiency perhaps no later than five years or so after the U.S., 

other things being roughly equal  Coming on top of America's Project 

Independence, this cut in Europe's oil imports could be of fundamental 

significance for the world petroleum market and its security.  If U.S. 

oil imports dry up in the 1980s, if Japan demosstrates some restraint, 

and if the European Community is successful in carrying out the new 

energy policy proposals. OECD oil imports in I985 need not be much higher 

than in 1970. let alone 1973.  In that case. OPEC countries would be in 

a position to conserve their crude oil reserves without causing intolerable 

economic and political difficulties for major importing countries. 

While the possibility of U.S. energy self-sufficiency by the mld- 

I980's has been generally recognized, and the preliminary case for mid- 

term European energy independence has been sketched, no one has yet been 

sufficiently ambitious to discuss the chances for Japanese energy self- 

reliance. The reasons are quite apparent: Japan has experienced rapid 

economic growth during the past two decades, and most of this growth has 

been fueled by imported petroleum and metallurgical coal.  Moreover. Japan 

has no readily available indigenous energy resources comparable to Europe's 

North Sea oil and gas or America's coal and uranium.  Conventional atti- 

tudes toward the possibility of Japanese energy independence are usually 

"• - -■ ■-—~ 
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based on the lonq-term development of nuclear fusion technology and solar 

energy, so that the timing of Japanese energy sei f-sufficiency--if it is 

feasible at all--is usually placed well after the year 2000. 

From the outside looking in. one would expect most thoughtful Japanese 

observers to view the early transition from acute energy dependency toward 

relative self-sufficiency as being so important that great sacrifices would 

be justified to promote technological developments and industrial capital 

expenditures which expedite this transition.  On the other hand, the 

numerous competing claims on Japanese capital and human resources and 

the countervailing pressures which support the status quo of petroleum 

and coal imports, together with the widespread perception on the part of 

the Japanese that an tarty transition toward energy self-sufficiency is 

unlikely, suggest that formulation of a Japanese policy of energy indepen- 

dence--let alone timely implementation of such a hypothetical policy--is 

not h iqhly 1 i kely. 

According to the most recent statistics, oil accounted for three- 

quarters (7M*) of Japanese primary energy supply in fiscal 1972 (ending 

March 31. 1973) of which 99-7^ was imported.  The rest of Japan's energy 

supply was prov.ded by coal (16.6^, of which two-thirds is imported), 

hydroelectric power (6.3*). natural gas (0.8*), nuclear energy (0.7*), 

and other sources (0.8*).* The high rate of economic growth sustained 

since the mid-1950's has caused the volume of energy demanded in Japan 

to outstrip the supply capability of domestic resources, producing the 

present extremely high rate of petroleum and coal import dependence. 

During the decade 1965-1975. as the Japanese economy expanded at an annual 

rate of over 10*, energy demand increased at the high rate of 12* per 

Data about Japan's energy situation was privately provided by the 
Tokyo Institute for Energy Economics. 
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year.  It would „ot be an exaggeration to say that the Japanese economic 

miracle would not have occurred if inexpensive foreign oil and coa> had 

been avai table. 

The seemingly inevitable petroleum dependence problem, as represented 

in Tables 8.10 and 8.11. has prompted the central theme of Japanese Government 

energy policy:  to secure and maintain the economic availability of oil 

supplies.  One of the most important implications of this policy \z  that, 

politically. Japan will do little or nothing to offend her suppliers of 

oil (see Table 8. 12).  Japanese diplomacy in the Middle E^st. particularly 

since the Vom Kippur War. reflected this polltir,! imperative of accom- 

modation to the wishes of key Persian Gulf states.  Since Japan cannot use 

military force to guarantee her supply of imported petroleum, economic 

leverage must be applied in "carrot and stick" fashion to achieve Japan's 

primary energy policy objective.  Consequently, oil diplomacy and petro- 

politics are likely to dominate the Japanese energy scene for at least 

another 15-20 years. 
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Hydro 

Nuclear 

Co« I 

Ooivstlc 

Imported 

Hqnlte 

Petroleum 

Oones 11 c 

Imported 

Natural   Gas 

INC 

Charcoal 

Fl rewood 

Total 

fewettic 

• «^ported 

Table 8. 10 

1955-19 JAPAN'S  PRIMARY   ENERGY SUPPLY, 71 

J255 I960 1971 

21.2 15.3 11.3 6.7 
- - 0.0 0.6 

*9.2 *!.$ 27.3 17.5 
kk.t ».k 19.1 6.3 
k.k 7  I 8.? 11.2 
1.0 0.6 0.« 0.0 

20.2 J7.7 58.k 73.5 
0.6 0.6 0.« 0.2 

196 37.1 5e.o 73.3 
0.* 1.0 1.7 0.9 
- - - 0.« 
2.6 l.l 0.2 0.0 
5.* 2.8 1.5 O.k 

100.00 100.0 100.0 100.n 
76.0 55.8 33-8 15.1 
2<i.O U.2 66.2 8i..9 

•»  C.   Aba9,l.„.   burials  and En.rov:     », •pan'i  ^,cS l*m 

Ing  Group. 
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Table 8.11 _ 

JAPAN'S  PRIMARY ENERGY '  SUPPLY FORECAST .   1965 -1985 

1t36 1970 197» I960 1965 Supply Aara« •! primar\ anargy Ml 
tactual) 1966 1970 1976 1960 ttM 

Elactrictty (10* kWhl ;; 85 157 314 530 11 3 6 7 S3 11 6 14-7 
Hydro. HO* kWh) 77 80 95 104 138 11 3 63 5-0 38 M 
Nuclear (»0* kWh) - S 62 210 304 - 04 33 7 7 IM 
Coal (10* kWh) 73 <U 83 97 110 273 20 7 133 109 M 

Oomaitic (10* too«) bf> 4t ?0 20 ?0 191 8 1 39 JO 1 9 
Import (10* toni) 18 51 63 77 ■)0 83 13 6 10-4 89 78 

Priioltum loutl* oil aquivalant. 
10* litrtll 

102 234 379 524 671 584 708 763 73 7 7t-3 

(For atnarating) (14) (441 (66) (69) (67» (7 61 (13-3) (13 3) . (»-7» (6-tl 
Natural fat (10' m') 2 n 3 2 2 12 09 0-4 0 3 a2 
LNG (10* MM) 

IIO11 heal) 
— 1 6 16 30 - 04 1-7 36 4-8 

Total 166 310 467 6« M 1000 100-0 too« 100-0 100-0 

So jrce:     Masao Sakis aka,  "Work 1 Ena rgy Problems  and Japan's International 
Role." Energy Policy,  Se ptember 1973. P .   100. 

Table 8.12 

JAPANESE  PETROLEUM   IMPORTS  BY  COUNTRY OF ORIGIN.   1972 AND   1973 

I ran 

Saudi Arabia 

Indonesia 

Abu Dhabi 

Kowai t 

Neutral Zone 

Brunei 

Oman 

Nigeria 

Others, Including Iraq, Dubai, USSR, PRC, Venezuela, and Libya, are 

each less than 1 percent for each period. 

SOURCE:  INDUSTRIAL BANK OF JAPAN. 

Fiscal First Half 
1972 Fiscal   1973 

37.^ 32.9 

16.7 18.3 

13.8 15.3 

5.9 9.5 

9.0 M 
8.3 5.5 

2.5 3.1 

2.9 2.2 

1.7 1.9 
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,»  Amnmnd on someone  for  the 
i' inn  tdat  Japan must  aepe   s wn 

The  loqic  is  compel, »m  tl-at  Jap 

whether   it  be   for energy   fuels,   food,  or nat.onal 
foreseeable   future, whether ^   is  helpful   in  describing  the 

security.     Japanese   fencing  term.nolooy   I. h.lp 

inoorted oil   (and other  commodit.es). 
«f   Un-in's   depe..uence on   imoortea on 

nature of Japan s   acv |( 

k   r.   imoPes  "defenseless  on  all   s.des. 
ThP   posture  called haEPO^abu^  -mpl.es ^       ^^  ^^ 

japan's  dependence on   "'^^^f^i^tel f-suff iciency0 in  any 
is'so^omgl^te  that  ^ ' c'e;J    ^     Diversifying sources of 
of ThTT^T^^.appe.r  unreanst   ,      ^^„^  and energy. 

suppW.  economizing on   ^ uSe production  from  ind.genous 
stepping  up efforts    or   *"*[•*•**'  stocks  of energy  and  food" 

esources.   and build ng up •^•JJJ %t^ with  seriousness. 

an   these are   feasible  and ^ ^ ^pende^e   for key   i tems 

^..^^  find  this  attUudeoVerly  fatalistic,  many  anaWs.w^^ 

agree that  Japan   is   locked   into an energy Policy of ma.ng  the best    f 

;JÄ.   and .Ping  that  the   long  run holds   „thing  better      He    e. 

^t^ions of   future  Japanese energy SUPPW  -esemble that g.^en.^ 

Diagram 8.9- 

^o «..u,.-«»«..^-.«^«? Ä* SS» - 
policy" taaUS ft"3'"- Vo,■ "'   K , 

not known. 

shared by most Japanese is 
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Insofar ?5 the Japanese energy systen is not rigid, it responds to 

various economic, technological, and political forces in ways which,  if 

not always predictable, at least can be discussed and analyzed.  While the 

core ot Japanese energy policy can be described as happo-yabure, its 

periphery is filled with significant movements toward energy independence. 

In effert, Japan is gradually attempting to redress its "indefensible" 

energy position by, for example,   making large deals for liquefied 

natural gas (LNG) from Brunei, Indonesia, and Alaska,  trying to establish 

a joint uranium enrichment venture in Australia, trying to accelerate the 

Japanese nuclear energy program now faced with growing public opposition 

similar to that in the U.S., and establishing the "Sunshine Project"—a 

long-term energy research and development program set up by the Ministry 

of International Trade and Industry (MITI) to promote technologies for 

utilizing solar energy, geothermal energy, synthetic natural gas, a vJ 

hydrogen. 

The official target for Installed nuclear electric power generating 

capacity by 1985 in Japan has increased to 70-75 glgawatts (thousand 

megawatts) from 30 GWe in 1967 and 60 GWe In 1970.  But, public opposition 

to nuclear power plants Is growing quite strong, as exemplified by the 

history of Japan's first nuclear-powered ship, the Mutsu.  After fishermen 

refused for two years to permit Mutsu reactor critical Ity In port, she 

began operation hundreds of miles offshore only to experience radiation 

leakage.  The adverse implications of the Mutsu fiasco for Japan's 

^"Nuclear Vessel Drifts Off Japan," The New York Times. September 

23. 197J«. 
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accelerating nuclear energy  program,   particularly since the Government 

has won approval   for only  two nuclear plants out of nineteen  that were 

planned during  the   last   in   1973-FY,  are  fairly clear.     Many Japanese would 

agree with the opinion of  the editor- of Technocrat,  a monthly  review of 

Japanese  technology and   industry,   that   it   is dangerous  to assume  that 

nuclear   (fission)   energy will   be available as petroleum supplies  become 

more difficult  to procure. 

The recently established Sunshine Project appears  to be a moderately 

well-considered attempt  to provide Japan with a medium scale energy  R&D 

program without committing  large-scale  technical  and capital   resources 

to pursue tachnoloqies which are  likely to be developed  In  the U.S.  and 

Europe.      The two most surprising aspects of the Sunshine Project are 

Its scale—the  Initial  budget  for  fiscal   1971»  Is 2,270,000,000 yen, or 

about  $8 ml 11Ion--which  seems extremely small  considering  the current 

American energy R&D  funding  level  of almost $2 billion,  and the notice- 

able absence of controlled nuclear  fusion  research. 

As exemplary of  the  type of objectives associated with the Sunshine 

Project,  the  target  for development of geothermal  energy   in Japan by  the 

year 2000  Is about  50 giqawatts,   representing  \S% of Japan's  projected 

electric power demand and 62: of Jaoan's projected  total   energy demand  in 

Japan's Sunshine Project.  Ministry of  International  Trade and  Industry, 
BI-3(7'«-9) ,  March   197'«.     Also see Jin Shimada,  "Japan's  Sunshine Project": 
The Quest  for New Forms of C'ean  Energy," Technocrat,   February   1974,  and 
Tsuneo Momota,  "The Sunshine  Project   Development  I'rogram of New Clean Energy 
Technology  In Japan,"  in Technology Assessment—Will   It  Help Resolve the 
Energy-Environment  Conflict?,  U.s7-Japan Joint Syrposlum held at The MITRE 
Corporation.  McLean.   Va.,  Feb.   5-6.   1974  (co-sponjored by Ml THE and Jaoan 
Industrial  Plan.-'ng Association,   report published March   1974). 
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2000. .ndeea. .a.,.. I. «..«n.C and a ..adi.lona, ,«th.r-.. country 

with .... ,eot^™a, p.t.Ml... Perhaps as high as IM 9lgaw,.ts-as 

»^.ad „v t- .apan «a,ura, Resour«s C^.ttM .n .,73- THe »r. 

than ,7.000 HO. sprint in Japan have .on, baen s^nificant as recrea- 

tiooa, a.a «dU.n.- can.a.s; the Cash of ta.e-scaU exp.orat.on an. 

deVe,opmen. of Japanese pother™, resources wUh „..t.n, utHi.at.on 

of  h„t   spring partly e.p.ains  the  co.paratWeW  ..« ^ve.op^ent of 

9eothe   ener,y  U Japan as   in Europe.     Kecen.W,  Japan  became  the 

m.i„  suppiler  for 9eothe™ai  P^er  piant  «uip^ent  throughout  the ^r-d. 

,.  „rtainiv appears  that  the 9eother™>  portion of  the Sunshine Project 

c   ,       A   ****   -he  role of geothermal   energy   In Japan 
is   likely  to be  successful   and  that   .he  roie OT  H 

will be a majcr one. 

Th. „.™ o, the Sunshine .roject. of course, indicates the emphasis 

p,äced on the future u.iii.ation of so,ar.ner9y in Japan.  The projected 

contributions of soiar ener9y and the other ener,y resources subsu^d by 
..Sunshine Project are „.en in Oiapra™ 3.b. -here i. can be iearnedtnat 

„,„ ener9y .... ProbabW not »a.e a »ajor contribution to Japanese 

.ner,ysuppiyun.i, the end of this century,-ith the option of soiar 

heating and coolinq of buildings. 

•Joseph Barnea. "Keyno 
te Address." MITRE Symposium volume, March 

197*. 
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and engineering resources are dedicated toward timely achievement of 

energy development objectives, there is little c^nce for Japanese energy 

independence on a meaningful time-scale.  Similar remarks can be made 

concerning Japanese plans for fusici R&D. 

If the United States can afford to spend $2 billion annually on 

energy R6D—much of which is allocated to nuclear fission, an energy 

source of dubious utility for leng-term energy supply in both the U.S. 

and Japan — Japan, with its much larger and more vulnerable dependence 

on imported oil, mit,ht afford on the order of $1 billion per year for 

energy RtD to get itself off the oil hook as soon as possible. Con- 

sideration of the current Japanese industrial base and related techno- 

logical thrust suggests that development of geothermal energy, laser 

fusion research, and ocean energy development are areas of great poten- 

tial.  If Japan invests sufficiently and wisely in goal-directed energy 

R&D, Japanese energy independence will gradually become a reality during 

the next ten to fifteen years.  Should this occur, the policy of energy 

happo-yabure might become a bad memory from Japan's post-war past, and 

the nature and tone of Japan's relationships with other countries might 

be considerably altered. 
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Independence From insecurity 

The primary security Issue of any internaliona' energy policy is to 

determine whether or not to import.'  The ;entral criterion, of course, 

is reflected in the level of import-dependence a nation can or wishes to 

achieve.  One tradeoff is between the economic benefits accruing from free 

trade and the political benefits that self-sufficiency provides.  As is 

often the case with such tradeoffs, an optimal point of dependency will 

probably be selected--that which is most favorable on balance.  The residue 

of imports thus left leads to a secondary security criterion—that of diver- 

sification.  The tradeoff here is between maximizing the number of trading 

partners so as to be least vulnerable to any particular individual country 

and minimizing this number so as to depend on the few most reliable of the 

potential exporters.  Again, an optimum policy would probably choose a 

mixed oil-import depender.ce configuration which would reconcile flexibility 

wi th rel iabi1i ty. 

Early in 1973, when it was apparent that growing American reliance on 

OAPEC oil was complicating the United States position in a diplomatic crisis, 

Hudson Institute recommended that the country disengage itself from this 

*The Office of Emergency Preparedness Report on Crude Oil and Gas Price 
Increases of November 1970 summarized the criteria for national security as: 
First, the need to guarantee supplies sufficient to meet the need of U.S. 
military forces and defense industries; second, the need for sufficient 
supply of crude oil and its derivations to meet essential civilian demands, 
and sustain economic growth; third, the nee^ to foster exoloration and de 
velopment so as to ensure against a depletion of reserves to an extent 
which would jeopardize the capability of the petroleum industry to meet 
future demands without undue reliance on foreign sources of questionable 

reliabi1i ty. 

I 
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insecure source/  It was argued at th. M   . 
9   at ti,e tlme   Lhat In |}ght of the th 

—dres.rict|onslnproductIonwfth! 
t,Mtmm tJ 

U^tc ^roup the United 
States could satisfv all Uc • 

-ne3tth.san,t       
POr,nMdS,US,"9the-'—) «« t,m  „ cou,d r5nder |tseif ^^^ ^ 

«eu., ,rabollpressure  T.6l...„„v„t|l,ora  f, 
p.„ .. Pfojecons then offered E«P.ct,n9 a„ Arab 0„ ^ by ^ 

n«»k- as demonstrated that 

noth.ngmore than a shift from the Arab Mlddl  r 
M  , Mldd,e Easi to non-Arab sources 

"V -ran. would have accomplished the objective of US  <  . 
-tbe Arab oil weapon. ^ ^ 0^-S- -nvulnerabl „ ty 

Table 8.13 

FROM 

SAUDI ARABIA 
KUWAIT (-»-NEUTRAL ZONE) 
UNITED ARAB EMS 
OTHER &ULF STATES 
LIBYA (+EÜYPT) 
IRAQ 
ALGERIA 

IRAN 
INDONESIA 
NIGERIA 
VENEZUELA 

TOTAL 

*ln   I06 b/d. 

I£-    IM. ¥.  PiHO>g      JAPAN      TOTAL 

m 

3.5 
2.0 

" 1.8 
■ 2.2 
- J.9 
" 1.2 

'..I 6.^. 
- 

3.5 
3.0 _ 

8.1 

• 3 

2.6 

8.1 
3.5 
2.3 
1.8 
2.2 
1.9 
1.2 

10.5 
2.6 
3.5 
3.0 

10.6 19.0 '1.0        i(0.6 

SOURCE:  Arad and Smernoff "T^K -  . 
'SA Energy Study.-* '973      Prot'r«s Report for 

"irr ■ _ 
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There are at least two interrelated reasons for a preferential oil- 

-port policy for non-OAPEC oil.  In the first place, historically OAPEC 

oil has been demonstrably the least secure and most prone to political 

m-ipulations.  The more basic reason, however, is in the fact that the 

OAPEC group is comprised of '■conservationist" and "residual" suppliers 

who. by virtue of their relatively low export dependence, are .uch better 

equipped  than rheir OPEC partners to engage in supply manipulations 

detrlmental to American security.  The rationale for a preferential oil- 

i-Port policy is anchored in the particular interdependent relationships 

which have recently characterized the world oil market.  A laissez-faire 

-port policy v^uld have exactly the opposite effect, since OAPEC source^ 

have traditionally been the American majors' principal field of operation. 

Governmental direction, then, is clearly in order if the country is to be 

extracted from an uncontrolled state of insecure dependence. 

The notion that the goal of secure oil supplies and balanced inter- 

dependence is best served by establishing import dependencies with nations 

having high export dependencies can also be derived from a political per- 

spective in light of the experience of their repeated denial by nations 

possessing low export-dependence.  George F. Kennan. writing during the 

1973 embargo, expected that upon the lifting of the embargo against the 

as wH r!r ?  Po''cy Parxage. stressing the economic, diplomatic 
as well as m.l.tary option available to the United States canU 

expect to cope successful.y with the issues of energy and security 

a.o  J s 'M es^ld 1%?**"  ^-^  ^  ^  a -deT^ort 
involved in our prÄ^^ 

er.onby which Western Hemispher^ imports a ^ P e^ d o^e  a [^n 
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United States, the country "would not gratefully accept the renewed ship- 

ments."  Noting that the Administration was inexplicably predisposed to 

accept a return to OAPEC oil (rather than reshuffle suppliers and emerge 

from the embargo crisis not only victorious but with a more s«cure supply 

base), he addeo, 

"I would have thought that if events of recent weeks have 
taught us anything at all, it would have been the danger 
of allowing ourselves t--» remain unduly dependent upon 
foreign suppliers for raw materials vital to the continued 

prosperity of our society, especially when it Is a case of 
suppliers who are obviously not inclined to acknowledge the 
responsibility they assume when they permit great Industrial 
nations to become dependent upon them in this manner, and 
who feel they have no reason to respect our interests." 

Kennan's conclusion was that, 

"we can be grateful that we wete kicked into such a begin- 
ning...but If faced with offers to resume the sort of ship- 
ments of which we are now being so usefully (for  us) deprived, 
let us thank [the Arabs) very much and tell them frankly that 
we have ways of assuring the continued functioning of our 
national economy that are less costly In terms of our inter- 
national position, of the independence of our national policy, 
and of our own self-respect.""* 

Adelman's economic reasoning leads to a conch's ion no different from 

Kennan's pol it ical intuit ion.  On the question of future import policies, 

Adel man writes: 

"This country should immediately take 
self completely from Arab oil sources 
the reach of oil cutoffs, they can no 
Then there would be no profit for the 
Europe and Asia—and risking retrliat 
means of pressuring the U.S. Our ove 
the cutback were about 6 million barr 
Imports for a time will be larger, bu 
where near th« concensus of 10-12 mil 

steps to separate It" 
Once we are beyond 

longer pressure us. 
Arabs in tormenting 
ion--as an indirect 
rseas Imports before 
els per day, and future 
t they wl11 come no- 
1 Ion barrels per day 

1973. 

'Thank you, no!" Op-ed article in The New York Times, OecemOer 2, 

The New York Times, December 2, 1973. 
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held a short time ago, because of the present U.S. drive 
for greater self-sufficiency.  Production of the four largest 
non-Arab oil exporters will grow substantially beyond their 
current 13 million barrels per day Professor Richard 
Gardner of the Columbia University Law School embarrassed 
our government by pointing out that Saudi Arabia has violated 
its 1933 treaty with us providing for mutual most-favored- 
nation treatment.  We need only tell the Saudis ti'eir embargo . 
on shipments to us is henceforth pernanent, their jtatus i.cvlng 

been canceled by their own act."" 

The RAND Corporation also came to advise a policy simila- to that -ecom- 

mended by Hudson Institute.'' Specifically, both Hudson and RAND propose« 

that the U.S. adopt a discrimlpatory oil import policy which would empha- 

size the element of dependability and security of supplies.  Thus, they 

have reconmended that Western Hemisphere oil be preferred to Eastern Hemi- 

sphere oil, and that non-Arab oil be preferred to Arab oil. 

In the November 2, \f7k  Issu? of Middle East Honey (MEMO), a Lebanese 

publication, the following item appeared: 

U.S. RELYING ON LESS ARAB OIL 

"The United States is lessening its dependence on Arab 
oil imports in favour of non-Arab sources.  Figur- i just 
released in Washington show that Canada remains the 
primary source of imported '»II, but that Nigeria and Iran 
have replaced Saudi Arabia «.id Venezuela as the second and 
third largest suppliers.  The U.S. imports abou»  'x million 

barrels of oil per dav. 
"In the first ei. i months of this year, Canada supplied 

2'«.7 per cent of American imports, down from its 35.8 per 
cer* share in 1972.  The Canadian Energy Minister declared 
last week tNat Canadian crude exports to the U.S. wou'd keep 
declining until they stop completely in the early 1980s. 

"Nigeria, with 17.5 per cent of the U.S. import market, 
holds second place.  Iran Is third with 15-5 per cent, and 
Venezuela falls fron, second to fourth with 11.2 per cent. 
Total Arab sales rake uo 16.3 per cent of An.erican imports, 
with Saudi Arabia responsible for 8.3 per cent and Algeria 

for 5.3*." 

*M.A. Adelman, "Foreign Oil: A Political-Economic Problem," Technology 

Review, March/April 197'«. P- *7. 

**Horst Mendershausen, "Enlisting Reliable Sources of Supply: Persian 
Gulf and Elsewhere," RAND Corporation, WN-8582-ARPA, January 197'». 
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On  first  reading  it seemed  that  the Administration was at  long   last ap- 

plying  the criterion Hudson has been suggesting.    MEMO's   Interpretation, 

however,   is misleading because the months covered  Include  the January- 

March embargo period.    Post embargo  data, which compare a six-month 

period prior  to the en^argo with a six-month period subsequent  to   Its 

lifting   (allowing for the tlme-iag analyzed   in Chapter 5)   reveals   inter- 

esting new  trends   in American  import   patterns.     First and  foremost,   the 

share of Arab crude  in U.S.  oil   imr>orts  has   Indeed dropped from 31.5 

percent   In  1973 to 26.8 percent  in  197^.    That alone would have sufficed 

to  indicate a meaningful  change of policy and a growing awareness   to 

security concerns.    Figures   In Table 8.1/. suggest a certain consistency 

in  the shifts of  import  trends.    Thus,   not only was dependence on  OAPEC 

reduced by as much as 5 percent,  direct  vulnerability  to OAPEC's   low 

absorbers,   the countries most  likely  to disrupt upplies   in  the future, 

fell  even more sharply by approximately  7 percent.    This   Is a  rather 

significant   Improvement considering  the sorry fact  that  total   Imports 

continued  their climb and  that  traditionally  reliaSIe Western Hemisphere 

suppliers,  such as Canada and Venezuela,  had  lowered  their exports   to 

the U.S.   by more than 7 percent.     Undeniably,  had more Canadian and 

Venezuelan crude been available,   the share coming from the Arab Middle- 

East would have been proportionately smaller.    Nevertheless,  the diver- 

sification efrort  into hitherto-neglected  Eastern Hemisphere sources  such 

as Nigeria,   Iran, and  Indonesia  is surely appropriate  takinc,   into con- 

sideration  their being highly expert-dependent and therefore more suitable 

partners   than  the  low export-dependent  sheikdoms of the Pers'       Gulf. 

-^■■i  r 
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The Church report also made the observation that OPEC members can 

be rflvided into three groups, taking Into account population, GKP, saving 

end Investment factors: Group I (Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Libya, Qatar, 

United Arab Emirates); Group II (Iran, Algeria, Iraq, Ecuador, Venezuela); 

and Group III (Indonesia, Nigeria). The report accordingly recommended 

that U.S. Import sources be prioritized in the following geographical 

order:  1). domestic; 2).  non-OPEC (excluding Communist nations); 3). 

OPEC countries belonging to Group III; k).    other OPEC nations. In the 

same vein. In a recent report pre «red for the Department of Defense, RAND's 

Horst Mendershausen and Richard Nehring offered the same formula for future 

import diversification: 

"The objective of a precautionary import poilcy would be 
to increase the share of U.S. oil imports from non-Arab sources 
during the remaining years of this decade.  That objective 
would oblige the government to articulate a preference for the 
development of oil imports from Western Hemisphere and non-Arab 
Eastern Hemisphere soiices within the frame of a policy that 
seeks to keep total oil imports In bounds The precautionary 
import policy wculd therefore aim at further source diversifi- 
cation, not at great import Increases from any source."* 

A precautionary Import policy, in itself, could be either a separate 

policy for the management of energy interdependence for years to come or 

an integral part of a drive towards greater self-reliance and energy 

independence.  lit the latter vein, energy Independence could appear to 

mean "independence from,"--that is, from unreliable suppliers. A natural 

course to follow in this direction would be, first, a disengagement from 

OAPEC oil; second, disengagement from OPEC oil.  The precautionary policy 

Church repcrt, p. 7. 
A*. 

See their "Protecting the U.S. Petroleum Market Against Future Denials 
of Imports," RA.O Corporation, R-1603-ARPA, October 1974, p. 75. 
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thus appears compatible with the long-term goal of energy independence, 

about which more will be said later.  Under a precautionary import policy, 

the United States would choose a preferential or discriminatory interna- 

tional energy policy.  The ingredients of a discriminatory policy would 

be:  a) preference for Western Hemisphere sources;  b) preference for non- 

OAPEC sources over OPEC sources;  c) preference for non-OAPEC sources over 

OAPEC sources;  d) preference that each individual country supply less than 

10 percent of oil requirements.  These guidelines, as part of Project Inde- 

pendence, would be complemented and enhanced by increases in American pet- 

roleum production, energy substitution and conservation.  The range of the 

dual impact of various levels of import requirements depending or the 

objectives of Project Independence and a discriminatory oil import policy 

is illustrated in tabular form below.  High import profile, as a base case, 

is given in Table 8.15-  It is assumed here that demand for imports would 

climb to 10 million barrels daily by 1979, rather than Heeline--hence, a 

failure or abandonment of the goal of self-sufficiency. 

, -m--    ■ - 
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Table 8.15 

SUPPLY OF FOREIGN OIL  BY SOURCES- 
ALTERNATIVE   IMPORT POLICIES  FOR HIGH   IMPORT REQUIREMENTS 

OAPEC 

MN-DlSdRlMINATORY OISCRIMINAVORY                       1 
l«S 1^78 1980 1 171, 1978 »986               | 

• 1 X * 1 * « i,          \ ■* 1 
35 20.0 M     22.5 5.0 23.0 2.5 U.O 2.5     12.5 1.0 5.0 

SAUDI   ARABIA 
KUWAIT 
OTHER 

2.0 
1.0 

5 

11.5 
6.0 
2.5 

2.5      12.5 
1.0       5.0 
1.0       5.0 

J.o 
1.0 
1.0 

U.O 
*.5 
4.5 

1.0 
1.0 

5 

5.5 
5.5 
3.0 

1.0       5.0 
1.0       5.0 
.5       2.5 

.5 

.5 
25 
2.5 

IRAN .5 2.5 1.0       5.0 1.0 *.5 1.0 5.5 1.5       7.5 1.5 7.0 

INDONESIA 
NIGERIA 

- - 
.5 .5 2.0 

.5 
• 5 

3.0 
3.0 

1.0      s.o 
1.0       5.0 

1.5 
1.5 

7-0 
/o 

CANADA 
VENEZUELA 

1.0 
2.0 

6.0 
11.5 

1.0       5.0 
2.0      10.0 

1.0 
2.0 

4.5 
9 5 

1.0 
1.5 

5.5 
8.5 

1.0       5.0 
2.0      10.0 

1.0 
2.0 

5.0 
95 

OTHER • 5 2.5 .5       2.5 5 2.0 .5 3.0 5       2.5 1.0 5.0 

IMPORT  DEMAND 

OIL DEMAND 

7.5 «»3.0 9.5     50.0 10.0 «i6.5 7.5 42.5 9.5     50.0 10.0 46.5 

17.5 100.0 20.0    100.0 21.5 100.0 17.7 •00.0 20.0    100.0 21.5 100.0 

»MILLION BARRELS PER DAY 

Evidently, a deliberately discriminating import policy could reduce 

American vulnerability to OAPEC from 22.5 percent to 12.5 percent by 1978 

and to 5 percent by 1980.  In other words, even in the "worst case assump- 

tion" of a high need for imports, a discriminatory policy could shield 

the United States within three years.  In the absence of such a policy, 

the drift of events as reflected in import trends prevailing in the market 

under the majors' policies would have more than doubled American vulnera- 

bility to OAPEC relative to 1973. 

A much more likely demand schedule is portrayed in Tablt 8.16. 
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Table 8.16 

SUPPLY  OF  FOREIGN  OIL   BY  SOURCES- 
ALTERNATIVE   IMPORT  POLICIES  FOR  MEDIUM   IMPORT  REQUIREMENTS 

OAPEC 

NON-DISCRIMINATORY DISCRIMINATORY                              1 
1 975                   1978 1 980 1 i?5 1978 1 980 

3-0 

% *            1 % * % % * % 
17.0 '».O      20.0 3.5 16.5 2.5 14.0 2.0      10.0 .5 2.5 

S'tUDI   ARABIA 
KUWAIT 
OTHER 

1.5 
1.0 

• 5 

8.5 
6.0 

2.S 

2.0      10.0 
1.0        5.0 
1.0        5.0 

2.5 
1.0 

12.0 
4.S 

1.0 
1.0 

5 

6.0 
6.0 
2.5 

1.0 5.0 
1.0        5.0 

• 5 2.5 

IRAN 5 2.5 • 5        2.5 1.0 «..s 1.0 5.5 1.5       7.5 1.5 7.0 

INDONESIA 
NIGERIA 

- - 
5       2.5 .5 2.0 .5 2.5 

.5 2.5 
1.0       S.O 

1.0 
IS 

s.o 
7.0 

CANADA 
VENEZUELA 

1.0 
2.0 

6.0 
11.5 

1.0        5.0 
2.0      10.0 

1.0 
2.0 

4.5 
9-5 

1.0 
1.5 

6.0 
8.5 

1.0 S.O 
2.0      10.0 

1.0 
I.I 

5.0 
7.0 

OTHER 5 2.5 5        2.5 - - .5 2.5 .5        2.5 1.0 1.0 

U.S.   IMPORT 

OIL   DEMAND 

1   

7.0 

,  

40.0 85      «.5 8.0 37.0 7.0 40.0 8.5     42.5 8.0 37.0 

17.5 100.0 20.0    ICO 21.5 100.0 17-5 100.0 20.0    100.0 21.5 100.0 

♦MILLION   BARRELS PER DAY 

In  this   intermediate  scenario,  American   import   requirements   increase   to 

8.5 million  barrels  per  day by  1978,   then  they decline slightly  to 8 

million  barrels  daily  by   1980.    The   implication of  such progress   in 

Project   Independence   is  that even with  no preferential   policy,   there   is 

a  trend   towards  a more acceptable situation   in   1980.     Nonetheless,   a 

preferential   policy makes  a difference,  and  under  this  scenario virtual 

invulnerability   to OAPEC  can be reached  by   1976 or so,  and   import  vulner- 

ability   'S   further minimized  toward  the end of  the decade.     Thus,   for 

1978,   the U.S.   could diminisii  its vulnerability   from   a  probable 20 percent 

to an acceptable   10 percent   if   it adopted a  preferential   policy. 

Lastly,   only  under   the most optimistic  scenario of American   import 

needs,  as  shown   in Table 8.17,  a preferential   policy would be needed only 

for  the short   run.     Assuming  the objectives of  Project   Independence are 

almost entirely achieved,  U.S.   imports of  foreign oil  would  then  remain 
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level (in absolute terms) over the next few years, then decline to k.5 

million barrels per day by 1980. 

Tabje__8._17 

SUPPLY OF  FOREIGN OIL  BY SOURCES-- 
ALTERNATIVnTif'ORT POLICIES FOR uOW  IMPORT  REQUIREMENTS 

Mw-DliCfclHINAtbkY 

OAPEC 

SAUDI   K.'MIIA 

KUWAIT 
OTHEH 

IRAN 

INDONESIA 
NIGERIA 

CANADA 
VENEZUELA 

OTHER 

TOTAL  IMPORTS 

TOTAL U.S. 
OIL DEMAND 

1975 TSTT TjBo- 

2.3      1^-0 

..5        8.5 
1.0       6.0 

.5       25 

10        6.0 
;.o      is 

6.0    ^.0 

17 S     100.0 

«MILLION BARRELS PEK M 

2.5      12.5 

1.5 7.5 
1.0        5.0 

2.5 

1.0     5.0 
2.0      10.0 

6.0      30.0 

20.0    100.0 

.5       2.5 

.5       2.5 

1.0       M 

1.0       M 
2.0       9.S 

It.S     21.0 

IITT 

l.f       8.S 

1.0        6.0 
5 

5 

I.S 

I.I 

DISCRIMINATORY 
1928 TIBT 

1.0    5.0 

21.S 100.0 

.5 25 

1.0 6.0 
I.S 85 

.5 2.5 

6.0 3<iO 

.5 
1.0 

2.S 
5.0 

17.5 100.0 

1.0   5.0 
2.0   10.0 

6.0   30.n 

20.0  100.0 

1.0 4.5 

1.0 M 
2.0 9.5 

.5 2.5 

k.S 21.0 

21.5 100.0 

Such a course of events would satisfy the security criteria of a prefer- 

ential policy even without Its formal Implementation within three to four 

years.  The utility of a preferential policy, however, lies In that It 

would expedite relative Invulnerability to the point of attaining It in 

less than a year.  Instead of having some 12.5 percent of ine nation's 

oil supply exposed to potential OAPEC denial, the application of prefer- 

ence guidelines could create an even more favorable condition almost 

Immediately and arrive at a state of total Independence from Persian 

Gulf and Arabian oil by 1980.  The extent of defense against future 

OAPEC supply interruptions offerred oy a discriminatory Import policy 

can perhaps be appreciated by noting that, should another Arab disruption 

occur In 1978, under the worst Import demand condition« a discriminatory 

/ 
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policy would cut import vulnerability by approximately kS  percent, as 

agoinst a la issez-fai re posture; under intermediate and most plausible 

import demand conditions, by 50 percent; and under an optimistic import 

demand scenario, import vulnerability would ue eliminated altogether-- 

i.e. , by 100 percent.  A discriminatory oil import policy, therefore, 

implies that the United States would be at worst as vulnerable as it 

was in 1973 and at best far less so, irrespective of the extent to which 

Project Independence is successful in closing the gap between domestic 

energy supply and demand. 

The implementabiI.:y of a precautionary import diversification po- 

licy raises several questions.  The very desirability of such a program 

should be evaluated against the possibility that it might sacrifice 

cheaper sources of supply.  Similarly, the feasibility of the program 

depends upon  I) the aL'lity to induce preferred suppliers to produce 

sufficiently to meet American demand; and 2) the concrete mechanisms 

for articulating import preferences. 

It is arguable that a serious consideration of each of these factors 

does not lead to a rejection of the preferential formula.  The price 

factor, for Instance, is irrelevant iisofar as non-OAPEC tax-paid costs 

or buy-back prices are not significant I" diffc-ent from OAPEC prices. 

While It Is Indeed tru»; that the marginal cost of production in most 

OAPEC countries is on the average cheaper than in other OPEC countries, 

such difference is for all practical purposes irrelevant to consumers. In 

the past, the major oil companies absorbed all production cost advantages. 

  ——— 

~ .. 
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and in the future—along with the nationalization of the Produktion stage- 

the oil exporting countries can be expected to benefit from these advan- 

tages by pricing oil in line with world prices.  Another possible pr.ce 

handicap of the preferential import program has to do with OAPEC's price- 

depressing option which is a by-product of the same conditions which make 

its supply Insecure.  While OAPEC can force prices down by Increasing 

production and flooding the market, the result Is not likely to be two- 

tiered market prices but simply a market in which OAPEC exercises a 

price-leadership role, thus reducing non-OAPEC oil prices as well. 

There obviously exists on« possible scenario whereby CPtC as a cartel 

disintegrates and producer countries begin to undercut each other and 

compete for larger market shares.  rrom such a development a precautionary 

import policy could emerge, putting the United States at a competitive 

disadvantage vis-a-vis other oil consumers In the industrialized world. 

The likelihood of such a development, however, is not high and the estab- 

lishment of a price-floor would have the effect of preventing a collapse 

!n OPEC prices. 

Another exception could be the possibility of huge bilateral deals 

between OAPEC jnd the United States in which the former granted excep- 

tionally lower prices than other sources. The likelihooo of such an 

arrangement, bearing In mind the fate of Yamanl's 1972 proposal. Is far 

from high, for OAPEC or certain of Its Individual members would have to 

offer substantial discounts to compensate for the undeniable iinreliabi11ty 

of their oil supply.  It can be concluded, therefore, that, since an OPEC 

breakup or massive bilateral deals with the Arabs do not appear imminent; 
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and since a precaut'onary inport policy would be flexible enough not to 

stand in the way ol" the United States getting whatever is the cheapest 

oil on the market if it so desired, then such a policy could not be 

faulted by an assertion that it will necessarily lead to higher import 

po 1 i c i e s. 

The feasibility requisites are equally surmountable.  The first 

potential difficulty is the degree to which production in favored coun- 

tries would be amenable to shifts in American import needs as necessitated 

under the precautionary policy.  The second difficulty has to do with the 

extent to which such shifts would lead to direct competition between the 

United States and other consumers harboring similar preferences for non- 

OAPEC oil. 

The sources to be favored by the precautionary policy would be West- 

ern Hemisphere source- such as Canada and Vene7ije1a, and nnn-OAPEC Eastern 

Hemisphere sources such as Indonesia, Nigeria and Iran.  These sources, to 

be sure, have traditionally been supplying the bulk of U.S. crude and 

product imports—S^ percent in January thro igh October 1973.  The trouble 

is that of these countries, both Canada and V-nezuela, the geographically 

proximate sources, seem to be rfsistant to U.S. efforts to increase imports 

or even to maintain them at present levels. Thus, it is possible that of 

3 million barrels per day demanded by a precautionary import policy under 

the intermediate scenario in 19/^ (Table 8.16), only 2 million barrels 

would be forthcoming if severe conservationist polic'-.s are followed in 

these two countries.  The deficiency of I million barrels per day, however, 

could be more ;han closed by intensified imports from the Eastern Hemisphere. 

— 
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The United States can expect, therefore, a trend of Increasing de- 

pendence on Eastern Hemisphere suppliers, but this need not signify 

greater dependence on OAPEC.  Nigeria, Indonesia, and Iran are all much 

more suitable suppliers.  The fact that Am-;ican majors had such a state 

in Saudi oil caused the United States to neglect the rapidly expanding 

Iranian export shares. 

The Saudi Arabians, on their part, see things differently and do not 

hide their intention to vigorously penetrcte the American market.  The 

explicit assumption underlying their plan of projected Saudi Arabian oil 

supplies, revealed in September 197*«,* has been that "Saudi Arabia will 

capture 50 percent of the growing U.S. Import market." When measured 

against Saudi penetrations of U.S. import needs, the amount to be exported 

to the U.S. would increase from 1,593,000 barrels per day In 1975, or 18.6 

percent of total U.S. Imports, to 2,758,000 barrels per day In 1978, or 

25-3 percent share of total U.S. Import,. Assum.ng U.S. Iniports to stab- 

i'lze at such a level (between 10 ml)]Ion and 11 million barrels per day), 

the Saudis are Indeed aiming at capturing one-half of the total Import 

growth, thus securing for Itself one-fourth of the total U.S. petroleum 

market.  This, In brief. Is the essence of the Saudi strategy of Interde- 

pendence.  I.ideed, Sheik Yam?.! presented 'ils plan to the Rotary Club in 

Chicago under the heading "Adju-tlng to Interdependence." Two salient 

facts stand out from this s*-ategy.  First, the Saudi government apparently 

is still adhering to Its 1972 bilateral scheme to secure to Itself the 

For an elaboration on this, see "The Arabian Fantasy,'' by Christopher 
T. Rand In Skeptic. Special Issue No. 5. January 1975, pp. 17-20. 

^See the supplement to the 27 September 197^ Middle East Economic Survey. 

^«IJ'liJ.i^..- v- —»—^.^^ 
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American oil market.  Secondly, the Saudi plan assumes U.S. import re- 

quirements which are consistent with the NPC's relatively pessimistic 

pre-197? scenario.  It is quite astonishing to see the Saudis relying in 

their plans on a p; fiction which assumed for all practical purposes a 

total failure of the U.S. drive to greater self-suffielen;y, e^en at high 

oil prices.  That Saudi Arabia's ARAMCO partner, Exxon Corporation, shares 

this view, makes one fear if not conspiracies, the self-f uU i 1 ) ing nbture 

of gloomy predictions. 

Saudi concern for a secured market, however, need not be a primary 

consideration in American energy policymaking.  In fact. Menders!dusen's 

^.-»mment that "the U.S. Government probably made no mistake when it failed 

to accept Sheik Yamani's proposal of a preferential U.S.-Saudi ail supply 

relationship proffered in September 1972.* is as valid now as it was in 

1972.  The essence of a precautionary policy would, of course, be that if 

would be pursued with national rather than corporate interests in mind. 

That these three Eastern Hemisphere countries could export to the U.S. 

approximately one-third of their ig/.9 production is clear.  The in;oI ica- 

tion, however, is thjt such an American preference would place it on a 

competitive course with Europe and Japan, which preceded the United States 

in favoring non-UAPEC sources to the extent possible.  The operation of 

American companies in Indonesia and Nigeria could give the United States 

a certain advant-.je over its competitors, while Iran's capability to in- 

crease production above previously planned levels could improve the outlook 

there, too.  In short, a supply of some 5 million barrels daily from Iran, 

Horst Hendershausen, "Enlisting Reliable Sources of S-ipply," The RAND 
Corporation, WN-8582-ARPA, January 19714, p. 15. 

' * 
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1  million dai'y from  Indonesia,  and  1.5 million daily from Nigeria could 

well   satisfy the requirements of a preferential  system under probable 

1975-1980 demand conditions. 

Th* final  element for the preferential   system  is  the ptrticular mech- 

anism designed to discriminate   In favor of non-OAPEC sources.     Three such 

mechanisms  seem possible:     discriminatory  tariffs,  countr '  quota arrange- 

ments,  and  bilateral arrangements.     Tariffs, while serving  the purpce of 

protecting domestic prices and   investments from  international  competitive 

pressure,    are  least satisfactory  from the security standpoint,  as  thtir 

effectiveness depends on accurate   information and estimates of  the domestic 

supply or demand curves.       If  tariffs are too  loose for a preferential 

policy,  bilateral  deals are far  too rigid.'       They could  back the Un'tsd 

States   Into eithe'" high-cost oil  or   inflexible  import patterns,  thus  fore- 

closing opportunities over  time.     The most attractive option,   then.   Is 

that of a quantitative and qualitative quota system.    There   is no  little 

irony   In  the fact  that, as a  result of a brief exposure to world energy 

interdependence after   it  practically abandoned  the  1959 oil-import quota 

system,   the U.S.  would return  to a modified quota policy.     The advantages 

For a  rigorous analysis of  the economic effects of  tariffs on oil   Im- 
ports,  see  the  Institute for  Defense Analysis'  "Intermediate-Term Energy 
Programs  to Protect Against Crude-Petroleum  Import  Interruptions," PB-237 
209,  September  \37k. 

** 
A truly flexible impcrt policy which takes into consideration security 

concerns is the Center for Naval Analysis' "The Oil Security System—an Oil 
Import Policy for the United Stages," January 197   The principal Idea of 
that study s to design a policy 'or the scenario in which world oil prices 
f.-.i  substantially below average U.S. prices. Reconciling efficiency with 
security, the study proposes that imports from Insecure sources be allowed, 
either upon payment of a fee or if backed by commitments of emergency oil 
supplies issued by suppliers of secure oil.  Such guarantees would consti- 
tute obligations to sell oil on the market In an emergency from such sources 
as inventories, existing wells operated below capacity, capped wells, new 
wells drilled during the emergency, and diversions of U.S. exports of crude 
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of such a system are many.  First, under such a quo'.d, import rights could 

be auctioned off to buyers periodically, revenues from the auction accruing 

to the Treasury.  It is not inconceivable that secret competitive auctioning 

would exacerbate OPEC unity and capture some of the monopoly rents now being 

paid to the exportinq countries.  Furthermore,  the quota system permits 

the applicati-n of direct preferences for secure sources of supply, either 

by tempting them entirely and thereby granting them the opportunity to 

capture all of the difference between U.S. and world prices.  Conversely, 

sources deemed less secure, say fron Eastern Hemisphere cüuntrles, could 

be ciarged a security fee.  The effect of such measures would be to give 

preferred suppliers incentive to enter the American market and encourage 

exchanges among importers who would substitute oil from secure sources for 

OAPEC oil, in order to avoid the security penalty.  A.s long as the supply 

of oil from co-intries cotsidered secure was elastic (and it appears to be), 

the burden of the securiry penalty would fall upon th« insecure producing 

countries, which is not an undesirable by-product of the policy.  The 

security fM syst-m. even if »mulated by other consuming countries, would 

not affect all output, but would accentuate the element of supply depend- 

ability and bring about a rearrangement of Import patterns along politically 

j. 

more sensible lines. 

and refined products.  In U;rn, possession of a guarantee is the qualific»- 
tion for receiving « fee-exen-pt Imp )rt allowani.^. Both gtarantees and fee- 
exempt import allowances would be bought and sold.  Importeri of oil woulc 
thus choose the r.heaper way of importing between paying the fee and acquir- 
ing a fee-exempt import alliance.  The net effect of such a system-pro- 
vided indeed prices drop-would be to reduce the cost of importing oil while 
increasing oil security in the form of emergency oil supplies. 

ft*A concise and useful comparioon between tariffs and quotas as instru- 
ments of oil policy can be found in Cnapter 6 of the MIT Energy Laboratory 
Policy Study Group's Energy Seif-Suffieiency (Washington, D.C.:  American 
Enterprise Institute 'o    Public Policy Research, \31U) ,   pp. 66-o9. 

" . 
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A security-structure Import quota system, in other words, would 

simultaneously serve two purposes:  It would encourage competition among 

OPEC members, thus putting stress on the cartel and alleviating Its mono- 

polistic control; and It would incorporate the preferential criteria de- 

sirable under a precautionary import policy.  The latter effect could be 

achieved und^r a tariff system by setting tariff levels for oil from 

secure and Insecure sources; the former effect, however, could not be 

attained through the tariff system.  Yet, It should be noted that a pre- 

cautionary import policy does not necessarily rem ire the adoption of 

formal discriminatory mechanisms.  A subtle strategy of Interdependence 

suggested by RAND Is described as: 

"...nudging certain producing countries and companies 
to increase the flow of non-Arab oil to the U.S. market, 
and encouraging that flow by incidental market opening 
measures."* 

RAND suggests that the governments of Indonesia, Nigeria, and l-an be 

stimulated In the desired direction by correlating the U.S. Interest with 

their demano for development, technological and military assistance.  With 

regard to Canada and Venezuela, the nudging policy would be aimed at 

stabilizing U.S. imports from these countries over the next three to 

five years.  Thus, whether in conjunction with a formal Import quota 

system, as seems advisable, or even in its absence, a disengagement 

from the insecure OAPFC oil is both desirable and feasible.  The RAND 

report summed It up a', follows: 

"To attempt to fix a maximum for Imports of Arab oil 
in a certain time span, or a miiimum of Imports from certain 
non-Arab sources, would give artlfic!al rigidity to a pre- 
cautionary Import policy and might make It Hpractical. 

I        .   - ____ 
Mendershausen and Nehrlng, "Protecting the U.S. Petroleum Market," p. vll 
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What seems most desirable is to introduce into government 
attitudes--whethcr articulated in direct government purchases 
or in guidance to the oil companies from the FEA, the State 
Department, or elsewhere--a cons idfirat ion favoring oil flows 
from non-Arab sources in the years ahead, reinforcing "arket 
tendencies that go in that direction, and cautionary or re- 
straining tendencies that go in the opposite direction."" 

A precautionary U.S. import policy coupled with quota and storage 

policies, as suggejted above could reconcile a continued reliance of the 

American market on imports with a greater measure of security from poli- 

tically inspired supply disrupiions.  Thus, it could go a long way toward 

alleviating the import vulnerabilities present during the interim period 

as the nation moves toward the announced goal of relative energy self- 

suff ic iency. 

This analysis demonstrates that »he multilateral energy system as 

it existed for more than twenty years after World War II under the aegis 

of American hegemony was a fragile construct.  Its basic siability hinged 

on the continuation of a series of delicate internal balances.  Most 

important among these was that between the patterns of export and import 

dependence- As a result of the multinational oil industry's ability to 

keep down the price of oil and due to competition in the market, the 

system evolved symmetrically in the two crucial dependence areas and 

multilaterally with respect to its mode of operation.  Attempts to 

capitalize on the vulnerabilities inherent in complex interdependencies 

failed, as shown by the examples of the Suez and 196? Mid-East crises, 

Ibid., p. 87. 
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because the reciprocal conditions of relatively high dependency among 

exporters and Importers alike balanced the system, and as such It proved 

to be quite flexible and efficient. 

The system came under pressure in .he 1960s, when an American decline 

was paralleled by the emergence of rescuce nationalism in the oil export- 

ing countries. The principal process •< tu^c  respect has been the rise 

of the OPEC cartel. That coalition failed in its declared purpose as long 

as the oil Industry was backed by home governments committed to the 

competitive multilateral system--in effect, a product of American British 

domination.  However, a backing away from such commitment in 1970 marked 

fhe beginning of a revolutionary period in which the system was to lose 

its stability and consequently the security of its adequate functioning. 

With the U.S. leading the group, the consuming nations changed their 

position from resisting OPEC to accommodating it.  Consequently, prices 

skyrocketed, the industry lost almost all Influence over production and 

pricing, and supply ceased being responsive to demand as curtailment of 

output occurred, be it for explicit economic reasons or the expedient 

establishment of economic-diplomatic linkages.  By 1973 the asymmetry 

between the degrees of dependence experienced by importers and exporters 

reached the threshold of an acute crisis. The structural conditions of 

imbalance and the policies of appeasement precipitated a major supply 

and price disruption in which exporters sought to exploit the state of 

the system for economic benefits and some of them for political purposes 

as well. The primary economic objectives were achieved, the secondary 

political ones—failed. The two. however, were symptoms of tha stme 

causes:  the cartelizatlon and pol I tlclzatIon by oil prrJucers of the 

/ 
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oil market, and the consumer's weakness in the face of such a cnallenge. 

That the effects of the challenge have not been disastrous to the oil 

consuming nations is not because of restraint on the part of the exporting 

countries but due to certain external constraints on their economic and 

particularly on their political leverage.  However, the forces now at 

work a.jgur an exacerbation of the imbalance between exporters and im- 

porters as the enhancement of capabilities and adverse intentions on the 

par. of the former more than offset the potential reduction in vulner- 

ability among the latter. 

In reaction to the crisis and in an effort to resolve its systemic 

tensions, four alternative courses of action have emerged.  The rationale 

dominating the first, a proposal for joint consumers' cooperation in 

r.nergy, is that since disunity among consumers and solidarity by exporters 

have been major causes of the crisis, only he forging of a concerted 

program of action by consumers could restore a semblance of balance to 

the system.  Dealing with the serjrity aspect of the crisis first, that 

approach has produced an International Energy Agency and an emergency 

oil-sharing agreement.  The horizontal approach, however, has failed so 

far to move from a defensive position to an offensive one vis-a-vis its 

producers' counterpart — OPEC.  One of the reasons for such failure has 

to do with the contending approach among consumers, that of vertical 

bilateralism.  That approach, which recommends the establishment of 

closer and more extensive ties between consumers and producers on a 

government-to-government basis, has resulted In alleviating some of the 

financial problems caused by the crisis vithout resolving any of its 

securi ty aspects. 

I 
—»- 
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As the limits to cooperative efforts are rapidly reached, it 

becomes more and more apparent that two alternative approaches might 

be elected instead.  The option of an unilateral drive towards self- 

sufficiency, as reflected in Projec. Independence, Is a case In point. 

The potential distance from energy independence varies from lesi than a 

decade for the U.S. and for certain European countries to about twice 

that long for the rest of the advanced industrialized nations.  Escape 

from interdependence, however, need not be completely autarklcal. Thus, 

a prudent energy policy for the U.S. could be that of gradual disengage- 

ment from global ism In energy by the adoption of preferential Import 

policies compatible with its secur'ty concerns. 

To keep Its energy options open the U.S. has typically pursued «11 

four strategies simultaneously: it led to the creation of the IEA; It 

engaged in comprehensive bilateral deals; it promulgated energy self- 

sufficiency as a national objective; and It introduced precautionary 

Ingredients into Its import policies. Pursuit of these policies together 

may have been sensible for the shortrun, but It Is too expensive, econom- 

ically and politically, to sustain over the long run.  In effect, the 

American energy dilemma is but a component of Its general International 

predicament.  If the U.S. were to reverse the process of its decline, 

then the energy problem could be exogeneously resolved as a new system 

of international economic collective security is erected and policies of 

appeasement give way to resistance postures.  If, on the other hand, 

present political trends continue, then the optimal mix of energy 

strategies for the U.S. would be that which stresses relative energy 

Independence attained through a precautionary Import policy. 
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The crisis of er,e gy interdependence, in conclusion, could result 

in its future avoidance rather than its restructuring or intensification, 

Gradually, all major oil importing countries would chose to escape 

energy interdependence by returning to semi-autarkic pontures.  It is 

this trend more than anything else which could restore balance and order 

to the world's energy system. 
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